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ABSTRACT

As more women authors write about women's lives and relationships with each
other, their audience has grown. This popularity has captured the interest of Hollywood
(stiU predominantly male) whichfindsthe ready-made audience of a popular novel
difficult to resist. Two popular late twentieth century novels by American women—Alice
Walker's TheCQlorPnrplft(1982) and Fannie Flagg's Fried Green Tomatoes at the
Whistle Stnp Cafe (1QR7)—wftrft adapted to film by male directors—Steven Spielberg and
Jon Avnet, respectively. Both novels present special problems for adaptation due to
both the construction and subject matter; eachfilminvolved the novelist to an unusual
degree.
In Walker's novel the women struggle against the isolation imposed by a sexist
and/or racist society and form a new community free of gender-defined roles.
Spielberg'sfilm(1985) manages to remain faithful to many of the details and part of the
spirit but confiises reconciliation with a retum to the fathers. In Flagg's novel the
courage, love and support of two women in the first half of the century leads to the
forging of another bond between two women in the century's second half Thouglj the
former closely approximates a courtship and marriage and the latter more closely
resembles a mother-daughter relationship, both enrich the lives of the women involved.
Jon Avnet's adaptation (1991), while changing details and avoiding any overt suggestion
of a lesbtan relationship, manages to convey the strength,fi-eedomand joy of the two
relationships and the influence of the past on the present. The directors do well when
portraying fnendship and mother-daughter or sister relationships but have difficulty
depicting physical love between women or attempts to break free of patriarchal society's
gender role concepts.
iv

CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION

In 1928 Virginia Woolf, pondering the subject of'Svomen andfiction"(3) on
which she had been invited to speak, came across a recently published first novel on her
shelves, read the words "Chloe liked Olivia" (qtd. in Woolf 86) and was struck by how
immense a change was there: "Chloe liked Olivia perhaps for thefirsttime in literature. .
.. So much has been left out, unattempted.. .. it was strange to think that all the great
women of fiction were, until Jane Austen's day, not only sfifiELby the other sex, but sfifin
only in relation to the nther sex And how small a part of a woman's life is that" (86:

emphasis added). Today, the readerfindswomen writers examining diverse facets of
women's lives, including—and perhaps most vitally—women relating to other women. As
these works gamer more interest, more readers, and more doUars, they arouse the
interest of thefilmindustry whichfi-equentlycapitalizes on the ready-made audience for
such adaptations. Alice Walker's The Color Purple and Fannie Flagg's Erifid ÛEfifin
Tomatoes at the Whistle Stnp Cafe both foUowed this path: gamering popularity with
readers, capturing the interest of fihnmakers, and making the transition from one medium
to another.
Both these American women wrote novels set in the Southem United States, the
area in which they grew up. Each drew from the herstory of family and/or fiiends, a kind
of oral history, for her novel, a fact about which each has been vocal. Neither foUows
the more common practice of writing about southem white aristocracy or southem white
trash. Walker writes about the mral African-American peoplefi-omwhom she came,
Flagg writes about the middle class from which she came The forms the narratives take,
whiledifFerent in specifics, feature an interest in language (the Southem speech of both
1

Caucasian and African-American characters), chapters unusual for their brevity and/or
their format (letters, newspaper articles), and difficult chronoiogies.
But most importantly, for the purposes of this study, both novels concem
themselves with the lives of women and their relationships with each other. Each of the
novels features one central couple-Celie and Shug in The Color >urple and Idgie and
Ruth in Fried Green Tomatnes—arnund whom a community of fnends and family seem
to revolve . Each of the novels depicts the stmggle of at least one character for her own
identity, for a sense of self-worth and for acceptance~at leastfi-omthose they love. In
fact The Cnlnr Pnrplf* revolves around Celie's stmggle tofindherself, to become a
strong person with high self-esteem and to find her voice in a society which seeks to
deny her one. The entire novel isfilteredthough Celie, * thus becoming her own
herstory, the writing of which plays an important role in her efforts to hold on to some
part of her self and to discover a sense of self-worth. Celie is also gifled with the
herstories of Nettie, Sofia and Shug, and she makes them a part of her own. In Erifid
Green Tomatoes Eveljm becomes the listener, providing the occasion for Ninny's
recounting of the herstories of Idgie and Ruth as well as her own. In tum Evelyn's
herstory is intermingled with theirs as she grows from this sharing of women's lives and
finally makes her own place in the world.
One of The Color Purple's severest critics brings up an issue which Caucasian
readers and scholars must confi'ont when reading and studying works by authors fi*om
other racial and cultural backgrounds. Explaining that "I do not automatically assume
that white women have my best interests at heart," Tmdier Harris actuallyfindsthe novel
suspect hficâusfi "they so favored" it ("On The Color Purple" 156). She claims that
readers without an African-American heritage form "a cadre of spectator readers . . .
who do not identify with the characters and who do not feel the intensity of their pain
[but] stand back and view the events of the novel as a circus of black human

interactions" (155). Some feminists would feel the same way about men who read
women's writings or male directors who adapt novels by and about women. Attitudes
like this reveal and perpetuate a deep-seated and mutual prejudice which denies the
possibility of understanding or commonality.
In stating her own opinions about what constitutes good writing, Alice Walker
unconsciously ofFers a partial answer to such criticisms: 'The best books take you into
the lives of people who seem very different from you. Inevitably, you then discover
there's a sameness. They express the oneness of people while giving you stories that
seem totally dififerent than anything you've known" (qtd. in 'Tsíovelist Alice Walker" B5).
For most readers, the works which become a part of their lives, the ones they retum to
again and again, are those which they find deeply tme to their own experiences, their
own beliefs, their own hopes and fears. A reader does not have to be black or female to
identify with Celie's stmggle for self-realization and love or a Southem white female to
identify with the sympathy, sharing and understanding which bind Evelyn and Ninny or
Ruth and Idgie.
Yet some of these fears plagued Alice Walker when she was first approached
about afilmof her novel. If Quincy Jones had not been involved as a producer, she
would most likely have refused to sell thefilmrightsto her novel. She was
understandably concemed about whatfilmmakersmight do to her novel: She explains
her doubts: "Mainly, because of what our [blacks'] experience has been with Hollywood
. . . and with white people trying to do black work. . ..All you have to do is go to the
average movie where you have one black person surrounded by a million white people
and you see how artificial the black character becomes. I did not want that" (qtd. in
Dworkin 68). When Spielberg became involved with the project, he was aware of the
novelist's fears: "Alice [Walker] feared I might introduce more white characters and
make this a movie about race and contrast" (qtd. in Rhetts C4). He would insist that

"my experience of humaû people is far more to the point than my experience of black
people" ("Spielberg Speaks" 58; emphasis in original). Whoopi Goldberg, who plays the
adult Celie in thefilm,also asserts that "This is a story about the trials of human spirit."
(qtd. in Dworkin 95). But such statements, while they have a certain validity, avoid a
very real issue.
The director can not deny that' Vhat you see in thefilmare black people living in a
black culture" ("Spielberg Speaks" 58). Furthermore, he does,finally,admit to some
reservations about directing afilmin which the characters comefi'oma culture so
different from his own: ".. . left to my own devices, I probably would have been afi'aid
of those things. But I had Quincy [Jones] to go to and say, "I feel uncomfortable with
this scene, [sic] I want to avoid clichés and stereotypes' I had him and Alice Walker
giving me marvelous advice and telling me not to be afi-aid" ("Spielberg Speaks" 58). In
her own blunt way, Whoopi Goldberg addresses such concems:
'These people bitch and moan that you never see a black face in the
movies . .. Then people are pissed because Spielberg directed it,
which is to me very ridiculous. It's like saying if you're not a junkie,
you can't tell anyone that heroin screws up your body. It's like my
handicapped lady [ from her one-woman show]... I don't have to be
handicapped to know how people treat handicapped people, I can see
it! I can feel it! I am open to it!
"I say to people, cool the flick out, and see what this man does
with the movie." (qtd. in Dworkin 94)
Oprah Winfi-ey, the film's Sofia, also defends the director against charges that as a white
male he could not possible direct the story well (M. Milloy C7). The novelist herself
advises fans of the novel that "We may miss our favorite part.. . but what is there wiU
be its own gift, and I hope people will be able to accept that in the spirit that it's given"
(qtd. in Dworkin 95). Even though she admits to "cringing" at some places in the film,
she admits that "it still moves me .. . as I relive the feeling of love that was palpable
daily on the set" (Same River Twice 411 As will be seen in chapter three everyone

involved in the film seems to have entered into it with the utmost respect for the novel, a
love for the material, and a desire to it justice. Moreover, thefilmdoes show black
characters living in a community of black people; white characters are peripheral to the
story; the result is a communal context for the black characters which has often been
lacking in film.
Correctly representing the South and its women concemed both novelist Fannie
Flagg and director John Avnet in Fried Green Tomatoes Flagg explains, "As a
Southemer, I felt I had a responsibility, because as a Southem movie viewer, I have seen
so manyfilmswhere the Southemers are portrayed as morons, and their accents just
come and go with the tides and they all wear overalls. It made me just want to scream
my head off' (qtd. in Murphy D14). She also understands the resistance tofilmsabout
women: "Look, HoUywood is mn by men . . . And the tendency is to makefilmsthey
understand and they enjoy" (qtd. in Murphy D13). In the past, Flagg explains, "We
didn't... see women in movies as fnends, they were completely there to round out the
men" (qtd. in Washington F2). Certainly the two central stories in the novel and film
reflect Flagg's belief that "in the South, women's friendships are very important, that's
their support group" (qtd. in Washington F2). As a novelist, Fannie Flagg expresses this
interest in and admiration for the friendships of Southem women; as co-screenwriter of
thefilmadaptation, shefindsan unusual opportunity to preserve that element.
Director Jon Avnet shares Flagg's interest in a faithful portrait of the South and of
Southem women. Asfilmingbegins in 1991, Jon Avnet "hope[s] not to do another
stereotypical film in which you portráy Southem life the way people think it is instead of
how it really is" (qtd. in Murray, 'Tilmmaker Ripe" F3). When Avnet/Kemer Companypurchases therightsto Fried Green Tnmatnes at the Whistle Stop Cafe, Avnet finds it a
difficult movie to sell because "executives only want what is proven to work. And even
when you get afilmlike nriving Mis.s Daisv. or Thelma & LQUise, movies about women

that are hits, the executives tend to say, 'WelI, those wereflukes"(qtd. in Murphy D13).
Even his actresses speak about the problems involved in making a movie like this one.
Kathy Bates, who plays Evelyn Couch, wonders why both women and men have
problems seeing the potential of these movies: ". . . one woman came up to me and said
'Hey, isn't this movie a little heavy on the babes?' Give me a break! Why do we all
have these hang-ups about making movies about women?" (qtd. in Murphy D14). Mary
Stuart Masterson, the cinematic Idgie Threadgoode, discusses the dearth of such film
stories in terms reminiscent of Woolf s comments on women in fiction: 'These women
bond, and we women never get to see that. You see male bonding, male buddy movies,
you see women playing men's roles, but you never see women just being women and
bonding" (qtd. in Keough E4). Clearly, everyone associated with Fried Green Tomatoes
understands the difficulties of making a movie about women's fiiendships. Director John
Avnet recognizes the difficulties of creating an accurate Southem context as well, but
believes that an adaptation of Flagg's novel must deal with women in the South and their
relationships with each other if it is to maintain any degree of faithfiilness to its source.
Given that the directors entered into these projects with the best of intentions, how
well did they do? Both The Color Purple and Fried Green Tomatoes are episodic which
can present problems in continuity for film. The novels deal with the thoughts and
emotions of the characters—qualities difficult to convey in a visual medium. And are the
women and their lives depicted with the same honesty? Or do those depictions change
with the shift from one medium to another? What about the women's relationships with
each other? Do they receive the same emphasis? Does the nature of these relationships
remain the same?
In the following chaptersfirstthe novel then thefilmwill be examined with these
questions in mind. First, the influence of women's lives on the novels, as backstory, as
the novelist's herstory, will be examined. Then the translationfromthe page to film will

be discussed. Obviously, thefilmmakerswere concemed with maintaining some degree
of faithflilness to the novels—else why encourage the unusually high degree of
involvement each novelist was allowed? Were they successflil in this goal?
Chapters two and four will examine Alice Walker's The Cnlnr Purple (1982) and
Fannie Flagg's Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe (1987), respectively.
First, the background of the author, both personal and professional, will be discussed as
it relates to her telling of the women's stories within-the novel; an examination of the
women characters and their relationships with each other will foUow. Chapters three and
five wiU tum to thefilms—StevenSpielberg's The Color Purple (1985) and Jon Avnet's
Fried Green Tomatoes (1991 )^ respectively. The chapters will look at the difficulties
facing thefilmmakersin adapting the novels and at the coming together of director,
screenwriter (Menno Meyjes for the Spielbergfilmand Carol Sobieski for the Avnet
film), novelist and cast, then tum to a closer study of thefilm'sdepiction of the women..
Chapter six will look back at the lessons leamed, the conclusions drawn, and look
forward to possibilities for further study in the future.
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^That one oral command at the beginning of the novel, the lettersfromNettie, and
the one letterfromShug all come to the reader through Celie's consciousness: she gives
the letters to the reader so that one reads them through her eyes, just as one hears Pa's
oral command as if standing in Celie's shoes.
^Avnet/Kemer was founded by Jon Avnet and Jordan Kemer in 1986. See the
Avnet Chronology in Appendix B.

CHAPTER TWO
ALICE WALKER'S THF COLOR PIIRPLF (1982):
THE NOVEL

Background of Anthor and Novel
Childhood Legacies
Novelist, essayist, poet and short story writer--Alice Walker imposes as few
limits on what she chooses to write as she would have society impose on her as a citizen
and a human being. The eighth and youngest child of a Georgia sharecropper, she has
never lost her sense of outrage over the injustices her family experienced as a matter of
course for no other reasons than their color and their poverty. Indeed, that outrage has
expanded to include any injustice she perceives, whether toward human, animal, piant or
the earth itself Fortunately, her childhood legacy also includes the strength, love and
communal feeling she found both in her family and among Eatonton, Georgia's AfricanAmerican population. Together these legacies propel both her work and her life.
Alice Walker's childhood changed dramatically when her brother used his new BB
gun to shoot the eight year old girl in therighteye. According to her essay "Beauty:
When the Other Dancer Is the Self," the scar concemed Walker more than the loss of
sight during thefirstyears after the accident (364)."^ Only later did she begin to
appreciate her good fortune in not losing the sight in her left eye as well. She recalls: "I
no longer felt like the little giri I was. I felt old, and because I felt I was unpleasant to
look at,fiUedwith shame" ('Trom an Interview" 245). No longer confident enough to
look up because she felt people now stared "not at the 'cute' little giri, but at her scar"
("Beauty" 364), the young giri also suffered from the feeling that she, not her brother,
was punished. Because their youngest daughter suffered from cmel remarks and
9
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bullying at her new school, the Walkers sent her to live with her grandparents so that she
could attend her old school (Walker, "Beauty" 365). Walker's brother BiII arranged to
have the whitish scar tissue removed when she was fourteen, leaving only "a small bluish
crater" (Walker, "Beauty" 366-67). Although there remain occasions when she feels
self-conscious about the eye, this improvement in its appearance helped her raise her
head once again (Walker, "Beauty" 367).
One of the most unforgettable moments in Walker's writing records how her twoyear-old daughter Rebecca helped her come to terms with that blue scar:
Since her birth I have worried about her discovery that her mother's
eyes are dififerent from other people's. Will she be embarrassed? I
think. What will she say? Every day she watches a television program
called "Big Blue Marble" [sic]. It begins with a picture of the earth as
it appearsfromthe moon. It is bluish, a little battered-looking, but fiill
of light, with whitish clouds swirling around it. Every time I see it I
weep with love, as if it is a picture of Grandma's house. One day
when I am putting Rebecca down for a nap, she suddenly focuses on
my eye. Something inside me cringes, gets ready to protect myself
All children are cmel about physical differences, I know from
experience, and that they don't always mean to be is another matter. I
assume Rebecca will be the same.
But no-o-o-o. She studies my face intently as we stand, her
inside and me outside her crib. She even holds my face matemally
between her dimpled little hands. Then, looking every bit as serious
and lawyeriike as her father, she says, as if it may just possibly have
slipped my attention: "Mommy, there's a MÍIM in your eye." (As in,
'T)on't be alarmed, or do anything crazy.") And then, gently, but with
great interest: "Mommy, where did you geí that worid in your eye?"
For the most part, the pain left then. (369-370)
Able at last to see the worid in her eye, Walker discovered that she could and did love it,
that its occasional drifting and its retum to "attention in excitement" were in fact "deeply
suitable to my personality, and even characteristic of me" (370). In this acceptance the
essay offers evidence of the mature woman who has come to terms with herself and feels
confident enough to go her own way regardless of opposition or criticism.

II
Walker scholar and friend Mary Helen Washington discusses this episode's impact
on the budding author's development: "... I think it was in that story of losing the eye
that she became a writer and that she became the kind of writer who is intensely
concemed about other people who suffer" (qtd. in Tiehel). Walker herself sees the event
as pivotal:
I think that at a very early age I was . . . separated . . . something
happened to me [the shooting, scarring, and blinding of the eye], as
happens often to creative people. I was put outside of the family
enough so that I could watch itfroma distance and .. . start to see . . .
how it worked and . . . to have a critical view.^ . . . people who are
just in there,... who fit, never have that distance and so . . . it's
harder, I think for them to . . . be free of . . . whatever is molding
them;... so even though it's very painful because you feel this
incredible distancefrom,for instance, your family,... what finally
happens is that you at least have an opinion . . . that can be very
different from their opinion, and you grow not to really care that it's
very different from their opinion . . . because it has been eamed . . . it's
like . . . your balloon string may have been cut.. . but what a view and
. . . what a great feeling . .. what sweeping . . . movements .. . in
space.... there's just a realfreedomto express however you are . . . I
have very little sense of fear or concem really about what other people
think . .. about certain things . . . that I do because I . . . feel that . ..
this early being put outside has given me thefreedomto . . . not be
bound by that."* (Walker, Allende and Bolen)
Thisfreedom,this strength in the face of disagreement or condemnation will stand
Walker in good stead, for her observations, convictions, and subject matter frequently
stimulate criticism and controversy.
A Woman's Body and Motherhood
Another episode in Walker's life made her aware of the potential for betrayal from
a woman's own body. Remembering her father'sfrequentadmonishments to her sister
that she could not come home if she ever became pregnant (Walker, "Brothers and
Sisters" 329) and her mother's conviction that "abortion is a sin" (Walker, 'Trom an
Interview" 245), the young woman's thoughts tumed to suicide when she leamed that
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she was pregnant during her senior year at Sarah Lawrence (Walker, "From an
Interview" 245-46). She "felt at the mercy of everything, including my own body"
(Walker, "From an Interview" 245); she began "to understand how alone woman is,
because of her body" (Walker, "From an Interview" 248). This insightfindsfrequent
expression in her fiction.^ That early lesson in the vulnerability of a woman's body
remains indelibly etched in Walker's mind, and, therefore, in herfictionwell beyond her
college years.
Walker does not consciously condemn motherhood, but she certainly sees it as
problematic. Evidence of this attitude can be found in each of Walker's novels.^ In Jhs.
Third Life of Grange Copeland Margaret grows distantfromherfirstchild Brownfield
and eventually kiUs her youngest and herself; Mem's efforts to protect her children prove
ineffective as her husband grimly seeks to destroy his family, even killing one infant by
exposure; her fertility becomes the instmment of Brownfield's revenge; and their
daughter Ruth later fears the possibilities presented by her maturing body: ''What scared
her was that she felt her woman's body made her defenseless. She felt it could now be
had and made to conceive something she didn't want, against her wiU, and her mind
could do nothing to stop it" (271). Nearly trapped by herfirstpregnancy into a life of
stunted mental and spiritual development, the title character in Meridian rejects
biological motherhood in order to become spiritual mother to the poor children she
encounters in various towns throughout the South; her mother, on the other hand,
voluntarily chooses marriage and motherhood only to discover too late that she resents
the loss offreedom,independence and individuality. In The Color Purple biological
mothers and their children suffer long periods of separation; Celie's pregnancies also end
her education and complete her subjugation to Pa. Suwelo, from TheTemplenfMy
Familiar, represses memories of his mother because he fears the accompanying memories
of his abusive father and the recognition that his father's abuse lead to the death of both
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parents; Carlotta and her mother Zede grow estranged when both love and are loved by
the same man; Zede believes her mother is dead for decades before the two find each
other again. In Possessing the Secret nf Iny childbirth proves destmctive for both Tashi
and her child, and the resulting trauma affects the rest of their lives. The entire family
finds this birth so catastrophic that a second pregnancy is aborted. In each novel the
readerfindscharacters who stmggle to overcome or avoid the difficulties presented by
biological motherhood.
In Walker's nonfiction the difficulties of motherhood, while appearing in less
dramatic fashion, nonetheless present an impediment for the woman writer. Reviewing
Buchi Emecheta's Second Class Citizen, Walker admits that the dedication to the
author's childrenfirstdrew her to the novel "because it is exactly the kind of dedication I
could not imagine making myself' ("Writer Because" 66). Emecheta's dedication to her
five "dear children" includes the lines "without whose sweet background noises / this
book would not have been written" (qtd. in Walker, "Writer Because" 67). A skeptical
Walker asks herself, '*What kind of woman would think the 'background noises' offive
children 'sweet'?" and suspects that such words must "camouflage the author's
unadmitted matemal guilt," but shefinds,to her amazement, that in fact "it is because
she is both [writer and mother] that she writes at all" ("Writer Because" 67). In the
essay "One Child of One's Own," Walker explores the joys and difficulties of
motherhood for women writers. After much discussion, which fails to hide her own
ambiguity on the subject, she concludes that "We are together, my child and I. Mother
and child, yes, but sisJm really, against whatever denies us all that we are" (392). This
statement sounds wonderfully affirmative of motherhood but does not end the essay.
Instead the concluding lines duplicate a sign which Walker says she placed above her
desk:
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Dear Alice
Virginia Woolf had madness;
George Eliot had ostracism,
somebody else's husband,
and did not dare to use
her own name.
Jane Austen had no privacy
and no love life.
The Bronte sisters never went anywhere
and died young
and dependent on their father.
Zora Hurston (ah!) had no money
and poor health.
You have Rebecca~who is
much more delightflil
and less distracting
than any of the calamities
above. (392-93)
This hardly sounds like aringingendorsement of the benefits of motherhood for
wnters.
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Walker and Her Mother
On the subject of her own mother, Minnie Lou Walker, the writer seldom has
anything negative to say. The one criticism Walker makes in her early writings occurs in
the essay discussed above, "One Child of One's Own."^ When Rebecca was one year
old, Minnie Lou Walker gave her daughter some '\incharacteristically bad advice: ' You
should have another one soon,' said she, 'so that Rebecca will have someone to play
with and so you can get it all over with faster'" (373). Advice like her mother's, Walker
decides, "does not come from what a woman recalls of her nwn experience" but "from a
pool of such misguidance women have collected over the miiiennia to help themselvft<t
feel less foolish for having mnre than one child," a pool which should be called
"'Women's Fnlly^"' rather than the more common label "'Women's Wi.sdnm"^ (373-74;
emphasis in original). "Women's FoIIy" includes such falsely comforting thoughts as
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"'until myfifthchild . . . I could pick up and go anywhere I wanted to'" (374); "'that
pain is over before you know it'" (375); "'looks like the more it hurts you to give birth,
the more you love the child'" (375); "'sometimes the pain, íhejLsa^, isn't even real.
Well, not as real as it feels at the time'" (375; emphasis in original); and "'you soon
fûEgfiLÍt [the pain]'" (376; emphasis in original). While making the conventional
admission that birth "is miraculous" (377), Walker holds fast to the idea of one child and
condemns the conventional "wisdom" which leads even her own mother to say a woman
should feel differently.
Most of Walker's recorded memories of her mother paint a far more flattering
portrait. The novelist recalls that Minnie Lou Walker not only "tmsted me implicitly and
completely" but also prevented othersfromintermpting or curbing her youngest's
reading (qtd. in M. Washington, "Her Mother's Gifts" 38). Walker remembers her
mother as a creator of beauty and light under difficult circumstance:
We lived . . . in very poor housing~shacks~and part of what was
magical about her was that... whenever we moved into those places
she just refused to leave them as shacks and they became houses; they
became homes. In a little three room shack she managed to buy roUs
of very cheap . . . paper for . . . thefrontroom. This is where the
girls slept and that was always the best room in the house. She . . .
changed our room totally with this cheap wallpaper which managed to
look really quite nice. But then when she got to her own room and my
father's room, there was no money for wallpaper. But someone gave
her lots of paper bags and so she . . . steamed them open, ironed them,
and she covered her walls with paper bags, and it was actually very
nice. . . . with a lamp throwing a . .. sort of glow . . . on these paper
bags it looked surprisingly homey and comfortable, and to me it was
just part of my mother's magic^ (qtd. in Osman)
Walker remembers her mother's artistryfindingits most magical expression in her
garden: "Because of her creativity with herflowers,even my memories of poverty are
seen through a screen of blooms-sunflower, petunias, roses, dahlias, forsythia, spirea,
delphiniums, verbena" (qtd. in Trescott, "Child" Gl).^^ Equally important in Walker's
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memory is the transformation gardening engenders in her mother:
I notice that it is only when my mother is working in herflowersthat
she is radiant, almost to the point of being invisible-except as Creator:
hand and eye. She is involved in work her soul must have. Ordering
the universe in the image of her personal conception of Beauty.
Her face, as she prepares the Art that is her gift, is a legacy of
respect she leaves to me, for all that iUuminates and cherishes life. She
has handed down respect for the possibilities—and the will to grasp
them. ("InSearch" 241-42)
Small wonder, then, that gardens andflowerswill recur throughout the daughter's
wntmgs. *
Thadious M. Davis believes that '*that garden is her [Alice Walker's] recurrent
metaphor for both art and beauty, endurance and survival; it is essentially, too, Walker's
articulation of the process by which individuals find selfhood through examining the
experiences of others who have preceded them" ("Alice Walker's Celebration" 47).
Furthermore, hefindsthat 'The growing of flowers under adverse conditions becomes
symbolic of the mysterious transformations possible in human beings. The image is
Walker's emblem for growing and living in spiritual beauty" ("Alice Walker" 353). The
story of a single flower illustrates that this symbolism in Walker'sfictionreflects a reality
in both her and her mother's lives. When Rebecca was bom, Minnie Lou Walker gave
her daughter a lavender petunia and told the story of its origins. Thirty-seven years
earlier she and her husband were going home and she spotted a single lavender petunia in
the yard of an abandoned house. She insisted they stop, took the plant home, and set it
out. When the family would move, the flower went with them. To celebrate Rebecca's
birth she brought a part of that petunia bush to her daughter: "It had never died. Each
winter it lay dormant and dead-Iooking, but each spring it came back, livelier than ever"
(Walker, 'Trom an Interview" 268). In case a less knowledgeable person might dismiss
the importance of this lavender petunia's survival as simply something flowers do,
Walker explains, "What underscored the importance of this story for me is this: modem
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petunias do not live forever. They die each winter and the next spring you have to buy
new ones" ("From an Interview" 268). Perhaps this miraculous petunia with its purple
shade lent its color to the title of Walker's most successfiil novel, the story of women
who survive and bloom again in spite of the experiences which force their spirits to lie
dormant for a time.
From her meager eamings, Minnie Lou Walker managed to buy her youngest
daughter three items which she herself had never owned. For Alice Walker, their real
value lies in her mother's hard work and determination to give them and in their symbolic
value: (1) a sewing machine representing a call to "independence and self-sufficiency";
(2) a suitcase ofFering "permission to travel"; and (3) a typewriter issuing a final
imperative~"If that wasn't saying, 'Go write your ass off,' I don't know what you need"
(qtd. in M. Washington, "Her Mother's Gifts" 38). The novelistfindsthat both her
language and subject matter reflect her knowledge of her mother: "I lived with my
mother for seventeen years before I went off'to school and I absorbed not just her words
but her way of being. I. . . leamed to read my mother's body language. I leamed to
read her atmosphere and I . . . leamed to read her history" (qtd. in Osman). This close
identification with her mother leads the writer to incorporate her mother's stories into
her own: "Just as you have certain physical characteristics of your mother's—her
laughter or her toes or her grade of hair—you also intemalize certain emotional
characteristics that are like hers. That is part of your legacy. They are . . . merged with
your own, transformed through the stories. When you're compelled to write her stories,
it's because you recognize and prize those qualities of her in yourself' (Walker qtd. in
M. Washington, "Her Mother's Gifts" 38). Walker remembers her mother giving her
"thefreedomto tell [her own] stories"; by telling her mother's stories, she explains, "I
was saying thank you" (qtd. in M. Washington, "Her Mother's Gifts" 38). The writer
íurther acknowledges her mother's influence on her work in the essay "In Search of Her
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Mother's Gardens'
Yet so many of the stories that I write, that we all write, are my
mother's stories. Only recently did I flilly realize this: that through
years of listening to my mother's stories of her life, I have absorbed
not only the stories themselves, but something of the manner in which
she spoke, something of the urgency that involves the knowledge that
her stories-like her life-must be recorded. It is probably for this
reason that so much of what I have written is about characters whose
counterparts in real life are so much older than I am." (240)
The gifts of her mother even influenced Alice Walker's development as a womanist
(blackfeminist):^^
I grew up thinking that there was nothing, literally nothing, my mother
couldn't do once she set her mind to it. This is a tradition black
women share. You needn't be a wilting flower, you can be sexy, fun,
[sic] at the same time you can drive a tractor, you canridea horse,
plow a field . . . So in a way when the movement, the women's
movement happened, I was really delighted because I felt they were
trying to go where my mother was and where I always assumed I
would go. (Walker qtd. in Trescott, "Child" G3; ellipsis in original)
Armed with her mother's gifts, Alice Walker would leave home, attend both Spelman
CoUege and Sarah Lawrence, actively participate in various political movements, and
write, write, write.
Walker and Her Father
Walker's memories of her relationship with her father, Willie Lee Walker, present
a sharp contrast to the admiration and gratitude which pervade her memories of her
mother. Yet he too contributed to her political and personal philosophies as a womanist
and an activist. In the essay "Father," she explains that "actually, my father was two
fathers" (13). The older siblings remember a father who still had his health; who helped
organize a group of black sharecroppers who were thefirstblack men in Eatonton,
Georgia, to vote; who not only supported the one room school for black children but
also "believed in education above all else" (Walker, "Father" 13). Yet by the time his
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youngest daughter knew him, WiIIie Lee Walker was "'dragging around' sick, in the
manner of the very poor[:] Overweight, high blood pressure, diabetes,. . . rotten teeth"
(Walker, "Father" 13). In addition, "he seemed fearfiil of both education and politics
and disappointed and resentfiil as well" (Walker, 'Tather" 13). While understanding the
fixistration and pain which led her father to change (Walker, 'Tather" 13), Alice Walker
found this unhappy man a difficult and distant father. As a result, her feelings about
Willie Lee are as conflicted as the two-father man she describes. She admits that one of
the details of Langston Hughes life which attracted her to him as a spiritual mentor^^
was his relationship with his own father: '*When Langston bluntly wrote 'I hate my
father,' I understood I was not alone in having some difficulties with my own, and that
this hatred (which I had also felt at times) is an option for the child, and that the child is
right, or more healthy, to refiise a parental Move' that doesn't see the child at all but
rather what, in the father's image, can be made of him. Or of her" (Walker, "Tuming"
664). She assures her readers that "in my heart, I have never wanted to be at odds with
my father, but I have felt, over the years, especially when I was younger, that he gave me
no choice" ("Father" 11). Even as an adult, she yeams for a close bond with her father.
Walker recalls an incident which occurred when she was about three years old and
which suggests that such a bond once existed. When her father asked if she had broken
a jar and she confessed, she felt an approval of her tmthfulness: "I think he hugged me.
He probably didn't, but I still feel as if he did, so embraced did I feel" ("Father" 12).
Because of this episode, she credits him for teaching her "not to bother telling lies"
("Father" 15). In the essay "Beauty: When the Other Dancer Is the Self," the author
recalls the moment during which her feelings about her father began to change. At the
beginning of the essay, a two-year-old Alice Walker 'Svant[s] to go everywhere my
daddy goes" (361). Walker describes her father at this time as "a fat,fiinnyman with
beautiflil eyes and a subversive wit" (361). The day she is shot in the eye changes their
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relationship: "... I consider that day the last time my father, with his sweet home
remedy of cool lily leaves, chose me, and . . . I suffered and raged inside because of this"
(368). By the time she was a senior at Sarah Lawrence, Walker thought of her father as
"that suspecting, once-fat, slowly shrinking man, who had not helped me at all since I
was twelve years old, when he bought me a pair of ugly saddle oxfords I refiised to
wear" ('Trom an Interview" 246). She seems unaware of the pathos in this reference to
a man trying to help his child only to have his efforts met with rejection because her
values diffisr from his own.
Many of the difficulties between Willie Lee and Alice Walker stemfromhis
treatment of his daughter Ruth who had the misfortune to resemble his mother, Kate,
who was killed by her lover^^ (HiII D2). The writer remembers, "My father was so
confused that when my sister Ruth . .. physically resembled his mother, and sounded like
his mother, and had similar expressions, he rejected her and missed no opportunity that I
ever saw to put her down" ('Tather" 14). Ruth 'Vas rarely allowed into tovm alone, and
if the dress she wore fit too snugly at the waist, or if her cleavage dipped too far below
her collarbone, she was made to stay home" while her brothers went to town (Walker,
"Brothers and Sisters" 328). Neither parent discussed the simple biology of a girl's
maturation to Ruth. So, "naturally, when she got the chance, she responded eagerly to
boys. But when this was discovered she was whipped and locked up in her room"
(Walker, "Brothers and Sisters" 328). This treatment led to a confusion over sexuality
and a low self-esteem which in tum led Ruth to marry "thefirstman who loved her
enough to beat her for looking at someone else"*^ (Walker, "Brothers and Sisters" 329).
Obviously, the youngest daughter not only witnessed these events but also found them
impossible to forget and difficult to forgive; their injustice doubtless contributes to her
commitment to black women.
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Yet the estrangement from her father continued to trouble Alice Walker-both
before and after his death in 1973. She admits writing "The Child Who Favored
Daughter"

(a short story) because she "wanted to understand why he was so against

my dating a white person . . . He didn't explain it, he just got angry. By writing that
story I was able to get closer to his quiterightobjection" (qtd. in HiII D2). ^ ^ In 1984
she admitted that she and her father shared certain qualities: "I thought he was just
totally different from me, but in fact, deep down, I am very much like him. We like the
same things. He likes to cook, he likes to feed people, he likes the out-of-doors. He
was a totally natural kind of person, and those are the things I value too"^^ ("A
Conversation" 42). Having remembered the things she and her father shared, the
daughter began to understand him.
Walker's real farewell to her father occurred when she left for coUege:
My father stood outside the bus that day, his hat—an old gray
fedora~in his hands; helpless as I left the only world he would ever
know. . . . So we never spoke of this parting, or of the pain in his
beautiflil eyes as the bus left him there by the side of that lonely
Georgia highway, and I moved—blinded by tears of guilt and
relief—ever farther and farther away; until, by the time of his death, all
I understood, tmly, of my father's life, was how few of its possibilities
he had realized, how relatively little of its probable grandeur I had
known. ("My Father'sCountry"216)
Ironically, only after Willie Lee Walker's death would his daughter leam to understand
his life enough to forgive his shortcomings. In the title poemfromGood Night, WiIIie
Lee, I'll See You in the Moming. Walker recognizes the need for forgiveness when she
hears her mother's words at WiUie Lee Walker's funeral. By the time she writes "Poem
at Thirty-Nine" she at last believes that her father "would have grown / to admire / the
woman I've become" (6:1-3).
Reaching this comfortable point meant understanding something of her father's
worid. She explains her father's sexist treatment of his daughters as the product of a
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sexist culture which formed "a web that was so encompassing he didn't see it" (Walker,
MJLLÍÍÊ).

loved

She admits the difficulty of seeing "that he had other qualities that I really
while I was looking at this person who, I felt, never quite saw me as a person;

. . . he saw me as a giri and a giri who had to be enclosed and keptfromdoing active
things" (My Life). Finally seeing Willie Lee Walker in a context larger than his
immediate family, Alice Walker recognized that he was, in part, the creation of a time, a
place, and a society beyond which she had already moved when she noticed the injustices
of his treatment of her sister and could not ignore them.
Moving beyond Her Parents
Alice Walker was fortunate enough to grow up at a time when it was possible for a
black woman to resist the erosion of self-respect, of strength, and of hope caused by
facing the racism and poverty of her parents' existence. Even though WiIIie Lee Walker
"risked his life and livelihood to vote more than once, nothing much changed in his
world" (Walker, 'Tather" 13). In spite of his hard work and his efforts to improve
conditions for himself, his family, and his friends, he never really saw much progress.
Worse, his children's education, for which he originally stmggled, only served to make
them "more critical of him" (Walker, "Father" 13). His wife, Minnie Lou Walker,
became indoctrinated with the very attitudes by which a racist society justified its
treatment of her. Shock, anger, grief, and bittemess permeate Alice Walker's
recognition of her mother's acceptance of racist thought:
My mother, a tmly great woman who raised eight children of her own
and half a dozen of the neighbors' without a single complaint, was
convinced that she did not exist compared to "them." She
subordinated her soul to theirs and became a faithful and timid
supporter of the "Beautifiil White People." Once she asked me, in a
moment of vicarious pride and despair, if I didn't think that "they"
were "jest naturally smarter, prettier, better." My mother asked this:
a woman who never got rid of any of her children, never cheated on
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my father, was never a hypocrite if she could help it, and never even
tasted liquor. ("Civil Rights" 123)
Seeing her parents' defeat lent impetus to Alice Walker's interest in the civil rights
movement. She writes, "Because of the Movement, because of an awakened faith in the
newness and imagination of the human spirit, because of'black and white together . . .
because of the beatings, the arrests, the hell of battle during the past years, I have fought
harder for my life and for a chance to be myself, to be something more than a shadow or
a number, than I had ever done before in my life" ("Civil Rights" 125). She explains that
the movement gave two invaluable gifts to African-Americans: "It gave us hope for
tomorrow. It called us to life" ("Civil Rights" 129). The youngest Walker daughter
gained a pride in herself which would help her avoid the spiritual defeat her parents
experienced.

Accusations of Male Bashing
Walker had come under attack for her portrayals of African-American men before
the publication of The Color Purple. This third novel in which the protagonist sufiFers
under both an abusive fatherfigureand an abusive husband brought such complaints to
an angry crescendo. In fact Black men had become so critical of black women writers in
general by the winter of 1984 that Calvin Hemton published "The Sexual Mountain and
Black Women Writers" examining these attitudes and trying to bring some reason to a
volatile issue. He sums up the attitude toward novels like IIIÊ Color Purple:
Black men write a lot about the 'castrating' black female and feel
righteous in doing so. But when black women write about the incest,
rape and sexual violence committed by black men against black
females of all ages in the family and in the black community at large,
and when black women write that black men are castrators and
oppressors of black women, black men accuse them of sowing seeds
of'division' in the black community. (141)
Hemton does not imply that all black men are abusive, simply that there are a few such
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men-and that writers have arightto show the victim's perspective. As Gloria
Wade-Gayles asks, "Whatrighthave we to tell Walker to ignore tmths she might have
vicariously experienced, heard about or read in the back pages of newspapers?"
("Anatomy" 52). Walker talks about the violence in her home town: "Ever since I was a
child, I had been aware of the high rate of domestic violence in our town, among our
people; v^^ves shot or stabbed to death, children sometimes abused and beaten" (Sams.
River Twice 170); a glance at the "'Real Life' Inspiration" section of this paper will
confirm her statement. She writes of life as she has seen and/or experienced it.
One article reflects much of the anger found in male responses to the novel;
George Stade accuses The Color Purple of simply dramatizing "the virtues of women
and the vices of men" (265), as if this were a terrible sin in and of itself He calls Pa "the
primal ogre, the type of all men" (265)~which, of course, the novel does not. He
decides "the men, with a few telling exceptions,. . . are bmtal in the flesh because they
are impoverished of spirit" (265). Walker's concem with the spiritual enrichment of all
her characters evidently makes no impression on him. Stade quickly moves into a
diatribe about the novel's men: "They are pitiless when they are not self-pitying. They
are misogynist and they are pedophobic .. . They are petty, spitefiil, 'hurtflil,' and
treacherous. They are also arrogant, complacent, lazy, insensitive, incompetent, vain,
inartistic, contemptuous of women, but quick to take credit for their work. Above all,
they are lechers, mechanical monsters of sexual appetite" (265-66). Rather than ignoring
the redemption of Mr.

, Stade claims that "Celie . .. redeems these men by giving

them the courage to be women, by releasing the woman already in them. But
masculinity is unredeemable; masculinity is radical evil, irreducible, the causeless cause of
all that's wrong with the world" (266). He does, however, admit that, at what he sees
as the other end of the spectmm, "there is already more male chauvinist fiction . . . than
anyone could read in a lifetime" (269). Charles Johnson, like another group of the
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novel's critics, simple seems offended by the fact that the men are "thinly rendered
strawmen created essentially to be foils for the unfailingly wise, heroic women" (106).
Reacting to the novelty of fiction which portrays women as independent and capable of
rescuing themselves and others, he does not see that the men, not being the main
characters, naturally become background figures, less fully developed, or that the
women, farfrom"unfailingly" wise and heroic, have much growing and improving to do
themselves. But these responses do not mention race.
Among Afirican-Americans, many men and some women objected to the men's
race more than the sexism, the implication being that men of other races may be
portrayed as abusive but not African-American men; to do so, they say, is to feed racist
stereotypes rather than to reflect reality for some. Maryemma Graham believes that
Walker's relatively narrow view of the source of black women's oppression results in all
men coming across either as leeches or predators who stalk the earth,fromwhom no
mother or daughter is safe" (279). She then suggests that a better focus would be white
oppression (279-80). David Bradley decides that in all of Walker'sfictionand poetry
"Black men . . . seem capable of goodness only when they become old . . . or paralyzed
and feminized . . . If they are not thus rendered symbolically impotent, they arefiguresof
malevolence" (34). In a similar vein Dianne F. Sadoff says of TheCoIorPurple,
"Women gain strength by feminizing their men and creating a community of women and
men who affirm female values of loving equality" (24). But Walker seeks to show that
culturally imposed pattems like "feminine" and "masculine" must be forgotten in order to
achieve the personal freedom and fulfillment which allows one to then bond with others
more freely.
No one can deny that the most prominent male characters, Pa and Mr.
behave like villains. But this is part of the design of a particular story with a more
complex message than "Men are mean." As James Robert Saunders points out, "It

, do
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become obvious that [Mr.

] has been as much a victim of his 'cultural'

surroundings as Celie has been" (8). Some critics see a larger purpose but still cling to
the man-woman role definitions which the novel opposes. While David Guyfindsthe
"Men in this novel. . . generally pathetic, weak and stupid when they are not heartlessly
cmel," he also decides that Walker's theme is that "it is only once people have removed
themselvesfromthis relationship as oppressor and oppressed that they will be able to live
as fuUy-human beings and that-the situation being what it is-the only way for this
change to happen is for women to take matters into their own hands. Men think they
have what they want" (8). Carolyn Seefindsanother message: 'T^ivefromyourself. . .
Curse the men who offend you and befriend those women like you who are oppressed.
Ifmenacthumantoyou, acthumantothemback. But not before" (D5). Leonie
Caldecott observes that in the world of Walker'sfiction"the men are reformed and
forgiven" but adds that "it is the women who provide the momentum of forgiveness"
(51). Indeed, as Barbara Christian explains, the novel "demonstrates how sisterhood
among women benefits the entire black community" ("No More" 199). Many of the
men in the novel are oppressors, but not irredeemable ones.
Finally, no one can deny that such men do exist—in all races—and recreating them
helped Walker do what she intended to do. For her The Color Purple "is myfirstbook
to show women bonding. We have to bond together for our liberation, because ws.
cannot be liherated hy men . . . Although they are welcome to join us" (qtd. in Klein
B14; emphasis added). Women cannot sit around waiting for some "knight in shining
armor" to rescue them; they must rescue themselves. In the end, as Walker herself has
stated, the novel is "about transcendence" (qtd. in Ketcham A12). As J. Charl^SL
Washington points out, "Walker's fiction explores a much more personal kind oí
oppression [than sexism]: that which the individual inflicts on himself or on another
individual" (28); or, in less sexist language, if one oppresses another then one oppresses
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oneself So Mr.

suffers, too. And, as Washington notes, Celie does not hate men

(26). To do so would continue the oppression. Instead she recognizes the change in
Mr.

and accepts and enjoys his companionship. Barbara Smith explains, "Walker

gives us all hope by showing not only that women are not put here to be oppressed, but
that men can actually change" (175). The novelist herself believes that her male
characters "would have been bad if they had just remained macho bmtes. But they
don't. And I think that is what is upsetting [to some] is a man who listens to women,
who leams to love the natural worid. . . . that's my theory, that somehow this is more
threatening, this growth, because I think it is identified with women. This is not the sort
of man that they [the novel's detractors] have been trying to be" (qtd. in Dreifiis G3).
King-Kok Cheung argues that rather than feminizing the men Walker creates a world in
which "Albert and Harpo are now free to be their own men" (173). In the end the novel
shows that each individual must take responsibility for her/his own life, improve
her-/him- self and thus gain redemption and transcendence.
Searching for Literary Forebears
In a study of the influence of their mothers on some black women writers, Mary
Helen Washington decides that with their "oral testimonies about their mothers as artists,
black women writers are beginning to piece together the story of a viable female culture,
one in which there is generational continuity, in which one's mother serves as the female
precursor who passes on the authority of authorship to her daughter and provides a
model for the black woman's literary presence in this society" ("I Sign" 146). Walker
finds her mother's art expressed in an ability to make a shack a home, in her gardening,
and in her storytelling. But Minnie Lou Walker was not the only one who contributed to
the budding author's growing sense of literary history and possibilities. Willie Lee
Walker, too, was a gifted storyteller. In fact, Walker says both parents "spoke with
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metaphoricalrichness"(qtd. in Mitgang 500). Others enriched her knowledge by
offering printed or oral stories: ". . . everyone who ever loved me managed to give me a
book. Those who didn't read managed to give me a story, so I always had a very good
sense of the possibility of communicating through stories and the telling of your own
experience" (Walker, "West Interview" D7). These tales, written and oral, exposed
Walker to various modes and styles of storytelling, and gave her rich vistasfromwhich
to choose for exploration in her writing.
In a 1972 speech Alice Walker serves notice to the young black woman writer that
her work is twofold:
Because for her there is not simply a new world to be gained, there is
an old world that must be reclaimed. There are countless vanished and
forgotten women who are nonetheless eager to speak to her—from
Frances Harper^^ and Anne Spencer^^ to Dorothy West^ --but she
must work tofindthem, to free themfromtheir neglect and the
oppression of silence forced upon them because they were black and
they were women. ("Talk" 36)
She wryly complains that as a college student her literary courses pushed her "toward a
plethora of books by mainly white male writers who thought most women worthless if
they didn't enjoy bullfighting or hadn't volunteered for the trenches in World War I"
("Saving the Life" 6). She found herself'*trying to . .. connect. . . with all these writers
who . . . never really saw me. I mean . .. they were unable to see me actually"'''' (qtd. in
Osman). There were, of course, writers she discovered in college and in her later
reading whom she loved;^^ yet Walker stiU regrets that her coUege courses did not
introduce her to even so accomplished a black woman poet as Gwendolyn Brooks
(Walker, "From an Interview").
The young writer hungered for the literary heritage other African-American
women writers might offer. She missed the unique vision of "black women [who] have
to look out and through all these people who have traditionally been on top of them: the
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black man, the white woman, the white man" (Walker Same River Twice 201) Then
one day in 1970 while researching voodoo practices for a short story,^"^ Walker
discovered Zora Neale Hurston's Mules and Mf>r^ a coUection of African-American
folklore.^^ Walker explains that "even though . . . I loved .. . some of the . . . white
writers that I read .. . still I knew that. . . I had a tradition and I had a people who had
been writing and that they had things to tell me that could help me. And then . . . I
discovered the work of Zora Neale Hurston"^^ (qtd. in Osman). A footnote in an
anthropological book by a white author (Walker, "Saving the Life" 11) led to her
discovery of this literary ancestor in whom she found "racial health; a sense of black
people as complete, complex, undiminished human beings, a sense that is lacking in so
much black writing and literature" (Walker, "Zora Neale Hurston" 85). Here at last
Walker found the author and the works which would most nourish her own writing.
Mary Helen Washingtonfindsa correspondence in Hurston's and Walker's
attitudes, lives and work:
I think they were both rebels. I think they both resisted any kind of
male domination, and I think in a lot of ways they had to face being
unpopular because of that. Hurston also coUected folklore which is
something that connects her to a community and her community in
EatonvUle was very much a kind of folkloric community, a community
that shared stories and shared songs and shared a sense of communal
traditions. And that perfectly describes AUce Walker, a person who
believes in those communal traditions and has tried to save those and
has written about them. (qtd. in Tiehel)
Walker's own observation about Hurston's writing applies equally well to some of her
own work: "She [Hurston] took the trouble to capture the beauty of mral black
expression. She saw poetry where other writers merely saw failure to cope with
English" ("From an Interview" 261). The same appreciation and care appear in Walker's
poetic rendition of mral southem black EngUsh in The ColQr Purple.^^ In addition both
women wrote works early in their careers which drew on the people and events of which
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they had personal knowledge during their eariy years. Walker uses friends and family
members and their stories, especially in The Third life of Grange Copeland and Ihe
ColQr Purple,

while Hurston's early writings often have EatonviIIe, Florida, as a

setting andfrequentlyare populated with that town's citizens.
Walker's attachment to Hurston's work is so strong that she has actively
participated in the revival of interest in the other author whose works were out of print
when Walkerfirstdiscovered her. First, the young writer searched for and placed a
headstone on the grave of her predecessor; an article describing her search soon
appearedinM&(1975).^^ Two years later Walker's "Zora Neale Hurston: A
Cautionary Tale and a Partisan View" appeared as the foreword to Robert Hemenway's
Hurston biography. In 1979 Walker edited a Hurston reader entitled I Love Myself
When I Am Laughing

and Then Again When I Am Looking Mean and Impressive,

an experience she says she loved,findingit "a great boost to my own spirit"
("Conversation" 43). In fact she found Hurston's spirited writings familiar: "It was like
having one of my aunt's come back" ("Conversation" 43).-^^ In the reader's dedication
Walker says of Their Eyes were Watching God, Hurston's most successful and
well-known novel and the one most often compared to The Color Purple: ". . . it speaks
to me as no novel, past or present has ever done, and . . . the language of the characters,
that 'comical nigger 'dialect" that has been laughed at, denied, ignored, or 'improved' so
that white folks and educated black folks can understand it, is simply beautifiil. There is
enough self-Iove in that one book—love of community, culture, traditions—to restore a
world. Or create a new one" ("On Refusing" 2). Walker even wrote a poem, "Janie
Crawford," celebrating the protagonist of the novel. Thanks in part to Walker's efforts,
Hurston's works have again been published and she is receiving some of the recognition
previously withheld by an establishment more interested in African-American writings
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primarily concemed with race reiations than in novels dealing with African-Americans
relating to each other."^ *
As a part of her efforts to establish an African-American canon vaUd for women as
well as men, Walker has also written articles about other writers whose reputations had
suffered over time, writers like Phyllis Wheatley and Rebecca Jackson Cox. As Mary
Helen Washington explains, "These are writers which, for the most part, were like Zora
Hurston—unknown, unread, unappreciated" (qtd. in Tiehel). Thus Walker actively
searches for, and seeks to restore, those models she herself needs as a black woman
writer.
History not only compels Walker's writing; it also forms much of its substance.'''^
In the poem Walker refers to as her "womanifesto" (Osman), she commits herself to
certain subjects:
I shaU write of the old men I knew
And the young men
I loved
And of the gold toothed women
Mighty ofarm
Who dragged us all
To church. ("In These Dissenting Times")
Believing that "the duty of the writer is not to be tricked, seduced, or goaded into
verifying by imitation or even rebuttal, other people's fantasies," she insists that writers
"must cleave to reality, to what wfi know, ws. feel, wÊthink pf life" ("If the Present"
312; emphasis in original). For Walker herself this means "I write about the old men that
I knew (I love old men), and the great big beautiful women with arms like cushions (who
would really rather look like Pat Nixon), and of the harried fathers and mothers and the
timid, hopefiil children" ("Unglamorous" 138): she writes about the people she knows
because she is a part of them and they are a part of her.
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Writing also provides a safety valve for the violent anger the author sometimes
feels over the injustices she sees and/or experiences: ". . . what is great about being a
creative person is that instead of throwing a rock or a bomb or whatever, you can create
something and the creation of it is very healing" (Walker, My_Life). The author openly
admits, "Writing saved mefromthe sin and inconvenience of violence" ("One Child"
379; emphasis in original). For Walker the art of writing has become a key to survival.
The writing of herfirstpoems during the days after her abortion set a pattem for her:
"Writing poems is my way of celebrating with the worid that I have not committed
suicide the evening before" ('Trom an Interview" 249). In 1993 she reiterated the
lifesaving quality of writing, adding that "so far it's been a very sturdy kind of ladder . ..
out of the pit" (Walker, Allende, and Bolen). Beyond her own survival, Walker admits
to a preoccupation "with the spiritual survival, the survival whûk of my people" ("From
an Interview" 250).^-' That identification and involvement with her people defines much
of Walker's life as a writer. In fact, she concluded a paper she presented to black college
students in 1971 with a credo to that efifect: "The artist then is the voice of the people,
but she is also The People" ("Unglamorous" 138).
The early novels, essays, and poems primarily focus on the stmggles, the joys, the
defeats and the triumphs of the people of her childhood, the African-Americans of the
mral South, but Walker has steadily moved toward a much broader interpretation of who
"her people" are. In 1973 she conceded that after the spiritual survival of her people, she
was "committed to exploring the oppressions, the insanities, the loyalties, and the
triumphs of black women" ("From an Interview" 250). "For me," she adds, "black
women are the most fascinating creations in the world" ("From an Interview" 251).
Close behind black women comes her commitment to and fascination with "the old
people-male and female-who persist in their beauty in spite of everything" ("From an
Interview" 251). In Walker's first three novels, The Third Life of Grange CQpeland,
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Merídian, and The Color Purple, Southem blacks are the primary focus and the setting
is, except for brief episodes, the mral South.
But over time, Walker explains, a natural expansion occurs: "You start out being
revolutionary about one area of your Iife~your blackness, being a woman or social
changes-but as you progress, revolutionary thoughts naturally include larger and larger
areas. You become as concemed about trees and streams,riversand animals and other
things" (qtd. in Pearson B4). By 1987 the author no longer speaks of her attachment to
black women as a primary force in her writing and her life. Instead she asserts,
"Whatsoever you do to the least of these [animals, flowers, the earth], you do also unto
me—and to yourself-^^ For we are one"; or, more simply, "We are indfifid the worid"
("Universe" 193). Walker's last two novels reflect this expanding focus: The Temple of
My Familiar covers 500,000 years and has South American, North American and Afiican
characters, none of whom live in the southem United States; Possessing the Secret of
Jû^ does tell the story of the African girl Tashi who marries Adam in The Color Purple
but hardly mentions the South. Walker's conception of who "my people" are has
broadened considerably, yet one suspects that black women and old black men and
women continue to hold a very special place in her heart. An old black woman and an
old black man, Miss Lissie and Hal, occupy central positions in Ifimplfi and in the later
work Tashi is, of course, a black woman. In addition those remarkable black women
Celie and Shug make a brief appearance in the former work while the latter concems
itself with Celie's daughter-in-Iaw.
Black women who provide role models play an important role even in Walker's
name. She explains that she rejected her husband's name because of the patriarchal
implications. She chose Walker not for her father but for a female ancestor: "My greatgreat-great grandmother walked as a slave from Virginia to Eatonton, Georgia .. . with
two babies on her hips. . . . It is in memory of this walk that I chose to keep and to
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embrace my 'maiden' name, Walker"-'-^ ("Choice" 142). In an interview she adds, "I
always think of that walk in her as a Walker, as being totally heroic and wonderflil"
("Alice Walker: 'Writing'" 30). She also feels a spiritual connection with Sojoumer
Tmth and sees it reflected through their names: "Even laying aside such obvious
resemblances as the fact that we are both as concemed about therightsof women as the
rights of men, and that we share a certain 'mystical' bent, Sojoumer ('Walker'—in the
sense of traveler, joumeyer, wanderer) Tmth (which 'Alice' means in Old Greek) is also
my name" ("Name" 97). Walker has recently chosen yet another name which relates
both to an ancestor and to her writing:
I changed my name when I tumed fifty. I took my mother's
grandmother's Cherokee name Tallulah. I took this name to Wilma
MankiUer [the chief of the Cherokee] and her husband Charlie . . . and
asked them to tell me what it meant. And . . . the closest [Charlie]
couldfigureit out was it meant "basket maker." And I really feel that
I weave my stories in that same way. It's like an expression of being.
The way that you see a beautiful basket and you feel the soul in
it-that's the way a novel should be. (My Life)
"Tallulah" has another personal significance which Walker does not mention: it was the
middle name of her mother. Alice "Tallulah" Walker has managed to weave cultural,
famiUal, professional, and personal history into the very names with which she meets the
world.^^
"Real Life" Inspiration
Alice Walker says of her work on Tha Temple of Mv Familiar. "What I'm doing is
literarily trying to reconnect us to our ancestors" ("Alice Walker: 'Writing'" 31). While
she has not always tried to go all the way back to first ancestors as she does in that
novel, she has always tried to re-connect with those more recent ancestors whom she
could rememberfromher youth. Stories and names of characters in The ColQr Purplfi
reflect the herstories and histories of her ancestors; some names also reflect her literary
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background, or her literary ancestors. Walker claims that "everybody in The Color
Eurplfi was named deliberately for an ancestor I wanted to memorialize" (qtd. in Osman).
This statement exaggerates a bit~unless one includes literary and mythological familiessince Walker herself gives other origins for the names of two of the characters: (1)
Walker explains that "Sofia is named after the goddess of wisdom" (Same River Twice
41); (2) she says Olivia comes from the Une in Virginia Woolf (also quoted in Chapter
One) "Chloe liked Olivia" (SameRiverTwice41). The name Shug, too, may have a
literary origin. In Hurston's Mules and Men a woman named Shug tums the tables on
the men who have been telling tales of men who have several women by telling the story
of a girl courted by three men, something one can easily imagine Walker's Shug doing
under similar circumstance. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., suggests a connection to Hurston
herself in the description of Shug. He points to the similarities between CeUe's
description of the snapshot of Shug which drops out of Mr.

's pocket and

Walker's description of a photograph of Hurston; both depict a sassy woman standing
with one foot on a car's mnning board ("Color Me Zora" 162). This evidence argues for
a broad interpretation of Walker's use of the word "ancestor."
Not all of the names can be correlated with their real life counterparts;
genealogical research—or helpfromWalker herself—would be required to locate all of
them on the Walker family tree. Fortunately, the novelist has already identified many of
these sources. Walker ancestors also inspire the novel's characterization. In an unusual
twist Walker sometimes gives the character who carries an ancestor's name the
happiness her/his namesake lacked. She admits as much in the cases of Celie and Nettie:
"I used these names to memorialize them " but changed the details as a gift to them (qtd.
in Ketcham Cl). She speaks of a simiiar handling of her great-grandmother's story: "I
liberated herfromher own history

. . . I wanted her to be happy" (qtd. in Amello and

Abramson 67). Instead the harsh details of their lives sometimes influence the fictional
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development and experiences of another character who does not bear the ancestor's
name.
Nettie, the most fortunate character in the novel, bears the name of Walker's
mother's "adored" mother; the writer chooses to give this name "to the character most
longed for, most consistently loved and missed" fSame Rivftr TwirP 29). Sadly, the real
Nettie's life varies considerably from that portrayed in the novel: "In real Ufe .. . Nettie
. . never went anywhere, and was battered unmercifully by my grandfather. She died,
still sweet, but broken, when I was two. A lament of my weeping mother—'My mother
was gûûd; and he stiU mistreated her!'-has haunted my life" (Same River TAvice 29).
The real Nettie's experiences resemble Celie's far more than herfictionalcounterpart's.
Through herfictionalNettie, Walker transforms her grandmother's life, giving her the
things the real Nettie lacked—travel, love, happiness, and a never-defeated strength.
Walker's patemal grandmother Kate Walker gives herfirstname to one of Mr.
's sisters, the one who tries to help Celie after Nettie leaves, but again the real
Kate's story appears as the story of a character with a different name—Mr.

's first

wife, Annie JuUa. Kate Walker's husband "beat her up and . . . was always cheating on
her" (Walker qtd. in HiII D2), just as Mr.

cheats on and abuses both Annie Julia

and Celie. Although everyone in the community knew about Kate Walker's situation,
they condemned her when she took a lover (HiII D2). When her so-called lover shot and
kiUed her, she "was somehow blamed for this" (Walker, Afterword 343). Annie Julia's
family, too, is haunted by the "disgrace" of her murder by a lover. Sofia's father says
Harpo is "not good enough" for his daughter because of the scandal (30). On the other
hand, Kate'sfictionalnamesake remains independent and unmolested. Celie says Kate is
"maybe twenty-five. Old-maid. She look younger than me. Healthy. Eyesbright.
Tongue sharp" (21).-'^ Once again Walker takes the name of an ancestor, gives it to a
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character, and then writes a happier life for the namesake while assigning the events of
the ancestor's life to another character.
In a footnote, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., reports that Walker told him Albert's other
sister Carrie was named for an aunt ("Color Me Zora" 167). With only this information
available, one wonders if this could be a patemal aunt because, as explained in the
following paragraph, the author remembers her matemal aunts as much less conventional
than the novel's Carrie, a woman who sees little good in pretty women like Annie Julia
and Shug. In fact she feels no compassion for the former's difficult life and exhibits a
spiteful jealousy in her criticisms of the latter.-^^
In Sofia and her (22) sisters Walker has created some remarkable women. They
support each other, they work "like men" when needed; they raise their children. They
are strong, both physically and mentally; they are independent and tough. They enjoy
men. They enjoy life. Walker remembers her mother and her mother's sisters gathering
at reunions to "reminisce about the old days when each of them had been able to fish and
hunt and trap, to shoot 'straight as a man' and to defend themselves with their own fists"
("Lulls" 184-85). They enjoyed bragging "about their healthy bodies, their strong
muscles, the amount they could cook and eat and work, and their refusal ever to back
down from an equal fight out of fear" (Walker, "LuUs 185). Walker's favorite aunt
would tell "of a typical day's work on the farm, during which she had done everything
from rounding up cattle on horseback to helping slaughter pigs," then conclude with a
description of how she would "come in the house, bathe, put on my Efid dress, put a
little ifid rouge on my lips, put a dusting of talcum down my bosom, do up my hair, and
wait for my 'fella' to come calling" (Walker, "LuIIs" 185). Celie describes Sofia as "a
big strong giri. Arms got muscle. Legs, too. She swing that baby about Uke it nothing.
She . . . give you the feeling she all there. SoUd. Like if she sit down on something, it be
mash" (36). Sofia not only cares for her children, she also makes sheets, fights
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vigorously to protect herself, quilts, works on the roof, makes shingles, erects wooden
swings, works in the fields, tends the animals, and remembers how she "used to hunt
game with a bow and arrow" (42). Her sisters are "all big strong healthy girls, look like
amazons" (71), fiilly capable of moving Sofia and her children out of Harpo's house, and
of driving a team of horses.
The men in their lives influence the women, both real andfictionalin Walker's
world. Old Mr.

's father does not appear in the novel, but he continues to

influence his descendants. Walker asserts that "I know about Old Mister's father—that
he was a slave owner—because he was also my great-great-grandfather" ("In the Closet"
82). Old Mr.

inherited the plantation house and property, where Mr.

now

lives, from this white father (Walker, "In the Closet" 81). Light colored himself, Old
Mr.

harbors the color prejudices of his father: "Just what is it bout this Shug

Avery anyway, he say. She black as tar, she nappy headed" (56). Walker explains:
Old Mister is soriddledwith self-hatred, particularly of his black
'part,' the 'slave' part (totally understandable, given his easily
imagined suffering during a childhood among blacks and whites who
despised each other), that he spends his life repudiating, denigrating,
and attempting to dominate anyone blacker than himself, as is,
unfortunately, his son. The contempt that Old Mister's father/owner
exhibited for his black slave 'woman' (Old Mister's mother) is
reflected in Old Mister's description of Shug Avery . . . ("In the
CIoset"81)
Old Mr.

sees improvement of his family's standing as a progressive lightening of

the color of his descendants.
Walker ancestors also contribute to Mr.

's portrayal in the novel. He bears

the given name of Walker's patemal great-grandfather Albert, the product of a slave
owner's rape of his eleven year old slave Anne (Walker, Dedication 313).^^ In the BBC
documentary Alirft Walker and The Color Purple, shots of two Walker family headstones
show the names Albert S. Walker, probably the great-grandfather mentioned above, and
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James Albert Walker. Both Mr.

's early abusiveness and his reformation in later

years have a foundation in Walker history. The novelist reminisces:
I knew both my grandfathers, and they were just doting, indulgent,
sweet old men. I just loved them both and they were crazy about me.
However, as young men, middle-aged men, they were . . . bmtal. One
grandfather knocked my grandmother out of a window. He beat one
of his children so severely that the child had epilepsy."*^ Just a
horrible, horrible man. But when I knew him, he was a sensitive,
wonderfiil man. (qtd. in Bradley 36: elUpsis in original)
The novelist's grandfather Henry Clay Walker, whosefirstwife Kate was
murdered by her lover and who later married Rachel, provides most of the inspiration for
Mr.

's character and behavior. Walker explains CeUe's calUng her husband Mr.
for so long: "In the South . . . you had to call all white men Mister. . . Even if

they were twelve, you had to call them Mister during . . . my grandparents' time. And
there were black men who, unfortunately, felt that in their own homes í h ^ should be
called Mister. And in fact. . . my . . . step-grandmother called my grandfather Mr.
"4.1

Walker ^^ (qtd. in Osman). While the novel never reports Mr.

ordering that

mode of addressfromCelie, his attitude toward her clearly demands it, reflecting this
need to dominate one's famUy if nothing else. Henry Walker's given name, however,
appears as that of another character, the prizefighter who escorts Sofia to the jook and
tells Harpo, "I don't fight Sofia battle . . . My job to love her and take her where she
want to go" (86). He knows how to love a strong woman and allow her thefreedomto
be herself-something Walker surely wishes she could say about her own grandfather.
Celie has several progenitors: Nettie (as mentioned above), Celie, Rachel and the
great-great-grandmother who was raped by the slave owner. Various sources claim
eleven (Walker, Dedication 313) or twelve (Anello and Abramson 67, Petry 1437) as the
age at which the rape occurred; whichever number is accurate, she was raped and bore a
child at an unusually young age. The novel's Celie is only slight older, fourteen, when
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Pa, a man who treats her as a slave, rapes her. Walker explains that "Celie is named for
my great-grandmother on my father's side" (qtd. in Ketcham Cl). She adds, "Celie
didn't have much love in her life so I gave her lots of love. She had two children who
had died so I gave her back her children" (qtd. in Ketcham Cl). Her step-grandmother
Rachel also influences this eariy part of Celie's Ufe. In the poem "Burial," written upon
the occasion of Rachel'sfiineral,Walker says that when Rachel married Henry Clay
Walker "Her own two / babies" were already dead (iv:4-5). When Celie marries Mr.
, she believes one of her babies is dead and the other sold.
Walker's description of her grandfather and Rachel's marriage actually proves
worse than Celie and Mr.

's:

There were many stories . . . about how energetically Papa beat our
grandmother,^^ his wife. About how he used to chase her all over the
farm, shooting off his gun. Shooting at her; missing only because he
was dmnk. ChiIUngly, the stories were told as if this behavior was
amusing, and even my parents and the small children mimicked my
grandmother's fear; they laughed at how she pleaded for her Ufe, or
ran, terrified, through the com. (Same River Twice 211)
Finally, Rachel became "someone that nobody ever really knew because she was so
battered down . . . that her real personality died" (Walker qtd. in Osman). Walker
admits that "Rachel. . . is the person I most thought about when I was creating Celie"
(qtd. in Osman). She thought of her grandfather as well while creating the character of
Mr.

. She emphatically states that "My grandfather also, always, aU his life,

absolutely loved someone else" (Same River Twice 2111 reminding the reader of Mr.
's love for Shug throughout his marriages to two other women. Rachel, like Celie,
"did most of the work" (Same River Twice 211). Walker speaks of "Rachel's slavish
behavior" and grieves that "this woman who was literally generous to a fault: she gave
things away with an alacrity I've never seen matched; was never able to give herself. ..
because somewhere over the years her self had been lost" (Same River Twice 212). The
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novelist admits that she "wanted to liberate that personality" through her creation of
CeUe (qtd. in Osman).
The poem "Burial" provokes speculation that Rachel's relationship with Walker's
first grade teacher may have partially inspired Celie and Shug's relationship. In the poem
Walker says that only when she saw her former teacher did she cry, not for dead Rachel
but "For memories / of before I was bom, when teacher and / grandmother loved each
other" (v.4-6). EarUer in the poem Walker speaks of "the lavender box" (iu.7) in which
Rachel lies. One wonders, did purple hold a special significance for Celie's real life
counterpart? Nowhere does Walker say more about these interesting lines, but knowing
the poem describes the burial of Rachel Walker on whom the author based so much of
Celie's life does make the reader wonder if not flirther connections between the reality
underiying the poem and itsfictionaloffspring in The Color Purple do not exist.
Walker also attributes the language of Celie's letters to Rachel Walker: "I tried
very hard to record her voice for America because America doesn't really hear Rachel's
voice" (qtd. in "Letters to God" 87). This language, "the language of our [southem
blacks'] memories," must be preserved in order to retain the history-and herstory~of
those who speak it (Walker, "Coming In" 63). Walker ardently maintains that "If we kill
oflf the sound of our ancestors, the major portion of us, all that is past, that is history,
that is human being is lost, and we become historically and spiritually thin, a mere
shadow of who we were, on the earth" ("Coming In" 62). Rachel's voice is "the only
thing that she, a poor woman, left me to remember her by" (Walker, "Coming In" 64).
The novelist believes that this is a language which "immediately creates a worid" ("CA
Interview" 473); in the novel it certainly does just that.
Rachel's language helps the novelist render an emotional tmth which she holds
more dear than strictly biographical tmths. In an essay on the origins of "To Hell with
Dying," Walker offers the short story "as an example of a story that is 'autobiographical'
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though little of it ever happened. The lûyfi happened, and that is the essence of the
story" ("Old Artist" 37). The language ofThe Coinr Piirplft carries the essence of
Rachel Walker: "There's almost no other way that I can see my grandmother's face. I
have no clear photograph of her; and even if I did, it wouldn't work as well as using her
language. When I use her language, I can see her face, I can smell her kitchen, and I can
feel her hands. All of that is in the language (Walker, "CA Interview" 473). Because
"her being is affirmed by the language in which she is revealed, and like everything about
her it is characteristic, hard-won and authentic," Walker asserts, suppressing "Celie's
[and by implication Rachel's] voice is to complete the murder of her" ("Coming In" 64).
The novelist equates language with life, memory, and tmth."*^
StiU another Walker contributes qualities to the characters of The Color Purple
When writing fiction Walkerfindsthat "what self there is is just split into many, many
people . . .who are just different from you" (MyJLiffi)—or at leastfromothers' perception
of who the author is. Walker describes an incident during which her sister complained
that people were not sharing her happiness over a new house but were instead "kind of
petty and jealous" (qtd. in Jaynes 64). The noveUst replied, "Girl, don't wait around for
other people to be happy for you. Any happiness you get you've got to make yourself"
(qtd. in Jaynes 64). Her sister answered "You sound just like Celie and Shug'" (Walker
qtd. in Jaynes 64). Instead of surprise over the remarked resemblance, Walker
comments that "it has taken her all this time to understand that that's exactly who I am"
(qtd. in Jaynes 64). AII authors invest something of themselves in their works, but some
seem more fearless about that investment than others.
Sometimes knowledge of the author lends understanding offictionaldevices which
might seem odd to others. Some have objected to Walker's decision to have much of
the novel take the form of letters to God.^^ They seem to forget that Celie has had
some formal schooling and continues to leamfromNettie and that Nettie remembers
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Celie saying she writes God because she feels such shame over her life (136). But
behind these textual justifications lies the evidence that Celie reacts as her creator would.
Walker believes that "writing really helps you heal yourself' (qtd. in Bradley 36); Celie's
writing becomes an integral part of her own emotional, psychological and spiritual
healing. Writing the letters helps her hold on to something of herself in spite of repeated
assaults on her self-worth. Nettie, too, finds writing essential for emotional and spiritual
health. Knowing that Celie is not receiving her letters, she writes anyway, explaining
that 'Svhen I don't write to you I feel as bad as I do when I don't pray" (136). The
novelist, too, makes a spiritual connection when she says "Writing is a form of prayer"
(qtd. in Christy GIO).^^ Indeed the sisters' letters to each other not only become acts of
faith^' when each must wonder if the other lives, but they also become implied prayers
that the addressed sister lives and prospers. Shefindswriting "a way to explore your
deepest selves. . . . The selves have to be knitted together. It's what makes a person
whole" (qtd. in Christy GIO). While writing the novel, Walker told an interviewer that
"I think one of the functions of art. . . is to help you . .. grow, to help you become
whole, and to help you be a better person" (Interview with Alice WalkerV Celie and
Nettie's recognition of the healing properties in writing embody their creator's own
feelings about her craft.
A rnmmnnity of Women

Stmggling against Isolation
CfiUfi
48
The women in The Color Purple live in a sexist, racist and colorist^** society which
seeks to isolate each of themfromthe community of women which can help them
survive whûlfi. Thefirstline of the novel, a patemalistic injunction against the sharing
between women and the only line not a part of a letter, cuts CeUe

off from anyone to
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whom she might have tumed in her pain and conflision: "You better not never teli
nobody but God. It'd kiU your mammy" (1; emphasis in original). As Lindsey Tucker
observes, Pa's silencing of the giri begins with the rape and the words "Shut up" (83).
The QiaL command from the father (for Celie does believe the speaker is her father)
which opens the novel contrasts sharply with the written communication (however it may
fail to reach its intended receiver) of the women. Just as the forms are opposite, their
intentions are opposite: the oral communication isolates and destroys while the written
seeks to connect and heal.^^ But in tmth the isolation of Celie has begun before the
injunction which opens the novel. It begins with the lynching of her biological father
when she is two years old and with her mother's inability to cope with her husband's
death. This one racist act destroys the loving family and makes the mentally stricken
mother susceptible to the machinations of Alphonso, the man Celie knows as Pa. As his
wife's physical and mental health decline, Pa decides, like so many who sexually abuse a
young girl within the family circle, that the child who performs so many of the mother's
duties should also accept what he sees as his wife's sexual duties as weU. With no strong
mother to whom she can tum, Celiefindsherself at his mercy.^
Celie's description of Pa's actions in herfirstletter to God makes the opening of
the novel a difficult one to read:
He never had a kine word to say to me Just say You gonna do
what your mammy wouldn't. First he put his thing up gainst my hip
and sort ofwiggleitaround. Then he grab hold my titties. Thenhe
push his thing inside my pussy. When that hurt, I cry. He start to
choke me, saying You better shut up and git used to it.
But I don't never git used to it. And now I feels sick every time
I be the one to cook. (1-2)
Walker acknowledges the harrowing nature of this description. She "remember[s]
actually trying to censor this passage in Celie's voice as I wrote it. Even I found it
almost impossible to let her say what had happened to her as shfi perceived it, without
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euphemizing it a little" ("Coming In" 57).•'^ What makes this particular passage so
difficult to read? While thousands of rape scenes exist infiction,many of them seek to
titillate not to reflect the bmtality, the physical and emotional violence, the mental
shattering of the reality. Walker herself explains the difference:
Because once you strip away the lie that rape is pleasant, that rapists
have anything at all attractive about them, that children are not
permanently damaged by sexual pain, that violence done to them is
washed away by fear, silence, and time, you are left with the positive
horror of the lives of thousands of children (and who knows how many
adults). .. who have been sexually abused and who have never been
permitted their own language to tell about it. ("Coming In" 59)
Writer bell hooks suggests that "Given the fascination in this culture with sex and
violence, with race and sex, with sexual deviance . . . Walker's subject has immediate
appeal" (458). Making the comparison to pomography, she then tums the tables: "Her
intent is not to titiUate sexually, but to arouse disgust, outrage and anger at male sexual
exploitation of females" (459). The novel's author also sees both the parallel with and
divergence from pomography. Walker explains that
if I had written of Celie's rapefromthe point of view of the rapist or
that of the voyeur, very few people-other than feminists-would have
been offended. We have been brainwashed to identify with the person
who receives pleasure, no matter how perverted; we are used to seeing
rapefromthe rapist's point of view. I could have written that Celie
enjoyed her abuse and done it in such pretty, distancing language that
many readers would have accepted it as normal. But to do this would
have been to betray Celie; not only her experience of rape, but the
integrity of her Ufe, her life itself ("Coming In" 58)
So Walker allows Celie to describe the rape in her own spare yet eloquent language
which reflects her shock, her pain, her conftision, there is nothing in her language or her
experience to invite sexual arousal or pleasure-or blithe dismissal.
Pa uses this devastating pain to separate Celie from her mother. His command
reminds her, in case her need for support should make her forget, that her mother's
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weakened mental and physical state would only worsen on leaming about her husband's
rape of her daughter. Instead Celie must silently endure even when her mother "die[s]
screaming and cussing" (3) at her. In spite of everything she suffers, Celie possesses a
generous and forgiving heart. She writes: "Maybe cause my mama cuss me you think I
kept mad at her. But I ain't. I felt sorry for mama. Trying to believe his [Pa's] story kilt
her" (6). This alienation from her mother facilitates Pa's continued abuse; they both
know that her mother cannot help her, that she has no one to protect her.
Pa also stops Celie's formal education and severs her connection to Miss Addie
Beasley, the teacher—another woman who might have helped, or at least tried to help,
had Celie confided in her. Nettie does her best to help Celie stay in school, but she does
not understand the significance of Celie's growing stomach and nausea any better than
Celie herself does. When Nettie does talk Miss Beasley into trying to intercede, the
woman swears to Pa that "long as she been a teacher she never know nobody want to
leam bad as Nettie and me" (11). Unfortunately, what Pa and her own body have
already done to Celie serves as an effective deterrent for the teacher: "But when Pa call
me out and she see how tight my dress is, she stop talking and go" (11). Neither Celie
nor Nettie understand this reaction which so accurately reflects the attitude of the society
in which they live. Celie will later recall those hypocritical church members who "didn't
speak to me while I was there stmggling with my big belly" (201). No one questions
Celie's pregnancy; no one offers sympathy; no one helps.
If any doubt exists about Pa's determination to isolate Celie in order to protect
himself it vanishes when he concludes his efforts to convince Mr.
After having raped her, after taking her babies, he tells Mr.

to marry her.
, "She spoiled. Twice"

(9). He concludes their discussion by adding, "And another thing-She tell Ues" (9).^"*
This deceptively casual prevarication prepares a defense should Celie break her long
silence and tell Mr.

the tmth about her being "spoiled" and who was responsible.
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In effect it renders her silent even if she should choose to speak. As King-Kok Cheung
writes, "Alphonso [Pa] has used just about every means to silence Celie, short of cutting
out her tongue: intimidation, deprivation, and false accusation" (165). No wonder she
feels so helpless: she can neither voice her own feelings nor expect belief if she
does—and certain Mr.

does not care.

Celie's loss of self aids Pa's attempts to isolate her. How can she relate to others
when she lacks self-esteem, when she sees herself as nothing? Celie begins herfirstletter
to God by introducing herself "I am fourteen years old. I am" (1); here she stops,
draws a Une through the last two words, and writes "I have always been a good girl" (1).
Not only does the young girl begin by crossing out the most basic statement of
identity,^^ but, as Christine Froula notes, the "rape leaves her with guilt that blocks her
words" (638). Celie can no longer write with the pristine simplicity of a child, "I am a
good girl"; she can only say, "I have always been a good girl" which implies that in her
own eyes her state of "good-ness" has changed so abmptly that she stiU cannot íully
assimilate it.^" She accepts the guilt for what Pa has done—a reaction typical of many
incest and rape survivors and one that not only contributes to the destmction of her
self-esteem but also to a natural, if unhealthy, desire to keep the continuing sexual
assaults a secret.
Even Celie's writing betrays her low self-esteem. Deborah E. McDowell observes
that "none of the letters addressed to God is signed. In their anonymity, the letters
further underscore Celie's lack of individuality" (290-91). Nevertheiess, Pa continues to
batter away at any self-worth Celie might preserve. Celie writes, "He beat me today
cause he say I winked at a boy in church" (6). She feels that she must defend herself in
case God accepts Pa's word:^^ "I may have got something in my eye but I didn't wink.
I don't even look at mens. That's the tmth" (6). Pa's accusations help him deny his
own cuIpabUity: if Celie is a "slut," then hers is the responsibility since he merely reacts
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as any man would if some willing young thing threw herself at him. The one time Celie
really does invite a man's attentions she does so to protect Nettie. Whenever Pa looks at
Nettie, Celie writes, "I always git in his light" (6). With their new stepmother ill Celie
knows the danger Nettie faces: "I tell him I can fíx myself up for him" if he'II "take me
instead of Nettie" (8). She does her best, "wearing horsehair, feathers, and a pair of our
new mammy high heel shoes" (8). Pa's response? "He beat me for dressing trampy but
he do it to me anyway" (8). When Pa takes Celie's babies, he does so without
explanation; clearly, her fear and her pain do not exist for him. Always he punishes Celie
for the wrong that he does.
Beyond the sexual and physical abuse he inflicts on CeUe, Pa never misses a chance
to censure or disparage her, to make it clear that she has no value as a human being. By
the time Celie gives birth to her second child by him, she writes, "He act like he can't
stand me no more. Say I'm evil an always up to no good" (4). When milk leaks from
herfiim>reastsafterfti l'lfcestrer son,lie caîlousîy demands, "Why don*t you look
decent? Put on something" (4). A defeated Celie wonders, "But what I'm sposed to put
on? I don't have nothing" (4). Perhaps Pa denies Celie's good qualities in order to
avoid admitting the magnitude of the wrong he has done her, but his constant denigration
of her also keeps her so small in her own mind that she feels helpless, incapable of
resisting.
To complete his education of Celie, Pa almost pays Mr.

^"^ to take her off

his hands. Pa actually points out bad traits, beginning with "she ugly" (9);^^ he even
repeats that cmcial bit of information later in the conversation. How must Celie feel to
hear this man, who has abused her for years, say, 'Tact is . . . I got to gitridof her. She
too old to be living here at home. And she a bad influence on my other giris" (9). Later
he adds, "She ain't smart, either, and I'II just be fair, you have to watch her or she'U give
away everything you own" (9). Note the way he tums a positive trait like her generosity
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into a negative. He does add a few "good" points. First, "she ain't no stranger to hard
work" (9)~a point so important that he later retums to it: "But she can work like a
man"(9). She may be ugly, but "she clean. And God done fixed her. You can do
everything just Uke you want to and she ain't gonna make you feed it or clothe it" (9).^^
Feeling the need to sweeten the deal, Pa actually offers a couple of bonus gifts: "She'd
come with her own linen. She can take that cow she raise down there back of the crib"
(9). When Mr.

, desperate for someone to clean house and care for his kids,

finally decides to take Celie as a wife, the transaction bears an uncomfortably close
resemblance to the purchase of a slave. Celie actually has to tum around so he can look
her over—and Mr.

does not forget to make sure he still gets the cow; evidently,

that cow is the deal maker.
The one positive result of Celie's move from one bmtal master to another has little
to do with Mr.

.^* While in town with him one day, Celie sees her baby girl,

Olivia, with her adoptive mother Corrine, wife of the Reverend Mr. Samuel

;

however, even the discovery that Pa did not kiU Olivia does not bring untainted joy. She
bleakly concludes, after talking with Corrine, that Olivia's Ufe with her adopted family
betters the one she, the biological mother, might offer. As a foriom Celie follows
Corrine and Oliviafromthe store to the street, she admits, "I don't have nothing to offer
and I feels poor" (15). Ultimately, the encounter increases her loneliness and pain.
Life with Mr.
for Mr.

continues the pattem established with Pa. Celie feels nothing

's children even though she treats them well. She writes, "They don't love

me neither, no matter how good I is" (31). FoIIowing the example of their father, the
four children "don't mind. Cept for Harpo they won't work. The giris face always to
the road. Bub be out all times of night drinking with boys twice his age. They daddy
puff on his pipe" (31). Celie tells God that on her wedding day Harpo, who remembers
his mama, Annie Julia, dying in his arms, "don't want to hear nothing bout no new one.
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He pick up a rock and laid my head open. The blood mn all down between my breasts.
His daddy say Don't dû that! But that's all he say" (13). Watching Mr.

's

children, Nettie tells Celie, "Don't let them mn over you . . . You got to let them know
who got the upper hand" (18). Celie replies "They got it" (18)-and the evidence
supports her statement. When Kate, Mr.

's sister, tries to make Harpo help Celie

by carrying water into the house, he only has to "mutter something to Mr.
his father stops Kate's efforts (22). Celie says Mr.

^" and

"beat me like he beat the

children. Cept he don't never hardly beat them. He say, Celie, git the belt. The children
be outside the room peeking through the cracks" (23). When Harpo wants to know why
his father beats Celie, "Mr.

say, Cause she my wife. PIus, she stubbom. All

women good for—he don'tfinish"(23). How can Celie gain the children's respect when
their father so clearly places her beneath them and when she feels so worthless, so
defeated, so unloved?
Celie does not defend herself because she leamed to repress her feelings so early in
life. She tells Sofia, "I used to git mad at my mammy cause she put a lot of work on
me. Then I see how sick she is. Couldn't stay mad at her. Couldn't be mad at my
daddy cause he my daddy. Bible say, Honor father and mother no matter what. Then
after while every time I got mad, or start to feel mad, I got sick. Felt lUce throwing up.
Terrible feeling. Then I start to feel nothing at all" (43-44). The God to whom Celie
writes, "this old white man" (201), contributes to her passivity and her alienation."^ His
Bible condemns as sinful both the anger she naturally feels and any efforts she might
make to fight back. James C. Hall perceives a cmel tmth in CeUe's choice of addressee:
"'God'fiinctionsas a sardonic surrogate partner in the silence created by the very
patriarchal power it represents" (93). When Celie does feel anger, she talks to "Old
Maker," reminding herself'This life soon be over . . . Heaven last all ways" (44). She
does not consciously see that this white male God contributes to her victimization. Her
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identification of God as the father of her child and the one who takes her child away
(3)

indicates that on some level she knows that the God to whom she writes has more

in common with Pa than with her. As King-Kok Cheung explains, "In Celie's
subconscious mind the almighty God merges with the all-powerfiil earthly father" (166).
Celie's situation reflects one that exists for many Christian women. In the essay "Every
Two Minutes" Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite^"* writes about the need for new Biblical
interpretations which do not leave battered and abused women with the self-defeating
belief that God prohibits either resistance or protest on their part because he made them
subordinate to the fathers and their husbands. How much more alienated CeUe-and her
real life counterparts-must feel when even her spiritual beliefs tell her she is not worthy
enough for the simplerightof resistance.

NâttÍÊ
Other women in the novel—Nettie, Corrine, Squeak, Sofia, and even Shug—
stmggle against isolating forces as well. Atfirstthe reader only knows Nettie through
her sister Celie's letters to God. When Pafirstbegins to look at her sister, Celie
promises, "I'II take care of you. With God help" (4); but how can Nettie beUeve this
promise from a sister who cannot protect herself? Nonetheless, Celie does succeed, at
least temporarily, by sacrificing herself Once again Pa begins the process of isolating a
young girl: he marries Celie off, leaving Nettie alone. Nettie, however, mns off to join
her sister. Once again, Mr.

begins where Pa left off and Nettie must leave her

sister, this time with no more than the name of the Reverend Mr.

who has Celie's

children.
Not as beaten down in spirit or body as Celie, the younger girl possesses the
advantages of both beauty and education. Though alone and frightened, shefightsand
escapes Mr.

when he foUows and tries to rape her. Nettie writes Celie, in a letter
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not read for years and years, about her successflil resistance and adds, "He said because
of what I'd done I'd never hearfromyou again, and you would never hearfromme"
(131); he punishes her resistance by cutting off all contact between the sisters.
King-Kok Cheung recognizes another venomous parallel with Pa here: "By hiding
Nettie's lettersfromCelie, Albert metes out the same punishment to Nettie that
Alphonso [Pa] does to Celie: the denial of communication" (163); furthermore, as
Carolyn WiUiams notes, this action completes "the process Pa began of isolating CeUe
from the other women in her family" (275). Nettie copes better than Celie did, admitting
that when Mr.

made his threat, "I was so mad myself I was shaking" (131).

Unlike Celie, she not only allows herself to feel anger, she allows herself to express that
anger and to use it to fight back.
Fortunately, Reverend Mr. Samuel

and his wife Corrine welcome her into

their home. While the reverend refUses to help Nettie contact Celie because "he can't
risk putting himself between man and wife" (134), Nettie soon writes that "in the short
time we've been together they've been like family to me. Like family might have been, I
mean" (135). Happy with Corrine, Samuel, and Celie's children, Olivia and
Adam—though she says nothing about being their aunt—Nettie goes to Africa with them.
There a jealous Corrine grows distant and does what she can to separate Nettiefromher
new famfly: "About a month ago, Corrine asked me not to invite Samuel to my hut
unless she was present. She said it gave the villagers the wrong idea. This was a real
blow to me because I treasure his company. Since Corrine almost never visits me herself
I will have hardly anybody to talk to, just infiiendship"(170). In Africa Nettie soon
leams from Tashi's father that she is "an object of pity and contempt. .. to [Olinka] men
and women alike" (167). He explains, "Do not be offended, Sister Nettie, but our
people pity women such as you who are cast out, we know notfromwhere, into a worid
unknown to you, where you must stmggle all alone, for yourself' (167). IronicaIIy,the
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single woman manages much better than her married sister who has "a man to look after
her." Nettie does have Olivia and Adam's company: they "still come and sometimes
spend the night when their parents want to be alone" (170). When Tashi's father dies,
the widowed Catherine becomes Nettie's fiiend. Even when Nettie realizes what her life
lacks, she does not find herself entirely alone. After Corrine's death she writes: "Oh,
Celie! My life here is nothing but work, work, work, and worry. What girihood I might
have had passed me by. And I have nothing of my own. No man, no children, no close
friend, except for Samuel. But I dû have children, Adam and Olivia. And I dû have
friends, Tashi and Catherine. I even have a family-this village" (196). The terrible
contrast of CeUe's much more impoverished state increases the bitter irony of the
recognition that Celie made Nettie's better life possible: not only did she sacrifice herself
to save her sisterfromPa, but she also gave Nettie Samuel and Corrine's name, thus
setting her on the road to her own destiny. The younger sister never stands in danger of
losing her very self which helps her survive as a member offirstone substitute family and
then another.

Corríne
While Nettie misses Celie, she never confronts the kind of isolation and loneliness
CeUelaiows; Corrine, however, comes much closer to that kind of alienation. When
Samuel, Corrine, Nettie, and the children arrive in the OUnka viUage, the women ask if
both American women are married to Samuel and comment on the children's
resemblance to Nettie. Soon Corrine insists that Nettie call Samuel and herself brother
and sister, and vice versa. She also tells Nettie not to allow Olivia and Adam to call her
"Mama Nettie" (164). Alone with her fears that Olivia and Adam are Nettie and
Samuel's children, the unhappy woman grows more resentfijl when she faUs ill and must
depend on Nettie both to care for her and to take over many of her former duties. The
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troubled woman even insists on examining Nettie's abdomen for stretch marks. Because
of her own fears, because she reftises to believe the tmth when Nettie explains, Corrine
withdraws evenfromthe adopted children she loves.
Corrine obstinately continues to distmst her husband and Nettie until offered
proof in the form of a quilt containing squares made of the cloth she purchased on the
day she and Olivia encountered Celie. Having noted Celie's resemblance to Olivia and
fearing that Celie would want her daughter back, Corrine repressed the memory. She
wakes the night after seeing the quilt, says she believes at last, and dies. Her iUness need
not have separated her so completely from the others if she had not allowed an all too
conventional jealousy and fear to consume her.

Sûfiã
Sofia, like Nettie, has the confidence and strength to fight back; furthermore, she
has the support of her "amazon" sisters. Sofia says of her father, "He hate children and
he hate where they come from. Thofromall the children he got, you'd never know it"
(43). Fightingback becomes a way of lifefor her. She wearily explains to Celie, "All
my life I had to fight. I had to fight my daddy. I had to fight my brothers. I had to fight
my cousins and my uncles. A girl child ain't safe in a family of men" (42). CeUe, out of
resentment over the pity she sometimes sees in the other woman's eyes and out of
jealousy over Sofia's ability to fight back, contributes to Sofia's problems by advising
Harpo to beat her. Harpo's continued efforts to beat and dominate his wife gradually
destroy the passion between them. She remembers, "Used to be when he touch me I'd
go all out my head. Now when he touch me I just don't want to be bothered. Once he
git on top of me I think bout how that's where he always want to be" (69). Now Sofia
just has "no interest" in that side of marriage anymore (69). She teUs Celie, "The worst
part is I don't think he notice. He git up there and enjoy himself just the same. No
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matter what I'm thinking. No matter what I feel. It just him. Heartfeeling don't even
seem to enter into it" (69). After an unladylike yet expressive snort, she adds, "The fact
he can do it like that make me want to kill him" (69). Harpo's efforts to dominate her
only further alienate her.
Although Sofiafinallyleaves Harpo, she manages to survive the battle with sexism
virtually unscathed psychologically-certainly she does much better than Celie,
unfortunately, she does not survive the battle of racism nearly so well. Mary F. Sisney
writes that "Alice Walker seems to be demonstrating that racist institutions are much
more bmtal and overpowering than are individual black men" (24). She also contrasts
Sofia's successful battles with black men to her need for rescue by friends and family
when faced with "white justice" (24). Throughout her stmggles with Harpo, Sofia
remains strong, retaining her independent spirit and her self-respect; her encounter with
whites and the "justice" system almost destroys her.
When the mayor's wife, Miss MiIIie, notices Sofia and her children in town with
the prizefighter, she takes the opportunity to demonstrate her "kindness" for the
"colored": "AU these children, say the mayor's wife digging in her pocketbook. Cute as
little buttons though, she say. She stop, put her hand on one of the children head. Say,
and such strong teef' (90). Both Sofia and the prizefighter know they can only wait for
Miss MiIIie tofinishand go on her way. Neither says anything as the mayor indulgently
watches his wife: "Now MiIIie, he say. Always going on over colored" (90)-a
statement which tells the reader that he has observed the enactment of many such scenes
of "Miss MiIIie the Benevolent Benefactress of the Colored." Her gracious
condescension does not disguise her disapproval of Sofia and the prizefighter's
"inappropriate" prosperity or her effort to put them in their place: "Miss MiUie finger
the children some more,finallylook at Sofia and the prizefighter. She look at the
prizefighter car. She eye Sofia wristwatch. She say to Sofia, All your children so clean.
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she say, would you like to work for me, be my maid?" (90). With typical forthrightness
Sofia answers, "Hell, no" (90). After she repeats it, once to a stunned and disbeUeving
Miss MiIIie and once to the mayor, the mayor slaps Sofia who responds just as she did
with Harpo: she retums blow for blow, knocking the white man down.
The situation quickly escalates: 'The polices come, start slinging the children off
the mayor, bang they heads together. Sofia really start to fight. They drag her to the
ground" (90). When Mr.

asks permission for the family to see Sofia, the Sheriff

passes on white society's opinion when he advises Mr.

to "tell her she lucky to be

alive" (91).^^ Celie teUs God about Sofia's good luck
When I see Sofia I don't know why she stiU alive. They crack
her skull, they crack her ribs. They tear her nose loose on one side.
They blind her in one eye. She swole from head to foot. Her tongue
the size of my arm, it stick out tween her teef like a piece of mbber.
She can't talk. And she just about the color of a eggplant.
Scare me so bad I near bout drop my grip. But I don't. I put it
on the floor of the cell, take out comb and bmsh, nightgown, witch
hazel and alcohol and I start to work on her. The colored tendant
bring me water to wash her with, and I start at her two little slits of
eyes. (91-92)
Sofia survives the beating, but she does not survive whole.
The beating marks the beginning of long years of an oppression so great that Sofia,
for perhaps thefirsttime in her life, must repress her personality. The system within
which Sofia must survive seeks to annihilate her spirit and her body. Working in the
prison laundry from five in the moming until eight in the evening, she grows "yellow and
sickly" (93); the reader sadly recalls the vigorous woman who preferred working
outdoors in the field or ÛJQ the house to the confinement of working in the house. During
one of the twice monthly visits allowed her friends and family, Sofia tells them,
"Everything nasty here . . . even the air. Food bad enough to kill you with it. Roaches
here, mice, flies, lice and even a snake or two. If you say anything they strip you, make
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you sleep on a cement floor without a light" (93). When her concemed friends question
how she manages, Sofia replies: "Every time they ast me to do something, Miss Celie, I
act like I'm you. I jump right up and do just what they say' (93). Having said this, "She
look wild . . ., and her bad eye wander round the room" (93). Mary F. Sisney, noting the
irony in Sofia's choosing Celie as a model, points out that in an "oppressive and . .
life-threatening" situation Sofia has "recognized that she has nû control over her life'
(24); she instinctively recognizes that Celie alone, of all the people she knows, has
always assumed that she had no control in her own life. While Gina Michelle CoUins
views this as a positive change in Sofia's way of dealing with the world,

the

novel—and the reader's own pained response—should convince anyone that the strong
and independent Sofia's metamorphosis into a brittle copy of Celie's passive acceptance
of abuse and domination simply should not be necessary. The novel's characters react to
Sofia's explanation with pain, shock, and anger: "Mr..

suck in his breath. Harpo

groan. Miss Shug cuss" (93). Celie herself reacts so strongly that she simply writes that
in that moment "I can't fix my mouth to say how I feel" (93). They realize that twelv e
years of this oppression and repression will kiU Sofia.
After her friends manage to convince the prison officials that working for Miss
MiUie would punish Sofia more than prison, she stiU has a difficuU time. Celie describes
a visit:
Sofia say to me today, I just can't understand it.
What that? I ast.
Why we ain't already kill them off.
Three years after she beat she out of the wash house, got her
color and her weight back, look like her old self, just all time think
bout kiUing somebody. (105)
For eleven and a half years Sofia lives in a tiny room at the mayor's house, doing Miss
MiIIie's bidding. When she at last comes home, she sits "at the big table like there's no
room for her" (206). Her children call her "'Miss" (206). Her place in the family has
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been empty too long: "Her bigger children married and gone, and her littlest children
mad at her, don't know who she is. Think she act funny, look old and dote on that little
white gal she raise" (205). Even in the midst of her family Sofia is alone.

Eleanor Jane
At the mayor's house Sofia's duties include caring for the two children, BiIIy and
Eleanor Jane. From thefirstthe young giri loves Sofia. When her brother tries to kick
the older woman and punctures his toe with a msty nail, Miss MiIIie hastily asks, "Sofia
do it?" (106). Eleanor Jane immediately takes up the defense: "Billy do it his own self,
she say. Trying to kick Sofia leg" (106). Celie notices and writes, 'The little giri dote
on Sofia, always stick up for her. Sofia never notice, she as deef to the little girl as she is
to her brother" (106). AU the reluctant maid has to say about her young admirer is "I
wonder why she was ever bom" (106). The indifference behind this remark, coming
from a woman she admires and loves, must hurt and puzzle the young girl.
Racism and the injustice Sofia has suffered—because of the girl's parents, no
less—complicate the relationship between her and Eleanor Jane. After Sofia's parole,
Eleanor Jane, now a young woman, continues to call on her. Jack, Sofia's
brother-in-Iaw, explains that BiIIy, the young woman's brother, causes problems: "He
get dmnk, aggravate his sister, chase women, huny niggers, and that ain't all" (210-11).
No one explains just what he does to "aggravate his sister," but in a novel whose
protagonist suffers sexual abusefromthe man she knows as "Pa" and in which another
character claims that giris are not safe in a family of men, the suspicion that this
aggravation may be of a sexual nature must intmde. Sofia helps the young woman, but
explains that she does so because, being on parole, she "got to act nice" (211). Unable
to tum to her family, a lonely Eleanor Jane tums to a woman who feels compelled by the
legal system to help and who resents having to do so.
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When she tries to share the good as well as the bad with Sofia, the young woman
stiU generates only iU feelings: "You just don't know, say Sofia, what that giri done put
me through. You know how she use to bother me aU the time when she had problems at
home? Wellfinallyshe start bothering me when anything good happen" (268). For her
part Eleanor Jane loves Sofia as she wishes she could love her own family. She tells the
older woman, "I feel like you the only person love me . . . Mama only love Junior [BUly]
Cause that's who daddy really love" (273). Even her husband "don't love nothing
but that cotton gin" (273). Eleanor Jane does not understand the distance Sofia keeps
between them. She knows nothing about the circumstances which brought the black
woman into her life, and Sofia does not explain them. How can the young woman
understand when no one gives her all the facts? And how can she leam to relate to Sofia
without irritating or offending her if no one bothers to show her her errors?
For Eleanor Jane does make mistakes. She never considers how Sofia's children,
particularly Henrietta, might resent her demands on their mother. Her ignorance of the
legal situation does not excuse her intmsion into family gatherings, an act with reflects
an unconscious arrogance. When she seeks Sofia's approval of herfiancé,Stanley Earl,
Eleanor Jane does not ask the other woman's permission before bringing him into Sofia's
home; she just does it, making the egotistical assumption that the older woman v^U not
mind. The young white woman never stops to consider that the older black woman
might not want this patronizing white man in her home. Later, Eleanor Jane assumes
that Sofia will dote on her baby, Reynolds Stanley, never questioning the racist
stereotype of black women who "naturally" feel matemal about white children. FinaUy,
Sofia tells her, "He can't even walk and already he in my house messing it up. Did I ast
him to come? Do I care whether he sweet or nof^ WiII it make any difference in the
way he grow up to treat me what I think?" (271-72). Foolishly the young woman asserts
that "AU the other colored women I know love children The way you feel is something
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unnatural" (272). Sofia bluntly answers: "I love children . . . But all the colored women
that say they love yours is lyîng. They don't love Reynolds Stanley any more than I do.
But if you so badly raise as to ast 'em, what you expect them to say? Some colored
people so scare of whitefolks [sic] they claim to love the cotton gin" (272). Ironically,
the person who "so badly raised" the young woman was Sofia herself If the white
woman has never considered how her world looks through Sofia's eyes, should not the
woman who raised her share a portion of the blame? Who would have taught Eleanor
Jane to consider black people in a family and a society such as hers? Only Sofia might
have tried, but while serving her sentence and parole she feared the consequences.
A number of tmths must be confronted, before the two women can estabUsh a
relationship based on equality and honesty. When Sofiafinallyloses her patience, even
Celie finds Eleanor Jane's pain unworthy of compassion when weighed against the
crimes of her family and her race: "Eleanor Jane start to cry. She always have felt
something for Sofia. If not for her, Sofia never would have survive living in her daddy's
house. But so what? Sofia never wanted to be there in thefirstplace. Never wanted to
leave her own children" (271). The words "But so what?" effectively dismiss any honest
love Eleanor feels for Sofia and deny any significance to the young woman's pain. As
unmoved as Celie, Sofiafinallyoffers honesty to the unhappy woman: "What you want
from me? say Sofia. I feel something for you because out of all the people in your
daddy's house you showed me some human kindness. But on the other hand, out of all
the people in your daddy's house, I showed you some. Kind feeling is all I have to offer
you" (272). Familial and racial herstory and the ignorance encouraged by society
alienate Eleanor Janefromsomeone she tmly loves and admires, and the only person
who seems to have cared for her.
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SouÊak
Squeak appears in Harpo's life after Sofia leaves him. Celie describes her as "a
nice girl, friendly and everything, but she like me. She do anything Harpo say" (86).
Even the nickname "Squeak" indicates that she is regarded as a timorous little mouse.
She does not have the courage to confront Harpo, but when Sofia comes to the jook and
dances with him, Squeak does "git up her nerve to try to cut in" (86). She mistakenly
thinks she can handle the other woman, especially after Sofia tries to avoid a
confrontation: Harpo's "Uttle yellowish girlfriend" (86) slaps Sofia. Celie writes, "Sofia
don't even deal in little ladyish things such as slaps. She ball up her fist, draw back, and
knock two of Squeak's side teef out. Squeak hit the floor. One toof hanging on her lip,
the other one upside my cold drink glass" (87). With "blood and slobber mnning down
her chin," the battered young woman reacts ineffectively, "banging on Harpo's leg udth
her shoe" and crying "You git that bitch out a here" (87). Affirstno one responds to
her: "Harpo and Sofia stand side by side looking down at Squeak, but I don't think they
hearher. Harpo stiU holding Sofia arm. Maybehalf aminutegoby"(87). Notonlyhas
Harpo ignored Squeak's feelings by dancing with his estranged wife, but he actually
seems totally unaware of her in her distress. Only after that half minute does he release
Sofia's arm to "reach down and cradle poor little Squeak in his arms" (87-88). Even his
concem indicates her lowly position in their relationship: "He coo and coo at her like
she a baby" (88). Harpo has found a woman who will live under his thumb just as Celie
lives under his father's.
When Sofia goes to jail, Squeak's efforts to leam what troubles Harpo and to
comfort him never really reach him: "Little Squeak mn along all up under him to git his
tension. Baby this, she say, Baby that. Harpo look through her head, blow smoke" (89).
Celie who has so much in common with the young woman's submissive personality, tries
to help:
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What your real name? I ast her. She say, Mary Agnes.
Make Harpo call you by your real name, I say. Then maybehe
see you even when he trouble.
She look at me puzzle. I let it go. (89)
Squeak fails to understand the lack of respect in a nickname which may be cute or
irritating, but never serious. Submission and passivity aUenate her just as they do CeUe.
Squeak's light color adds another alienating factor. When Squeak admits that her
father is a white man, her behavior reflects her shame:
Squeak duck her head. Mumble something.
Say what? ast Mr.
.
Squeak cheek tum red. She mumble again.
He your what? Mr.
ast.
Cousin, she say.
Mr.
look at her.
Daddy, she say. She cut her eye at Harpo. Look at the floor. (96)
Her father's people would deny her because of her black mother; her mother's people
would despise her white blood while admiring her light color. Although the novel does
not emphasize this problem, the song she writes expresses the difficulties colorism
presents:
They calls me yellow
like yellow be my name
They calls me yellow
like yellow be my name
But if yellow is a name
Why ain't black the same
WeII,ifIsayHeybIackgiri
Lord, she try to min my game. (104)
Because the men like a light skinned woman, the women often react with jealousy. Shug
recognizes the advantage to which Squeak, as a singer, can put her looks-and that those
looks have already caught her husband's, Grady's, eye: ". . you dress Mary Agnes
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[Squeak] up therightway and you'II make piss pots of money. Yellow like she is,
stringy hair and cloudy eyes, the men'U be crazy bout her. Ain't thatright,Grady, she
say" (121). Grady's infatuation complicates Squeak's efforts to find self-fiilfillment after
shefinallymoves out from under Harpo's thumb and tries singing for a living by
introducing her to marijuana as an escape from fear and uncertainty. Her yellow skin
and her addiction to dmgs add to the difficulties offindingherself and her community.

Shug
Because Shug brings so much light into Celie's bleak existence, the reader may
forget that she, too, has had to overcome obstacles in order to become a woman who
shares with other women. Both Old Mr.

and his daughters mention Shug's dark

color, the daughters claiming that "Shug Avery black as my shoe" (21). Colorism leads
men like Old Mr.

to consider a black woman like Shug inferior to a "yeUow"

woman like Squeak. At the same time Shug's zest for life and love draws men like flies,
a reaction which then leads certain "high-minded" members of the community to look
down on her.
When Shug chooses to follow her own path, her family and her community tum
their backs on her. In the picture which Celie admires, Shug faces the camera with a
sassy grin; "Her eyes serious tho. Sad some" (7). Others only notice Shug's brazen
style. Carrie, one of Mr.

's sisters, disapproves of many of Shug's choices: "Shug

Avery, Shug Avery, Carrie say. I'm sick of her. Somebody^y.sjjj|ppiif round trying
to sing. Umph, what she got to sing about. Say she wearing dresses all up her leg and
headpieces with little balls and tassels hanging down, look Uke window dressing" (21).
Celie, on the other hand, admires Shug's style from the moment shefirstsees the other
woman's image in the photograph.
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Shugfirstencounters disapproval at home. She recalls, "My daddy love me to
kiss and hug him, but [my mama] didn't like the looks of that" (126). Every child needs
affection, but Shug remembers how her mother not only denied affection ÍÛ her but also
reflised affection frûm her. Shug, whose given name is LiUie, says, "I try to kiss her, she
tum her mouth away. Say, Cut that out LiIUe" (125-26). Naturally, such a mother
would strongly disapprove of Shug's passion for Albert"^ or anyone else: "One thing
my mama hated me for was how much I love to flick, [Shug] say" (125). Shug's mother
may react so strongly because she herself is a reformed sinner. Old Mr.

complains

that "nobody even sure exactly who her [Shug's] daddy is" (57). Whatever the tmth
about Shug's parents, her own three children are Albert's. Shug tells Celie that "the last
baby did it. They [her parents] tumed me out. I went to stay with my mama wild sister
in Memphis. She just like me, Mama say. She drink, shefight,she love mens to death.
She work in a roadhouse. Cook. Feed fifty men, screwfifty-five"(126). When she
gives this history to Celie, Shug has almost made her peace with it. Earlier in the two
women's relationship, Shug had been less forthright. Afterfirstcoming to Albert's
home, Shug tells Celie, "My kids with they grandma... She could stand the kids, I had
to go" (52). When Celie asks if she misses her children, Shug puts on a brave front:
"Naw, she say, I don't miss nothing" (52). Her bravado does not conceal the pain of
knowing that her mother banished her.
The community also tries to repress Shug's nature; they attack her when she
cannot defend herself Concerted efforts occur when Shug gives birth to each of her
children: "I had every one of my babies at home . . . Midwife come, preacher come, a
bunch of the good ladiesfromthe church. Just when I hurt so much I don't know my
own name, they think a good time to talk bout repent" (126). When Shug falls ill, those
same people relish her downfall. Celie, who has not yet met her, writes: "Shug Avery
sick and nobody in this town want to take the Queen Honeybee in. Her mammy say She
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told her so. Her pappy say, Tramp. A woman at church say she dying—maybe two
berkulosis or some kind of nasty woman disease" (45). Old Mr.

accepts the

worst part of this mmor, telling his son, "Why . . . she ain't even clean. I hear she got
the nasty woman disease" (57). The community at large seems eager to embrace the
venereal disease theory.
Celie, who never defends herself, resents these attacks on a woman she has never
met and thinks, "Somebody got to stand up for Shug" (46). The Sunday sermon fiarther
outrages her: "Even the preacher got his mouth on Shug Avery, now she down. He
take her condition for his text. He don't call no name, but he don't have to. Everybody
know who he mean. He talk bout a stmmpet in short skirts, smoking cigarettes, drinking
gin. Singing for money and taking other women mens. Talk bout slut, hussy, heifer and
streetcleaner" (46). Celie expects Mr.

to defend Shug and cannot understand why

he does not do so.
Albert himself comes closer than anyone to defeating Shug, not out of malice but
out of weakness. When he married Annie Julia, Shug says she was "too surprise to be
hurt" (126). Shug recognizes the imperfections which led Albert to submit to his father's
mle in spite of his powerful bond with her:
But, he weak, she say. His daddy told him I'm trash, my mama
trash before me. His brother say the same. Albert try to stand up for
us, git knock down. One reason they give him for not marrying me is
cause I have children.
But they his, I told old Mr.
.
How us know? He ast.^^ (127)
Although alienatedfromthe "good women" of the community, Shug nonetheless
behaves just as they expect her to behave when Albert marries. Only later will she
recognize how unfair she was to Albert'sfirstwife:^^ "Poor Annie Julia, Shug say. She
never had a chance. I was so mean, and so wild, Lord. I used to go round saying, I
don't care who he married to, I'm gonna fiick him" (127). Shug admits, "I used to keep
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Albert away from home for a week at the time. She'd come and beg him for money to
buy groceries for the children" (127). Shug's passion for Albert leads her to behave
badly to anyone she perceives as an interioper in that relationship. Only after she and
Celie become friends and lovers does she allow herself to recognize in Annie Julia yet
another woman isolated from any supportive community: ". . . she didn't have nothing,
not even a lUcing for him [Albert]. Her family forgot about her once she married. And
then Harpo and all the children start to come. Finally she start to sleep with that man
that shot her down. Albert beat her. Thechildrendraggedonher"(127). Shugtreated
Annie JuUa with the same heartless disregard with which the community treated her.
In spite of their history together Albert listens to the spiteful gossip about Shug
and says nothing. Finally he does go after Shug and bring her home with him. A
fascinated Celie notes that Shug "look like she ain't long for this worid but dressed well
for the next" (47). Noting Shug's stumbling approach between Mr.

and Harpo,

Celie adds, "She don't seem that well acquainted with her feets" (47). Her laugh "sound
like a death rattle" (48). Ailing and ostracized, Shug has no one to nurse her except the
one woman conventional wisdom says should wish her ill.
Alone, ill, and probably frightened, Shug does not greet Celie with relief or
gratitude. Instead she looks over Albert's wife, "then she cackle.... You sure is ugly,
she say, like she ain't believed it" (48). A mesmerized Celie decides that although Shug
is "sicker than anybody I ever seen" she is also "evil. .. and that keep her alive" (49).
Shug's irritation with Albert, while partially due to her illness, reflects her pain over his
earlier failures and her disappointment in him: "Tum loose my goddamn hand, she say to
Mr.

. What the matter with you, you crazy? I don't need no weak little boy can't

say no to his daddy hanging on me. I need me a man, she say. A man. She look at him
and roll her eyes and laugh. It not much of a laugh but it keep him awayfromthe bed"
(49). Shug does not behave any better with Celie who writes that "she weak as a kitten.
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But her mouth just pack with claws" (51). Later a repentant Shug will admit how pooriy
she treated Celie in the beginning: "And when I come here, say Shug, I treated you so
mean. Like you was a servant. And aU because Albert marriedyou"(127). Shug, like
so many women, increases her own isolation because she sees other women as rivals.
Only by overcoming this culturally indoctrinated prejudice can she become a part of a
community of women.
Coming Together

Celie and Nettie
Of all the women in The Color Purple Celie travels the furthest in her spiritual
quest for wholeness and in her social quest for a community in which she can participate
as an equal. She begins as a child forced too soon into situations with which she cannot
cope. Any self-esteem she may once have had is beaten out of her; she lacks even the
confidence required to fight back. As Barbara Smith observes, her movefromdaughter
to wife changes very little, "merely shifting the locale of Celie's hell," but it does
demonstrate "how little difference there is between the circumstances of an abused
daughter and an abused wife" (171). Feeling helpless, hopeless, inadequate, worthless,
she begins as a cipher and ends as the quietly stable center of a group of friends and
family.
Celie achieves this ascension from a dark pit of despair and loneliness to the sunny
apex at the end of the novel through her friendships with other women and through her
writing. Her diary-like letters to God and to Nettie help her hold on to the core of her
identity so that it can bloom again under more favorable circumstances. Celie's first
letters describe events bluntly and sparsely; she says little or nothing of her emotional or
mental reactions. Celie's numbness and passivity accurately reflect the reactions of
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incest victims. The stark quality of herfirstletters gradually changes as she grows more
accustomed to expressing herself, but even herfînalletters retain an eloquent simplicity.
Love for Nettie provides the one bright spot in Celie's early life. She accepts
defeat for herself but not for her beloved sister. Inspired by this love she actually fights
to save her sister from sharing her own fate at the hands of Pa. As discussed eariier, she
offers herself to Pa in Nettie's place, actually inviting the sexual attention she abhors.
Together the sisters study Nettie's textbooks "cause us know we got to be smart to git
away" (10). Only Nettie and Miss Beasley think about Celie's mind; viewing her as a
beast of burden, Pa and Mr.

would deny she possessesone.

Much has been written about the didactic quality which renders Nettie's letters less
interesting than Celie's; many consider their instmctional tone an error in the
constmction of the novel.

Yet the novel always associates education and leaming

with Nettie. Not only does she fight Pa's decision to withdraw CeUefromschool, but
she also teaches her sister on her own. In rejecting Mr.

's marriage offer for

Nettie, Pa says, "I want her to git some more schooling. Make a schoolteacher out of
her" (8). When Nettie mns awayfromPa and stays with her sister, Celie writes, "No
matter what happen, Nettie steady try to teach me what go on in the world. And she a
good teacher, too" (17). Valerie Babb sees the letters as evidence of Nettie's own
continued leaming, pointing out that "It is only after her missionary employers, Corrine
and Samuel, have had a hand in her education that Nettie's letters are rendered
completely in the standard" (113). EUzabeth Fifer suggests that "Nettie's more formal
language supports her more formal attitudes" (164). Furthermore, Nettie's letters bring
both personal and racial herstory to her older^ister, allowing her to leave the stigma of
71

incest behind her and see her worid in a new context.

Overall, the letters continue

Nettie's roles as both teacher and student: she continues to pass on what she leams,
whether formally or informally, to her sister.
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CeUe and Katft
For years, though, Celie does not receive Nettie's letters. Remembering her
sister's parting promise that "Nothing but death can keep mefrom[writing]" (19), Celie
fears that Nettie has died. After Nettie's departure, Mr.

's sister Kate tries to help

Celie. She makes her brother buy his wife a dress, a kindness which leaves Celie both
inarticulate and thoughtful:
I can't remember being thefirstone in my own dress. Now to
have one made just for me. I try to tell Kate what it mean. I git hot in
the face and stutter.
She say. It's allright,Celie. You deserve more than this.
Maybeso. Ithink. (22)
At this point Celie can still entertain the thought that she should receive better treatment.
Unfortunately, she does not believe thatfightingcan or wUl help her. She remains
passive. When Kate tells her sister-in-Iaw to fight for herself, Celie cannot see the
wisdom in that advice: "I don't say nothing. I think bout Nettie, dead. She fight, she
mn away. What good it do? I don't fight. I stay where I'm told. But I'm aUve" (22).
When Mr.

beats her, she withdraws, trying to objectify herself "I make myself

wood. I say to myself, CeUe, you a tree" (23). Tuming one's self into an unfeeling
object proves more difficult than personifying that object, for she adds, "That's how
come I know trees fear man" (23). In trying to protect herself, however, she cuts off the
healthy emotions which might save her.
Claiming that "even slave women who found themselves abusedfrequentlyfound
ways of responding" ("On Thft rolor Purple" 157), Tmdier Harris says she "couldn't
imagine a Celie existing in any black community I knew or any that I could conceive of'
(155). When she says that "even abused Linda Brent found some source for valuing
herself' (158). Harris forgets, or misses the relevance of, the fact that Harriet Jacobs,
who used the pseudonym Linda Brent for her autobiographical slave narrative Incidents
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in the Life of a Slave Giri, describes an early childhood with a loving and supportive
family and continues to receive emotional and physical supportfromher grandmother
throughout her ordeal. HarrisfindsCelie's silence and passive acceptance of abuse
unnatural and unrealistic ("On The Color Purple" 158), Ignoring the novel's focus on
Celie's stmggles toward both voice and resistance, she accuses The Color Purple of
af irming "patience and long-suffering"; "silence in the face of, if not actual allegiance to,
cmelty"; and "secrecy conceming violence and violation" (160). On the other hand Ruth
Nadelhaft writes that victims of domestic abuse often blame themselves (244). Charles
L. Proudfit devotes an entire article to the psychological accuracy of Walker's portrait,
including the portrayal of Celie as "a traumatized and depressed survivor-victim of
parent loss, physical and emotional neglect, rape, incest, and spousal abuse," specifically
rejecting Harris's claims of unbelievability (19). Looking at his Ust of CeUe's sufferings,
the reader hardly wonders at Celie's feeUngs of hopelessness. To compare Celie to "a
bale of cotton with a vagina" as Harris does ("On The Color Purple" 155) participates at
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second hand in the same kind of dehumanizing behavior Pa and Albert embrace.
Obviously, Harris has been fortunate in neither experiencing nor witnessing anything
resembling the comprehensive and continual assaults on body and spirit which Celie
survives in the novel.

Celie as Stepmother

Celie's denial of her own anger has been discussed earlier, but she also refiises to
release gentler emotions. While three of Mr.

's children seem to ignore her,

Harpo, in spite of his violent reaction on her wedding day, often confides in Celie. When
he has nightmares about his mother's death, his stepmother agrees with his vehement
protestation that "It not her fault somebody kill her . . . It not! It not!" (31). He also
confides his love for Sofia and the difficulties attending their courtship. Yet Celie refiises
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to admit any affection for the young man: "Patting Harpo back not even like patting a
dog. It more like patting another piece of wood Not a living tree, but a table or
chifferobe [sic]" (31; emphasis added). While denying Harpo even the fellow feeling of a
living tree, Celie unconsciously identifies with the non-Iiving wood to which she likens
her stepson. Reading the same passage Frank W. Shelton also comments on it as
evidence of "dehumanization, retreatfromfeeling, the separation of individual from
surroundings" (390). Before she can sympathize with anyone else, Celie must feel like a
human being herself, not a piece of wood or a tree.

Celie and Sofia
Ironically, Harpo wiU introduce Sofia to his stepmother. Her very presence offers
an example of a woman who, while younger than she, believes in herself Beyond that,
Sofia fights for herself, demanding respect and decent treatment. Celie has only seen one
other young woman with a similar intemal strength: Nettie, who, in many ways, was
protected by CeUe and by her status as the younger, prettier sister. While Sofia and her
sisters support each other, they also lead separate lives so that Sofia's wUUngness to
stand alone proves cmcial. It also provides a model of independence and resistance for
Celie, giving her much to ponder. King-Kok Cheung, who calls Sofia "a black woman
warrior," agrees that she provides "a model of resistance" for Celie (167) while Gloria
Wade-Gayles points to Celie's failure to foUow this example ("Black, Southem,
Womanist" 318). Admittedly, her behavior does not noticeably change, but she is so
beaten down in spirit and body that an immediate change would be unlikely.
Nonetheless, Sofia's independence and strength allow Celie to SÊÊ the possibility of
resistance; it prepares her to make the changes that will eventually come.
Although Harpo gmmbles that Sofia does not obey him, Celie hears a note of pride
in his voice. He complains: "I tell her she can't be all the time going to visit her sister
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Us married now, I tell her. Your place is here with the children. She say, I'II take the
children with me. I say, Your place is with me. She say, You want to come? She keep
primping infrontof the glass, getting the children ready at the same time" (37). After
Mr

tells his son to beat Sofia, Harpo tums to Celie for advice as well. In a few

sentences the herstory behind her response appears:
I like Sofia, but she don't act like me at all. If she talking when
Harpo and Mr.
come in the room, she keeprighton. If they ast
her where something at, she say she don't know. Keep talking.
I think bout this when Harpo ast me what he ought to do to her
to make her mind. I don't mention how happy he is now. How three
years pass and he still whistle and sing. I think bout how every time I
jump when Mr.
call me, she look surprise. And like she pity
me.
Beather. I say. (38)
While Marc-A Christophe beUeves that Celie begins by hating Sofia (285) and Clenora
Hudson-Weemes sees this incident as evidence that a thoroughly indoctrinated Celie
actively seeks to perpetuate sexism (203), the text does not really support these
interpretations. Instead, as the passage above indicates, Celie resents not only Sofia's
ability to stand on equal footing with Harpo but also the pity she sometimes sees in
Sofia's eyes. Both the strength and the pity must make her increasingly aware that her
own behavior allows Mr.

's abuse to continue.

Unaccustomed to dealing with her own resentment and anger, Celie does not
understand why she has trouble sleeping during the foUowing weeks. Finally, she
examines her conscience andfindsan answer:
What it is? I ast myself
A little voice say, Something you done wrong. Somebody spirit
you sin against. Maybe.
Way late one night it come to me. Sofia. I sin against Sofia
spirit. (41)
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Learning that Celie advised Harpo to beat her, Sofia angrily confronts the older woman,
saying "I looked to you for help" (42). Atfirst,Celie denies those two spitefiil words to
Harpo. Then she confesses:
I say it cause I'm a fool, I say. I say it cause I'm jealous of you.
I say it cause you do what I can't.
What that? she say.
Fight. I say.
She stand there a long time, like what I said took the wind out
her jaws. She mad before, sad now. (42)
When Sofia talks about having to fight all her life, Celiefindsthe courage to ask why
Sofia pities her. Sofia replies, 'To tell the tmth, you remind me of my mama. She under
my daddy thumb. Naw, she under my daddy foot. Anything he say, goes. She never say
nothing back. She never stand up for herself' (43). The two women begin to confide in
each other and seal their newly strengthened bond by beginning work on a quilt, using
the pattem called Sister's Choice.
When Celie again talks to Harpo, she reminds him of the things she did not
mention thefirsttime: "Sofia love you, she a good wife. Good to the children and good
looking. Hardworking. God fearing and ckan. I don't know what more you want"
(65). She feels less than sympathetic when Harpo continues to cry because Sofia will not
obey him and even fights back when he tries to beat her~a fact to which his blackened
eyes attest. Celie writes: "Oh, boo-hoo, he cry. Boo-hoo-hoo" (66). This only irritates
her fiirther: "I start to take back my hansker [handkerchief]. Maybe push him and his
black eyes off the step" (66). Instead, she tells him that "some womens can't be beat. . .
Sofia one of them. Besides, Sofia love you. She probably be happy to do most of what
you say if you ast herright"(66). Speaking from her new, more intimate knowledge of
Sofia, Celie assures him that "She not mean, she not spitefiil. She don't hold a gmdge"
(66). Through her friendship with Sofía, Celie has grown: she has put aside jealousy
and spite. She has also leamed something about relationships which she tries to share
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with her stepson: "Harpo, I say, giving him a shake, Sofia love you. You love Sofia"
(66). She then point out that although she minds Mr.
he does not love her. Moreover, she adds, the woman Mr.

she does not love him and
really loves, Shug

Avery, does not mind him at all.
By the time Sofia leaves Harpo, Celie, who has considered keeping the Sister's
Choice quilt herself or giving it to Shug, decides she wants the departing woman to have
it. She may not yet have leamed to actively defend herself, but Sofia has brought
friendship as well as providing a much needed example,^"^ thereby preparing the way for
Celie's later development into a strong and independent woman. Already she has begun
to leam again how to connect emotionally with others: she responds to Sofia by giving
her both friendship and support which will endure through good times and bad.
After the police beat Sofia and throw her in jail, Celie tends her friend's wounds.
When Sofia says she survives in prison by acting like Celie, no one understand the cost
more than her model. So CeUe joins Harpo, the prizefighter, Squeak, Shug, Mr.
and three of Sofia's sisters in trying tofinda way to convince the authorities to place
Sofia in the mayor's custody rather than keep her in prison. After they succeed, she
visits her friend at the mayor's house and listens to her complaints about life there.
Forced into servitude, the legally victimized woman desperately needs the outlet for
anger and resentment which Celie's calm attentiveness provides. When Sofia says she
does not know why the mayor's daughter was bom, Celie replies, "Well. . . us don't
have to wonder that bout darkies" (106). Sofia "giggle[s]. Miss Celie, she say, you just
as crazy as you can be" (106). The rarity of this event is emphasized by Celie's
statement that "This thefirstgiggle I heard in three years [since the beating and
imprisonment]" (106). During this dark time Celie brings a bit of light, laughter, and
warmth into her suffering friend's life.
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A quiet, out-of-place Sofia sits at the table during the dinner in which Celie finally
confronts Mr.
to Mr.

and tells him she is leaving. When Harpo protests Celie's reference

's children as "the fools [he] didn't even try to raise" (207), she tums her

attention to him, telling him a hard tmth he does not wish to hear: "If you hadn't tried to
mle over Sofia the white folks never would have caught her" (207). Even in her anger,
Celie has noted that "Sofia so surprise to hear me speak up she ain't chewed for ten
minutes" (207); but when Harpo denies Celie's statement about him, Sofia rouses herself
enough to say, "A iittle tmth in it" (207). Sofia's withdrawal since shefinishedserving
her time has been so complete that those five words have a stunning effect on the group
gathered around the table: "Everybody look at her like they surprised she there. It like a
voice speaking from the grave" (207). Celie's show of strength as she faces Mr.
and answers Harpo fans the dying embers of Sofia's personality back to life. A few
minutes later when Harpo tells Squeak that a woman laughing at men is bad luck, he
finds himself facing the old Sofia:
She look at him and laugh in his face. I already had my bad luck, she
say. I had enough to keep me laughing the rest of my life.
Harpo look at her like he did the night she knock Mary Agnes
down. A little spark fly cross the table.
I got six children by this crazy woman, he mutter.
Five, she say.
He so outdone he can't even say, Say what? (208)
A few minutes later Shug announces that Celie is not the only one leaving with her and
once again Sofia's old determined defiance manifests itself
Everybody sort of cut they eyes at Sofia. She the one they can't
quite find a place for. She the stranger.
It ain't me, she say, and her look say, Fuck you for entertaining
the thought. She reach for a biscuit and sort of root her behind deeper
into her seat. One look at this big stout graying, wildeyed woman and
you know not even to ast. Nothing.
But just to clear this up neat and quick, she say, I'm home.
Period. (209)
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Indeed she is. Just as she once provided a much needed example of strength and
independence for Celie, Celie now provides an example which helps Sofia re-assert and
reclaim herself
When Sofia's mother dies, Celie naturally retums to attend thefiineralof her
friend's mother. Later, when she has moved into the house she and Nettie inherited,
Celie, Harpo, and Sofia often visit. Sofia even works in the store which was also part of
Celie's inheritance. The two women's lives have become inextricably entwined. The
special pair of pants which Celie makes for her friend reflects the love and admiration she
feels: "One leg be purple, one leg be red. I dream Sofia wearing these pants, one day
she was jumping over the moon" (223). She sees Sofia as afiguremythical in
proportion, free and triumphant in red, the color of passion, and purple, the color of
royalty and, at least in this novel, the color ofjoy.

Celie and Shug
Yet another woman helps Celie in her quest for self- realization: Shug Avery helps
Celie re-define herself, her worid, and her God. Ironically, Mr.

, who has done so

much to destroy his wife's personality, brings this unconventional savior into her life.
Shefirsthears Shug's name when Pa asks Mr.
Shug Avery" (7). Her stepmother sees Mr.

"about all this stuff he hear bout
drop Shug's picture and picks it up

because she and Celie are curious about this woman. From the moment she enters
Celie's life as a photographic image, Shug has an almost magical effect on the young
woman. Celie holds on to the picture like a talisman as its subject captures her
imagination: "An all night long I stare at it. An now when I dream, I dream of Shug
Avery. She be dress to kill, whiriing and laughing" (7). The abused young woman feels
an instant, almost mystical, connection with the woman in the picture, a woman she
describes as "the most beautiftil woman I ever saw" (7). Even as Celie listens to Pa
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trying to convince Mr.

to marry her, she turns to Shug Avery's image: "I look

into her eyes. Her eyes say Yeah, it hfiÊS that way sometime" (9). As Mr.
consummates their marriage, Celie fírst thinks about Nettie, but "then I think bout Shug
Avery. I know what he doing to me he done to Shug Avery and maybe she like it. I put
my arm around him" (13). Before the two women ever meet, Shug~or at least her
image—influences Celie who already feels a bond with her.
The one thing Celie tmly understands about Mr.

, the one good trait she

sees in him, is his love for this other woman. Announcements that Shug Avery, the
Queen Honeybee, will appear at the Lucky Star excite both husband and wife. They
surprise each other as Mr.

frantically

prepares to see his love again. Celie

compliments her husband, saying "You looks nice . . . Any woman be proud" (25).
When he actually asks, "You think so?" (25), a startled Celie says that this is the "first
time he ast me" (25). She writes "I'm so surprise, by time I say Yeah, he out on the
porch, trying to shave where the light better" (25-26). Each of them cherishes those
notices with Shug's picture on them: "I walk around all day with the announcement
buming a hole in my pocket. It pink. The trees tween the tum off to our road and the
store is Ut up with them. He [Mr.

] got bout five dozen in his tmnk" (26). Mr.

soon mshes off to the place Celie wishes to be: "Lord, I wants to go so bad. Not
todance. Nottodrink. Not to play card. Not even to hear Shug Avery sing. Ijustbe
thankflil to lay eyes on her" (26). When Mr.

retums after a weekend during

which Shug has again retumed to town, he cries. Having "a million questions to ast"
(27), Celie stmggles to contain them because she knows how unwelcome they would be:
"What she wear? Is she still the same old Shug, like in my picture? How her hair is?
What kind lipstick'^ Wig? She stout? She skinny? She sound well? Tired? Sick?
Where you all children at while she singing all over the place? Do she miss 'em?
Questions be mnning back and forth through my mind. Feel like snakes. I pray for
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strength, bite the insides of my jaws" (27). Even though Shug and Celie have never met,
the singer already makes the oppressed woman feel more aware of, and more interested
in, life.
Later Celie hears the mmors that the pretty woman of the photograph has retumed
but is iU. She cannot understand why Mr.

does not defend his loverfromthe

vicious verbal attacks of the good church people. Her reaction when hefinallybrings a
desperately iU Shug home with him would astonish those same people. Meek little Celie,
who works so hard for the church and receives so little thanks, has trouble containing
her exuberance: "Come on in, I want to cry. To shout. Come on in. With God help,
Celie going to make you well" (47). Only a long habit of silence and submission enables
her to remember her customary position in the house and stops herfromfollowing her
impulses: "But I don't say nothing. It not my house. AIso I ain't been told nothing"
(47). No one there could know what CeUe feeIs~not Shug, not Harpo, not Sofia, and
certainly not Mr.

, who misinterprets his wife's stillness when he orders her to

prepare Shug's room:
I don't move at once, cause I can't. I need to see her eyes. I
feel like once I see her eyes my feets can let go the spot where they
stuck.
Get moving, he [Mr.
] say, sharp.
And then she look up. (48)
Later when Celie assures her husband that she wants Shug in their home, "he look at me
like maybe I'm planning something bad" (50). Everything Mr.

has been taught

says that his wife cannot sincerely welcome his mistress into their home.
Although already infatuated, Celie sees clearly theflawsbeneath Shug's stylish
facade-as if already she knows Shug's tme nature and loves her more for it: "Under all
that powder her face black as Harpo. She got a long pointed nose and bigfleshymouth.
Lips look like black plum. Eyes big, glossy. Feverish. And mean. Like, sick as she is, if
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a snake cross her path, she kill it" (48). This moment, for which Celie has longed, marks
a change in both women's lives.
What she calls Shug's evil fascinates Celie as much as all the rest. Stunned, she
hears Shug berate Mr.

and sees him react like an eager-to-please child

reprimanded by an adored adult. Not only does Celie not recognize Mr.

's given

name when Shug calls him Albert, but she also does not recognize this concemed and
patient man who worries himself to distraction over his lover. Fascinated, Celie writes,
"Mr

don't smoke. Don't drink. Don't even hardly eat. He just got her in that

little room, watching every breath" (49-50). She begins to see her husband as a person:
"I look at his face. It tired and sad and I notice his chin weak. Not much chin there at
all. I have more chin, I think" (50). More importantly, Mr.

exposes some very

human feelings as he tells Celie, "Nobody fight for Shug . .. And a little water come to
his eyes" (50). She sees even more of the human being behind the tyrant when she
manages to entice Shug into eating a good meal: Celie sees "something crazy in his
eyes," as he says "I been scared . . Scared. And he cover up his eyes with his hands"
(54). For Celie, who made herself a tree in order to survive Mr.

's abuse, the man

only becomes a human being when he shows his love for the other woman.
Shug herself requires a little spiritual as well as physical nursing. Not only does
Celie take care of those physical needs, but she begins to heal the spirit wounded by
abandonment and rejection. Mae G. Henderson and Margaret Walsh also note this
reciprocity in the friendship (16; 95 respectively). How could Shug remain unfeeling
when Celie "loves every strand" of her hair, "the nottiest, shortest, kinkiest hair I ever
saw" (55)? As Celie "comb and pat, comb and pat" Shug's hair "like she a doll or like
she Olivia [Celie's daughter]—or like she mama" (55), the comparisons indicate an
increasing tendemess to which Shug responds. At first impatient and gmmpy, "she melt
down a little and lean back gainst my knees" (55). Shug, too, associates the warm caring
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of Celie's administrations with past tendemesses between women, saying "That feel like
mama used to do. Or maybe not mama. Maybe grandma" (55). Now rejected by her
mother, Shug finds heart's ease under Celie's hands. This peaceful moment gives birth
to a tune which Shug says Celie "help[ed] scratch out my head" (55). Both women
benefit from the healing properties of this moment of quiet intimacy.
Just as love for Nettie inspired Celie to action, love for Shug inspires her first
rebelUous thoughts and, paradoxically, herfirstfeelings of closeness with her husband.
When Old Mr.

arrives one hot evening to berate his son for having Shug in his

home, Celie listens to his derogatory comments about her husband's lover while fetching
a glass of water and furtively retaliates: "I drop little spit in Old Mr.

water" (56).

StiU unabie to admit anger, Celie denies the tmth her actions and thoughts express as the
old man continues to vilify Shug: "I twirl the spit round vnth my finger. I think bout
ground glass, wonder how you grind it. But I don't feel mad at all. Just interest" (57).
Reminding his son that the house and land still belong to him, Old Mr.

grimly

adds, "Weeds come up on my land, I chop 'em up. Trash blows over it I bum it" (57).
These last comments inspire more spiteflil thoughts on Celie's part: "Next time he come
I put a little Shug Avery pee in his glass. See how he like that" (57). At Mr.

's

command, Celie gladly gives the old man his hat; united by their resentment, the married
couple watches his departure.
A visit from Mr.

's brother Tobias similarly unites the husband and wife.

Sofia and Celie are piecing quilt squares when Tobias arrives bearing chocolates and
lascivious thoughts for Shug. StiII recovering from her illness, Shug is "skinny as a bean,
and her face fiill of eyes" (59). Celie describes the other woman's condition and mood
that day: "Shug halfway tween sick and well. Halfway tween good and evil, too. Most
days now she show me and Mr.

her good side. But evil all over her today. She

smile, like a razor opening. Say, Well, well, look who's here todají" (59). This entrance
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electrifies both husband and wife~and for thefirsttime Shug seems to favor Celie: "Me
^"^ ^

both look up at her. Both move to help her sit down. She don't look at

him. She pull up a chair next to me" (59). Celie feels a solidarity with Shug and Mr.
: "... I see myself sitting there quilting tween Shug Avery and Mr.

. Us

three set together gainst Tobias and his fly speck box of chocolate.^^ For thefirsttime
in my life, I feel justright"(60). After years of marriage, Mr.

and Celie's only

bond comes through their love for Shug.
While the recuperating woman can stiU be disagreeable, she cannot help knowing
that Celie almost worships her. When she joins the group on the porch and sews on a
quilt square, she uses "long crooked stitches" which remind Celie of "that little crooked
tune she sing" (59). Crooked stitches or no, Celie offers praise for the attempt: 'That
real good, forfirsttry, I say. That just fine and dandy. She look at me and snort.
Everything I do is fine and dandy to you, Miss Celie, she say. But that^s cause you ain't
got good sense. She laugh. I duck my head" (59). Knowing Celie's partiality for her,
Shug knows the value of Celie's words: the praise may not be sincere, but the
encouragement and support are. While her mood is perverse, her laugh lacks the
hatefulness of that "cackle" when theyfirstmet.
Walker has carefiiUy prepared the reader for the sexual nature of Celie's
attachment to Shug. Tmdier Harris makes a mistake other readers have made when she
suggests that Walker implies that the incest explains Celie's choice of a woman lover
("From Victimization" 15). A closer look reveals the steadily mounting evidence that
Celie's lesbianism is a part of her nature which the violence in her life simply exacerbates.
Admittedly, some evidence does support Harris' claim. Only in her relationships with
women has Celie found any affection. When Pa accuses the young girl of winking at a
boy, Celie denies looking at men at all, adding "I look at women, tho, cause I'm not
scared of them" (6); " however, the very fact that she makes no distinction in the way
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she might be expected to look ai

and the way she looks at a woman reveals

something of her sexual nature

í occurs to her that the two are not equal.

During her encounter with Corn

'ie agrees with the woman's praise of Mr.

"afinelooking man" but admits

' that "Most times mens look pretty much alike to

me" (16). She simply tries to sta

jf the way of the men in her life.

The abuse and fear make it

as

for the reader to accept a lifestyle of which s/he

might otherwise disapprove, but ( eíie's attraction to Shug always contains sexual
elements. When she describes Slk.- >>e focuses on her "bigfleshymouth" and her Ups
the color of "black plum" (48), dr

. man mightfindattractive. These hints prepare

the reader for her reaction when

ithes the terribly ill Shug: 'Tirst time I got the full

sight of Shug Avery long black b

'th it black plum nipples, look Uke her mouth, I

thought I had tumed into a man'^

Awe tinges CeUe's passion, for she has never

before felt sexual desire for anyoi

wash her body, it feel like I'm praying. My

hands tremble and my breath sho

) Another day Celiefindsherself shaken by the

sight of Shug smoking and drinkii

ree: "She wearing a long white gown and her

thin black hand stretching out of

)ld the white cigarette looks just right.

Something bout it, maybe the litti

sr veins I see and the big ones I try not to, make

me scared. I feel like something f.

ig me forward. If I don't watch out I'II have hold

of her hand, tasting herfingersin

)uth" (53). Even in the midst of concem about

the other woman's weU- being, p.

jvertakes Celie.

By the time Shug performs at Harpo's, Celie aches at the sight of the singer
"Iook[ing] over at Mr.

a littl- - ^-n she sing" and him becoming "puff up" in

pride (77). Feeling rejected and L

>i<ed, Celie writes, "I look at Shug and I feel my

heart begin to cramp. It hurt me

v er it with my hand" (77). Looking at Shug "in

her tight red dress" and her "littlt

ed shoes" with "her hair shining in waves" (77),

Celie, for thefirsttime, becomes

iiscious about her own appearance: "I hate the
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way I look, I hate the way I'm dress. Nothing but churchgoing clothes in my chifferobe"
(77). The scene around her fades as she tries to sort out her painílil emotions:
Before I know it, tears meet under my chin.
And I'm confiise
He [Mr.
] love looking at Shug. I love looking at Shug.
But Shug don't love looking at but one of us. Him.
But that the way it spose to be. I know that. But if that so, why
my heart hurt me so.
My head droop so it near bout in my glass.
Then I hear my name.
Shug saying Celie. MissCelie. And I look up where she at. (77)
Like a saint calling the dead back to life, Shug puUs Celie out of her dark reverie-just as
she pulls her out of a loveless, hopeless existence and back into a worid where both love
and hope live.
And what a gift she offers! For Shug gives Celie the kind of recognition and
acknowledgment she has never known: the singer announces before the crowd at the
jook that she will sing "Miss Celie's song," one the other woman "scratched . . . out of
my head when I was sick" (77). Not only does Celie look up again, she "hum[s] along a
little with the tune" (77). She forgets the men around her, forgets to avoid drawing their
attention, as she allows herself to relish a rare joyful moment in her life, one she
describes as the 'Tirst time somebody made something and name it after me" (77).
Despite this blossoming and the growing closeness of the two women, however, Shug
knows little of Celie's life and remains unaware of the sexual nature of Celie's love.
Yet Shug is the person who teaches Celie that her body and her sexuality can be
sources of pleasure rather than humiliation and pain. Because she has grown to love
Albert's wife, Shug actually asks her, "do you mind if Albert sleep with me?" (80). Celie
cannot understand how Shug could enjoy such a thing and describes sexfromher own
point of view: "He git up on you, heist your nightgown round your waist, plunge in.
Most times I pretend I ain't there. He never know the difference. Never ast me how I
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feel, nothing. Just do his business, get off, go to sleep" (81).

This view of sex proves

so foreign to her own that Shug does not atfirstaccept it as an honest one:
She start to laugh, Do his business, she say. Do his business.
Why, Miss Celie. You make it sound Uke he going to the toilet on
you.
That what it feel like, I say.
She stop laughing. (81)
Surprised to leam that Celie did not enjoy sex with her children's father either, Shug
informs her, "Why Miss Celie . . . you stiU a virgin" (81). She then explains about the
"little button that gits real hot when you do you know what with somebody" and has
77

CeUe examine herself with the help of a mirror.

This lesson increases Celie's

awareness of her own body as revealed by her reaction to Shug in the jook one night:
"AU the men got they eyes glued to Shug's bosom. I got my eyes glued there, too. I
feel my nipples harden under my dress. My little button sort of perk up too" (85).
Leaming about her body and her sexuality constitutes a necessary step in CeUe's healing
process. One cannot fiiUy accept oneself without accepting one's body: body and spirit
combine in one who survives whole.
AII Shug really knows of Celie's past is that she has two children and does not
know where they are, and that she is Mr.

's wife. When the singer announces her

imminent departure, Celie, feeling "like I felt when Nettie left" (78), confides a small part
of her private Ufe for thefirsttime: "He [Mr.

] beat me when you not here" (78).
78

Stunned, Shug asks why. Celie answers 'Tor being me and not you" (79).

Then

Shug, she of the cmel remarks, offers sympathy and understanding, rare commodities in
Celie's life:
Oh, Miss Celie, she say, and put her arms around me.
Us sit like that for maybe half a hour. Then she kiss me on the
fleshy part of my shoulder and stand up.
I won't leave, she say, until I know Albert won't even think
about beating you. (79)
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This exchanges marks thefirsttime Celie has voluntarily confided in anyone; from
Shug Celie receives sympathy, comfort and help.
Shug does confront Albert who admits the tmth of Celie's statement. His lover's
reaction puzzles him. As he later tells Celie, "you know some womens would have just
love to hear they man say he beat his wife cause she wasn't them. Shug one time was
like that bout Annie Julia" (277). Her reaction this time reflects her spiritual and
emotional growth: "But Shug spokerightup for you, Celie, he say. She say Albert, you
been mistreating somebody I love. So far as you concem, I'm gone. I couldn't believe
it, he say. AU along in there we was as hot for each other as two pistols . . . I tried to
laugh it off. But she meant what she said" (277). While he understood Shug's
mistreatment of Annie Julia, Albertfindsthe friendship between his wife and his lover
inexplicable and unnerving: "I never understood how you and Shug got along so well
together and it bothered the hell out of me. When she was mean and nasty to you, I
understood. But when I looked around and the two of you was always doing each
other's hair, I start to worry" (278). Everything his society and his experience has
taught him indicates that these two women should be at odds with each other, not bound
together as aUies and friends.
While Shug remains unaware of the nature of Celie's attachment to her, her
knowledge of Albert's behavior changes her feeling for him. When she retums to visit
Albert and Celie, she tells herfiiend,"That old stufffinallyover with. You and Albert
feel just like family now. Anyhow, once you told me he beat you, and won't work, I feel
different about him" (114-15).^^ CeUe must thriU to Shug's next words: "If you was
my wife . . . , I'd cover you up with kisses stead of licks, and work hard for you too"
(115). But the next moment the irrepressible singer wants to know if the sex between
Celie and Albert is any better and seems disappointed to leam that herfiiendis "still a
virgin" since she stiU does not enjoy it (115).
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When shefirstwrites to promise "a big surprise" (112) and a retum at Christmas,
Celie and Mr.

share their anticipation. Neither feels any pleasure on discovering

Shug's surprise—a husband named Grady. Wondering at the silence following Shug and
AJbert's greetings, an excited Celie mshes outside: "Shug, I say, and put out my arms.
But before I know anything a skinny big toof man wearing red suspenders is all up in my
face. Fore I can wonder whose dog he is, he hugging me" (112; emphasis in original).
Grady's boisterous and too physically imposing greeting can only repel a woman whose
experiences with men have been abusive and invasive. A good-natured, blustering,
somewhat foolish man, Grady also loses ground with Celie when Shug introduces him as
her husband: "The minute she say it I know I don't like Grady. I don't like his shape, I
don't like his teef, I don't like his clothes. Seem Uke to me he smell" (113). Again Celie
and Mr.

share their reactions: "He look like the end of the world. I know I don't

look no better" (113). When a cheerfully oblivious Shug tums to Celie, she announces
"Us two married ladies now" (113), relishing what she sees as a new and shared bond
between them.
When Mr.

and Grady leave together, a lonesome Shug asks to sleep with

Celie. Talk drifts to sex and Shug asks "How was it with your children daddy?" (116).
For thefirsttime Celie tells another human being about Pa raping her, giving details she
did not share with God in thefirstletter. Shug grows so silent that Celie wonders if her
fiiend is asleep. Finally, "Oh, Miss Celie, she say. And put her arms around me" (117).
In Shug's sympathetic embrace Celie gives vent to her long suppressed pain: "I start to
cry too. I cry and cry and cry. Seem like it all come back to me, laying there in Shug
arms. How it hurt and how much I was surprise. How it stung while Ifinishtrimming
his hair. How the blood drip down my leg and mess up my stocking. How he don't
never look at me straight after that. And Nettie" (117). Because Pa used Celie's cutting
his hair as the occasion for rape, she tells Shug, "It got to the place where everytime I
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saw him coming with the scissors and the comb and the stool, I start to cry" (117).
Writing has aUowed Celie to maintain a tenuous hold on her personality, but she must
speak, must share her hidden self with others in order to grow and heal. As bell hooks
asserts, "She is empowered not by the written word but by the spoken word-by telling
her story to Shug" (466)) Confiding in someone and at last facing her pain and allowing
it expression—these are cmcial steps in the process of healing.
Having opened the floodgates, Celie has a hard time damming the flow: "My
mama die, I tell Shug. My sister Nettie mn away. Mr.

come git me to take care

his rotten children. He never ast me nothing bout myself He clam on top of me and
fiick and fiick, even when my head bandaged. Nobody ever love me, I say" (117). Shug
responds, "I love you, Miss Celie" (118). To the singer's surprise, a friendly kiss tums
into something more: the two women make love. Celiefindssharing her bed and her
body with a loving woman vastly more pleasurable than sharing them with an abusive
and unloving man: "It feel like heaven is what it feel like" (119). How can Celie achieve
wholeness without a healthy enjoyment of her own sexuality and without emotional
intimacy? With Shug shefindsboth; her experiences make it unlikely that she could find
them with any of the men in her life.
Shug brings another blessing into Celie's life: the retum ofNettie through the
discovery of her letters. One night Shug begins to ask about Nettie. When Celie's voice
begins to fadefromtalking about her sister so much, she asks why her lover suddenly
wants to know about Nettie. Shug answers, "Cause she the only one you ever love . . .
sides me" (123). Her attention drawn to the "fiinny stamps" on a letter Albert neither
opens nor discusses (123), "all of a sudden Shug buddy-buddy again with Mr.

^"

(124). Both Grady and Celie suffer pangs of jealousy watching his wife/her lover flirt
with andflatterher former lover: "Shug laugh and laugh when he got anything to say.
Show teef and tits aplenty" (124). Having accepted Nettie's death for so long, Celie
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dismisses Shug's comments about letters with "funny stamps" that Mr.

quickly

pockets wifhout reading—until Shug drops one of them in her lap. Although she does
not know where England or Africa are, she leams at last what she most needs to know:
Nettie writes, "But if this letter do get through, one thing I want you to know, I love
you, and I am not dead. And Olivia is fine and so is your son" (122). Shug and Nettie
together retum Celie's family to her—and restore her hope.
AtfirstCelie cannot believe that Mr.

, who "know[s] Nettie mean everthing

in the world to me" (124), could be so cmel as to hide Nettie's lettersfromher. The
sudden release of all the anger that Celie has repressed for so long proves dangerously
overwheUning, but Shug again rescues her:
Fore I know anything I'm standing hind his [Mr.
's] chair with
his razor open.
Then I hear Shug laugh, like something just too funny. She say
to me. I know I told you I need something to cut this hangnail with,
but Albert git real niggerish bout his razor. (125)
An oblivious Mr.

orders, "Put that down . . . Women always need to cut this and

shave that, and always gumming up the razor" (125). Shug, knowing the very real
violence in CeUe's heart continues to intervene: "Shug got her hand on the razor now.
She say, Oh it look duU anyway. She take and sUng it back in the shaving box" (125).
Unfortunately, Celie cannot easily quash the rage that fills her: "All day long . . . I
stutter. I mutter to myself I stumble bout the house crazy for Mr.

blood. In my

mind, he falling dead every which a way. By time night come, I can't speak. Every time
I open my mouth nothing come out but a little burp" (125). Shug suggest that Mr.
sleep somewhere else because his wife has a fever and may be contagious; then
she stays with her troubled fiiend and talks about her own life as a distractionfromthe
terrible thoughts which plague Celie. Having admitted her own bad behavior toward
both Albert's wives, Shug sadly concludes, "I don't know the Albert that don't dance.
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can't hardly laugh, never talk bout nothing, beat you and hid your sister Nettie's letters"
(128). Shug grieves over both her and her former lover's evil deeds°^ while she helps a
numb Celie survive the night.
Shug acquires the key to Albert's tmnk. Together, the two women steam open the
letters, put the envelopes back in the tmnk, arrange the letters by date, and begin to read
about Nettie's experiences. After reading only a few of the letters—including the one
describing Mr.

's attempted rape, Nettie's successful defense, and his vengeful

vow that the sisters would never hearfromeach other again—Celie hears her husband
retum home with Grady and asks Shug, "How I'm gon keepfromkiIUng him" (150).
While Celie insists, "I think I feel better if I kiU him" (151), Shug argues against it, finally
making progress when she urges, "Celie, think about me a little bit. Miss Celie, if you
kiU Albert, Grady be all I got left. I can't even stand the thought of that" (151). This
makes the angry woman laugh. During the days that foUow Shug suggests they make
some pants for Celie since she works the fields: "And everyday we going to read
Nettie's letters and sew" (153). As she acquiesces, CeUe thinks, "A needle and not a
razor in my hand" (153). Thus Shug helps her friend avoid the self-destmctive act of
murder.^^
When they read the letter which explains that Pa was Nettie and Celie's stepfather
and gives the history of their biological parents, Celie decides that she wants to see him
again. Her unrepentant stepfather brags about his clever handling of the very white
people who lynched Celie's father. When she asks about her mother and father's graves,
he callously remarks, "lynched people don't git no marker" (188). CeUe looks for their
graves anyway but finds nothing. Shug, who has accompanied her, reminds Celie, "Us
each other's peoples now" (189). Yet CeUe now possesses more of her family's past
than ever before-a knowledge which will help her redefine herself
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That pivotal letter marks another change. A stunned Celie writes to God, "My
daddy lynch. My mama crazy. AII my little half-brothers and sisters no kin to me. My
children not my sister and brother. Pa not Pa" (183). Significantly, she concludes, "You
must be sleep" (183). She stops writing to God and begins writing to Nettie. For bell
hooks the change of addressee is symbolic of a "shift from object to subject. .. an act of
self-affirmation" (466). Both Deborah E. McDowelI and Gayle Wurst point out another
significant change in the letters: Celie begins to altemate her signature and "amen" at the
end of them (291; 59 respectively). McDowelI declares that "Celie is now ratifying,
asserting, and validating her own words, her own worth, and the authority of her own
experience" (291). Angrily, Celie explains that "the God I been praying and writing to is
a man. And act just like all the other mens I know. Trifling, forgitful and lowdown"
(199). To Celie's surprise, Shug objects to this new attitude about God. First explaining
that "God ain't a he or a she, but a It" (202), Shug defines God as "everything . . .
Everything that is or ever was or ever wiU be. And when you can feel that, and be happy
to feel that, you've found It" (202-3). Celie stmggles "to chase that old white man out
of my head" (204). She realizes that "I been so busy thinking bout him I never tmly
notice nothing God made. Not a blade of com (how it do that?) not the color purple
(where it come from?). Not the little wUdflowers. Nothing" (204).This new definition
of God not only opens up nature for Celie, it also opens up new possibilities of human
communication. íCing-Kok Cheungfindsthis change cmcial to the novel's resolution:
"Neither male nor female, this spirit seems to relax the tension between the sexes and
erasesrigidgender categories. Celie leams to transcend her disgust with men and to
love even Albert, the man she wanted so badly to kiU" (170). But at this point in the
novel she only takes thefirststeps in that direction; neither she nor Albert are yet ready
for that degree of understanding and forgiveness: they each have some leaming to do.
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In the meantime Shug's concept of God opens up an entire worid for Celie, bringing
color and wonder into her life.
This new worid view also helps Celie gain control over her powerfiil anger at Mr.
: "Next to any little scmb of a bush in my yard, Mr.

's evil sort of shrink.

But not altogether" (204). This new perspective includes a number of indications that
Celie's damaged self-image has begun to heal. She speaks of "my" yard whereas eariier
she did not claim anyrightswhatsoever in the house in which she Uves and which she
alone cleans and maintains. In addition Mr.

, as weU as his evil, has shmnk; he no

longer stands as absolute mler of the farm, the house, and CeUe. She now sees him in
human proportions, a change which will eventually allow her to confront and leave him.

Celic's RevoU
Celiefinallyconfronts Mr.

at a dinner attended by a wide circle of family

and fiiends: Sofia's sister Odessa and her husband, Sofia, Harpo and Squeak, Mr.
, Shug and Grady, and various children. Shug announces that she and Grady must
retum to Memphis. Amidst the stir that foUows, Celie says nothing, "waiting for the
feathers to fly" (206). She does not have to wait long: Shug announces that "Celie is
coming with us" (206). The singer must repeat her statement to a startled Mr.

,

whofinallyresponds with "over my dead body" (206). This assertion fails in its desired
effect: "You satisfied that what you want, Shug say, cool as clabber^' (206). Unable to
mfîle his former lover, Mr.

tums to his wife: "I thought you wasfinallyhappy

. . . What wrong now?" (206). In his seif-absorption he has not noticed the signs of
anger and of change in Celie so he is as unprepared for her response as the others at the
table:
You a lowdown dog is what's wrong, I say. It's time to leave
you and enter into Creation. And your dead body just the welcome
mat I need.
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Say what? he ast. Shock.
AII round the table folkses mouths be dropping open.
You took my sister Nettie away from me, I say. And she was
the only person love me in the world.
Mr.
start to sputter. ButButButButBut. Sound like some
kind of motor.
But Nettie and my children coming home soon, I say. And when
she do, all us together gon whup your ass. (207)
Celie's sudden show of independence stuns the others and, as mentioned earlier,
awakens Sofia from her withdrawn state. After a brief intermption, Celie includes Harpo
and his brother and sister in her remarks as she continues to vent the feeling so long
repressed:
You was all rotten children, I say. You made my life a hell on
earth. And your daddy here ain't dead horse's shit.
Mr.
reach over to slap me. I jab my case knife in his
hand.
You bitch, he say. (207)
After a brief interchange which ends in the women's laughter, Mr.
his authority: "You not gitting a penny of my money, Mr.

tries to reassert

say . . . Not one thin

dime" (208). Celie remains uncowed: "Did I ever ast you for money? I say. I never ast
you for nothing. Not even for your sorry hand in marriage" (209). At last she refuses to
allow Mr.

to beat h'er down physically or emotionally.

Celie has, for thefirsttime in the novel, taken responsibility for her own life.
Earlier in the story she protects NettiefromPa and defends Shug in silent, secret, and
ineffective ways (like spitting in a glass), but she has not previously defended herself In
responding to criticism about her portrayal of Celie's abusive marriage, Walker
comments on the mistake many make in assuming that the fault lies entirely with Mr.
. As she maintains, "neither of these people is heakhy" ("In the Closet" 80); the
wife is as much in need of personal growth as the husband. As Ruth Nadelhaft observes,
"Celie must become real to herself, must leam to love herself, in order to know she must
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not be beaten" (256). Standing up to Mr.

marks a cmcial milestone in her long

stmggle against the total annihilation of her personality.
StiII, this new-found strength and courage must be strong enough to carry her
through more than one confrontation. As Celie prepares to go, Mr.

again

attempts to destroy her newfound confidence:
You'II be back, he say. Nothing up North for nobody like you. Shug
got talent, he say. Shecansing. She got spunk, he say. Shecantalk
to anybody. Shug got looks, he say. She can stand up and be notice.
But what you got? You ugly. You skinny. You shape fiinny. You
just too scared to open your mouth to people. AU you fit to do in
Memphis is be Shug's maid. Take out her slop-jar and maybe cook
her food. You not that good a cook either. And this house ain't been
clean good since myfirstwife died and nobody crazy or backward
enough to want to marry you, neither. What you gon do? Hire
yourself out to farm? He laugh. Maybe somebody let you work on
they railroad. (212-13)
Thefirstpart of this speech, as much about Shug's virtues as Celie's supposed failings,
reeks of the jealousy which fuels Mr.

's anger. How can Shug, who no longer

even accepts him as an occasional lover, take his despised wife into her home? Not only
does he seek to retum Celie to her previous servile state, but he wants to prevent her
fromfindinga place he himself desires. In his desperate state he attacks virtues which
even the passive Celie knows she possesses: her cooking and her cleaning. Work, any
kind of work, she éoes not fear. She has always worked hard and well; even Pa admitted
that much. What proves most incongmous, however, is Mr.

's assertion that no

one will marry her. Celie, who has always feared men and never enjoyed their company,
would hardly consider an inability to attract one of them a curse.
She responds to this tirade with calm, simply asking if other lettersfromNettie
have arrived. Unrepentant, Mr.

says he would not give them to her if he had any.

This marks the beginning of a section in which Celie curses this man who abused her and
separated herfromher sister by tuming his own evil impulses back on him:
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I curse you, I say.
What that mean? he say.
I say, Until you dorightby me, everything you touch wiU
cmmble.
He laugh. Who you think you is? he say. You can't curse
nobody. Look at you. You black, you pore, you ugly, you a woman.
Goddamn, he say, you nothing at all.
Until you dorightby me, I say, everything you even dream
about will fail. I give it to him straight, just like it come to me. And it
seem to come to me from the trees. (213)
As both Chauncey A. Ridley and Keith E. Byerman point out, Celie acts as a conjure
woman here (34; 166, respectively). She feels at one with that spirit which resides in
nature and balances all things—the one that has replaced the old white man god of her
early letters. She no longer thinks of the tree as a piece of living wood, fearful and
defenseless. She has intemalized Shug's theology, her actions and her intuition reflecting
her lover's earlier observation that "trees do everything to git attention we do, except
walk" (204). Mr.

, on the other hand, does not sense the tmth which lends power

to Celie's curses and fooUshly invite more: "Shit... I should have lock you up. Just let
you out to work" (213). StiII channeling that balancing power, Celie calmly adds, "The
jail you plan for me is the one in which you wiU rot" (213). While Mr.

remains

blind to the mystical force at work in and through Celie, Shug does not. She intermpts,
waming him, "Don't say no more. You just going to make it harder on yourself' (214).
Instead of heeding her advice, he moves threateningly toward Celie. Once again nature
itself seems to join her: "A dust devil flew up on the porch between us, fill my mouth
withdirt. Thedirtsay, Anythingyou do to me, already donetoyou"(214). In
harmony with Creation, Celie speaks tmths which comefroma force much larger than
herself But the strength, the courage, the confidence, and the faith are her own.
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Celie: Surviving Wholf
A curse, even one which the cursed can end at will,^ would provide an
unacceptably negative conclusion to this climactic scene marking Celie's independence.
Fortunately, a more positive note sounds the scene'sfinalchord as Celie makes a final
proclamation: "I'm pore, I'm black, I may be ugly and can't cook, a voice say to
everything listening. But I'm here" (214);^"* to which afinalbenediction appends:
"Amen, say Shug. Amen, amen" (214). Finally, CeUe has reclaimed the "I am" crossed
out in herfirstletter. Tmdier Harrisfindsthisclimax profoundly unsatisfying: "Anyone
can use her [Celie] or say anything to her, or commit violence against her, and she will
placidly say something to the effect that she is stiU here" ('Trom Victimization" 7). She
rejects the tmth in Walker's fiction, perhaps because she has never been forced to
confront comparable situations in her own life; but she cannot deny to other women the
tmths of their own lives—nor should she try.
Yes, Celie's simple statement of presence i& victorious. To deny that victory one
must ignore the repeated scenes in which Celie has been told by word and deed that she
is nothing. Saying "I'm here" reaffirms her survival whole in spite of repeated efforts by
others to deny her existence as a whole and worthy human being. Many women
recognize a part of their own lives in Celie's stmggle to rediscover herself in the face of
experiences which have shattered her self-respect, her self-image, even her faith that she
is an individual human being of substance and value, worthy of both giving and receiving
love. When Celie says "I'm here," she asserts her survival whole-something that Rachel
Walker, on whom so much of Celie's life is modeled, did not accomplish.
Celie finds a much needed sanctuary at Shug's. There she establishes a cottage
industry, producing her "folkpants."^^ These pants, which both women and men can
QfZ

wear, are designed to complement the wearer's specific needs.^" Celie's pantsmaking
provides an outlet for her creative energies^ as well as a means by which she achieves
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financial independence. She continues improving herself, yet wisely accepts what others
might make the mistake of changing. When Dariene, who helps her sew, tries to teach
Celie to speak like an educated person, the pupil decides not to worry about it because
"only a fool want you to talk in a way that feel peculiar to your mind" (223). As Walker
herself has said,^*^ Celie and her language are one; in accepting her own pattem of
speech, she accepts her self
When Celie retums for Sofia's mother's fiineral, a visible change has occurred:
"Oh, Miss Celie, say Sofia,flingingopen the screen. How good you look. Don't she
look good, Harpo? Harpo stare at me like he never seen me before" (225). Under the
sustaining influence of Shug's love, CeUe has blossomed into a confident woman who
knows how to care for herself and how to appear to advantage—and has the means and
freedom to do so: "... I feels different. Look different. Got on some dark blue pants
and a white silk shirt that look righteous. Little redflat-heelslippers and aflowerin my
hair. I pass Mr.

house and him sitting up on the porch and he didn't even know

who I was" (224). A face-to-face meeting between the former husband and wife
discloses changes in both of them: "I look in his eyes and I see he feeling scared of me.
Well, good, I think. Let him feel what I felt" (230). Just looking the man in the eyes
demonstrates Celie's new confidence and strength. Neither repressed nor obsessive, as
Celie'sfirstanger was, the resentment reflects a new mental and emotional health.
AJthough Celie eams a living, she gains furtherfînancialsecurity when Alphonso,
the man she knew as "Pa," dies. The house, the land, and a store actually belong to
OQ

Celie and Nettie, an inheritance from their industrious and forward-thinking father.®^
Now Nettie and Celie's children have a home to which they may retum. Celie's life,
once so dark, now seems fiill of light and promise.
But Celie has one more difficult lesson to leam: she must discover that she can
survive on her own. As Alice Fannin explains, "Celie must yet leam not only to enter
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into Creation, to sayfirmly'l'm here,' but also to maintain that philosophical stance
without depending on Shug-or for that matter anyone-for assistance" (9). After
spending the summer working on the house she and Nettie inherited, she retums to
Memphis to leam that Shug has a new lover, a young man a third her age. Stunned,
Celie retreats into silence again: "I don't say nothing. StiIIness, cooUiess. Nothingness.
Coming fast" (256). Scholars have pointed to this episode and condemn Shug's
selfishness. Melissa Walker suggests that Shug's lessons to CeUe also advocate "a life of
self-indulgence" (67-68), teaching her to live for the moment in a narrowly personal, if
not totally selfish, worid" (68).

She speaks of Shug's "self-indulgence and pleasure

seeking Iead[ing] her to use and discard people at will" (69). Furthermore, she beUeves
that Shug "values her own independence more than CeUe's happiness and . . . dominates
her, just as Albert had done . . . though in a more acceptable way" (69). Alice Hall Petry
wonders, too, at the "amorality" of "a woman who enters into sexual liasons with no
thought for the feelings of anyone else" and who can be "so callous about her illegitimate
children" (1438). Both Walker and Petry apparently miss the novel's strong advocacy of
independence and its message that one cannot depend entirely on another to give
meaning to life, that one mustfindone's own way. The novel itself imposes the
necessity for Celie's leaming that she can survive and be content without Shug and that
her Ufe and happiness depend on her, not someone else.
Shug, too, has fiirther growing to do; she is not held up as a perfect role model, a
fact made evident in the earUer discussion on isolating factors in her life. While she and
Celie are separated, the singer, with the encouragement of Germaine (her young lover),
attempts to reestablish contact with her children. Two reflise to see her because, as
Shug writes Celie, "Somebody told them I lives a evil life" (274). Nonetheless, she is
comforted to know that they "tumed out weU" (274). One son, who teaches on an
Arizona reservation, does "want to see his mama no matter what" (274). Leaming that
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her mother and father were stem with her children but loving, Shug begins to forgive
them: "You know I never thinkabout mama and daddy. You know how tough I think I
is. But now that they dead and I see my children doing well, I like to think about them.
Maybe when I come back I can put some flowers on they graves" (275). While Shug
needs this chance to come to terms with her own past, she does not forget Germaine
either. By the time she retums home, "He feel just like family . . . Like a son. Maybe a
grandson" (291). Saying she "can't let all that talent go to waste" (291), she sends him
to coUege.
Upon leaming about Shug's fling with Germaine, Celie, wise enough to know she
cannot stay and watch her lover with someone else, retums to the house her father left
her. There shefindsdistraction and courage while watching Sofia's youngest, Henrietta,
fight the blood disorder (probably sickle cell anemia) which threatens her life.
Remembering Nettie's description of the Olinka's treatment of a similar disease, she
helps with the stmggle to entice the girl into eating the yams she hates. To Celie's
surprise she finds a fiiend and supporter in the reformed Mr.

. Meanwhile, bad

news arrives in the form of a telegramfromthe Department of Defense saying the ship
on which Nettie, the Reverend, and Celie's children sailed was sunk by German mines.
Celie continues to write Nettie, saying "Maybe, like God, you changed into
something different that I'II have to speak to in a different way, but you not dead to me
Nettie" (267). Without Shug or Nettie, Celie grows depressed but clings to the memory
of better things: "Most times I feels like shit but I felt like shit before in my life and what
happen? I had me a fine sister name Nettie. I had me anotherfinewoman friend name
Shug. I had me some fine children growing up in Africa, singing and writing verses"
(274). Finally, she works through the pain and loneliness to the knowledge that she "can
live content without Shug" (290). She also forgives the reformed Mr.
writes:

. Celie
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And then, just when I know I can live content without Shug, just
when Mr.
done ast me to marry him again, this time in the spirit
as weU as in the flesh, and just after I say Naw . . . but let's us be
friends, Shug write me she coming home.
Now. Is this life or not?
I be so caim.
If she come, I be happy. If she don't, I be content.
And then Ifigurethis the lesson I was suppose to leam. (290;
emphasis in original)
Walker's separation of each step in the progression of her protagonist's thoughts
emphasizes the importance of her abUity to remain calm and to recognize the lesson she
has leamed. Having come so far, having survived whole, CeUe can at last receive all the
blessings her creator wishes to restore to her—and through her to Walker's own
predecessors.

Sofia and Squeak

Sofia and Squeak, after theirfirstunfortunate encounter, also establish an
unexpectedly supportive relationship. When Squeak hears about the confrontation with
the mayor, she "go white as a sheet" (90). Along with Sofia's friends and family, she
conspires to help the imprisoned Sofia—and in the end their plan depends on her alone.
Leaming that the white warden is Squeak's uncle, the others dress her "like . . . a white
woman, only her clothes patch" (98), then instmct her to make the warden remember her
as his brother's daughter and to let him know she lives with Sofia's husband. Her
co-conspirators flirther instmct her: "Make sure you git in the part bout [Sofia] being
happy where she at, worse thing could happen to her is to be some white lady maid"
(99). They send her off "so clean she smell like a good cleanfloor,"wearing "a starch
and iron dress, high heel shoes with scuffs and a old hat," with her hair washed and "up
in two plaits that cross over her head," and carrying "a old pocketbook look like a quilt
and a little black bible" (98).^^ The frightened, demure-Iooking woman heroically sets
out to save the very woman who knocked out two of her teeth.
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That proper and demure look vanishes before she retums to her friends: "Poor
little Squeak come home with a limp. Her dress rip. Her hat missing and one of the
heels come off her shoe" (100). When Harpo begins to bluster about what he "ought" to
do, Squeak tells him, "Shut up, Harpo

.. . I'm teUing it" and proceeds to describe her

"visit" with the warden, who recognized her as his brother's illegitimate daughter the
moment he saw her-"And . . . didn't like it one bit" (100). Telling her to undress, he
claimed that "if he was my uncle he wouldn't do it to me. That be a sin. But this just a
little fomication. Everybody guilty of that" (101). Havingfinishedher harrowing tale,
she exhibits a new dignity and independence when Harpo calls her "Squeak": "She stand
up. My name Mary Agnes, she say" (102).^^ Her demand for respect manifests itself in
a reclamation of her name and a rejection of her trivializing nickname.
Six months after her courageous contribution to Sofia's aid and comfort, Mary
Agnes begins singing, even though no one appreciates it at first. Celie writes "She got
the kind of voice you never think of trying to sing a song. It little, it high, it sort of
meowing. But Mary Agnesdon't care"(103). Her persistence pays off: "Pretty soon,
us git used to it. Then us Uke it a whole lot" (103). Yet only Shug encourages the
fledgling singer to perform in public. Harpofindsthis change in "his woman" mystifying:
"It seem fiinny to me, he say . . . So sudden. It put me in mind of a gramaphone. Sit in
the comer a year silent as the grave. Then you put a record on, it come to life" (103).
His metaphor shows an unwitting wisdom, for Mary Agnes has indeed "come to life."
She has also taken on the responsibility of helping Sofia's sisters care for Sofia's
children. When Celie wonders if Mary Agnes remains angry with the other woman for
knocking her teeth out, Harpo replies, "Yeah, she mad. But what good being mad gon
do? She not evil, she know Sofia life hard to bearrightnow" (103). Unfortunately,
Mary Agnes backslides into her former subservience, perhaps because of the burden of
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Sofia's six children; she lacks the physical and emotional strength of their biological
mother.
By the time of that pivotal dinner during which Celie asserts her independence and
Sofia retums to life, Mary Agnes has become Squeak again. When the women share a
laugh over the men's conviction that they remain the height of any woman's ambition,
"Harpo look at Squeak. Shut up Squeak, he say. It bad luck for women to laugh at
men" (208). While Squeak does not defend herself or openly rebel, she is not so cowed
by Harpo as she originally was: "She say, Okay. She sit up straight, suck in her breath,
try to press her face together" (208). After the stir over Shug's announcement that Celie
wUI retum to Memphis with her, Squeak admits that she, too, will go with Shug. She
explains that she wants to sing again, something she has not done since the birth of her
and Harpo's daughter, Suzie Q. Harpo tries to quash the idea:
You ain't had to sing in public since [Suzie Q] was bom.
Everything you need I done provided for.
I need to sing, say Squeak.
Listen Squeak, say Harpo. You can't go to Memphis. That's all
there is to it.
Mary Agnes, say Squeak.
Squeak, Mary Agnes, what difference do it make?
It make a lot, say Squeak. When I was Mary Agnes, I could
sing in public. (210)
At last shefiillyunderstands the wisdom of CeUe's eariier advice about making Harpo
call her Mary Agnes.
When Harpo comments on Suzie Q's affection for Sofia, a new understanding
between his wife and his lover manifests itself
Yeah, say Squeak, children know good when they see it. She
and Sofía smile at one nother.
Go on sing, say Sofia, I'II look after this one till you come back.
You will? say Squeak.
Yeah, say Sofia.
And look after Harpo, too, say Squeak. Please ma'am. (211)
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Just as Mary Agnes mothered Sofia's children while their natural mother served time at
the mayor's house, Sofia mothers Mary Agnes' child while she seeks self-fiilfillment.
The two women even share their affection for Harpo. Sofia and Mary Agnes provide aid
and comfort for each other over the years.

Eleanor Jane
Two women are excluded from the bonding and communal feeling of the other
women: Corrine and Eleanor Jane. Corrine dies at the very moment in which she might
have reestablished a relationship with Nettie. Eleanor Jane, however, not only lives but
continues to pursue a loving friendship with Sofia. While Corrine surrenders herself to
the ugliness of jealousy and suspicion, Eleanor Jane never succumbs to the ugly feelings
which have surrounded her in her home: she always admires and loves Sofia. Yet she
finds little compassion or welcome.
After the shattering confrontation in which Sofia releases her anger at the white
world and its injustices, Eleanor Jane asks her mother why Sofia had worked for them.
Upon leaming the tmth, she better understands the older woman's outrage and defies her
family to help Sofia with her daughter Henrietta, who stiU suffersfroma blood disease.
While Sofia works in Celie and Nettie's store, Eleanor Jane promises to check on
Henrietta and cook for her. Harpo comments, "I don't expect it to last. . . You know
how they [white people] is" (288). Elizabeth Jane Harrison observes that Eleanor Jane's
actions are thefirststep in a leaming process which will build a new tmst berween the
women even though Harpo's comment indicates the men remain distmstful (114);
apparently, she does not take what foUows into consideration. Sofia, who felt something
for Eleanor Jane at one time, says, "It not my salvation she working for. And if she
don't leam she got to face judgment for herself, she won't even have live" (288). While
the tmth behind this latter statement cannot be denied, surely the young woman also
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hopes to regain Sofia's affection and to earn her respect. But Sofia seems to shmg off
any emotional response. Even Mr.

's reformation receives more ready acceptance.

Obviously, racial barriers form the most difficult obstacles to community within the
novel.^

CQmmunity
Before the characters in The Color Purple can come together as a community,
each must strive to save her-/him- self, to preserve or create an identity, tofindher/his
own redemption. Only after taking responsibiUty for one's self can one begin to forge
communal bonds. In an essay on Dessie Woods, Walker writes "There is no story more
moving to me personally than one in which one woman saves the life of another, and
saves herself, and slays whatever dragon has appeared" ("Trying to See" 19). The
women in The Color Euqik outdo this scenario by saving themselves, saving each other
and then including the reformed dragon in their circle, for this community, while
dominated by black women includes not only Harpo, who never really attained dragon
status, but also Albert after he abandons his abusive ways and redeems himself (Pa, of
course, is dead; in a tme sentimental novel he would have died in agonyfrombrain
fever!) This community transcends culturally derived stereotypes.
The women begin byfightingan isolation primarily fostered by a patriarchal
society. As Harryette MuUen remarks, "The patriarchal family has so isolated these
women that all of their bonds with women grow out of kinship, marriage, or erotic
attachments to men" (48-49). As the characters progress, they do not just dispute their
society's status quo: they change it. Most of the biological mothers, for instance, do not
raise their own chUdren. MoIIy Hite explains "that the issue is less . . . the failure of
mothering than . . . redefinition . . . children create mothers by circulating among women
who in other contexts are daughters, sisters, friends, wives, and lovers" (123). In this
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and other matters the women begin to form a new kind of community. Mae G.
Henderson notes, "Challenging the hierarchical power relations exercised between men
and women, the relationships among the women are cooperative and democratic.
Women share the children, the labor, and even the men" (17). She adds, "Ultimately,
the female bonding . . . restores the women to a sense of completeness and
independence" (17). Afreedomfromculturally prescribed (and proscribed) roles
pervades this new society. In fact Celie specifically denies the validity of traditionally
defined man-woman roles while she and Mr.

sew and talk. He has commented

that Shug, like Sofia, acts like a man, "upright, honest" and willing to fight because "she
bound to live her Ufe and be herself no matter what" (276). Celie challenges this remark,
saying "What Shug got is womanly it seem like to me. Specially since she and Sofia the
ones got it" (276); she also argues that Harpo and Mr.

are not like that. When he

agrees that what he means is that Shug and Sofia are not like him and Celie, the two
seem to have reached a silent understanding that society cannot define male and female
roles for its individual members. They and their new community forge a new road
without those old—and limiting—signposts»
Three scenes mark the progress of this community. Thefirstoccurs when Sofia's
sisters, Celie, Shug, Mr.

, Harpo, Squeak,^-' and the prizefighter come together to

help Sofia. In this time when one of their number faces tragedy, they join forces to aid
her, forgetting present and past difficulties. In the second communal scene, many of the
same members plus Sofia, Grady, and several children gather for the dinner which marks
pivotal changes in the lives of almost everyone present. Afterwards Celie and Squeak
leave Mr.

and Harpo respectively, and go to Memphis with Shug and Grady; Mr.

begins to reap what he has sewn with only Harpo to care for him; Sofia begins to
look after the children and Harpo while reclaiming her old independence and strength.
Thefínalscene brings together all the surviving members of Celie's family and fiiends^'*
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into one large, almost all-encompassing community,

as signaled by the opening of the

letter which describes the event: "Dear God. Dear stars, dear trees, dear sky, dear
peoples. Dear Everything. Dear God" (292). The very words sing with the joyfiil
harmony of all creation^" as for thefirsttime since leaming the history of her biological
father Celie addresses a letter to her new God. The huge family reunion includes Nettie,
Olivia, Adam, his wife Tashi, and Samuel. Walker once wrote "some of us, as we grow
and stmggle and age—tum into love" ("Tuming" 655); most of the characters in The
Color Purple have done just that: grown, stmggled, aged—and tumed into love. The
joyous gathering celebrates the survival of obstacles, the overcoming of tragedy, and the
achievement of personal, familial and communal harmony which the participants have
shared.
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NûtÊS
An AJice Walker Chronology can be found in Appendix A.
Sadly, more might have been done to save Alice Walker's vision if the family had
been able to take her to the doctor immediately after the injury (Walker, "Beauty" 364).
The family did not own an automobile, and the white man her fatherflaggeddown on the
road sped off after leaming what was needed (Walker, "Beauty" 368). Not until a week
later was she taken to the doctor (Walker, "Beauty" 364).
-^Walker makes a similar statement in 'Trom an Interview": "I believe, though,
that it wasfromthis period—from my solitary, lonely position, the position of an
outcast—that I began really to see people and things, really to notice relationships and to
leam to be patient enough to care about how they tumed out" (244).
^The numerous ellipses in this quote resultfromthe elimination of the natural
hesitations, false starts, stutters, and "you knows" which occur in conversation.
^ Examples of a woman's betrayal by her body and society abound in Walker's
work. In herfirstnovel, The Third Life of Grange Copeland, Brownfield recognizes that
Mem's "body would do what he could not" (143) as life, pregnancies and work break it
and her spirit down—at which point he can complete the destmctive process. Another
character, Ruth,findsher developing body leading her where she is not prepared to go:
one "day her body decided it was ready for a future and she knew she was not. She felt
tightened and compressed by panic" (271). In Merídian one pregnancy nearly traps the
title character into a repetition of her mother's unhappy life and another threatens to end
her college education. Celie's female body makes her the victim of sexual, physical and
emotional abuse as she grows up in virtual slavery to Pa, only to be traded to Mr.
who becomes her new master and abuser in The Color Purple. Both men repeatedly tell
her she is ugly and use that perceived ugliness against her. In The Temple of My
Familiar Zede is gang raped as punishment for daring to choose her own sexual partner.
Walker's most recent novel Possessing the Secret of Joy, tells the story of Tashi whose
decision to allow tribal custom to dictate the treatment of her body leads to a lifetime of
mental and physical suffering, and to her execution for the murder of the woman who
carried out the so-called "circumcision" which made so many of Tashi's bodily fiinctions
unnecessarily painflil and life threatening. The short stories, too, often deal with the
danger or loneliness engendered by a woman's body. For example, the title character in
"Roselily"findsthat the children she bears limit her choices so that she decides to marry
a Muslim man even though as the wedding takes place she thinks "of ropes, chains,
handcuffs, his religion" (4). Imani in "The Abortion"findsherself pregnant at a time
when her marriage has begun to fall apart. These examples only sample Walker's
handling of the alienating possibilities inherent within a woman's body. A proper
discussion would provide subject matter for a lengthy paper in its own right.
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"These examples are not comprehensive; proper handling of Walker's ambiguous
attitude toward motherhood as demonstrated in both herfictionand nonfiction would
provide enough material for a protracted study on its own.
Marianne Hirsch offers a psychoanalytic study of the repressed anger over the
mother-daughter relationship as demonstrated by Walker's story "Everyday Use" and her
essays "In Search of Our Mother's Gardens" and "One Child of One's Own."
Another criticism occurs in her 1996 work The Same River Twice when Walker
recalls her mother's words on being introduced to Mel Levanthal: "You're one of the
ones that kiUed Christ" (168). The noveUst blames this lapse on the interpretations of
the Bible which her mother had heard in churches through the years (168). She also
blames such interpretations for her mother's harsh attitude toward homosexuals (167).
^The numerous ellipses in this quote resuUfromthe elimination of the natural
hesitations, false starts, stutters, and "you knows" which occur in conversation.
*^These same words appear in Walker's essay "In Search of Our Mother's
Gardens" (241) which appeared in M& eight years after the publication of the Trescott
article. In a 1991 interview Walker again speaks of the contrast between the family's
existence as poor sharecroppers and her mother's flowers: "So, on the one hand, there
was this awflil system of exploitation, dmdgery, and broken spirits and, on the other, this
incredibly sustaining natural beauty" ("Craft of Survival" 51).
^ ^Even the titles of Walker's works reflect the enchantment of her mother's
gardening: the short stories "Roselily" and "The Flowers"fromIn Love and TfQuble
and "Petunias" and "Laurel"fromYon Can't K^ftp a Good Woman Down: the poems
"Revolutionary Petunias" and "The Nature of This Flower Is to Bloom" from
Revolutionary Petunias and Other Poems and "A Woman Is Not a Potted Plant" from
Her Bhie Body Fvprything We Know: and the essays "In Search of Our Mother's
Gardens"fromthe coUection of the same title and "AU the Bearded Irises of Life" from
Living hy the Word.
^^Finding that the feminist movement was predominantly white middle class and
riddled with racism and economic classism, Walker created the word "womanist" not
only for black feminists but for all feminists of color. In the essay "One Child of One's
Own" she describes an incident at an exhibition of women painters which Ulustrates the
need for such a term. When someone asks a white woman feminist "Are there no black
women painters represented here?" (388), the woman repUes "It's a women's exhibit"
(388). She defines the terms in the prefatory material for the essay collection ln_Sfiarch
of Our MotherV^; Gardens (xi-xii). Walker tells one writer, "I need a word that is
organic, that really comes out of the culture, that really expresses the spirit that we see in
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black women. And it's just. . . womani.sh [. .] You know, the posture with the hand
on the hip, 'Honey, don't you get in my way'" (qtd. in Bradley 35).
13

Alice Walker wrote a children's biography entitled Langston Hughes: American
EûÊt which was published in 1974.
Kate Walker's story is discussed in the section entitled "'Real Life' Inspiration."
WiIIie Lee Walker's treatment of his middle daughter Ruth and her reaction to it
surely inspired the story of Brownfield and his middle daughter Omette in The Third Life
of Grange CQpeland. Brownfield, disliking Omette even when she is a small child,
"thought she would grow up to be a plump, easygoing tramp and was telling her so
constantly by the time she was eight" (158). In later years she becomes a prostitute,
choosing the very career her father had mapped out for her so early in her life.
^^"The Child Who Favored Daughter" tells the story of a young black woman
retuming homefromschool to a father who holds a letterfromher to her white
boyfriend and of the stunning violence of his reaction.
17
Walker also includes this information in "AUce Walker," an interview conducted
byCIaudiaTate (186-87)
18
*°The confiision of present and past tenses exists in the source even though
Walker's father had been dead for eleven years at the time the interview was published.
^^The only child of free parents, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper (1825-1911) became
a part of the Underground Railroad in 1854. She worked as an activist for therightsof
African-Americans and of women in various organization until iU health forced her to
retirefromthose activities in 1901. She often supported herself with her "brilliant"
oratorical skills and was "a prolific and versatile writer, publishing poetry, short stories,
sketches, and essays," as weU as the 1892 novel lola Leroy, or Shadows Uplifted
(CampbeU 378-379).
^^Bom Annie Bethel Bannister, Anne Spencer (1882-1975) was an early black
feminist who helped organize the Lynchburg NAACP chapter in 1918. A gardener and a
poet, she did not receive the attention she deserved until the 1980's~perhaps because so
many of her poems were lost (Clark 834-35).
^^ With only forty dollars Dorothy West (1907-) founded the literary joumal
Challenge in 1933, only six issues were published. She founded and co-edited (with
Richard Wright) one issue nf Nftw Challenge Both magazine failed due to financial
difficulties. A writer of short stories, West published an autobiographical novel, IhÊ
Living s Easy, in 1945 (Ferguson 913-14). A second novel, The Wedding, was
published in 1995. The dedication reads, "To the memory of my editor, / Jacqueline
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Kennedy Onassis. Though / there was never such a mismatched / pair in appearance, we
were / perfect partners" (n. pag).
22
The numerous eUipses in this quote resultfromthe elimination of the natural
hesitations, false starts, stutters, and "you knows" which occur in conversation.
23
"^-^ As with so many other things, Walker has been quite vocal about the writers she
admires. Writers and works for which she expresses a current or past appreciation are:
the Russian writers Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Turgenev, Gorky, and Gogol; Japanese haiku
poets; Chinese poet Li Po; American poets Emily Dickinson, e.e. cummings and WiIUam
Carios Williams; poet Robert Graves' Man Does, Woman Is; Roman poets Ovid and
CatuUus (Walker, 'Trom an Interview" 257); French novelist Stendahl (Osman); Thomas
Hardy's novels (Walker, "Hum" 1); French Guinea novelist Camara Laye; Ugandan poet
Ohat p'Biteh; Nigerian novelist Elechi Amadi (sometimes spelled "Ahmadi"); South
African-bom Botswanan novelist Bessie Head; Colombian novelist Gabriel Garcia
Marquez (Walker, "From an Interview" 259); French novelist Colette; Anais Nin
(Walker, "Saving the Life" 14); Afiican-American men James Baldwin (Walker "Hum"
28) and Jean Toomer, "a man who cared what women felt" (Walker, "Saving the Life"
13). Walker admires white women writers who "are well aware of their own oppression
and search incessantly for a kind of salvation," women like Kate Chopin, the Brontes,
Simone de Beauvoir, and Doris Lessing ("From an Interview" 251). "Their characters,"
she explains, "can aîways envision a solution, an evolution to higher consciousness on
the part of a society, even when the society itself cannot" ('Trom an Interview" 251).
Walker credits Tillie Olsen with being "a writer of such generosity and honesty, she
literally saves lives" and Virginia Woolf with being the writer "who has saved so many of
us" ("Saving the Life" 14)-an important accomplishment in the eyes of a woman who
believes that "in the end, the saving of lives [is what] we writers are about" and that,
finally, "the life we save is our own" (Saving the Life" 14; emphasis in original).
^"^Walker was working on the short story 'The Revenge of Hannah Kemhuff."
Under the title of the story appear the words, "In gratefiil memory / of Zora Neale
Hurston" (60). Several articles examine the Hurston-Walker connection: Sabine Brock
and Anne Koenen's "Alice Walker in Search of Zora Neale Hurston: Rediscovering a
Black Female Literary Tradition"; Tmdy Bloser Bush's "Transforming Vision: Alice
Walker and Zora Neale Hurston"; Jane Davis' "Th^ rnlor Purple: A Spiritual
Descendant of Hurston's Their Ryes Wftfft Watching God": Henry Louis Gates, Jr.'s
"Color Me Zora: Alice Walker's (Re)Writing of the Speakerly Text"; Maijorie Pryse's
"Zora Neale Hurston, Alice Walker, and the 'Ancient Power' of Black Women"; Dianne
F. Sadoff s "Black Matrilineage: The Case of Alice Walker and Zora Neale Hurston";
James Robert Saunder's ""Womanism as the Key to Understanding Zora Neale
Hurston's Their Fyes W<>rP Watnhing God and Alice Walker's The rolor Purple"; and
Geraldine Smith-Wright's "Revision as CoUaboration: Zora Neale Hurston's Thetf Eyes
Were Watching God as Source for Alice Walker's The Color Purple"

25
1^^
Much of the material m Mules and Men-inHftftH most of the material in
Hurston's fiction-comes from her knowledge of the people, events and stories of
EatonviUe, Florida. This town, in which Hurston lived during her early years, was the
first incorporated all black town in America (Hurston, Dust Track.s 1).
The numerous ellipses in this quote result from the elimination of the natural
hesitations, false starts, stutters, and "you knows" which occur in conversation.
27
The beauty of the language of Celie's letters is mentioned in the majority of the
reviews and essays which discuss The Color Purple Henry Louis Gates, Jr., writes one
of the most interesting articles on the language; he shows how the language of Celie
builds on Hurston's use of language. He offers convincing support for his belief that
Celie actually writes in the voice of Janie Crawford, the protagonist of Hurston's Their
Eyes Were Watching God; he finds they share diction and operate within similar idioms
("ColorMeZora"150).
28
Alice Walker's use of the people and events with which she was acquainted in
Eatonton, Georgia, is discussed under the section entitled "'Real Life' Inspiration."
29
^^The article was published in Ma under the title "In Search of Zora Neale
Hurston." In the essay collection In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens it is retitled
"Looking for Zora."
30
See "'Real Life' Inspiration" for a discussion of Walker's aunts.
31

Whenever one reads about early Afiican-American women writers, particularly
those of the Harlem Renaissance period, one frequently mentioned impediment to their
recognition which is often discussed is their "failure" to deal with race relations. In her
foreword to the Perennial Library edition of Their Eyes Were Watching God, Mary
Helen Washington offers a sampling of reviews which support the contention that
Hurston's focus on African-Americans, a focus so strong it peripheralizes the white
world, hurt her reputation among the literary lights of her day (vii-viii). In his afterword
to the same edition, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., talks about Hurston's deliberate rebellion
against the idea that African- American lives are defined by the dominant cultural and the
idea that only the intersection of the two provides worthy subject matter. In fact, Gates
says, "she declared her first novel [Their Eyes] a manifesto against the 'arrogance' of
whites assuming that 'black Uves are only defensive reactions to white actions'" (189).
Walker herself discusses these expectations and their effect on Aírican-American
literature:
It seems to me that black writing has suffered because even black
critics have assumed that a book that deals with the relationships
between members of a black family~or between a man and a
woman~is less important than one that has white people as primary
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antagonists. The consequences of this is that many of our book by
"major" writers (always male) tell us little about the culture, history or
fliture, imagination, fantasies, and so on, of black people, and a lot
about isolated (often improbable) or Umited encounters with a
nonspecific white worid. ('Trom an Interview" 263)
32
In Alice Waiker and The Color Purple, Walker states, "I don't. . . write literature
just to tell a story. I write it to preserve the history because otherwise we lose it"
(Osman).
33
This statement from an interview published in 1973 reflects a statement by the
title character in Walker's 1970 novel The Third Tife of Grange Copel^^nd Thinking of
his granddaughter Ruth, Grange concludes, "Survival was not everything. He [Grange]
had survived. But to survive whole was what he wanted for Ruth" (298; italics in
original).
In 1984 Walker, while describing her reaction to certain Biblical passages,
specifícally mentions "trancing out to some of the most puzzling and beautiíul lines in the
worid, such as . . . 'Whatsoever you do unto the least of these, my children, you do it
also unto me'" ("Hum" 1).
35Walker also tells this story of choosing the name Walker in "Alice Walker:
'Writing to Save My Life," the interview by Claudia Dreifus. The story of the
grandmother also appears in "Alice Walker," the interview by Hylah Jacques, and in
Walker's review of Fannie Lou Hamer by June Jordan
In The Third Life of Grange Copeland seeing his name in print has a powerflil
effect on an imprisoned and UHterate Brownfíeld: "One day he was looking through the
account, on the colored page, of Mem's murder, and he saw his own name. Without
knowing what was happening he read the whole article and went on to read other
articles. The hatchet murderer, who became his friend, told him that the same thing had
happened to him" (232).
In quotes from The Color Purple Walker's careflil reconstruction of the language
of Celie, an under-educated, rural Aírican-American, is duplicated without the repeated
use of "sic" to indicate deviations from standard English. To do so would mean using
that designation repeatedly in most the quotes from the novel Unless otherwise
indicated, quotes are from letters by Celie.
^^Henry Louis Gates, Jr., suggest a literary source for Kate and Carrie. He
suspects a reference to Jean Toomer's Cane, one of Walker's favorites, in the names of
Albert's sisters. Carrie Kate is the protagonist in the section of the novel entitled
"Kabnis" ("Color Me Zora" 156-57). In a footnote Gates admits that while Walker
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appreciated his suggestion she explained that Kate was indeed named for her
grandmother and that Carrie was an aunt (167). Nonetheless, a subconscious influence
may exist.
39
The name Albert does not appear in the dedication as printed in Horses Make a
Landscape More Reautifíil; it does appear in the reprint in Her Blue Body Everything
We Know
This grandfather's actions are reflected in The Third I.ife of Grange Copeland
when Brownfíeld's abuse makes his oldest daughter Daphne so nervous that she
sometimes suffers convulsions. She eventually becomes a mental patient.
^ An interesting parallel occurs in Walker's fírst novel, The Third Life of Grange
Copeland^ when Brownfíeld abuses his wife Mem: "'I ought to make you call me
Mister,' he said, slowly twisting the wrist he held and bringing her to her knees beside his
feet. 'A woman as black and ugly as you ought to call a man Mister'" (109). Sadly,
CeUe's self-image is so low and her fear of men so great that she never has to be told to
call her husband Mister; she just does it.
42
Walker often caUs Rachel her grandmother, leaving out the "step" prefíx.
Poet Lucille Clifton fínds Walker's recreation of Rachel's spoken language
inappropriate: "The language of Celie's letters has been written to appeal to the ear, as
spoken language does, but the device of the letter is that it appeals to the eye. The
language of the novel does not seem to me to be true to the technique of the novel"
(C4). But CeUe, forced to drop out of school and substituting writing to God for talking
to Him—or anyone else—naturally reproduces the way she speaks and the language she
hears every day. And it does appeal to the eye: a page from The Color Purple could not
be mistaken for any other EngUsh language epistolary novel because of its distinctive
presentation.
Walker says "In another culture the people I come from would be called
peasants—plain folk. So that's why I call [Celie's language] Black Folk English" (qtd. in
Rosenfeld E3).
^^Maria K. Mootry-Ikerionwu fínds "it. . . hard to believe that anyone as 'ilUterate'
as Celie would spend a great deal of time writing letters to 'God.' She would probably
pray or write to another person, but the concept of letters to God comes across as a
clever, authorial trick" (347). Chester A. Higgins, Sr., also feels that "it stretches the
imagination that someone could be so lonely, so frightened, so lacking in human contact
that one has to . . . write letters to God" (49); he, too, can imagine an oral prayer but not
a written communication (49). Trudier Harris also decides that "I can imagine a black
woman of Celie's background and education talking with God . . . but writing letters to
God is altogether another matter" ("On The Color Purple" 156). On the other hand.
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Jane Davis sees Celie's choice of writing as further evidence of her diífículty
communicating with others (88). Barbara Christian, however, points out that letters
were "the only [form] ailowed women to record their everyday lives and feelings, their
'herstory'" ("Trajectories" 247).
Walker makes a similar statement in The Same River Twice: "The way that I
understand my work is that it is a prayer to and about the worid" (38).
Ruth El Saffar also points to the sisters' letterwriting as an "act of faith" (12). In
fact she describes the novel as "among other things, the story of Celie and Nettie's
creation, through writing, of the faith necessary to bring about their reunion and to piece
together . . . something new and beautifiil from the seemingly useless scraps of their
ravaged lives" (13). Priscilla Leder also notes the redemptive and prayer-like quality of
the letters, pointing to the frequent use of prayer-like letters and joumal entries as a
common quality in domestic novels (84).
48
Colorism is a prejudice based on the shade of one's skin, not one's race, and often
can and does exist between members of a single race. For example, Walker has
expressed concern "about the hatred the black black woman encounters within black
society" and speculates that "there is probably as much difference between the life of a
black black woman and a 'high yellow' black woman as between a 'high yellow' woman
and a white woman" ("If the Present" 291). Currently, one might hear the term
"colorstruck" used to describe the same phenomenon.
Gayle Wurst suggests that the lack of a sumame for Celie "corresponds to her
lack of social standing: . . . she is due no respect" (57). This statement would be more
acceptable if she made it quite clear that she means that in the eyes of society CeUe does
not deserve respect and that, no matter what society may think, every human being
deserves respect until their actions prove they do not deserve it. Unfortunately, Wurst
fails to do this.
^ For Clenora Hudson-Weems, "This necessity for writing instead of openly
speaking out demonstrates the forced suppression of the voice to which the woman has
been relegated for centuries" (203).
Gay Wilentz notes the absence of "any elder, grandparent or signifícant other"
who might protect Celie and Nettie" (67).
^^These words appear in "Coming in from the Cold" pubUshed in December 1985.
Walker used very similar words in June of that year when discussing an attempt to ban
The Color Purple in California public schools while at a writers' conference on
censorship reported by Carole and Paul Bass: "I remember actually trying to censor this
passage in Celie's voice. I found it almost impossible to let her say what had happened
without euphemism" (6).
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53

Gina Michelle CoIIins discusses a Mrs. Green's efforts to ban the novel from
Califomia pubUc schools for the explicitly language of this passage, which she also
criticized for reinforcing racist stereotypes about blacks, especially black men. Collins
explains that to people like Mrs. Green "even if black men do on occasion commit acts
of rape, are in fact on occasion child abusers, it is something that we should not discuss
openly for fear of contributing to racism" (77). CoUins concludes that because "silence
ultimately reinforces the patriarchy" (77), women "must be wiUing to speak what the
patriarchy deems unspeakable" (78). But the real point should be that such abuse should
not occur. If even one person must suffer rape and/or incest, whether woman, man, girl,
or boy, then that violence must be faced as tmth before anything can be done to help the
survivor and prevent it from happening again.
Lindsey Tucker observes that Pa's statement that Celie lies means that "the tme
text begins with what is, to the father a Ue" (85).
Lauren Berlant discusses the marking out of "I am" as a "crisis of subjectivity"
with "both textual and historical implications" (831); furthermore, this act, which marks
Celie's fírst entry into history, places her "squareiy on the ground of negation" (838).
Wendy Wall sees it as a demonstration of "the instability of [Celie's] existence and the
threat of 'I am not' that plagues her" (84). With stunning understatement, Judy Elsley
says it indicates a "lack of self-confídence" (73), later adding that she sees "deep wisdom
in [CeUe's] early reflisal of a sense of self as single and whole" (73). Reviewer Henry
Hitz rather flippantly decides Celie "has such a bad case of the blues . . . that she is
reluctant to assert her existence" (5). Scholar Mary O'Connor sees the marking out as
ironic because in writing the letters Celie begins to establish her identity and because it
indicates that "the displaced, repressed, or absent being" writes the narrative (206).
Finally, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. discusses the crossed out "I am" as a reminder that Celie
"is writing and searching for her voice by selecting, then rejecting, word choice or word
order" ("Color Me Zora" 154).
Charles L. Proudfít also comments on the implications of Celie's reference to a
prior "good" state, adding that "the child victim of rape and incest often blames herself,"
believing that "this bad thing has happened to her because she is bad and therefore
deserves it" (17). Wendy Wall believes that the letters "seek to recover that 'goodness'
that would allow [Celie] to state her existence without the mark of erasure" (84). Henry
Louis Gates, Jr. discusses the false expectation aroused in the reader that sensual
pleasure leads to [CeUe's] fall ("Color Me Zora" 154).
^'God is, after all, a male presence. See the concluding paragraph of this section on
Celie for flirther discussion of this compUcating factor.
^°Lindsey Tucker sees Celie's failure to name as something more than throwback to
the literary conventions of an earlier era: "Celie must leam the essential activity of
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naming, for naming is a means of having power" (84). Moreover, she points to the
ability to name as a necessary step in "establish[ing] selfliood" (84). Marc-A Christophe
believes that CeUe's failure to name her husband reflects her complete subservience to
him, adding that "until she regain[s] control of her own existence" she can not name him
(284). PrisciIIa L. Walton writes, "Mr.
is . . . transformed into Albert when he
sees the 'errors of his ways' and convinces Celie of his sincere repentance"; his renaming
marks "his renewal and his incorporation into the new order" (73). Her failure to name
men, except for Harpo, also seems to be more a result of her fear of them. She does not
fear Harpo so she can name him. Only in the last chapter does she tmst Albert enough
to feel entirely safe in his presence and only then does she use his name.
Repeatedly, Celie will be told that she is ugly. But look who says this: Pa and
Mr.
, men intent on keeping her down. In her notes for the fílm Walker explains
the frequent accusations of ugliness leveled at Celie:
Being skinny is Celie's major "fault," since when one was a woman
and very skinny (with flat breasts), one's form was not considered
"womanly." . . . Her other "ugliness" consists of a fijrtive beaten down
manner (she cowers), unkempt hair and poor and slovenly clothing
(she has no one to teach her to care for herself, and no one to buy her
clothes or even to notice she's stUI wearing her dead mother's clothes,
tattering, years after her mother's death). . . . "ugUness"~in Celie's
case—was a matter of her physical environment and condition, and a
state of mind that matched. (Same River Twice 51)
Surprisingly, the majority of readers seem to accept Pa and Mr.
's assessment
without question. Even women scholars like Elizabeth A. Meese and Viralene Coleman
simple accept as fact the statements about Celie's ugliness.
In 1985 speaking of a character in The Third Life of Grange Copeland, Walker used
words which might well be applied to Celie: "We all become more beautiful as we are
loved . . . And if you have self-love, then you are always beautiful. I think what is tragic
for people like Mem [another fíctional woman in an abusive marriage] is that they exist
in a society that doesn't appreciate their beauty. Their men . . . are so ground down . . .
they try to destroy it. And they often succeed" (qtd. in Caldecott 50). Tmdier Harris
perceptively calls Celie "a woman who believes she is ugly" ("On The Color Purple"
157). Unfortunately, she goes on to state that this beUef is based on the character's
racial features; an assumption the novel does not really support unless you assume that
all Celie's self-criticisms are based on her lack of Caucasian features.
This statement indicates a sexist believe that aU women choose to become
pregnant just to spite the men in their lives.
Harryette Mullen observes that "The gender-specifíc title, 'Mister,' . . . is here
equated with its linguistic variant 'master'" (46).
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Carolyn WiIIiams also comments on the fact that the God to whom Celie
addresses her letters "only reinforces her passivity toward the male power stmcture"
(276) and that writing God "simply reaffirms her solitude; she is essentially writing to
herself' (277).
£.'>

Carolyn Williams fínds this identifícation of the father with God ironic. In the
passage, she writes, "'God' serves Celie as a mask for that other 'he'" (275).
Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite, an Associate Professor of Theology and Culture at
Chicago Theological Seminary, edited A Just Peace Church and authored Metaphors for

the ContempQrary Church.
^"^Pointing to Miss MiUie's failure to admit or protest the injustice of society's too
vehement response to what a more just system might label self-defense, Delores S.
Williams credits Walker's novel for depicting "the white woman's complicity in these
assauUs upon black women" ("Women's Oppression" 61).
Gina MicheUe Collins sees Celie's passivity as nonacceptance of patriarchal
"values and methods" and Sofía's adoption of Celie's passive acceptance as an important
lesson which the young woman needs to leam in order to un-Ieam the
patriarchy-approved aggression she has previously shown (81). She believes that Walker
is intent on "demonstrate[ing] just how limiting and destmctive [the ability and
willingness to fíght] is in all of Sofía's interactions" (80). ColUns overlooks the fact that
Sofía is not the aggressor; she simply defends herself—something Celie must eventually
leam to do as weU. Tmdier Harris sees Sofía's defeat as an "ironic reinforcement" of
Celie's behavior ('Trom Victimization" 7).
^^While Celie calls her husband Mr.

, Shug uses his given name Albert.

^°Shug's memory of the meeting v^th Old Mr.
about her and Albert's desire
to marry reinforces the impression that much of Albert's behavior follows his father's
example. When Harpo and a pregnant Sofía approach Mr.
, he, too, uses the child
as an excuse to prevent his son's marriage:
He say, Look like you done got yourself in trouble.
Naw suh, she [Sofía] say. I ain't in no trouble. Big, though.
She smooth the wrinkles over her stomach with the flats of her
hands.
Who the father? he ast.
She look surprise. Harpo, she say.
How he know that?
He know. She say.
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Young womens no good these days, he say. Got they legs open
to every Tom, Dick, and Harry.
Harpo look at his daddy like he never seen him before. But he
don't say nothing. (32-33)
Just so must a young Albert have reacted when he heard Old Mr.
Shug.

's words about

An older, kinder Mr.
will also tell CeUe how badly he and Shug treated an
already abandoned Annie JuUa: "Both of us messed over my fírst wife a scanless. And
she never told nobody. Plus, she didn't have nobody to tell. After they married her off
to me her folks behave like they'd throwed her down a weU. Or off the face of the earth.
I didn't want her. I wanted Shug" (277).
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Deborah E. McDowelI comments that even early reviewers "rightly saw Nettie's
letters as lackluster and unengaging compared to CeUe's" (292). Robert Towers
criticizes their lack of a "distinctive voice" (36), as does Daniel Robinson who adds that
they have an impersonal quality (2). Elizabeth Bartelme sees the voice and the character
as "pedantic" and "prim" (94). African-American poet LuciIIe CUfton notes that "we do
not get to really like Nettie, because we do not really get to know her" (C4). Similarly,
Adam Gussow fínds that "her writing simply doesn't move us the way Celie's does"
(125). Dinitia Smith fínds the novelist's didacticism distracting and nowhere more
evident than in Nettie's letters (182). In an otherwise positive review Karen Lee Osbom
decides that these letters, "too much like dull essays" (13), constitute the novel's only
weakness (17). Lisa Derman accuses the novelist of tuming the letters into "monologues
on topics such as the virtues and drawbacks of African tribal life and the evidence that
Jesus was black" (29). Mel Watkins agrees that the letters "often" become "mere
monologues on African history" and "seem lackluster and intmsive" after CeUe's letters,
but he also sees that they "broaden and reinforce the theme of female oppression" by
paralleling southem American with African (Olinka) practices (7). Alice Hall Petry fínds
that the letters show "an unappealing pedantry" in Nettie, who "means nothing to the
reader" (1438); she bluntly adds that "the reader tires quickly of her lectures" (1438).
Petry also views Nettie's letters and character as a failed attempt to create a foil for Celie
and her letters (1438). Lindsey Tucker suggests that the letters are intentionally inferior
because "they are written in 'white' missionary language" (92). She also points to a
correspondence no one else notices: "Metaphorically speaking, Nettie wears her
language much like she wears Corrine's clothing—without total authenticity or comfort"
(93).Robin Bates beUeves that "The coloriess quality of Nettie's language is part of the
point, of course~it is what white prose sacrifices when it opts for scientifíc control" (95).
Wondering if irony is intended by the relative ineffectiveness of Nettie's standard English
compared with Celie's decidedly nonstandard language, Marcellous Blount labels the
younger sister's letters "stiff' and lacking in immediacy (121). Emece B. KeUey offers a
different complaint-about their failure "to differentiate between myth and fact" (95).
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^^^
Margaret Walsh believes the letters about Pa not being Celie and Nettie's
biological father retum Celie's past and give her "what is tmly the beginning of her fairv

tale"(95).
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Beheving that white readers are "spectator readers" who delight in an affirmation
of stereotypes which she sees in the novel, Tmdier Harris claims for herself a privileged
position as a participating reader (160). Yet to be able to make such a hideous and
demeaning comparison surely implies that she brings her own prejudices and arrogance
to the novel. To someone who really participates in the novel, who sees the tmth in
Celie's life, such a phrase can not occur; indeed, it can only offend and repulse.
73
Gloria Wade-Gayles points out that "Sofía's feisty refiisal to be controlled by
anyone" provides a counterbalance to "Celie's submissiveness" ("Black, Southem
Womanist"317).
T A

In an article discussing the search for redemption in Flannery O'Connor's Wise
BÍQOd and Walker's The Color Purple Victoria Duckworth calls Shug Avery "one of the
most unlikely saviors in recent fíction" (54).
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In this scene Ruth El Saffar discovers a foreshadowing: This "image of the three
of them [Celie, Shug, Albert] anticipates the end of the novel, when, purged by Spirit
and redeemed by their love for Shug and her love for them, CeUe and Mr.
leam to
appreciate each other's company, and the three of them Uve in happiness, free of the
world Tobias represents" (14).
Walker herself says something very similar in an interview with Brian Lanker in I
Dream a WoHd- 'T feel safe with women. No woman has ever beaten me up. No
woman has ever made me afraid on the street. They don't put out the guns, they don't
encourage the shooting" ("Alice Walker" 24).
77
See Daniel F. Ross's "Celie in the Looking Glass: The Desire for Selfhood in The
Color Purple" for an in-depth discussion of the signifícance of the mirror scene.
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Celie's wisdom here, as well as her increasing skill as a writer, refutes the
suspicion of people like Maria K. Mootry-Ikerionwu that the characters is "a case of
arrested mental development" (347).
7Q

Previously Celie has offered little more than bare facts. When Sofía talks about
her own family, Celie volunteers the information that "Pa" had six children by her
mother, four more by his new wife, and that fíve are girls; but she does not mention the
two he has by her. Early in their acquaintance, Shug asks if Celie has children and where
they are. She simply replies that she has two and does not know their whereabouts.
Until this point in the novel she has volunteered no details about the nature of the abuse
she has suffered from either "Pa" or Mr.
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In an illogical-and initially amusing-statement which reveals just how
accustomed to abuse she has become, Celie assures Shug that "He [Mr.
] ain't
beat me much since you made him quit" (115).
81
Shug and Albert's evil deeds do not include the love they one shared; the evil lies
in the harm they have done others.
82
In 1988 Walker expressed reservations about thefi-equentdiscussion of anger
among members of the women's movement. Her comments provide an interesting
commentary on Celie's rage and the need to control it: "Yes, you have to defend
yourself and your space or people will eat you up, but anger should be used in a way that
does not kill another person" (qtd. in MeUch A12).
83
As PrisciUa Leder writes, "God dweUs in Albert, too. CeUe's curse does not
damn him irrevocably; instead, his punishment grows out of his own actions and can be
controlled by his own wiU" (91). Having "entered into Creation," Celie can not totally
damn another part of that Creation; Mr.
has the same opportunity to fínd his way
back into the harmony and balance as she did.
84
The crossed-out "I am," according to Henry Hitz, "sounds 'a counterpoint'" to
Celie's "But I'm here" (5). Logically would it not be the latter statement which forms a
counterpoint to the former one? Mary O'Connor believes that Celie "reclaim[s] her 'I
am'" through the writing of her letters (206); however, as this chapter shows, Celie's
relationships with other women also aid her in her reclamation of being.
85
°-^In "Joumal (Febmary 12, 1987)" Walker describes the discovery of a shop in
Ubud Bali which "sells wonderful flowing cool and colorful pants" (130). On seeing
them, her daughter Rebecca "immediately exclaimed, 'Miss CeUe's pants!'" (130).
M. Teresa Tavormina also notes that Celie's pants fít no "sexual or other
stereotypes" and are designed to fít "the wearer's own particular needs" (221).
87
Gay Wilentz mistakenly states that Celie's "creativity . . . was buried during those
years of abuse" (73). But Celie's creativity had two outlets at least: her quilting and her
writing. Several articles examine Walker's use of quilting and sewing motifs: Houston
A. Baker, Jr. and Charlotte Pierce-Baker's "Patches: Quilts and Community in Alice
Walker's 'Everyday Use'"; Judy Elsley's "'Nothing Can Be Sole or Whole That Has Not
Been Rent': Fragmentation in the Quilt and The Color Purple": Elaine Hedges' "The
Needle or the Pen: The Literary Rediscovery of Women's Textile Work"; PrisciUa
Leder's "Alice Walker American Quilt: The Color Purple and American Literary
Tradition"; Mary Jane Lupton's "Clothes and Closure in Three Novels by Black
Women"; and M. Teresa Tavormina's "Dressing the Spirit: Clothworking and Language
in The Color Purple "
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See the discussion of Walker's use of her step- grandmother Rachel's language at
the end of the "'Real Life' Inspiration" section, pages 40-41.
89
In "On The Color Purple, Stereotypes, and Silence" Tmdier Harris complains that
Celie's fínancial prosperity "affírms, saddest of all, the myth of the American Dream
becoming a reality for black Americans" and "thereby perpetuates a lie in holding out to
blacks a nonexistent or minimally existent hope for a piece of that great American pie"
(160).
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T. W. Lewis III sees this bathing and dressing of Squeak in terms of the epic
convention of a warrior's rituai arming (485).
Alice Fannin names Squeak as one of the women who provide examples for Celie
because of this incident (9) in which the timid woman not only survives rape by her white
uncle but discovers a new strength.
92
Perhaps overwhelmed by the spirit of reconciliation and redemption which
embraces all the other characters, three scholars believe that the community does include
Eleanor Jane. Molly Hite discusses the community of black women in the novel as one
"fínally containing and assimilating even elements of the white community in the person
of. . . Eleanor Jane" (114). Tmdy Bloser Bush also beUeves that Eleanor Jane is on her
way to becoming "an equal contributing member" of the new community (1038).
FinaUy, bell hooks discusses the novel's "evoking the promise of a worid . . . where the
evils of racism are tempered by the positive gestures of concemed and caring white
folks" (464).
Mary F. Sisney comments that Sofía's rescuers include "even natural enemies
(Harpo and Squeak)" (24). Such a label conflicts with Walker's novel which suggests
that the strife between women over men is cultural not "natural" and which also shows
estranged husbands and wives either always caring for each other, as in the case of Sofia
and Harpo, or leaming to do so for the fírst time after the marriage ends, as in the case
of Celie and Albert.
Clenora Hudson-Weems points out that "in order to achieve wholeness, they [the
characters] must free themselves of traditional roles" (201), a statement supported by the
new lack of division between tasks for men and women.
^^As Delores S. Williams so succinctly explains, at the end of the novel "everybody
is connected to everybody else through love, care, and nurture" ("Black Women's
Literature" 100).
^"Frank Shelton fínds this fínal salutation an indication of "the healing of all the
divisions . . . People, nature, all that exists are part of a living whole" (392). Marc-A
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Christophe caUs the last letter "a song of glory, the revelation of a newfound harmony
between the heroine, the universe within and without" (290). He concludes that "this is
the tme meaning nf The Color Purple. which is a quest and a celebration, a song of
sorrow and of joy, of birth, rebirth, and the redeeming power of love" (290).

CHAPTERIII
STEVEN SPIELBERG'S THR COLOR PimP F noRS^
THEFELM

Obstacles to Adaptation
In spite of the enormous popularity of Alice Walker's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel The Color Purple (1982), a fílm adaptation seemed unlikely. The very subject
matter suggests a limited appeal which would in tum limit potential box office retums
and discourage fílm companies: not only does the novel focus on the stories of women
whose bonding eventually results in the establishment of a new community, but its
characters are mral, Southem and African-American—factors which Hollywood
considered unlikely to capture popular interest. Worse, the story deals with incest, rape
and lesbianism in explicit terms. How could such a novel form the basis of a mainstream
fílm whose rating would allow as many people as possible to see it?
The stmcture, too, presents problems. AU but one line of the novel consists of
letters, most of which are less than fíve pages long. With their diary-like quality Celie's
letters bring a very strong fírst-person consciousness to the novel which Nettie's letters
and Shug's one letter do not dispel because even they come to the reader through Celie:
for all intents and purposes they are read through CeUe's eyes. Conveying interior or
mental processes presents a special problem for a visual medium like fílm, and extensive
voice-over seldom works well. Moreover, popular opinion among reviewers and critics
holds that the novel covers approximately thirty years, but any specifíc chronology
eludes even the most careful reader. Even if the letters were dated, both Celie and Nettie
often discuss events which occurred some time earlier. AU in all, any interest a
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fílmmaker might initially have in adapting Walker's novel would have to overcome a
number of obstacles.
Nonetheless, HoUywood came calling-and yet another hurdie appeared: Alice
Walker is one of the few contemporary novelists who has no real interest in seeing her
works adapted to fílm. In a BBC documentary she explains that HoUywood filmmakers
"just never know what to do with black people. I mean they're used to getting what
they know about black lifefi-omGone with the Wind" (qtd. in Osman). For the novelist
that famous cinematic ode to the South "is a film in which the suffering of millions of
black people over hundreds of years of enslavement is trivialized to the point of laughter.
. . .one spoiled white woman's summer of picking cotton is deemed more important than
the work, under the lash, of twenty generations of my ancestors" (Same River Twice
282). She feared that HoUywood would distort and trivialize her novel. When producer
Peter Guber^ visited her in San Francisco to talk about the possible purchase of the film
rights by himself and Jon Peters, she expected a "HoIIywood mogul type" (qtd. in
Dworkin 66). She was pleased to meet instead a slim young man with a backpack who
approached her home on foot rather than in a Umousine (Dworkin 66). In spite of that
pleasant surprise she remained uninterested until Guber mentioned Quincy Jones
(Dworkin 66), who had already agreed to write the music for the film if he were also
allowed to venture into producing for the first time (Dworkin 67). After Guber left,
Walker called a meeting of tmsted friends and family.-^ Unified in their admiration and
respect of Quincy Jones and his work, they nonetheless expressed reservations about
HoIIywood and what it might do to Walker's story of Southern Afiican-Americans.
Finally, Barbara Christian asked, "If we always refiise . . . how will we ever know" (qtd.
in Dworkin 68). For Alice Walker, a woman interested in improving the worid in which
she lives, Christian's question certainly offered sufficient cause for flirther consideration.
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Walker found yet another reason to sell film rights to her novel: the increased
audience it would bring to her story. She explains, "So much of my constituency just
doesn't read . . . people in other countries, in Africa,^ who can't read English. I knew
that people in my own hometown [Eatonton, Georgia] might not read the book. But I
knew they would see the film. . . . I wanted it to be there, to appear in the villages" (qtd.
in Dworkin 68; brackets and ellipsis in original). On a more personai note, Walker's
mother suffered a stroke in 1981 and so had not read the novel which was published in
1982. Because she was still unable "even to sit up in bed," her daughter sadly
acknowledged that "she would never be able to read it" (Same River Twice 24). Since
Minnie Tallulah Walker could not read the novel, which her daughter had "deliberately
written in a way that would not intimidate her" (Same River Twice 24), perhaps she
could watch a film.
So the novelist talked to Quincy Jones who asked her to name her greatest
concem about the project. She replied, "I don't want them to embarrass us" (qtd. in
Dworkin 68). Assuring Walker that he would help her guard against that possibility,
Jones was now ready to arrange a meeting with the man he wanted to direct the film—
Steven Spielberg.^

Spielberg's Involvement
By 1983 Steven Spielberg had already eamed a privileged position in the
Hollywood community. He began his career directing for television and made the
transition to feature film when his television movie Puel (1971) not only received
acclaim but was later given a short theatrical release in the United States and a longer
one abroad. After the release nf The Sugariand Rxpress (1973), his first theatrical
project, he observed that "Every film I find out a little more about myself. . . I've
discovered Fve got this preoccupation with ordinary people pursued by large forces"
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(qtd. in Zimmerman 87). While the forces which pursue or threaten the ordinary
individual have undergone widely varied permutations, he continues this interest up
through his most recent films, Jurassic Park (1993), Schindler^I.ist (1993), and LosL
Wí2rki(1997).
Kathleen Kennedy, a tmsted fiiend and employee who began as a student intem
and eventually became a producer on Spielberg's films (Taylor 26), gave the director
Walker's novel "merely to read" (Taylor 113). In Celie, the novel's protagonist,
Spielberg recognized another ordinary person who suffers under extraordinary, if all too
human, forces. He describes her as "someone who, when she's on the streets of town,
well, you wouldn't look twice" (qtd. in Glenn Collins 23). He reacted strongly to her
story: "When I read it I loved it: I cried and cried at the end. But I didn't think I would
ever develop it as a project" (qtd. in CorUss, "'I Dream'" 61). Then he read the novel
again and could not "get away from certain images" ("Dialogue" 14). So he changed his
mind.
What astonished so many people in the business about Spielberg's decision was
its seeming incompatibUity with his body of work. Famous—or infamous~as the director
of blockbusters like Jaws (1975), Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1978) and EJL
íhÊ Extra-Terrestrial (1982), this man, whom George Lucas has called "the most
naturally talented director I know" (qtd. in Poilock 227), had received frequent praise for
this technical skiUs and equally frequent criticism that his films were about technical
virtuosity and special effects as much as, or more than, character. Why would this
director choose this film? After all he had said in 1982, the very year in which The Color
Purple was published, that "I tend to side with what isn't real in picking a subject, more
than I do with what's really happening out there on the street—enough directors make
movies that reflect life as we see it every day" (qtd. in Kakutani 30). Jerry Parker
reports Spielberg's saying "I don't think movies should be a hard view of life . . . I think
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movies should take us away from life for two hours" (A13). As he told Gene Siskel
during that same year, "That's the great thing about making movies . . . You can wish
for things to be better, and you can make 'em that way" ("Spielberg Tells" CIO). Of
course, one might argue that Walker has admitted deliberately improving her ancestors'
lives in using them in The Color Purple^ but the simple fact remains that these statements
do not sound like those of a man who, within two years, would be preparing to direct a
story involving incest and rape.
Yet the same man said in 1974 that "I'd Uke to make a woman's picture"
('TiIming" 34). After Jaws (1975) he had expressed interest in directing the story of a
1930s black baseball team" but was sidetracked by the opportunity to film Close
Encounters of the Third Kind (1978) instead (Taylor 89). He claimed that "for years
I've been motivated to make black repertory company piece" (qtd. in Vemiere,
"Spielberg" B12). Discussing Close Encounters Jack KroU calls Spielberg's "vision . . .
a humanist one" (89). Reviewing Always in 1990 Suzanne Moore would comment that
"you can see why he was drawn to the transcendental humanism of Alice Walker's The
Colour Purple [sic]" (47). With the release of the film itself, David Ansen claims that
Spielberg must have seen in the novel "the outline of a fable about love and redemption"
(59). Even letters to the editors of various newspapers pondered the reasons for
Spielberg's choice. Jane Nordli decided that "Mr. Spielberg's movies are often about
reconcUiation in some form or another" and that "Miss Walker's book is also about
reunion and reconciliation" (31). Nonetheless, achieving that "reunion and
reconciliation" would mean finding a cinematic equivalent for the grit and realism of
Walker's descriptions of CeUe's abuse- the kind of abuse with which Spielberg had not
previously dealt.
This odd conjunction of similarities and oppositions between the noveUst's and
the director's oeuvres leads two reviewers to opposing judgments: Kenneth R. Hey
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observes: "Everywhere director Steven Spielberg looks, he sees film and magic.
Everywhere writer Alice Walker looks, she sees reality in all its many levels. One never
touches ground, while the other stays firmly planted on the soU" (92). On the other
hand, Stanley Kauffinann comments that "the book might have been written for
Spielberg. Walker and he are both genuine, both skilled practitioners of popular art"
("Sign" 25). Obviously, each of these two artists inspires widely divergent views in
her/his own right.
In The Color Purple, as in her other novels, Walker has a strong political agenda.
She not only challenges conventional expectations, she seeks to redefine them: in Celie's
worid women and men must free themselves from culturally sanctioned concepts of God,
gender roles, and sexuality. Yet even Spielberg' mother has observed that "the
conventional. . . always appealed to Steven" (qtd. in Rebello 102). He has offered a
number of explanations for his interest in the novel, all of which avoid the political.
Instead Spielberg speaks of Celie's "urgency to flilfiU her own destiny, to discover the
things that belong to herself' (qtd. in Glenn Collins 23); he asserts, "I've always been
interested in character and humanity—I think my movies show that. But I've never done
it through serious drama" (qtd. in Lyman Al); he admits responding to "the separation of
a family, and then the rediscovery again" (qtd. in King A2; qtd. in Rhetts C4). In one
interview he indicates some awareness of the political aspects of the novel while
essentially dismissing them: "Though it was about black people and was in some sense
feminist and political, I thought it transcended race, feminism, and politics to become a
story of humanity" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56; emphasis added). While he is right about the
universal aspects of Walker's novel, his dismissal of it as a story specifically about
African-American women and their stmggles against sexism and racism seems a
surprisingly blithe, if unwitting, betrayal of an author whose passion on these issues
permeates all her works.
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Agreement
When Quincy Jones had suggested that Steven Spielberg direct the fílm, Alice
Walker, believe it or not, did not know who Spielberg was. Before they met, her
daughter Rebecca insisted she go see EJL and, as Walker recalls, "sit there and unfold
my arms" (qtd. in Nicholson 17). She remembers that she "recognized ET as a Being of
Color" (qtd. in Nicholson 17). Interestingly, Spielberg made a similar assertion: "I think
before IhÊ Color Purple comes out, my greatest minority story is E T That is a
minority story that stands for every minority in this country" (qtd. in Breskin 70). On the
strength of that one fílm' and the recommendation of Quincy Jones, Walker agreed to
meet the director.
Unlike Guber, Spielberg and Jones arrived for that introductory meeting in a
limousine too large to pull into the author's San Francisco driveway (Dworkin 68), a
source of amusement to her (Dworkin 68; Gable 26). Jones became convinced, "just
from the way [Spielberg] talked about [the novel's] characters" that the young director
"was absolutely right" for the fílm (qtd. in Lyman A2), and now the novelist, too, was
impressed with Spielberg's feeling for the novel and its characters. She noted the
director's "grasp of the essentials of the book, the feeUng, the spirit" and the fact that
already "he saw everything visually" (qtd. in Dworkin 68). She would later comment
that he "had intemalized the anguish, the stmggle, and the liberation" of the characters
(qtd. in Gable 26). For his part Spielberg found himself in the unusual position of having
to seek the novelist's "blessing because she had a lot of control over the project"
("Dialogue" 14). Admitting that "my ego was a little bit mffled," he recalls that "we
were very careful with each other" (qtd. in Osman). With Jones' assurance that she
would be consulted on the fílm and with screenwriter approval (both rare occurrences in
HoIIywood), Walker signed a contract containing yet another unusual stipulation: half of
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the cast and crew must consist of women, blacks and Third Worid people (Featherstone
183;GabIe26;Dworkin70).
Spielberg had his concems about committing to the project. He knew that if he
directed the fílm he would come under close scmtiny not only because the story marked
a change from the white middle-class suburban worid of his most famous fílms but also
because he, a white Jewish man, would be directing the story of mral Afiican-American
women. He does not address the gender issue although others had already discussed the
topic in relation to his other films. Robin Wood calls E.T., the film that helped win
Walker's approval, an "extremely sexist" work (295); William Alexander mildly
comments that "Spielberg's sexual politics are not the most advanced," adding that in the
same film "Gertie is more active than the other females, but for the most part she too
steps back and looks on at the actions of the superior sex" (27). Upon the release ofThe
Color Purple critic Philip Wuntch recalled that "some of the actresses who have worked
with [Spielberg] comment that he doesn't pay enough attention to their characters"
("Aw-Shucks"A6). PhiUp M. Taylor finds the women in Spielberg's film "all slightly
ambivalent" (39). Donald R. Mott and Cheryl McAlUster Saunders comment on
Spielberg's handling of female characters in his first two theatrical films. They decry his
inabUity to make Lou Jean (Goldie Hawn) in The Sugarland Express (1974) "a more
sympathetic character" rather than a stereotype (27); moreover, they point to the callous
way in which "the audience is meant to laugh at her . . . cmelly . . . because of her lack of
sophistication and intelligence" (27). In his next feature film, Jaws (1975), Mott and
Saunders find that the part of EUen Brody becomes "rather superfluous, existing only to
provide symbols of home and family identification for Brody" (40-41). Similar
comments might be made about his other films, but one must also admit that, just as the
men are not the focus of The ColorPurple. women are not the focus in films like Jaws,
Close Encounters, E.T., Raiders of the Lost Ark.^ etc. Certainly one does not walk
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away from the majority of Spielberg's movies, even now, discussing the strong female
character(s) in the film. While the director frequently talks about growing up in a
household of women and how at ease he is in the company of women, his films seldom
offer strong women's roles.
On the racial issue, the director admits that "if the book had dealt very heavily in
black and white issues . . . I would not have been the right director for the project and I
would not have done the movie" (qtd. in Osman). Ignoring his own "inadequacies as a
male Jewish director from HoUywood" (qtd in Turner 59), Spielberg explains, he
"determined early on that this wasn't just a story about race or color
or intellect^ or station in society, it is really a story about humanity.
The drawbacks and shortcomings and joys of these people could have
happened—and, in fact, have happened—to all of us. So I never felt
that I was ill-equipped to handle the specificity of the story as being
what people might assume is an all-black experience, because I think
it's an all-human experience—often all too human—and I would not
have accepted the job of directing it if I didn't feel that way." (qtd. in
Tumer 59)
In addition to these considerations Spielberg reflised to "commit to the movie until I
developed a screenplay I was happy with" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). Acknowledging that
he has often "improvised [his] way through" unpolished or unfinished screenplays, the
director "felt The Color Purple was a movie that had to work on paper before it worked
on the screen" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). From the first he believed that "Celie must
narrate her own story through the letters" (qtd in Tumer 59) and that the film must focus
on her rather than trying to include ail the details of Nettie's life as well (King A3). He
11

1 o

had read a script by Menno Meyjes^ ^ entitled The Children Cmsade^^ and "saw a
connection between Menno's style, which is very novelistic and yet also extremely
poetic, and Alice Walker's" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). Only Meyjes, of the few
screenwriters the director approached, said "This can be done" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56);
the others "did a lot of head-scratching and said, 'This is probably not possible to do as a
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film, but I'd like to take a crack at it'" (55-56). Since Walker had reluctantly written one
screenplay and then insisted that she needed time for her daughter, her companion
Robert Allen, and herself^-^ (Dworkin 70), Spielberg tumed to Meyjes.
Walker had already rejected the suggestion that Melissa Mathieson (who wrote
the screenplay for E.T.) might write the script so Meyjes was understandably nervous
about meeting with the novelist. Having read the novel twice before he was contacted
about the adaptation (Goldstein 47), he obviously found the material interesting, but he
feU that the novelist might have certain objections to his writing the screenplay: "Not
only am I a foreigner, I'm also white, I'm a man" (qtd. in Dworkin 70). But Walker
recalls that "I didn't have the feeling that Menno was a stranger" (qtd. in Dworkin 70).
Pleased, she noted that "even though he's not American, he comes from a part of
HoIIand that has it's own folk speech that is looked down upon by people who speak
standard Dutch . . . and he had a real feel for what folk speech is and how it's not
substandard, just different" (qtd. in Dworkin 70). Having gained the author's and the
director's approval, Meyjes could now tum to writing the script.
Spielberg had underlined a copy of the novel: "pencU for interesting things;. . .
yellow . . . for story points;. . . red . . . for scenes I would not leave out of the movie"
("Spielberg Speaks" 56). With this copy he and Meyjes outlined their "favorite scenes
. . . simply trying to find what we thought was dramatic" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). Then,
the screenwriter remembers, "I locked myself in my hotel room . . . with the novel on my
lap and the typewriter on the desk and a pencil. I realized that if I didn't write the script
very fast, all these things I was worried about would daunt me, I would end up lying next
to my typewriter like a dead puppy" (qtd. in Dworkin 70). Convinced from the
beginning that Walker's story "could very easily" be adapted, he believed "it had what all
great works of art have-simplicity. Outside of the somewhat unusual stmcture-the
letters~it is a simple story; almost aU one location, one person's life; one person's point
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of view, one woman's evolution" (qtd. in Dworkin 70). He recaUs that "the question of
being a man . . only occurred to me when I wasn't working . . . Alice is such a great
artist, she transcends the boundaries of sex; so I felt totally that it was not a problem"
(qtd. in Goldstein 48). Alone with the novel, his typewriter and pens, he went to work.
First, Meyjes looked "for visual metaphors for the inner life of Celie . . .whole
chunks of the book are very visual and the task was pulling them out and transforming
the rest into a more visual reality" (qtd. in Goldstein 47). From there he sought to
"make the interior monologues exterior monologues" (qtd. in Goldstein 47). When he
had a final draft in hand, a second round of collaboration between screenwriter and
director began. For ten days Meyjes would go to The Goonies set where Spielberg was
directing second unit work and the two would discuss the script and mark changes
(Dworkin 70; "Spielberg Speaks" 56). Then the scriptwriter would retire to an office
near Spielberg's and prepare ten to twelve pages which the two men would examine that
evening (Dworkin 70). Spielberg proudly claims that "throughout it all we treated the
book like the Bible: The book was where we went for our best dialogue and the tmth
behind each of the characters" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). Meyjes admits that "we've
dramatized certain scenes, made some longer, thrown others out, of course, but all the
big beats are there" (qtd. in Goldstein 47). The director says there came a time when "I
read the script and had essentially the same feeling I had when I read the book—which
was all I wanted to have" ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). Satisfied with the script he finally
committed himself to the project ("Spielberg Speaks" 56). Once committed, Spielberg
was so anxious to make the film that, stmggling to stay within the fifteen million dollar
budget, he agreed to take the minimum Directors Guild salary of $40,000 (Taylor 116):
Casting the film proved an eye-opening experience for the director: "I sort of
missed black repertory America . . . and when I saw the wealth of talent out there .
couldn't believe it. It~it shocked me to see so many . . . one good black actor-male.

I
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female, old, young—one after the other coming in . . ."^^ (qtd. in Osman). For different
reasons, neither Walker nor Spielberg wanted well-known actors cast in the film. For
the novelist such casting offered a more accurate reflection of life: "People have rich,
intense, full lives, especially these people that Fve written about. But they're not
necessarily known" (qtd. in Goldstein 46). She felt that casting big names "would just
kill" her story (qtd. in Stone, "Keeping" B4). Spielberg explains that "I didn't want to
cast traditional black movie stars which I felt would create their own stereotype. . . .
there were people who wanted . . . to play these parts very much. But if they had played
those parts, it would represent a kind of, 'O.k., these black people are the only black
people accepted in . . . the . . . white world's mainstream. And I didn't want to do
that"^^ (qtd. in Osman). When the casting was completed, several of the actors were
making their first appearance in film.
The film's young Celie was found through the Los Angeles public school system:
fourteen-year-old Desreta Jackson ("Spielberg, "Spielberg Speaks" 58). The casting of
the adult Celie proved more serendipitous. Alice Walker had "seen [Whoopi Goldberg]
perform by accident at a very smaU cabaret in San Francisco called the Valencia Rose.
. . . She was just magical. I felt that she was the right person to play Celie all along"
(qtd. in Goldstein 46). Meanwhile, Goldberg experienced her own bit of serendipity: "I
was driving down the street in Berkeley when [Alice Walker] came on the radio reading
17
a section from her new novel," The Color Purple (qtd. in Adams Gl 1). The actor
remembers that the reading came from the "section in which . .Celie and Shug are
discussing God, and my daughter made me puU over because I talk about God a lot, and
she thought it was fiinny that someone else was saying the same kind of stuff' (qtd. m
Adams Gl 1). She then purchased and read the novel. The day she finished it she wrote
to the author (Adams Gl 1) as foUows: "You don't know me but my name is Whoopi
and here's all my reviews from the Bay Area and Europe and Canada [for her one
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woman show], and I just read The Color Purple, and if there's a movie,. . . I'd be dirt on
the floor, I'd do anything. And here's a Ust of references" (qtd. in "Whoopi" 26).
Walker answered, saying she had seen and admired Goldberg's work ("Whoopi" 26).
So when Quincy Jones wanted to know who the novelist wanted for the role of Celie,
Walker had the answer (Dworkin 94).
The actor received an invitation to perform her show for Spielberg and "a couple
of fiiends," which "tumed out to be 80 people" (Goldberg qtd. in Wuntch, "'Purple'"
A3). She told him she wanted to play Sofia (Kass, "'CoIor Purple'" C13; S. Williams
G14) because she felt that that character "had more spirit, more heart" (qtd. in
McGuignan) and because she did not "want the responsibility" of playing Celie (qtd. in
S. WUUams G14). Goldberg explains that "I wanted a role, but I just thought that I'd
come in, chew the scenery and go home" (qtd. in Janusonis, "Whoopi" Al). When
Spielberg offered her the role of Celie, she demurred: "He said 'No, tmst me,' and I'm
going, 'No,' to him" (qtd. in S. WUliams G14). The director told her "I really know in
my gut it's you for CeUe" (Goldberg qtd. in Janusonis, "Whoopi" Al); hearing that, she
"had to think twice and stand back to look at what I was doing" (qtd. in Janusonis,
"Whoopi" Al). Goldberg recaUs, "Then I thought, 'Here's Steven Spielberg who's
trying to put me in the lead of his movie, and I'm going, 'No.' That's pretty stupid"
(qtd. in S. WUIiams G14). So she accepted the role.
The part of Shug was offered to Tina Tumer. Walker explains that "Steven
[Spielberg] and Quincy [Jones] . . . wanted to cast someone whom Whoopi [Goldberg]
feh she would like to work with" (qtd. in Dworkin 94). The lead actor had stated her
preference for the singer, saying at one point "If I'm going to kiss a woman let it be
Tina" (qtd. in Dworkin 94). The director also favored the singer for the role. He recalls:
"All in all, I think Tina turned it down four times. Tina has charisma, which is what I
wanted for the part. She's like a 1940s movie star, and so is Shug. . . . But Tina was
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adamant about not taking the role" (qtd. in Wuntch, "Aw-Shucks" A7). Turner found
the subject matter too close to her own painful experiences (DeBrosse Gl 1; Dworkin
94; Wuntch, "Aw-Shucks" A7). Lola Falana and Patti Labelle were discussed; Peter
Guber wanted Diana Ross (Dworkin 94). An unenthusiastic Walker felt Ross would
"make a much better Squeak" rSame River Twice 141) and indicated that Tumer was
closer to the novel's Shug fSame River Twice 141).
Meanwhile Margaret Avery had been unable to get an audition for the role of Shug
because she "was not the right type" (qtd. in Stevens E14). She "wrote Ruben Cannon,
the casting director, a letter and asked him to please see me. I had to be Shug. I
wouldn't, I couldn't accept no for an answer" (qtd. in Carter C8). When hefinallydid
agree to let her read, as Avery describes it, he held fast his conviction that she was not
right for the part but decided to allow her to test (Stevens E14). Excited and eager to
win the role, she looked "for something Shug-ish to wear" on Hollywood Boulevard
(qtd. in Dworkin 94). As she describes it, she "found this red ostrich feather in a pomo
place

. . . [and] just prayed, let's hope this feather has been nowhere but on the rack"

(qtd. in Dworkin 94). Perhaps the feather helped: she won the part.
The role of Sofia went to Oprah Winfrey whose Chicago talk show was seen in
only a few markets at the time. She had read the book not long after its publication and
attributed her receiving the role to "divine intervention" (qtd. in Robertson C21). She
recalls that "I prayed at night, 'Dear God, find me a way to get into this movie'" (qtd. in
Robertson C21). In a statement reminiscent of Goldberg's, Winfrey asserts that "I
would have done anything: 'best boy' or water giri" (qtd. in Robertson C21). In a
Chicago hotel room Quincy Jones tumed on a local talk show and discovered "a
voluptuous roIUcking woman named Oprah Winfrey" (Dworkin 94). He called to ask
her to meet with Spielberg (Kass, "'Color Purple'" C12) and sent the director a tape of
her work (D. Jackson B14). Remembering that meeting, Winfrey says she "was a
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nervous wreck. When I met Steven I stood with my knees apart so he wouldn't hear
them knocking" (qtd. in Kass, "'CoIor Purple'" C12). Shortly thereafter she had the
role. Not only that, but her work would so impress the director that he would enlarge
the role. He admits that "the role got about 25 per cent bigger after I saw how good she
was. . . . her scene in the general store and her scene at the table late in the film were not
in the original script" (qtd. in Siskel, "With 'Purple'" B8). Spielberg, too, found the
chance that allowed Quincy Jones to spot her on television as a lucky one.
On the night before her audition Akosua Busia, an Ashanti chief s daughter
(Mathews F2), decided to "just flick though [the novel] and get a general idea" of its
nature (qtd. in Robertson C21). She discovered this was not a novel she could "just flick
through"; instead, she remembers, "I opened to the first page and was stunned . . . I
couldn't put it down. When I finished hours later I tried to pray for the part, to bargain
with God. But aU I could say was 'Thank you, Jesus'" (qtd. in Robertson C21). The
next moming she went to her interview having spent the entire night reading (Robertson
C21); she still won the part of CeUe's beloved sister Nettie.
Like the other actresses Rae Dawn Chong would have accepted any role in The
Color Purple. She claims she would have "served coffee just to work on the film" (qtd.
in Kass, "'CoIor Purple'" C12). She knew the part of Mary Agnes or Squeak was
essentiaUy a "cameo," but "it was a dream realized to work with Quincy Jones and
Steven" (qtd. in Blank CIO). When Chong expressed her eagemess to play the role of
Mary Agnes even though it was a small role, Spielberg and Jones shot around her scenes
until she finished her role in Commando (Kass, "'CoIor Purple'" C12).
After testing three times for the role of Harpo, Willard Pugh waited six weeks
without receiving word then "wrote to say thank you very much, but why is a white
person directing a black movie" (qtd. in Kass, "'CoIor Purple'" C12). He had been
playing the Universal tour's Woody Woodpecker when he read about the film and
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contacted Quincy Jones so it did not take him long to have second thoughts about his
note, deciding that "if Steven Spielberg can make people love an alien Uke 'E.T.' [sic]
maybe he can make them love us" (qtd. in Kass, "'CoIor Purple'" C12); elsewhere he
attributes this idea to his mother (Blank CIO). Finally, he received a simple note saying
"You are Harpo" (qtd. in Blank CIO). For Pugh receiving this role meant working with
the man he caUs his new "screen idol": Danny Glover (Blank CIO).
Glover, a very busy actor, had been chosen by Spielberg to play Mister. ^^ In 1984
his roles in Iceman and Places in the Heart came to theaters and 1985 saw the release of
three movies in which he was featured: Witness, Silverado and The Color Purple
("Danny Glover"). When Spielberg invited the principal actors to his headquarters, the
actor was puzzled. In retrospect, however, he says that "I think he was really being
clever. We had a few days to just sit around at Amblin and meet one another~you
know, get to know each other as ourselves, before we got into character. It was a very
fascinating, very useflil kind of rehearsal" (qtd. in Lyman A3). Beyond that, Glover say,
"we just got the chance to develop into a kind of family" (qtd. in Lyman A3). This
bonding would provide the basis for a set whose atmosphere one observer described as
"ensemble peace" (Dworkin 94).
The novelist feU some trepidation about meeting the cast. Fortunately, she found
"it. . . astonishing—how much they were like the people in my book"—with "only two
exceptions" (qtd. in Stone, "Keeping" B5)—and she would change her mind about them.
Walker explains that "Danny Glover didn't seem right in terms of size and color for
Mister, who is real light and little. Danny's dark and big" (qtd. in Stone, "Keeping" B5).
Having seen the dailies, she adds, "but ohhh, he'sjusí right. . . he was wonderfiil (qtd. in
Stone, "Keeping" B5; emphasis in original). The decision to cast Margaret Avery
worried her for similar reasons: ". . . Shug should have been big and black and sassy.
Margaret is much smaller and brown. She doesn't look like my conception except that
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her spirit is right" (qtd. in Stone, "Keeping B5). Although she qualifíes her approval by
saying that Avery was "wonderfiil. . . as a Shug," Walker happily discovered that
"Margaret has an immense sweetness (which is, after all, how Shug got her name) and an
innate fmstrated dignity" (Same River Twice 156) as well as "a black soulfiilness and
vulnerability and toughness that is ftill-bodied" (qtd. in Goldstein 47). Eventually,
Walker would fínd Whoopi Goldberg, Margaret Avery, Oprah Winfrey, Akosua Busia
and Rae Dawn Chong "wildly perfect for their roles" ^Same River Twice 152). When a
reporter asked if her characters were recognizable in the fílm, the novelist replied, "Oh,
yes, absolutely. Believe it or not, they're the same people" (qtd. in Nicholson 15). She
recalls sitting "on the set, and there would be Sofía,^^ there would be Celie, there would
be Shug" (qtd. in Gable 26).^^ Once again she had reason to be pleased at the way
Jones and Spielberg were handling the adaptation.
In an unusual move for a HoUywood fílm production Walker was hired as a
consuhant on the fílm. Stmggling against the overwhelming fatigue of Lyme Disease,
which remained undiagnosed at the time, she was "present on the set every moment I
could drag myself up from my couch" (Same River Twice 30). She recaUs, "I consulted
on everything: I consulted on the music, I consuUed on the speech; I consuUed on the
dress; I consulted on the housing . . . There was nothing that I think I didn't say
something about and it was great because they really listened" (qtd. in Osman). Her
daughter Rebecca, serving as a production assistant at the age of fífteen (Same River
Twice 31), disagreed. While on location, she became "convinced that Steven doesn't
listen to me," her mother writes, adding that she agreed (Same River Twice 155).
Admitting that "he doesn't listen to anyone," Walker notes that in spite of that
"suddenly, days later, you notice he's changed the thing that bothered you or he's
managed to put your idea somewhere in the scene" (Same River Twice 155-56). The
novelist also found herself supporting the actors (Same River Twice 153), teaching the
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characters' folk speech to them, and giving Tarot readings^^ f Same River Twice 30).
She admits that "it still moves me after all these years, as I reUve the feeling of love that
was palpable on the set" rSameRiver Twice 41) But even with the attention given to
Walker's desires and advice, even with the fortuitous^^ gathering of a cast and crew
with an unusual dedication to the project, would the resuh prove faithful to the novel's
depiction of women and their relationships with each other?
As mentioned eariier, few would deny Spielberg's technical expertise aUhough his
work is often regarded as somewhat shallow. While Walker's novel culminates with
reunion, reconciliation, and community, her characters must work through the dark
tragedies of rape, incest, racial assauU, and both physical and emotional abuse before
they reach that sunny plateau. Not only has Spielberg's work been classifíed as
escapism, but sexuality seems to be an issue he has avoided. At the time that The Color
Purple was released, he confessed to being "very shy about sexual confrontation. . . . if I
made a passionate love story tomorrow, I would not spend seven minutes showing them
grappling and roUing around in the sheets" (qtd. in King A3). Almost fíve years later, he
would say, "I've always been embarrassed by screen sexuality. . . . because it hasn't
often been done real well [sic] . . . And I also fínd that movies tend to stop for love
scenes; that what is said between the people in daylight is often much more poignant and
emotional and sensually suggestive that the arbitrary cutaway . . . and the rolling in the
hay" (Spielberg, "Gene Siskel" 54-55. While the film often puUs scenes and dialogue
from the novel, the medium itself requires changes. Interestingly those first important
scenes either do not occur in the novel or buUd on unembelUshed facts like Celie's
statement that Pa's attentions seem to be tuming to Nettie.
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The Film
The Opening Scenes
PurpIe~or Pink?
The color purple itself becomes a point of departure for the film.^-^ Spielberg
admits that, in spite of the title, "there is never any deep indigo or violet in the film. The
purple is the prettiest kind of purple, really a pink and purple combination" ("Spielberg
Speaks" 64). This decision to use lighter shades of purple takes on a somewhat ominous
cast when one considers Walker's definition of womanist in which she states:
"Womanist is to feminist as purple to lavender" (Foreword xii). The novelist sees purple
as the richer of the two colors. Yet a pinkish lavender appears not only in the opening
and closing titles but in the tall flowers of both the opening and the closing scenes, as
well as the scene in which Shug discusses God and the color purple.
In fact critics were quick to complain about what they perceived as a lightening of
tone throughout the film. Ron Cowan, who points to the "sunny, glossy look of this
film," claims that it "seems at times to have been inspired by Disney's 'Song of the
South' [sic]" (F13). BiU Morrison quips that "Spielberg gives us Alice Walker in
Wonderiand" (G9). Noting the pinkish flowers and titles, Bill Sragow comments that "It
was as if the film was called The Color Pink" (B3). He adds, "It might not have been a
bad title for this somewhat softened version of the novel" (B3). But are these comments
justified? To answer that question one must look more closely at the film.

The First Scene
As mentioned above, the film opens with lavender letters against a black
background; over the titles the sound of bird's chirping can be heard. Then the sound of
a young Celie (Desreta Jackson) and Nettie's (Akosua Busia's) clapping game fades in
and out, followed by the sounds of their breathing. A fade-in reveals tall pinkish flowers
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in a field. The camera tiks up to show the sisters: one light on her feet, mnning and
skipping; the other more awkward, slower of movement, heavier. The music evokes an
idyllic nostalgia for the innocence and play of childhood-an opening guaranteed to
surprise and disgmntle fans of the novel since it begins so grimly.
Walker herself objects to the opening music, saying she "would never like the
Oklahoma-sounding opening score" (Same River Twice 31). Akosua Busia, who plays
Nettie, admits that she "argued with [Spielberg] at one point" about opening the film this
way (qtd. in Mathews F3). But she found herself agreeing with the director when he
told her, "Look, you can't lose the audience. If we started the way the book starts,
people would walk out" (qtd. in Mathews F3). Considering Walker's own comments
94.

about the difficulties of writing and reading the first five pages of the novel,

one must

admit some validity in Spielberg's argument. Kathleen Kennedy explains that "Steven
wanted it to be a film that people could get inside and grow comfortable in" (qtd. in
Sragow B2). His intention, she adds, was to create "a beautiflil, lyrical film" (qtd. in
Sragow B2). Spielberg himself asserts that "I wanted a lot of these issues to be
accessible to people. I wanted white people to see this movie with an all black
repertoire. And I wanted a black audience for this film. And I wanted the film to have
older people and younger people in attendance. 'Cause I think some of what it says is
very important" (qtd. in Osman). Moreover, he feU that "the tragedy of Celie's life is so
all-consuming that, frankly, I didn't think an audience would be able to endure it" (qtd.
in Lyman A2). Henry Sheehan points to this openings scene as part of a continuing
motif in Spielberg's films: "ChUdhood is solace" (60). He says, "The film opens with a
scmmptious view of two giris playing in a field of high flowers. The view needs no
explanation: the explosion of color, the camera's joyílil tracking, brim with pleasure that
is both immediate and nostalgic" (60). Certainly, the lyrical nostalgia of this opening
scene seems a far cry from the opening of the novel.
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Yet the viewer does Spielberg and his film an injustice in not examining the
remainder of the scene. First, a look at the movement of the scene reveals Nettie
mnning, laughing, leaving her sister behind, but always retuming-a capsule
representation of the sisters' story. After one such retum, Nettie and Celie begin their
clapping game again-the same one heard over the opening credits. The words, which
admittedly must compete with the swelling music, prove exceedingly apropos for the
story of the two sisters. The two altemate lines, speaking/singing/chanting the refrain of
"makidada" together:
[Nettie:] Ain't no ocean, ain't no sea
[Together:] Makidada
[Celie:] Keep my sister away from me
[Together: ] Makidada
[Nettie:] Me and you us never part
[Together:] Makidada."
Another line is lost as the film cuts to the girls moving again through tall flowers, but
later scenes will reveal it to be "Me and you us have one heart"-a line which would fall
to Celie. In addition to the obvious ways in which this rhyme describes the sisters" bond
which survives the separation of years and continents to finally bring them together
again, "makidada," which one might easily mistake for nonsense syllables, derives from
the Swahili word for "little sister" (liner notes)—and Nettie, of course, is Celie's little
sister.

As Joan Bunke also comments, this "inspired device . . . ties their lives and the

. . . movie together" (E14). The game will re-appear in the sisters' play at Mister's
house, in the shadow scene in which Mister eavesdrops, in the separation scene, and in
the closing scene.
Nettie mns far enough ahead to be out of frame; the camera tracks with Celie as
she emerges from the tall grasses and weeds to stand for a moment in profile against a
blue sky, her pregnancy revealed for the first time as she lifts her face to gaze
heavenward. The emphasis of childlike joy and seeming innocence in the opening
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moments increases the impact of the sudden revelation of the "reality" behind the facade.
The music holds for a moment, losing volume before picking up again. StiII looking to
the sky (to God?), Celie removes her hat. The music briefly holds again, then changes to
a slightly lower pitch as the film cuts to a shot of the tall flowers where the stem dark
figure of Pa (Leonard Jackson) emerges from the background and stops to yell, "CeUe!
Nettie! Come back to the house now." His unflinching advance toward the camera, set
at a lower angle, intimidates; the viewer instinctively draws back, recognizing the threat
inherent in his seemingly imminent impingement on her/his space before a cut to a long
shot from the side tracks along with Pa's progress toward the girls, his grimly resolute
approach a marked contrast to the sisters' earlier playílil movements.
Cheryl B. Butler points out that "as the girls' father enters the scene, their gaiety is
violently punctured" (66), but the tmth is that the "violent puncture" does not occur
immediately. The girls do seem defensive as he approaches them. They stand, facing
him together, Celie's arm around Nettie's waist and Nettie's around Celie's shoulder.
When Nettie begins to fold the blanket and gather the other picnic paraphemaUa
together, a last giggle escapes Celie. Pa calls her name. She looks up, a smile lingering
on her face. With stunning and casual cmelty he tells the pregnant giri, "You got the
ugliest smile this side of creation." This line, unique to the film, proves remarkably
effective in conveying the mental and emotional abuse Celie faces from this man.
Indeed, Paul Johnson began his review of the film by asking, "What does it do to a child
to be told, 'CeUe, you got the ugliest smile this side of creation'?" (D12). Johnson also
notes the "emotional devastation wrought by a phrase like that" (D12). The scene
continues as Nettie hears Pa's remark and pauses for a second then rises to stand near
her sister whose smile has vanished. Celie instinctively raises her hand to cover her
mouth, but Nettie catches it and puUs it down, looking into her sister's eyes as her entire
posture declares her defiance of Pa's attitude.
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With this opening scene, Spielberg has quhe effectively introduced Celie's story.
Clearly, the love these sisters share provides their only refuge from the harsh realities of
a life overshadowed by the threat of Pa's merciless presence. Repeatedly, the two girls
will cling to each other as their stories unfold, depending on this bond to help them
survive. For most of the film Nettie wiU be the strong one and Celie the victim; the
younger sister wiU fight back while the older simply endures. And, of course, Celie's
looking to the heavens foreshadows her letters to God. The covering of her smile wiU be
established as a defining gesture, an indication of the way she hides the best, the warmest
part of herself from others, of the feeling that joy must be guarded and hidden, and of the
destmction of her self-worth. With Pa's entrance into the scene Celie visibly retreats
into herself The viewer wiU soon leam that just as he takes away her smile, Pa has
stolen her youth, her sexuality, her innocence, her very self In this opening scene, shot
in bright sunlight, the film introduces the viewer to the powerful bond between the
sisters, to the dissonance between what CeUe's life should be and what it is, and to the
unyielding, remorseless contempt Pa shows the older girl.

The Birthing Scene
A sudden cut from this sunbathed scene to the darkness of the room in which Celie
gives birth shocks the viewer, bringing her/him suddenly face to face with much of the
darkness of the novel's opening letters. The camera faces the doorway in a room fiUed
with more shadows than light. The door stands open in the wind, revealing the dark,
stolid figure of Pa, standing at a distance with a lantem in his hand and looking at the
doorway as Celie sits up, entering the frame and crying out in pain; her breath forms
cloud-Iike vapors in the cold air. Beyond her the door blows shut, then continues to
bang open and shut throughout the scene. Nettie comes hurrying through the door,
carrying a kettle of water which she begins to pour in a basin as Celie cries out with
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another contraction. Setting the kettle down, Nettie mshes to tend her sister, then tums
and picks up the basin. She passes in front of the camera and out of frame to reveal Pa
in the doorway with his lantem. "Ain't you done yet?" he demands of Celie. She
continues to cry out, and Nettie wrings blood from a clothe into the basin. The sequence
cuts between Nettie, whose expression trembles between wonder and concem, and Celie
as the child is bom at last. Smiling, releasing her tension, Nettie announces that the child
is a girl. Celie accepts the child from Nettie, looks at her daughter, and smiles.
Nettie watches her sister, her expression suddenly changing as a light falls on the
wall behind her and a step is heard. The light falls on Celie and her baby. The new
mother's smile vanishes, replaced by a look of fear. As Pa takes the child, Celie begins
to cry, pleading in a muted voice, "N-n-no. No-o. N-o-o-o-o. I want it." Her arms
reach for her baby. A concemed Nettie shakes her head, whispering "Shhh, Celie," and
lifting her finger to her lips in waming. Weakly, Celie cries, "Oh, Nettie." The younger
girl holds Celie's hands and comforts her. The lower angle of the camera makes Pa more
intimidating as he tums back at the door, the baby in his arms, to utter the waming which
begins the novel: "You better not never tell nobody but God. It'd kill your mama."
Without another word he takes Celie's baby girl away.
If these first two scenes do not quite bring the viewer to the point at which the
novel starts, they certainly come very close. Henry Sheehan finds the scene compelling:
"The tendemess in the foreground is shadowed by lurking cmelty, and an abmpt shift in
emotions is translated into physical action by the entrance of the grasping father. . . . the
emotions, as boldly stated as they are, ring tme. Love, hate, despair, and hope all
coincide in a single shot" (60). With very little dialogue and no graphic violence,
Spielberg manages to give his viewers a sense of the pain and fear in Celie's life. Her
isolation seems less because Nettie not only knows what Pa has done to Celie but also
helps her through childbirth and tries to comfort her when he takes the baby. While this
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negates a portion of Celie's isolation, it also makes the bond between the sisters more
tangible.

The Funeral Scene

The next scene, the funeral scene, begins with a medium close-up of Celie. She
glances up at the sky as the first voice-over begins, reproducing almost exactly the
openinglinesofCelie'sfirstletterinthenovel: "DearGod. Fm fourteen years old. I've
always been a good giri. Maybe you can give a sign-Iet me know what's happening to
me." Celie and Nettie, hand-in-hand, follow the wagon holding their mother's casket.
Celie continues telling about her "daddy" and her babies. A poweríul image, shot up
through the top of the wheel on the rolling wagon toward Celie so that the left rear
comer of the wagon appears to dwarf her becomes a visual metaphor for her lack of
self-worth; for her imprisonment by circumstances as the spokes of the wheel tuming
between her and the camera take on the appearance of moving bars;

and for the way

others—and life—seem to roll over her. Pa, walking at the horse's head, tums and looks
back at Celie as if he hears her very thoughts; his reproving look seems to indicate a
desire to silence even these unspoken words. During this scene the director only
includes Nettie in long shots, using various angles to exclude her whenfilmingCelie; this
technique allows him to convey something of the older sister's terrible isolation even as
her sister walks beside her.

Pa and Nettie
The next scene, again accompanied by voice-over from the novel's letters, begins
with a long shot which tracks right as Pa, center of the frame, walks toward the house.
Three levels of action take place in this deep focus shot, just as it did in the opening
shots of the birth scene. In the background Pa walks up to the house; in the foreground
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Celie stands at a wagon cleaning a rabbit; in the middle area, between the house and the
wagon, two children mn across from left to right. In a new shot from above and to the
left Pa stands at the bottom of the steps in front of Nettie, looking at her with a small,
knowing smile. As Nettie moves to first one side and then the other, he stays with her,
always blocking her path. The film cuts to a medium shot of Celie watching the other
two as she works. Another shot retums to the scene on the porch, this time from a
slightly lower angle and to the right so that the viewer sees Nettie's face as she continues
to move from side to side then looks in Celie's direction. Over this shot Celie's voice
tells of her promise to take care of Nettie, but the very distance between the giris,
emphasized by the children mnning between the house and the wagon in the eariier shot
and by the later cutting between shots which show first Nettie and Pa at the porch and
then Celie at the wagon, indicates that though they love and support each other, they
cannot really protect each other. Each of the must find her own strength.

Life with Mister
Mister first appears in the wedding scene . As Pa marries a girl Celie says is
"almost as old as I am," Mister (Danny Glover) watches Nettie in much the same way
that Pa watched her in the previous scene. In neither scene does Nettie welcome the
attention she receives. Instead she seems nervous and uneasy. The juxtaposition of
these scenes sets up a correspondence which echoes the parallels between the two men
in the novel and which helps prepare the audience for the continuing abuse Celie suffers
after her marriage to Mister.
When Mister arrives to ask Pa's permission to marry Nettie, he stays on his horse
and Spielberg films him from a low angle, thus emphasizing the Mister/Master
correlation which develops as he makes it clear that he wants someone to cook and clean
and to care for his children rather than a marriage partner and as he looks Celie over like
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a piece of goods.^' As Celie descends the steps and stands for Mister's viewing, the
camera cranes slightly higher to look past Mister and down at the young giri, conveying
the belittling nature of the exchange. The expression on his face as he looks Celie over
clearly reflects his poor opinion of what he sees.
Mister rides home with Celie and a cow walking behind him-clearly indicating her
place in his life. Robert PhiUip Kolker points to the "almost violent movement" of the
camera at this point as "preparatory," preparirig the viewer for the violence to come:
"When Celie . . . approaches her new husband's house, which will be a place of pain and
humiliation, there is a low angle shot from her point of view. The camera booms
forward, at a low angle, directly at the house and the children" (278). Even as the
camera tracks, Harpo throws a rock and hits Celie in the head (278). The off-camera
sound of impact indicates that she has been hit. Mister, still off-camera, starts telling
Harpo to "Come here." As Harpo mns away from the camera, Mister enters the frame
chasing him. No one notices Celie who staggers into frame holding her head and then
drops, falling out of frame as she falls to the ground. The camera has to tih down, after
Harpo and Mister mn out of frame, to show her as she rises, leaving a bloody handprint
on a rock, and walks out of frame, leaving behind her the mute testimony of her
suffering—an evil omen. Moreover, the entire scene sets up her invisibility as a human
being in this household. Spielberg leaves that shot of the bloody hand print on screen for
a second before cutting to a shot of Mister's behs iined up over the top of the headboard
as it and they rattle back and forth. To anyone who has read the novel those behs offer
fiarther testimony of the physical abuse Celie will suffer from her new husband.
After a sequence in which Celie cleans an absolutely fihhy kitchen,^ a shot lingers
on the spotless table wkh stacks of equally clean dinnerware and table Unens as Mister
plops one muddy foot down next to the clean tableware. Celie's hard work eams neither
thanks nor consideration. As Mister talks to Harpo, Celie tries to comb out one
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stepdaughter's hair while trying to keep the youngest giri from pulling h. The giri hollers
each time Celie tugs on the comb. Celie suggests cutting her hair, but Mister dismisses
that suggestion, insisting that "It's bad luck to cut a woman's hair." Finally, he yells-not
at the giri but at Celie: "Shut her up!" Celie answers "I can't; h hurts her." Mister cuts
his eyes in her direction, then slowly tums his head toward her, his face growing hard.
Celie, oblivious to his reaction, continues to work as he rises and walks around to face
her. Standing over her, Mister very deliberately raises his hand and strikes her.
Spielberg chooses to focus on the reaction of the giris and CeUe while Mister's figure,
posed ominously with his back to the camera, is cut off at both top and bottom and
dwarfs them before he moves away. Off-camera, Mister quietly orders, "Don't talk back
to me." He opens the door, looks back, and says, "Do what I tell ya"; then he walks out.
Celie covers the mouth of the girl whh one trembUng hand and combs with the other.
The boundaries of her role in this marriage have been set.
In this and other scenes, Spielberg's decision to have Celie married at fourteen or
fifteen instead of nearly twenty as in the novel reinforces the idea that Mister simply
takes Pa's place in CeUe's life. Her youth strengthens the impression that she passes
from one abusive guardian to another. For those who have trouble understanding why
an older girl would passively accept Mister's abuse, her youth may help explain her quick
submission. How could someone so young, raised by an abusive aduh, know that an
altemative exists? Of course, as discussed in the previous chapter, the same psychology
applies whether Celie is twenty years old or fifteen even though some people may have
trouble comprehending that fact.
In the scene in which Celie sees Olivia whh Corrine in town, the changes from the
novel are relatively minor-except for the fact that Olivia is a baby rather than almost
seven years old. This scene offers an excellent example of the power of images. As
Celie questions Corrine, her interest is obviously fixed on the baby giri. Her arms reach
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out for the baby silently yet hungrily before she even realizes she needs to vocalize her
request ("Can I hold her?"). Oblivious to the worid around her, she holds the baby, and
looks for the hand sthched diapers which the voice-over explains that Pa took when he
took the baby.^^ The other customers, including Corrine, go about their business,
unaware of Celie's bhtersweet pain as she seeks to verify the baby giri's identity. Finally,
she asks for the little giri's name. Visibly disappointed to hear the name Pauline, she
comes to life again on hearing that Corrine calls her Olivia. Her reluctance to release the
child and the lingering utterance "0-liv-i-a" combine to allow the viewer to see and hear
Celie's pain. When Corrine, having mentioned Olivia's "ole eyes," suddenly looks
quickly from Celie to the baby and back again (Celie's voice-over has already
commented that the baby's eyes look like her own), the viewer sees the woman's sudden
unease, her anxiety. She puUs away, leaving an abandoned Celie in frame. Corrine, who
has already made her excuses and backed away two or three steps, tums and walks
away, pausing only once to glance back at Celie, who does not notice, having lost herself
in her own painful thoughts.

Whh Nettie Again
Once Nettie arrives to stay whh her sister, the film dramatizes her role as teacher
by showing her teaching Celie to read.-^^ In the kitchen numerous hems bear handlettered signs spelling out their names. In a series of cuts the film shows Celie's
stumbling beginning and her improvement while Nettie goes from one hem to another,
encouraging Celie to say the word, spell k, and then repeat the word. The first two
hems-apples and iron-Celie mispronounces, and Nettie says the word, speUs h, then
pronounces h again. Celie responds slowly then whh increasing confidence.

31

When

Nettie mns to the door and points to a strip of paper on the screen whh the word "sky"
on it, Celie's expression changes suddenly. In a quiet, subdued voice she says, "Mister.
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M I S T E R. Period." Nettie quickly tums her head and moves away from the door as
Mister, standing on the other side, never takes his eyes off Celie. He asks, "Ain't' ya got
nothin' better to do?" Mister's appearance again threatens the closeness of the sisters.
That paper with the word "sky" on it wiU show up twice more. Celie will find h
while sweeping and hold it while watching Mister and the postman through the window
as a single tear spills down her face. And when she mshes to gather her things because
she plans to mn off whh Shug (the first failed attempt) she pulls the paper from the small
box in which she has kept h and tucks h in her purse. That simple piece of paper comes
to represent Celie's pain over her separation from her sister and her memories of the
hope and love they shared.
Walker does not describe Nettie's arrival at Mister's, but Spielberg cleverly sets up
a scene rich in foreshadowing. As the postman's buggy approaches the Johnson
house, the camera tracks revealing the mailbox. Along with the sound of horse and
buggy comes the jingUng of the bells the postman has hung on the horse's coUar—a
sound which will come to represent hope and love; h echoes in the chimes which are
heard at the end of Celie and Shug's kissing scene and in the porch chimes in the final
scene. Nettie shs on the back of the postman's buggy whh her bags beside her: she is
retumed to CeUe's life by the postman, the same agent she will attempt to use to remain
in her sister's life later in the story. Spielberg also juxtaposes her arrival whh the sight of
that mailbox which will almost become a character in the film as h appears again and
again^-^ to remind the viewer of Celie's hope that she hear from her sister and of the love
they share; this is tme even though these moments may be followed by loneliness and
'^ A

grief at losing, for all intents and purposes, the one person who loved her.
The sisters greet each other with the excited jumping and squealing of young giris;
however Nettie's somewhat breathless explanation of her presence serves as a reminder
of the shadows which threaten each of them: "I just couldn't keep him off me." All to
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soon these words will come to apply as much to Mister as to Pa. As the two giris,
hand-in-hand, approach the porch to ask Mister's permission for Nettie to stay, they look
more like children facing a stern parent than a wife and sister-in-law. Mister walks
slowly, deliberately, across the porch to stand above the two giris. A low shot increases
his physical statures as he stands, pipe in hand, and looks down at them. The next shot,
from behind Mister, shows only part of his body, cutting off his shoulders and above, his
knees and below-whh the result that he seems a giant looming over the two giris below
him. He walks to the right, blocking most of CeUe from view (only part of her arm,
dress, and foot remain visible). Nettie moves forward nervously to hand him his mail,
smiUng eagerly. Mister smiles slyly, reaching for the letters. Danny Glover manages to
convey something sexual in the way he looks at the girí. For a moment the camera
shows letters held at one end by Mister and at the other by Nettie, another visual
configuration which prefigures the way Nettie's letter wUI later end up in Mister's hands.
Nettie's smile fades as she releases the letters, drops her gaze, puts her hands behind her
back and steps back to Celie.
The temporary blocking of Celie from the camera begins a pattem which develops
in a number of the scenes while Nettie stays at the Johnson house. Repeatedly Celie wiU
be blocked from view or become a shadow. In the next such scene the girís hang
bedclothes out on the line whh an ease that reflects how often they have helped each
other before. As Nettie tells Celie she would die before retuming to Pa's house, the
older girl stands silhouetted by the sun, behind a spread hung on the line. Two children
mn straight into the spread, pulling 'ú off the line and knocking Celie down. As Celie
says she does not know how to fight only how to stay alive, Mister's shadow falls on a
sheet as he steps up and puU the line down enough to see over h. He sends Celie in to
cook supper, separating the sisters, and begins to compliment Nettie. Everything in this
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scene indicates that Celie's existence here is precarious at best. Even the children seem
to be a threat to her.
But the most obvious use of shadows occurs in a scene most of which plays out in
a single shot with the camera out in the hall facing the open doorway of a room. As the
two sisters discuss Mister's flattery of the younger woman, the camera sees only the
girís' shadows, thrown on the wall by the light from a lamp as Nettie mocks Mister's
fulsome compliments to her. Then Nettie rises and jumps to the center of the floor so
that she stands in front of the camera. She begins to stmt around in a circle mocking
Mister's orders to, and attitude toward, Celie. She stands stiU as a suddenly serious
Celie, only her shadow visible, wams, "You're gonna have to leave here soon fore he
makes his move on you." The camera begins slowly tracking forward as Nettie rejoins
her sister and their shadows show them going through the motions of their clapping
game while deciding that Nettie must teach Celie to read and write well enough for them
to exchange letters—"before he break us apart" as Celie puts h. As the shadows hug, the
camera tracks left and angles up as a sudden flicker of light plays on the door frame,
synchronous whh the sound of a match being Ut. The camera stops as Mister is seen
leaning on the wall, lighting his pipe and eavesdropping on the sisters.
For Albert the two sisters have no more substance than those shadows. Nettie
occasionally becomes flesh and blood to him only because of the sexual attraction he
feels toward her, but even that awareness is fleeting. He fails to recognize or grant
credence to the signs that she does not welcome his interest. This hiding and listening
reflects a disturbing and ominous lack of regard for them. Having seen his anger, the
viewer finds the calm whh which he listens to the girís' comments and laughter far more
disturbing than a more volatile response.
The blocking of Celie from view reflects Mister's desire to replace her with Nettie,
to push her out of the picture. One final scene iUustrates this graphically. Mister sits on
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the porch reading his paper as the giris stand in the yard, playing their clapping game;
this time all the lines are heard:
Me and you us never part, Makidada
Me and you us have one hart, Makidada
Ain't no ocean, ain't no sea, Makidada
Keep my sister away from me, Makidada
Me and you us never part, Makidada
Keep my sister away from me, Makidada.
The camera behind Mister tracks forward as he moves the paper he is reading slightly to
the left, to watch the girís. A shot shows his face as he puffs his pipe and moves his
paper in the opposite direction. A point of view shot reveals that he is blocking Celie
out so that he can watch Nettie alone.
Finally, Mister, all dressed up and riding his horse, foUows Nettie as she walks to
school. As she walks on one side of a row of trees, he rides on the other, bowing and
showing off whenever he comes into view between the branches. When the horse trots
around the last tree and hahs to graze, a puzzled Nettie hesitates. Mister's laughter is
heard before he steps out of the trees, at first walking, then almost skipping in front of
Nettie. He bows and tips his hat, flowers falling out of it as he says "Good mornin'" and
laughs. He takes her hand and in a little girl voice she says, "I gotta go to school."
PlayíliIIy, he begins to tum her in a circle while she tries to puU away. He grabs her
other hand; she repeats her statement; they continue their bizarre circling dance, and she
repeats it a third time. Mister's chuckles and smiles, his courtly bows from horseback
and on foot, his attire, theflowers—allcombine to make one realize whh horror that in
his mind he is courting Nettie. He literally sees nothing wrong with his actions.
He postures and swings her around and smiles, beginning to drag her toward a
stand of trees; she hangs back, begging. He pulls her out of frame so that the audience
hears but does not see what follows. He laughs as she pleads until there is the sound of a
blow and he cries out. Nettie comes out of the trees swinging her books at the end of
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their strap; the strap evidently loosened, the books*^^ fall on the ground. She tums and
mns back down the road toward the house. Mister can be heard groaning before he falls
into frame and lies on the road. He rolls over and mutters, "I'll get ya. I'U get ya."
While this scene grows out of the novel, h varies in a very important detail: in the novel
Celie does not leam about Mister's attempted rape of her sister until years later because
it occurred when Nettie was leaving the house to find another place to live. But it paves
the way for a scene in which Spielberg makes visible and memorable the spiritual and
emotional violence of the sisters' separation from one another.
Spielberg cuts from the shot of Mister lying in the dirt to one of the sisters clinging
tightly to each other as they stand on the porch. Nettie looks troubled while Celie cries
and begs, "Let her stay. Please, let her stay. I'II do anything for ya-anything." Mister
comes out of the house carrying Nettie's bags. The camera tracks as he walks to the end
of the porch and throws the bags off, saying, "Now get the heU out my house [sic]"
Celie continues to beg, "Please let her stay." Tuming to the girls, Mister places one
hand between their heads, pushing them apart; he shoves Celie to the floor and picks up
Nettie. CeUe rises, and she and Nettie reach for each other, frantically trying to hold on,
so that as Mister carries Nettie down the steps, Celie, who has been jerked off her feet, is
dragged behind them. Mister stmggles only a couple of steps more before they fall in a
stmggling mass as nine or ten children-^ stand and watch. Nettie rises and mns to wrap
her hands around a post and Celie mns after her, wrapping her arms around both Nettie
and the post. Mister follows them, still yelling, "Git off my land." He tries to puU them
away. Then he beats at their hands as the sisters slide to the ground, finally falling away
from the post. He picks up Nettie, Uterally pulling her from Celie's arms, and carries her
as children scatter before him and hide to watch. Celie holds on to his arm and is
dragged before he breaks free of her. Carrying Nettie to the gate, he puts her down and
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shoves her down on the road, putting out his other arm to keep Celie in the yard. AII of
this occurs amidst the giris' crying each other's names and protesting and begging.
Nettie jumps up to try to retum to Celie and Mister holds them apart. Finally, he
raises his fist threateningly, and Nettie backs off, her white dress smeared with dirt, to
cry, "Why? Why? Why?" Mister picks up some rocks and throws them at Nettie as
Celie leans on the fence, crying, "Write. Write." Nettie stops to point and calls out,
"Nothing but death can keep me from it." Mister continues to stand with upraised fist.
Celie softly, hopelessly cries, "Don't go." Nettie stops mnning down the road to tum
back, saying, "Celie." She begins to pantomime their clapping game, softly saying the
words as Celie walks along the fence doing the same. Mister throws another rock,
yelling, "Get off my land." Nettie mns, stops, tums, and yells again, "Nothing but death
can keep me from it." Celie stands alone at the fence crying softly, "Nettie." This scene
with its flurry of violence, movement, cries, shouts, and tears powerfully communicates
the spiritual devastation of the sisters' enforced separation.
Spielberg recalls shooting the scene: "I did the master in one shot because I
wanted everyone to experience what the separation was like. I didn't want to say, 'OK,
go down the steps of the porch. Cut. Havelunch.' I wanted the actors to feel the
horror. And you can't do that when you piecemeal a scene" ("Dialogue" 14). Alice
Walker was on the set that day and Spielberg recalls that "I tumed to Alice and she was
a wreck. Really crying. And that was good for me because I wanted to impress her.
This was her book" ("Dialogue" 14). In reviewing the film, Stephen Hunter says this
"may be the most powerflil and best sequence in the Spielberg canon; h's certainly the
scariest" (F4). Patrick Taggert refers to it as "a virtuoso piece of film directing . . . The
action is swirling, furious and relentless, and is met pound for pound with emotion"
(F14). He feels, however, that Spielberg drags the scene out too long, whh the
"pattycake routine . . . a gooey coda on an otherwise magnificent scene [, one which]
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virtually mins it" (F14). But the "pattycake routine" reminds the viewer of the beginning
and of the strength of the bond the two sisters share. The clapping game will reappear
when the sisters are reunited.

Alone whh Mister Again
The quiet tones of the scene following Celie and Nettie's separation contrasts
sharply with the noise of the prior one. The first medium long shot shows Mister's chair
vsith shaving strop attached-^" and shaving stand nearby. Celie steps into frame from the
right, taking her place next to the shaving stand. Mister walks into frame from the left,
shaving towel in his hands, and shs back, settling the towel around his neck. Over a
close-up of Celie's hand as she rinses the razor, Mister contentedly purrs, "Two days.
Eeeeee. My Shug gonna be here and everything gonna be the way it should be. Come
on, girl, cause I'm waitin' for ya." The contrasts between the violently painflil emotions
of the previous scene and Mister's satisfied content strikes the viewer as callous, almost
deliberately cmel—even though story-time lapses between the two events.
As CeUe's hand carries the razor from the stand to Mister's face, the camera tracks
with h, creating a suspicion that Celie may take her revenge. Suddenly, Mister, whose
eyes were closed in anticipation of Shug's arrival, reaches up and grabs CeUe's hand.
His mood changing from one second to the other, he wams, "You cut me and I'll kill
ya." The camera tihs up to Celie's face—in which no shadow of fmstrated anger
appears, as h surely must if she werefiUedwith vengeful wrath. She raises the razor,
looks at h and inhales deeply, then lowers it, (camera tracking down with it), hand
trembling, to Mister's face, and carefully draws the razor up his cheek. As she reaches
the end of the stroke, Mister opens his eyes, staring up at her. As Celie shaves him,
great drops of nervous perspiration form on her forehead. At various points in this
scene, shots of the children at play or watching the aduhs are intercut, including one of a
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littler girl who "shaves" a younger child with a stick—one of the spookier shots in the
film wkh hs reminder that children follow the examples they see around them.
Bending over her task, Celie hears the postman's bells, and raises her head. She
looks over at the approaching buggy, lifts the razor, and begins to rinse it. As the buggy
nears the gate, Celie tums back to Mister and places the razor under his lip, pauses, and
lowers k to his neck. Great drops of sweat still visible on her face she gazes unseeing
into the distance then looks down. The razor nears Mister's throat. Celie's eyes cut
over in the postman's direction. She nervously licks her lips. The razor hovers near
Mister's neck. When the postman sticks the letter in the box, Celie tums her head in his
direction. He slams the box shut; she scrapes Mister's chin; he jerks upright and tums,
hand raised to hit her. As the postman drives away, the sound of the bells stays Mister's
hand; he actually seems to forget Celie as a smile dawns. He rises and mns down the
steps, crying, "Shug—Shug, I'm comin'." His reaction reveals that those bells mean
hope and love to Mister as well as to his wife. Celie stands quhe stiU as Mister mns to
the mailbox.
Walking into the kitchen, Celie watches through the window a moment, then bows
her head and breathes deeply. When Mister walks in the kitchen, Celie tums from the
sink and the window above h, to ask in a fearful voice, "Can I see if a letter come from
Nettie?" Mister answers, "Ain't nothin' for you, you hear?" He points at her, advancing
threateningly as she backs up: "I don't never want you missing with that mailbox, you
understand? That's my bizness. I done fixed that mailbox so I can tell if it be messed
with." Celie backs against a wall. He yells, "You understand?" Celie cringes and tums
to scamper away.

Before leaving, Mister yells, "Celie, I'm gone off for a spell, and I

want my supper when I get back." A tearflil, defeated Celie answers, "Yes, Sir," hangs
her head and walks into a room where the shadow of a chair can be seen on the wall.
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CeUe walks out of sight, her shadow appearing on the waU as she picks up a book
from the seat of the chair, sits down, and begins to read aloud from Oliver Twist,
stumbling over the words. In voice-over she continues to read as the camera tracks the
course of a sheet of paper blowing up around the church steeple (a reflection of her
"origins" since her father is the minister and a foreshadowing of her later retum) across a
stream, around the mailbox. Finally, the paper dances across the Johnson porch. The
voice changes to that of Whoopi Goldberg who plays the aduh Celie, her reading
noticeably improved. Plastered against the screen door by the wind, the paper is shown
to be a handbill announcing an appearance by Shug Avery. The magical quality of
Shug's presence in Celie's life seems to begin here, as the handbill announcing Shug's
appearance marks the transition from the young Celie to the aduh Celie. The shadow on
the wall, in the same atthude as the younger Celie, is now that of the older Celie. Mister
yells for her to come help him get ready. The shadow shows that she calmly rises and
places the book in the chair; walking to the door, Whoopi Goldberg as Celie faces the
camera for the first time in the film.
As Mister mshes around in one of Spielberg's many comic scenes, Celie quietly
anticipates and handles each of Mister's needs—never once looking him in the eyes,
always bowing her head. Her surprised pause when he asks which coat looks best with
his suh says much about the rarity of such an occurrence, just as his instant casting away
of her choice says much about his atthude toward her. Yet the survival of a wry humor
can be seen in her eyes and her swiftly concealed smiles. In the midst of this bustle, Celie
pauses to gaze at Shug's handbill which is taped to the mirror-not in anger but in
fascination. Somehow her spirit has survived the isolation and repression of her years
with Mister.
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Sofia
As Sofia and Harpo approach the house to tell Mister they plan to marry, their
over-exaggerated marching may elich a smile—and the music certainly indicates that it is
intended to do so; unfortunately, this comic touch makes Sofia's determination
ridiculous, robbing her of a dignity which should be innate to the character. In
voice-over Celie describes their approach as "marchin'—like goin' to war." Although the
image and the music both encourage amusement, their talk whh Mister warrants a
martial spirit for they are indeed going to war with him.
While much of this scene comes from the novel and does not require discussion,
the film does add a couple of interesting elements. As Sofia and Mister takes each
other's measure, CeUe can be seen peering expectantly around the door frame. All three
are seen in an over-the-shoulder shot from behind Mister so that the viewer watches whh
him at first. Mister spots Celie and raises his voice, "CeUe." She jumps and steps out
quickly. Mister orders, "Get me some lemonade." She silently crosses the room to the
kitchen, looking at Sofia, Harpo, and Mister. Mister comments, "Young women no
good these days. Got their legs open for every Tom, Dick, and Harpo"—a clever play on
the novel's conventional "Tom, Dick, and Harry." For the first time Sofia grows serious,
tuming to face Mister as Harpo nervously steps away as if to get out of the line of fire
between the two stronger characters. Sofia's eyes never leave Mister as she grandly
moves to one end of the sofa and shs down with a regal air. Harpo nervously shs at the
other end. Celie retums with Mister's lemonade and shs h on the table by his chair.
Mister's soft deadly voice assures Sofia, "No need to think I'm gone let my boy marry
you just cause you in the family way." CeUe is almost out of the room when Mister,
without changing his tone or pausing after his statement to Sofia, adds, "Ain't cold
enough." Without a word Celie tums, walks back to pick up the glass and retums to the
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kitchen as Sofia's eyes follow her, registering the unspoken message that Mister mles
here.
Illustrating Sofia's eventual triumph, a sudden cut to the wedding shows a happy
Sofia, baby in her arms, as she stands at the aher. After the vows her sisters surround
her. After Mister awkwardly attempts to hug Harpo, he tums to Sofia. All the happy
female chatter and the music stops; the sisters turn to face him, forming a protective wall
between him and Sofia, illustrating in a single deep focus shot the powerílil bond the
women share.
When Celie advises Harpo to beat Sofia, thefilmmakersfaU to convey the
complexity of emotions which lead her to do so Harpo's demands that Sofia stop
working in the garden to serve him some pie are so patently unreasonable that Celie's
"Beat her" seems especially out of place. Afterwards, there is no indication that Celie's
conscience bothers her or that she knows she has wronged Sofia. Worst of all, the
confrontation between the two women does not end in reconciliation. Instead, Sofia
confronts her and then stalks away. Even when Sofia and the children leave Harpo, the
response to Celie's farewells is lackluster, indicative that a strain still exists.
The relationship seems less strained in the first jook joint scene as Sofia greets
Celie warmly. Sitting on the knees of her "fiiend," Henry "Buster" Broadnax (James
TiIIis), Sofia introduces him and, as usual, reflises to be intimidated by Mister. When he
asks "Where your children?" she answers, "They at home. Where youm?" Harpo falls
out of the rafters. Looking at Sofia, he demands to know, "What you doin' here?"
Sofia replies, "I come here to hear Miss Shug sing and to see what a nice place you
built." Harpo tries the same tack as his father: "Just a scanless! A woman whh children
in a jook joint." Sofia simply states, "Woman need to have a little fun, Harpo." He says,
"Woman need to be at home." Obviously, Harpo does not intimidate Sofia any more
than Mister does.
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In the fight which ensues after Sofia returns Squeak's slap whh a powerful blow,
three detaUs stand out: an indication of Mister's feelings for his son, Celie's fascination
and amusement, and Sofia's ability to fight "like a man." As Harpo moves toward
Squeak to help her, one of the customers grabs him from behind, ordering him to "hold
it." Mister, shting whh Shug on his knee, sees his son's predicament, pushes Shug aside,
saying "Shh!" and rises to pull the man off Harpo, saying "Get off my boy." This is a
nice addition to the story since h indicates that Mister does care about his son. A fight
rages back and forth behind and in front of the table at which a silent but alert and
fascinated Celie shs, a smile slowly growing, holding down hems on the table when
various combatants threaten to topple things. In the midst of this commotion, Spielberg
inserts a shot of Sofia not just holding her own against one of the male patrons but
apparently winning. Shug suddenly appears pulling a reluctant Celie out of her chair and
toward the door, only to have to retum for Celie when she steps back in, all big eyes and
fascination. This quiet woman who has spent her life avoiding anger and confrontation
cannot take her eyes off the fighting she sees around her.
The scene of Sofia's confrontation whh the mayor opens whh a shot of a little
black girl, neatly dressed, and the sound of Miss MiUie cooing over her. She tries to cup
the child's face in her hands, but the little girl resists, pulling away and mnning off across
the street to Sofia who stands with an even younger child, a little boy. Sofia puts her
arms around them in a protective gesture. But Miss Millie mdely leaves her husband
alone to greet another couple in the foreground while she follows the child. She places
her hands on the little girl's cheeks again, squeezing a little, and then moves around Sofia
to grasp the poor little boy's face and give him a number of kisses, ignoring his
resistance. Finally, she releases him. He wipes away her kisses, and Sofia leans down to
reprimand him quietly. Miss MiUie's total disregard for the children's and Sofia's
discomfort reveals the superficial nature of her proclaimed kindness to the "colored."
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Interestingly, Swain (Lawrence Fishbume) stands in for the viewer here. He looks up
from the guitar he is playing to watch the mayor approach Miss Sofia.^^ Anticipating
her reaction to the slap, Swain says, "No, Miss Sofia." Sofia's hand, lying on the car
fender after the Mayor slaps her, curls into a fist. Swain steps forward, his arm
outstretched, palm up, as he yells, "No, Miss Sofia, no!" The viewer, too, would like to
wam her to stop.
Miss MiIIie mshes to her husband and kneels beside him, trying to help him as a
number of people, including Swain, converge on the group. Sofia stands, her hands
raised to her eyes, as if to shut out what has happened—what will happen—for a moment.
Then she lowers her hands, breathing hard. Miss MiUie looks up at Sofia and says,
"Woman, I can't believe you did this." Sofia, at the center of the growing circle of angry
white people, yells, "Get my children outta here! Take 'em home." Swain crosses from
right to left between the camera and the crowd, a child under each arm. As Swain tums
and looks back, Sofia can be heard still screaming, "Get my children home." In a
close-up of Sofia, she again yells, "Get my children outta here." As she tums her head, a
white woman is right in her face, yelling, "You black slut, who do you think you are?"
By now everyone is shouting at her. A shot shows Swain looking on, his eyes reflecting
his knowledge of how bad things are, before he tums and carries the children away. The
angry crowd now completely encircles Sofia as she moves within h, yelling, 'TDon't
touch me! Leave me alone!" Only occasional words from various members of the
crowd become distinguishable. Finally, even Sofia cries out, "God! God! You—." She
sees a sheriff beyond the fringes of the crowd and cries out, "Help me! Help me!"
Drawing his gun as he marches forward purposefully, he strikes Sofia whh the butt of the
gun. She falls to the ground, unconscious, her dress blowing up-an apt visual
representation of her humiliation and helplessness, of the lack of respect with which
society regards her.
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The film conveys the darkness of the intervening years when the mayor takes
custody of Sofia (in the film she does not spend most of her sentence at the mayor's). A
guard escorts a silhouetted Sofia from the jail cell; the terrible sound of shackles
accompanies her movements, hindered by a limp.. Never raising her bowed head, she
hobbles to a table where the mayor is signing some papers. He lays down his pen and
says, "Well, let's see what we have here." Whh the words he adjusts the lamp on the
desk so that the light shines fiill into a much-changed Sofia's face: her hair is gray, one
eyelid no longer closes completely, and she wears the air of a defeated woman. The dark
shadows of the scene, the harsh Ught, the sad changes in Sofia-all combine to give the
impression that Sofia has spent those years in a darkness occasionally alleviated by an
even harsher light.
When Celie sees Sofia in town, their roles are reversed. Celie seems the strong
one; Sofia, the passive victim. Sofia limps badly. Entering the store where a
phonograph plays Christmas carols, Miss Millie reads a list to Sofia then hands h to her.
Sofia squints, trying to read h. Celie steps into the frame takes the list and quietly,
efficiently begins to fill h. Slow to react, Sofia looks after her, then looks down as a
small smile appears on her face. Miss MilUe rattles constantly to the storekeeper. When
they retum to the car, she decides she will drive Sofia home the next day, which is
Christmas. Answering a question from Miss MiIIie, Sofia says she has not seen her
children in "bout eight years." At no point does the mayor's wife show any awareness of
her own role in Sofia's suffering; she still regards herself as a great benefactress. Sofia
tums to look at Miss Celie and mouth the words "Thank you." Celie steps forward and,
in a brief gesture of friendship, points at Sofia then pushes her own chin up whh her
fingers—pantomiming encouragement.
When Sofia and Miss Millie pull up at Odessa's, Celie wahs with Sofia's children.
As in the novel Sofia's visit home proves difficult and awkward and is cut short by Miss
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MiIIie's selfish foolishness. But one moment stands out. As Sofia goes up the porch
steps, she reaches out for the post. Harpo standing silently with one hand resting on h,
slides his hand down to touch hers. Miss Sofia looks up at him, briefly pauses, and
clasps his hand, before continuing across the porch and into the house. Originally this
moment did not appear in the script. Oprah Winfrey recalls that Spielberg suggested that
they shoot the scene "one more time, except this time when I'm going up the steps I
should absent-mindedly let my hand bmsh against Harpo's, and then we should look for
a moment at one another before I walk on" (qtd. in Lyman A3). She adds, "I remember
thinking, yes, absolutely, that's exactly what I wanted to do. And I think h's my favorite
thing in the whole movie. It's all Steven, h's all his" (qtd. in Lyman A3). That simple
addition tells the viewer that these two stiU care for each other deeply and stands out
against the rather incoherent and ineffective efforts of the others to reassure Sofia that
she stUI has a place with them.
Sofia has just relaxed enough to start to remove her coat when she hears the noise
outside and looks out the window to see several men mnning beside and after the car,
offering advice to Miss Millie who is screaming hysterically—as if anyone would want to
be whhin sound of that high-phched, mindless voice, much less touch hs owner. Miss
Sofia and the others lose their smiles, knowing what this means. Miss Millie continues
grinding gears, driving forward and back, and finally killing the engine while the men try
to help her. She mshes out of the car and to a tree. Everyone comes out of the house
and stands on the porch watching as Miss MiUie scream for Sofia who slowly, painfully
moves forward. Miss Millie says stupid things like "Don't touch me"; "Don't you know
who I am? I'm the mayor's wife"; and "I've always been good to you peopIe"-a
blatantly mistaken assumption on her part as shown by her earíier disregard for the
children, her condescension toward Sofia, and her lack of real consideration for Sofia.
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Unconsciously, Miss MilUe echoes Sofia's earíier cry of "Don't touch me."
Although this time the danger is only the product of her hysterical imagination, her cry,
unlike Sofia's, is answered-and answered by the home whom she did not help. Miss
MiIIie, crying and talking hysterically, falls against Sofia as the others watch silently.
Sofia walks the other woman to the car. When she rejects the suggestion that Sofia's
brother-in-Iaw drive her home, Sofia's face reflects her desperate desire to avoid having
to leave as she says, "I'U ask my sister Odessa to squeeze in. That way I'U have more
time whh my children." Miss Millie's back and neck stiffens before she slowly raises her
angiy. pouting face to say in a hardened voice-from which all trace of tears or fear has
vanished: "I don't know her ehher." As in the novel, Miss MiIIie, the Great
Benefactress, cuts Sofia's reunion whh her family cmelly short.

Shug
A series of shots establishing a feeling of portent presage Shug's first appearance:
the empty mailbox; disturbed animals; the stormy sky. Again a quality of magic attaches
hself to her before she is seen. CeUe reads to the children as they dab mud on her
face.

Celie stands on the porch looking out; a donkey kicks for no apparent reason,

Celie walks out in the yard looking at the stormy sky. The children, mud on their faces
as well, watch. Lightning and thunder disturb the air. A small table on the porch falls,
the phcher on h breaking, spilling lemonade.
Oddly, after this build-up Shug first appears lying face down in the back of the
wagon whh her feet sticking out. Alice Walker finds this entrance a betrayal of Shug's
character, asserting that the singer "would never have been face down in the wagon like
a common dmnk. She would have been sick but queenly, for Celie to appreciate" (SamÊ
River Twice 220). The novelist sees this change as part of the censoring of the passion
between Celie and Shug (220-21). In voice-over Celie echoes, but does not exactly
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duplicate, the passage from the novel: "I can't move. I can't move. I need to see her
eyes. I feel like once I see her eyes then my feets can let go of the spot they stuck in."^^
Unfortunately, the words make little sense in the context of the film because Celie's
cmsh on the woman she has only seen in pictures has not been thoroughly established.
By having Celie appear with dried mud on her face, Spielberg has done his best to
justify Shug's cmel first words to CeUe: "You shore is ugly." Much of the scene where
an anxiously inept Mister stmggles to soothe and care for his fretful, irritable mistress
comes from the novel whh one notable exception: Shug's demand that he "get that thing
[a reference to Celie] to make me somethin' to eat." Rather than take this opportunity
to allow Celie to discover the human feeling in Mister, Spielberg and Meyjes go for a
humorous scene in which Mister, sure he can do anything better than his despised wife,
cooks for Shug. The scene allows the viewer to see Celie's amazement and amusement
at this Mister, this Albert, she really does not know. It even allows the viewer to see
something of her intelligence and ingenuity in her organization of the kitchen, specifically
the way she has the racks holding the pans suspended and out of the way. But other
than the fear of Mister's accidentally buming the house down, the scene also makes the
viewer wonder why anyone would fear him; he seems too much the buffoon to be
frightening.
After Shug's violent reaction to Mister's bumt breakfast (she throws the tray
across the hall and against the wall), Celie prepares a large scmmptious-looking
breakfast. She even places a small spray of purple flowers on the tray that she slowly
carries up the stairs. She heshates before stepping forward to set the tray on the floor,
push open the door, and slide the tray in Shug's room as the other woman's fretful voice
complains, "I told ya I don't want nothin'." Celie catches the door, easing h shut, and
mns to crouch in the comer. In voice-over she explains, "I just stand back and I wait to
see what the wall gonna look like. See what kinda colors Shug's gonna put on there
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now.'
floor,

When the door opens enough for Shug to slide the empty tray across the hall
Celie looks up whh a big satisfied, though close-mouthed, grin.
When Old Mister calls on his son to complain about Shug, two men meet on the

porch and circle each other like a couple of dogs. By shooting from a distance and whh
Old Mister in front of his son, Spielberg manages to make theh size more equal until, as
the two circle, the camera tracks in, and the viewer realizes that the older man is a head
shorter than the younger. Albert hunches over, acting almost cowed, and shs on the
porch swing. His father leans forward, placing a foot on the porch swing between
Albert's spread legs, dominating his son. Oddly, CeUe's quiet appearance and words of
courtesy ("Cool drink?" Take your hat?") rescue her husband from this silent stalemate.
The film adds to the dialogue about Shug Old Mister's comment that "her own
daddy won't even have nothin' to do whh her." In voice-over CeUe say, 'Tolks don't
like nobody bein' too proud or too free." This narrows the focus from Shug's alienation
from the community to her troubled relationship with her father—a disturbing shift in the
adaptation of Walker's womanist novel which will be discussed in a later section. As in
the novel, Celie sphs in Old Mister's water after hearing his cmel words about Shug.
Retuming to the porch, she keeps her eyes glued to the glass as Old Mister almost drinks
from the glass, not once but twice, then three times. She visibly holds herself back as she
watches, mesmerized. Finally, the old man pauses in his harangue and drinks the entire
glass as Celie has difficulty containing her amusement: he even burps when he finishes.
Quite pleased whh herself, Celie takes the glass, holds h up, and examines h in the light.
The first jook scene opens with Shug singing; in a series of shots various men
watch her and say things like "Gal, I drink yore bath water" and "You could catch a fish
without a hook, girl." Mister and Celie sit at a table: his face beams as he claps and
listens to Shug while Celie looks big-eyed and sad, almost like she wants to cry.
Cinematographer Allen Daviau explains that this was the first scene shot for the film. As
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he describes h, "We have this tiny, scared woman, who has barely been off her farm in
over a decade, yet there she is in . . a 'jook joint,' seeing a life she didn't know existed . .
. Here she was, almost hiding in this marvelous old hat. . . as all the action of the 'jook
joint' happens around her" (qtd. in Harrell 53). Daviau says, "there was a quality to"
(qtd. in Harrell 53) Goldberg in this scene: "This shot is where we first realized the
magic of Whoopi Goldberg's eyes . . . It was one of those wonderflil moments, when
you're working on a movie and you realize something special is really happening. You
feel that you've just seen a character live on screen and you really know where the movie
is going" (qtd. in HarreU 53-54). The scene is cmcial to the film in another way as well:
this will be the first time someone publicly recognizes Celie's worth.
Celie's discomfort increases when a spiteflil woman leans down toward her, saying
"Looks like Albert brought his maid." She then moves between the camera and Celie
saying, "Last time I saw a hat like that was at my mama's flineral." The blocking of
Celie from the camera and her quickly bowed head threaten to make her invisible in the
crowd. Looking around the room, Celie seems a bh shocked by an openly amorous
couple and looks away. Shug quietens the crowd so she can announce that the next
song "is called 'Miss Celie's Blues.'" Celie raises her head in dawning wonder. As the
cmel laughter of some of the patrons can be heard, Shug's voice continues, "cause she
scratched h out of my head when I was ailin'." Mister seems sober and uneasy at these
words; a group of women suddenly looks over at Celie.
As Shug begins to hum, people step aside clearing a path between her and Celie.
Celie begins to smile and raises her hand to hide her mouth. As she sings, Shug slowly
works her way to Celie's table and kneels after moving Mister's hat out of the way so
her arms can rest on the table.. Like Nettie she takes first one of Celie's hands and then
the other, pulling them down-only to have Celie again hide her smile. Shug gently pulls
both Celie's hands away at the same time, exposing Celie's close-mouthed smile. Celie's
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eyes shimmer with tears of joy for not only is the song named for her and sung for her,
but h claims a kinship between the two women:
Sister, You've Been on My Mind
Sister, We're Two of a Kind
So Sister, I'm Keepin' My Eyes on You
I Betcha Think I Don't Know Nothin'
But Singin' the Blues
Oh Sister, Have I Got News for You
I'm Somethin'
I Hope You Think That You're Somethin' Too
Scufflin' I Been Up That Lonesome Road
And I Seen a Lot of Suns Goin' Down
Oh, But Tmst Me
No Low Life's Gonna Run Me Around
So Let Me Tell You Somethin' Sister
Remember Your Name
No Twister, Gonna Steal Your Stuff Away
My Sister
Sho Ain't Got a Whole Lot of Time
So Shake your Shimmy,
Sister
'Cause Honey This Shug Is Feelin' Fine.
Shug stands to shimmy and wraps up the song, then leans forward to teasingly bmsh her
long red feather over Celie's face.
In the novel "Miss Celie's Song" is just another song about a woman missing her
man. But for the film, Quincy Jones, Rod Templeton and Lionel Richie wrote a song
whose appropriate lyrics delighted the novelist. She found the opening humming
"so—womanist. Whh its roots in the Afiican etemity before we came here, in the slave
coffle, in the white woman's kitchen, the white man's field, the church, the jook" (Same
River Twice 145). When she heard the lyrics, Walker recalls, they "caused me to just
stand there in my kitchen . . . and shake my head (hands on hips, of course) and say
'damn"' (Same River Twice 145). A song of sisterhood for a story of sisters of blood
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and of the heart, "Miss Celie's Blues" could not be more appropriate. And in the film h
inspires a rare act of defiance in Celie: she looks up at the woman who mocked her
earlier and sticks out her tongue before hiding her face again.

Smiles and Kisses
The kissing scene begins whh Shug sitting, listening to a phonograph and smoking
while urging Celie to "Come on, Miss Celie. I don't want to have to come in there after
you now." CeUe comes out of the closet in Shug's red sequined dress and matching
feathered hat, slip straps hanging down her arms, the long white ribbon, from the bow at
the back of the hat, hanging over her shoulder. Stiffly, she tries to vamp a bh. In
voice-over Shug says some of the same things she's heard about herself, emphasizing the
"sisterhood" estabUshed in the jook scene: "Lawd have mercy! Fireman ain't gonna get
h—call the law! You can light a fire whhout a match! You can catch a fish whhout a
hook! You can make a blind man see!" Celie, delighted but awkward and shy, smiles
hugely but keeps her lips closed. She raises her hand to cover her mouth as she moves.
She covers her smile again as Shug moves into the frame urging her, "Oh! Now do your
shimmy. Shake your shimmy, girl." Shug reaches out to catch the dress where h falls
around Celie's hips and uses h to shake the other woman's hips, as she continues,
"Come on. Yeah. Show me your stuff." Celie hides her smile whh her hands and
moves quickly off to a comer, stiU covering her smile and looking back at Shug.
Watching her, Shug says "Oh, Celie." Moving over to the other woman, she puts
her hands on Celie's arms, then moves behind and to Celie's left while saying, "Oh, Miss
Celie, why you always coverin' up your smile? Show me some teeth." Leaning over
with Celie to look in a vanity mirror, Shug urges, "Show me that pretty smile." For a
moment a medium two-shot shows the reflection of their side-by-side smiles, ahhough
Celie's is a small one. Then Celie closes her lips and straightens, hiding her smile whh
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her hands once again. Shug says, "Oh, girí. You need a smiling lesson." She moves in
front of Celie, catching her hands and dancing and chanting as she moves the timid
woman to the freestanding fiill-Iength oval mirror, then tums Celie around to face the
mirror. Amused, Celie hides her smile and the two stand there-Shug smiling, Celie
laughing quietly as Shug drags the other woman's hands down four times before they
stay down and Celie burst out in a loud, unrestrained laugh. This time Shug raises her
hand to cover her own mouth as she moves back-not to hide her smile but to try to
contain the emotion of the moment. Smiling luminously, lovingly, Shug says softly,
"You see, Miss Celie, you gots a beautifijl smile."
The scene makes an interesting substitution for the novel's mirror scene in which
Shug has Celie look at her vagina, an important step in her acceptance of her self and her
body. In 1993 Spielberg would admit that "I was afraid of [the scene]. I didn't know
how to direct actors to do that" (qtd. in Shah El). At the time of the film's release, the
director comments that "one of the major things that she [Celie] had to escape from is
her fear of her own body (qtd in Rhetts C5). The very prominence of the mirrors in the
scene helps the reader/viewer to connect "looking at her vagina" scene of the novel and
the "not covering up her smile and letting her teeth show" scene of the film. The smile
proves surprisingly effective. For the viewer, after watching Celie hide her smile and try
to hold h back, seeing that big grin is like seeing the sun burst forth. For the first time
since that first scene whh Nettie, she allows her joy free expression. The viewer, like
Shug, can not help being deeply moved even as s/he smiles with Celie.
The scene continues with Shug's announcement that she leaving, whh Celie's
admission that Mister beats her and whh the discussion about orgasm. When Shug,
realizing Celie has never experienced an orgasm, calls her friend a virgin, Celie replies,
"Yes, because don't nobody love me." Shug's assurance that "I love you" meets
unexpected resistance; Celie protests, "You think I'm ugly." When Shug denies this.
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Celie, mocking Shug's eariier attitude, repeats the first words addressed to her by the
other woman: "You ugly. You sure is ugly. . . Mmm-mm . . . You still ugly."
Laughing, looking away as she recognizes herself, Shug says, "Aw, Miss Celie, that was
just the sah in Sugar-me being jealous of you and Albert." Growing serious again, she
adds, "I think you're beautifiil." When Celie gazes at her then lowers her eyes, Shug
leans forward to kiss her on the cheek. Celie looks at her, then looks down again but her
lips are beginning to tum up. She looks up again as Shug leans forward to kiss her on
the forehead. Coyly looking to the side, Celie tums the other cheek. A smiling Shug
leans forward to kiss it, then kisses Celie's forehead again. Pulling back, Shug watches
Celie who nervously looks up and away.
Then Shug reaches out to cup Celie's chin in her hand and bends forward for a
quick, light kiss. Celie pulls away, looking down. Grinning, she raises her hands to
cover her mouth, her eyes alight with pleasure. As she looks at Shug, Celie slowly
lowers her hands. The singer, looking serious, follows Celie's hands whh her eyes, then
glows and smiles at Celie. For the first time Celie flashes a big, generous, free, happy
grin with teeth showing. Moved, Shug smiles back. Celie looks down then leans
forward and kisses Shug quickly before grinning again and looking down. Closing her
lips over her teeth but siU grinning, Celie looks at Shug who leans forward, her hand
gently cupping Celie's face to kiss her again. The camera foUows her hand as she moves
h to CeUe's shoulder, follows the line of her to where Celie's hand rests on Shug's leg,
follows Celie's hand as h rises to Shug's shoulder, then moves up and right to tinkling
chimes.
This scene, so very different from the more explich scene in the novel, generated
some criticism. While some, like Sara Halprin, simply accuse Spielberg of "skirting the
issue of sexuality between women" (28), others, like Francis Shor, see h as part of a
larger trend in the director's work which indicates that, at least in his films, "earthy
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sexuality is off-Iimits" (123). Screenwriter Menno Meyjes asserts that "Steven
[Spielberg] and I were of one mind about this scene. It marked the first time Celie was
ever loved. The foremost experience was of love, not sex. Anything more graphic
would have been distracting" (qtd. in Silverman 18). The director makes very similar
remarks himself in a BBC documentary (Osman) and claims that "anything more than
that [the kiss] and the emphasis of the film would have shifted—there would have been
just too much on that one taboo" (qtd. in G. Perry 32); he even ches as evidence the
fliror over the scene in Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom where a man's heart is
puUed from his chest (King A3). He explains, "It was an artistic decision . . . No one had
ever loved Celie other than God and her sister. And here Celie is being introduced to the
human race by a person fijll of love. I didn't think a fuU-out love scene would say it any
better" (qtd. in Glenn CoIIins 23). Coleman Freeman, an assistant professor of drama at
the University of Oklahoma, agrees, using very similar terms and adding, "It's not a
movie about a homosexual relationship, [sic] it's a movie about the triumph of the
human spirit" (qtd. in Tower F5). Jim Debrosse praises the scene for hs "subtle
poignancy" (GIO) while BUI Morrison calls h "the most emotionally satisfying thing
Spielberg has ever done" (G9). Morrison adds, "Miss Walker weaves her lesbian theme
throughout the latter half of her novel. Spielberg says h all with great sensitivity and
care in a matter of moments. This is the sequence for which he deserves remembrance
. . ." (G9). Finally, one must admit that the love and CeUe's newfound comfort with her
body are the important issues in this and the mirror scenes. While the messages about
the body and about love may be too subtle for some, they are interwoven here if the
viewer watches closely.
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Shug's Departure
When Shug prepares to leave, Celie mshes around gathering things together as in
voice-over she says she's going to Memphis whh Shug because "This my only chance to
break from Mister jail [sic]." The camera stays on her as she quickly circles the room so
that the room seems to spin until suddenly Mister can be seen in a doorway. The camera
stops as he steps through the door and says, "What you doin'?" The movement of the
camera reflects her dizzying exchement and the effect Mister's appearance has on her.
Celie freezes. fear in her face. An over the shoulder shot shows Mister's back as his
darkened figure looms ominously over Celie. Frightened, she manages to say, "Nothin'."
He answers, "Don't look like nothin' to me." A close-up from a slightly lower angle
shows Mister's stern face as his eyes look at the evidence of Celie's activhies. In
voice-over Shug can be heard calling from another room, "Albert, I need you to sit on
my suitcase. [pause] Albert." Mister steps back, his eyes stUl on Celie. A close-up
shows her fiightened expression.
Oddly, Spielberg chooses to retum Celie to her previous lonely, despised state. In
a long shot Shug and Mister walk down the road, each carrying a suhcase, each with one
arm around the other. Behind them and several feet back, walks Celie whh two
suitcases, a hat bag and a small cloth bag. A car drives by, honking hs hom. A shot
from behind the three shows them walking toward an automobile parked at a three-way
intersection with various band members standing around, wahing for Shug. She greets
them warmly. Alone, Celie approaches the group still carrying her load, looking on,
ignored—an outsider and servant once again.
Mister helps Shug into the car and steps back. Before Shug can close the door,
Celie steps up and stops her but says nothing. Shug asks, "There somethin' you got to
say, Miss Celie?" She pauses as Celie gazes up unable to voice her hope or her fear;
then Mister moves around to the other side of the door, pulling Celie's wide, frightened
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eyes to him before she retums them to Shug. Shug asks, "What's the matter? Cat got
your tongue? Don't be scared. Say it girí." Celie's face dissolves into pain; slowly she
begins to close the door as she softly says, "I'se gonna miss ya." She hangs her head.
Shug laughs, either ignoring or totally obUvious to Celie's pain, and says, "I'se gonna
miss you, too, Miss Celie." Mister laughs nervously, saying, "Yeah, yeah. I'm gonna
miss you, too, baby." He gives Celie an evil look which bodes ill for her. Shug laughs
and says to the others in the car, "Well, come on, let's go." The driver starts the car and
they move off. Mister calls after them, "Hey, Shug! Shug, write! You're goin' to
Chicago, Shug." Celie stands alone, deserted, lost again. Then she collapses onto the
road in a faint.
FoIIowing the kissing scene so closely, this one, in many ways, seems to destroy
the messages the former carried. Shug's total lack of sensitivity to CeUe's feelings
shocks the viewer after that earlier scene: she treats Celie as a lackey, walking ahead
whh Albert while Celie walks several feet behind, carrying the majority of the baggage.
She ignores or—worse—really does not see Celie's pain. And one wonders how Shug
could show such love for Celie in one scene and show such caUous disregard a short time
later. And how can she be so loving whh Albert after leaming that he beats Celie? As
far as the viewer knows, she has said nothing to him about the beatings. Celie's actions,
too, seem inconsistent. Why has she not talked to Shug about her desire to leave?
Albert's shouted, "Shug, write!" reminds the viewer of Celie's similar words to Nettie.
Ironically, of course, Mister, who is so eager to hear from Shug, has been spheful and
vicious enough to deny similar solace to the long separated sisters.

Shug's Retum
Spielberg takes advantage of Shug's retum to show a unity between Celie and
Mister that has not appeared earíier. Earíy in the scene both husband and wife are so
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overjoyed at Shug's arrival that they seem unaware of anything else: Mister forgets his
usual irritable manner whh Celie, and she forgets her fear. Mister lies in bed as an
automobile hom is heard. Mister tums his head, saying "Shug." The camera tracks
enough to show Celie, her back to Mister, eyes still closed, smiling and saying "Sugar."
Mister says, "Hot diggity dog" and roughly climbs across Celie to shout out the window,
"I'm coming Shug-Sugar, Baby!" Celie steps to the window and hoUers, "Hey, Shug!"
The off-camera horn signals a car pulling up are heard. Mister grabs up a robe and
stmggles into it while behind him Celie reaches for her own pretty peach-colored robed
which matches her gown. The two get in each other's way, turning in a circle around
each other before Mister mshes out and down the stairs, laughing and calling, "Hey,
Shug! Shug!" He passes from sight; the sound of the front door opening is heard. Shug
says "Albert" in an odd voice as Celie mns down the stairs and through the open door,
saying "Hey Sh—" and stops.
On the porch Mister stands frozen, left of frame. Shug leans against a yellow
convertible, a man standing beside her. . Grady moves forward, arms outspread:
"Ooo-hhh, Miss Celie! I've heard so much about you. Feels like we're old friends." He
grasps her arms and tums, moving her to the other side of the frame (left) and kissing her
on each cheek. In the background a silent Shug watches Mister. Celie raises her right
hand to wipe the kiss from her right cheek and moves to stand next to Mister as Grady
laughs, fanning himself whh his hat, and goes down the steps to stand next to Shug.
Shug smiles and lays her hand on his shoulder, looking at him and back toward Albert
and Celie: "This Grady. This my husband." Mister and Celie exchange unhappy looks.
Shug continues to talk her words having no visible effect on their stunned unhappiness.
When she asks how they are, Celie says, "We're fine. Got colds though." She nudges
Mister, and they each being to sniff.
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Celie actually moves toward Mister-in part to escape Grady's attention but also
because their stunned disappointment unites them. Interestingly, Celie proves the
stronger of the two, recovering enough to offer a face-saving excuse for both herself and
Mister. Although her appearance on the porch in the earíier scene whh Old Mister has
the effect of aiding Mister, that result seems inadvertent. Here she clearly makes a
choice to aid her husband as well as herself While the circumstances are not those of
the novel (in which Celie feels a unity whh Mister against first his father, then his
brother) the effect is very close-and in both instances love for Shug brings the couple
closer than they have ever been.
Shug's arrival also leads to Nettie's retum in Celie's life. When the singer finds a
letter to Celie, she leads her puzzled hostess upstairs and to the guest bedroom, shs on
the bed and wahs for Celie to do the same. Shug hands her a letter addressed to Miss
Celie Johnson—a letter whh many stamps on h. A sequence of close-ups focuses on the
letter and the actors' hands: Celie tums it over to reveal Nettie's retum address at the
A.M.E. Mission in Africa; the letter falls from her hands; her hands faU to her lap; Shug
picks up the envelope and opens it, taking out the letter and unfolding h; as she does so,
a dried flower drops out; Shug puts the letter in Celie's hands; Celie picks up the flower
and holds it near the letter in her other hand, looking at it for a moment. Then she raises
it to her nose, inhaling deeply. Shug silently looks on. Celie looks at Shug and back to
the letter. As the two women read the letter, sunlight streams through a window behind
them.^^ Writing about this scene, Sara Halprin points to the last shot-a wide angle shot
of the two friends: "Celie's pose is one seen in many photographs of working-class
women. She shs with her legs wide, feet planted on the floor, back straight-she offers
an image of strength and utility. Shug, sitting next to Celie, wearing a close-fitting dress,
has her knees together, legs to one side, in a pose associated whh 'femininity,' 'allure,'
'poise.' Each woman is represented by the trahs which have been survival tools for her"
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(28). Through their friendship two very different sides of "woman" are united and will
prove stronger than ehher alone.

Africa and Georgia
Searching for the Letters
The scene in which the two women search for the remainder of the letters
illustrates their determination but lacks logic. Celie, who makes and changes the beds,
who keeps the house clean and straight, who launders and puts away Mister's clothing,
would have already found any letters stashed in drawers or under mattresses—so why
search them? In the novel CeUe immediately realizes that Mister must keep the letters in
his locked tmnk.
Yet two of the additions to this scene offer visual and aural demonstrations of
Celie's growth. During the search Celie turns around after throwing papers from a chest
of drawers and is startled by Mister's suh coat and hat on a dressmaker's dummy. she
scoops up some papers (not all of them) and puts them back in the drawer. Then she
tums and looks at the suit, shoves the drawer shut, and slowly moves toward the
dummy. Quhe deliberately, she pushes h, knocking h down—a first sign of defiance
against Mister. When the women do find a metal box hidden under some floor boards,
Shug opens it to reveal some paper money under which an envelope with those strange
stamps sticks out. Celie gingerly pulls h out, revealing her own name on the front.
Pushing the money aside she picks up a few letters, then another few; she begins to go
through one after the other softly whispering, "Celie. CeUe. Celie. Celie." Grinning,
clutching the letters to her and shting back against the wall, she says, "Oh, child, there's
so many of 'em. What we gonna do?" She holds them out to look at them again. Not
only does the repethion of her name comes across as an afifirmation of self, but each
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letter represents the continued love of her sister, justifying her joy and wonder at the
number of the them.

Reading the Letters
The montage sequence adeptly reflects the intensity which Celie brings to her
reading of the letters. It begins with Celie walking out on the porch, the sun behind her,
looking all around as she clutches a book to her. She shs down in the swing and begins
to read the letter she holds inside the book both on screen and in voice-over. Nettie's
voice joins hers; then Celie's fades as she looks up. A shot shows the sun; the camera
cranes down as giraffes mn across the landscape. Nettie follows, dancing in silhouette
against the sun. Celie looks up smiling, her face Ut by the sun. Another shot of the sun
shows Mister and a young boy stepping into view, silhouetted against h. Mister says,
"CeUe! Bring me a cool drink." CeUe's shadow on the waU moves to the door, her hand
enters the frame as she reaches for the door and only her back is seen as she enters the
house. Although Celie is again seen in shadow, this time she moves into view—if only in
part—and makes her presence feh with the violence with which she slams the door behind
her, hard enough for it to bounce back and bang closed again. Then the sound of a pot
falling is heard—as if in her anger she has knocked one off hs hook. Unlike that first Uttle
gesture of defiance when she pushed the dressmaker's dummy down, this time Celie
allows her anger to show before Mister himself
The most telling use of edhing occurs in the shifts from Celie's world to the world
she sees in Nettie's letters. The clever blending of the two emphasizes the power of
these images to Celie, how thoroughly she loses herself in her sister's letters. A second
shift to Africa occurs when the mstling of leaves causes Celie, sitting on a riverbank, to
look up from the letter in her hand. A shot which seems to be point of view shows tall
grasses as the sound of a large, approaching body is heard, the grasses part as an
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elephant moves into frame. As Celie sits and read while surrounded by pots and pans
catching the rain dripping through the roof, the sound of rain dripping into the pots and
pans becomes the sound of African instmments. Shting in church reading a letter tucked
inside her Bible, Celie looks up. A buUdozer crashes through the wall of a church. The
camera tracks back, revealing the cross-shaped hole in the front door through which the
camera has viewed the destmction. Corrine and Samuel stand by the door. Nettie mns
in front, peering behind the camera, which has the effect of her looking across the miles
and years toward Celie.

Crisis

Celie grins from ear to ear after Nettie's voice-over explains that she and Samuel
and the children plan to come home when they get things straightened out with
immigration. Nettie's voice fades and echoes as she says, "Just pray for us, Celie, and
watch for me in the sunset.'

Celie looks up from her book, peering over her glasses.

A long shot shows Mister drawing back his arm and hitting her, sending book, letter, and
glasses flying. In close-up the book, letter, and glasses settle in the grass where they
have fallen. Celie, her nose bloodied, tums back to face front, eyes staring and fixed as
Mister demands to know "What's gotten into you? I'm calUn' you for an hour." Mister
crosses behind her, walking to the porch and saying, "Now, get my shave [sic] and don't
keep me waitin'."
Children march beside the river, chanting, "Left. Right. Left. Right." As they
pass Shug sitting on a blanket by the river, she asks, "Where's Celie?" One of the kids
answers, "Home fixin' to shave Mister." The children pass between the camera and
Shug. The camera tihs down from Shug's face to her hands as she paints her nails red.
Her quick, sure movements gradually slow and stop. On the porch Celie stands behind
Mister's chair. Mister enters from the left of the frame, shaving towel in hand and sits in
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the chair as Celie swishes the razor in the basin and then slowly walks around him, eyes
fixed on him. As she moves toward the camera in a medium shot, she looks straight up:
significantly, her head is not bowed. In voice-over, Mister says, "What's the matter whh
you? You got a fever?" Her face set in a new grimness, she moves more purposefully
as, in voice-over, Mister continues, "I didn't come out here for you to take all day to
shave me." The camera tracks back as she moves forward, a movement reflecting her
new resolution, her gathering strength, and her anger. Mister continues his harangue,
"Now get the molasses out yer ass." Celie approaches the razor strop and begins to
strop the razor as the sound of African instmments begins.
A shot shows the instmments before the camera tracks back to show the
musicians. The villagers—including the slower moving, heshant Samuel, Nettie and
Celie's chUdren—converge on one spot as the music picks up the tempo. In Georgia
Shug mns through the trees as the music continues. In a close-up Mister leans back,
eyes closed, face lathered, flies buzzing around, saying "Seems like the longer I'm
married to you, the slower you get, the dumber you get. . ." Another close-up of the
blade being stropped as Mister continues talking. In Afiica a boy and a girl are led to the
center of the circle of villagers. They kneel. The girl looks back at another child who
mns her hand over her cheeks, indicating the place where the scars vÁW be placed; she
then faces front again, eyes wide, face apprehensive. The boy looks at the circle then
tums his head to look at the instmments laying ready near the fire behind him. A
close-up shows Shug's feet mnning through the grass. A higher angle shot reveals her
anxious face as she mns. In a long shot Mister in his chair on the porch yells, "Celie,
ain't that razor-" In close-up CeUe's hand slows, pauses, while he finishes,
"-sharpened yet? Get on out here and do me. Right now. Get on out here." As the
camera pans left along Celie's arm and up to show her face, she raises her eyes. A stone
cold anger can be seen in them. She barely manages to utter softly, "AII right."
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The camera tracks in on the Aírican cutting instmments as a hand picks one up.
The children tum their heads to look. The person moves in front of the children. Nettie
and Olivia stand in the crowd, Olivia covering her face. Nettie turns to look back and up
at Samuel who stands behind her. He places his hands on her shoulders while Nettie
stands with her hands on Olivia's shoulders. In a high angle shot Shug mns, gasping
"No" with urgency. A point of view shot through the tall grasses and weeds shows the
house as she mns. In a shot from behind Shug, she mns down the side of the road,
stumbling, catching herself whh her hands on the ground, never stopping though
scrambling to keep from falling.
In a slightly lower angle shot a grim Celie approaches Mister; in a similar shot the
Aírican man approaches the children. Shug mns along the fence; another point of view
shot of the house follows. In the background Shug mns by the fence, as Celie steps into
the frame and quietly, grimly, firmly, commands, "Put your head back." As if in
response, the Aírican children put their heads back. In close-up Mister shs with lathered
face, eyes closed, head back. The camera tracks in and tilts down for a close-up of his
throat.
Shug, exhausted, slows on the stone lined path from the house to the steps. A low
angle medium close-up shot shows Celie's grim face, a slightly low angle medium
close-up shows the African man. The children's faces are seen; as the man, standing
behind them now, slides his hand around and under the boy's chin, the camera tracks in.
He brings the sharp point near the boy's face. An extreme close-up shows Mister's neck
and chin as he says, "cut my neck " and continues to utter some indecipherable threat
which is drowned by the volume of the music. The razor nears his throat.
The African musicians appear again. In close-up the instmment touches the boy's
flinching face. Some of the villagers sing and/or dance. Olivia now completely covers
her face with her hands, and Nettie tums her face away. A man flinches as he looks
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down. In close-up a large drop of blood is seen on the boy's face as the sharp point
slides up his cheek.
The driving rhythm of the Afiican instmments abmptly stops as a close-up shows
Mister's face: his eyes suddenly open and remain fixed for a moment. The camera
tracks back. He raises his head, tuming slightly to look behind him. Mister looks up at
Celie who stands behind him, her hands held up and out by Shug, pressed close up
behind her, breathing hard. Breathless, Shug says, "Th-that razor looks dull to me, Miss
Celie"; meanwhile Mister warily rises from his chair and steps back, his hand touching
his throat, quietly saying, "Damn women!" From a medium shot of Celie and Shug; the
camera tracks closer as Shug still puffs after her mn; Celie's grim, fixed stare never
leaves Mister.

Evaluating the Letters Sequence
This long sequence of cross-cutting between the world Celie discovers in the
letters and the world in which she physicaUy exists can not help but gamer attention.
Critic Joan Bunke simply calls the sequence a "thing of beauty" (E14). Assistant
professor of drama Coleman Freeman and critics Richard Coriiss and Michael Janusonis
also express their admiration for this segment of the film (ched in Tower F4; "Three
Faces" 78; "Purple" A6, respectively). Sara Halprin suggests that this "brilliantly
rendered" sequence might "well become a set piece for classes studying film edhing" (1).
Armond White believes that "no scene in Schindler's List is as great as the letters
sequence of The Color Purple . . . One startling cut from Celie in Georgia, looking
behind her, to a shot of an elephant coming through the trees in Africa, conveys her
engrossed, transported interest" (53-54). He also admires the sequence for
"metaphorically connecting Celie, an uprooted descendant of slaves, whh a newly
revealed heritage—a fresh and by no means common Hollywood endeavor" (54).
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Furthermore, he calls this sequence "a genuine act of deconstmction . . . an auteur's
demonstration of rare heroism. It showed how the dissemination of
history-whnessing-involves practices of imaginative rendering as well as historical
recall" (54). Any sequence this stunning calls attention to itself and demands that h be
taken seriously.
But, of course, dissenters appear. Critics David Connelly and Donald LaBadie
both find the letters sequence jarring: LaBadie suggests that the African shots
"sometimes look as if they had been done for another movie ("Magic" A8) and David
Connelly suggest that they "look like a variation on 'Raiders of the Lost Ark' [sic] or the
Aírican adventure movies of yore" (F12). Critic Patrick Taggert complains that the
sequence is "pointless" throughout and that the cross-cutting between the scarification
ceremony and Celie's temptation to murder is "gimmicky" as well (Gl). The latter
sequence arouses more serious complaints. Ada Gay Griffin expresses contempt for the
suggestion that "murder and African rites of passage into aduhhood have anything in
common" (5). Critic Michael H. Sehz takes a similar stand, finding "no meaningful
parallel" to justify the juxtapositions of the two scenes (40). Judhh Barrington finds the
early images of Africa stereotypical and points to the later scenes as an example of
typical Westem condescension toward something judged to be "primitive" by Westem
cuhure (E4). Ed Guerrero accuses the filmmakers of depicting "serious African
religious/cultural practices . . . as 'savage' or 'primhive'" (57); furthermore, he believes
the sequence ridicules "Aírican standards of beauty" (57). Stronger accusation come
from the pen of Manthia Diawara who sees this sequence as implying that "Africa is the
source of [the black man's] essential evil and cmelty" (75). The last part of the
cross-cutting, he suggests, "might be read as suggesting that sexism is fundamental to
black male and female relationships and that h's locus is Airica" (75). An opposite
opinion is Dave Kehr's suggestion that the young boy's "voluntarily submitting to a
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face-scarring ceremony" indicates that "in Africa, the tme paradise, men voluntarily
sacrifice their power; there is no snake in íhat garden" (53). Because the sequence is so
powerfiil, viewers read a great deal of meaning into h and sometimes do not like what
they find.
But these statements over look one very important factor: these scenes represent
the Africa Celie imagines as she reads Nettie's letters. Menno Meyjes explains that he
and Spielberg "fihered everything through Celie's domain" (qtd. in Silverman 18). An
observant viewer finds a clue to this in the fact that Nettie does not age in these African
scenes. In fact Akosua Busia speaks of this decision, explaining that "We see Nettie
dressed the same throughout (even in later scenes set in Aírica) because that's the way
Celie remembers her" (qtd. in Blank C9). Celie pictures an Aírica she has never seen
except through her sister's words. The parallel cutting between the scarification
ceremony and her shaving Mister reflects her perceptions of the two events. The shaving
has been estabUshed as a ritual in an earUer scene—one of many ways in which Celie
serves Mister (and one of many things that remind the viewer that he is in many ways
also "Master"); so naturally she might think of another ritual about which she has been
reading, one that involves sharp instmments and cutting. And while the scarification
may indicate a rite of passage to the Olinka tribe, to Celie h must seem somewhat
frightening, even threatening. Nor is h surprising that she, who has always been so
powerless, should see the children in this ceremony as similarly powerless to resist the
demands of their society. Is h so unlikely that in her mind this new anger represents a
rite of passage as well, a movement from victimization to autonomy.

The Dinner Scene
As the dinner scene begins, CeUe looks down, takes a deep breath then looks up.
An over-the-shoulder shot shows the direction of her gaze: Shug meets Celie's eyes-a
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look fiill of meaning. Celie glances to Shug's left (where Albert sits) then retums her
eyes to Shug before lowering them again-but there is nothing submissive in the way she
looks down in this scene. Instead her posture, her attitude, indicates that she is firmly
holding on to her emotions. When Mister hears that Celie is leaving, he tums to her and
demands to know "Now, what' wrong whh you?" Whhout looking up Celie says, "You
a low down dirty dog, that's what's wrong." The calm, quiet, measured way in which
she speaks increases the impact of her words as does the way in which the scene is shot.
Critic Patrick Taggert says of the shot in which Celie utters these first words of rebellion:
the way Spielberg films h, from a distance, the line has such a stunning impact that
you first think you haven't heard it right" (F14). On screen, too, the effect is shocking.
Between the word "dog" and the end of her statement, the others in the room fall silent
and tum in surprised disbelief to gaze on Celie, who still shs with head bowed.
Much of Celie's dialogue in this scene comes from the novel. She continues to
look down or to avoid looking directly Mister, but somehow she no longer seems afraid
of him. Instead her atthude continues to suggest someone trying to rein in explosive
emotions. Old Mister (who is not present during the scene in the novel) protests that
"You can't talk to my boy that way." This allows Celie to point to the old man's
culpability in his son's behavior: "Seem like if he hadn't been your boy he might've
made somebody a halfway decent man." All through the scene Shug smiles and glows;
she nods approvingly as Celie for the first time gives voice to the feelings she has
repressed for so long. But Celie's self-liberation is intermpted.
When Sofia, who has been withdrawn and quiet except for an incessant moumful
rocking, begins to laugh, h sounds very much like sobbing. In the film she makes a
tearflil speech which makes explich the sisterhood she now shares whh Celie and her
grathude to the other woman for her kindness. Turning her eyes to Celie, speaking in a
soft voice, she says, "I know what h like, Miss Celie. Wanta go somewhere and cain't."
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An over-the-shoulder shot shows Miss Celie whh her head up know, watching Sofia, her
face reflecting the pain the two women share, as Sofia continues, "I know what it like to
wanta sing-" Celie nods as Sofia continues: "have it beat out ya." She takes a deep
breath and says, "I wanta thank you, Miss Celie-" A medium shot shows a rocking,
crying Sofia as she continues, "for everything you done for me. I remember that day. I
was in the store whh Miss Millie. I'se feelin' real down. I'se feelin' mighty bad." A sob
escapes her. "And when I seed you, I knowed they is a God. I knowed they is a God.
And one day I was gonna get to come home.""*^ A shot from CeUe's left shows her
profile. Her face strong, a near-smile on her face, she looks at Sofia with a new
understanding.
After Mister, in a desperate effort to retain control over Celie and over the
situation, says she will not get a penny from him, Celie's reply, familiar to readers, is
delivered in unforgettable style as the quiet woman gives vent to her anger. An overhead
shot of the table shows Celie standing and slamming her fists against the table as she
tums to him and yells for the first time: "Did I ever ask you for anything? Did I
[slamming her right fist on the table with each word] ever ask you [the slamming stops]
for anything. I never [cutting her arm down through the air emphatically] asked you for
nothin', not even [stabbing her finger out in his direction] your sorry ass hand—." A shot
shows Grady, mouth rounded, eyes watching in seemingly amused astonishment, then
tuming amused eyes in Misters direction as Celie continues: "—in marriage! I never [the
sound of her striking the table] asked you for nothin'!" In a medium shot Mister, an
uneasy smile on his face, shifts his eyes before lowering them. He obviously does not
know what to react to this outburst. 48
Again Sofia's laughter intermpts-again-this time sounding like real laughter. A
head and shoulder shot shows Sofia happily scraping food into her plate as she says, "Ole
Sofia home now-Sofia home. Things gonna be changing around here, too." Had Celie
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and Mister's confrontation been finished, this little humorous moment might have fit in
better. Instead, it merely seems to intermpt-as does Squeak's stepping into the
limelight at this point. She announces that she, too, is leaving with Shug, but her role
has been so diminished that the announcement lacks impact. In addition there is no
indication of a new understanding and respect between her and Sofia as there is in the
novel. There seems no justification for allowing Sofia and Squeak to dissipate the
impact of what is essentially Celie's declaration of independence.
Having seated herself again Celie quietly allows Mister's taunts to wash over her
whh no effect. When he finishes, she lifts her head and tums to look him in the eyes,
quietly asking, "Any more letters come?" Mister leans across the table toward her, a
cmel light in his eyes, his voice hard, as he says, "Could be. Could be not. Whose to
say?" Celie leans forward and grasps the handle of a knife sticking out of (presumably)
the meat dish on the table. The camera tracks left as Squeak , in the background, inhales
sharply in fear, her eyes glued to the knife. A shot shows Shug reaching in CeUe's
direction as she exclaims, "Celie!" A high angle shot shows the table and the group as
Shug exclaims "No!" Harpo and Squeak scramble away from the table as Celie moves
toward Mister, stabbing the knife down into the table in front of him. She says, "I curse
you." She puUs the knife out and holds the point against Mister's throat as he pulls back
as far as he can in his chair. Celie continues to speak the curses from the novel, her face
grim and determined.
Sofia's shaken voice pleads: "Don't do h, Miss Celie." Rocking and injured, she
urges, "Don't trade places with what I been through." Again the sisterhood of Sofia and
Celie is seen. As Shug urges Celie to leave, Sofia continues to rock, eamestly shaking
her head and saying: "He ain't worth h." Celie slowly straightens and lowers the knife
as Sofia is heard repeating, "He ain't worth h."; her voice breaks at the end. Celie's eyes
never leave Mister, and her movements are stiff as Shug slowly pulls her to the left.
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In the novel Celie stabs Mister's hand with a case knife when he tries to slap her; a
case knife (a dinner knife) would hurt but probably not cut. But the scene in the film is
much more threatening. The physical threat reinforces the mystical one of Celie's curse.
In addition, this sequence conveys a sense of community as both Sofia and Shug, each in
her own way, not only supports Celie but tries to help her avoid a mistake that would
destroy her life as well as Mister's.
Mister mshes out the door after Celie, his angry words bringing down more curses
on his head. When he threatens to strike Celie she tums, her hand out, the first two
fingers and her thumb spread, looking like a conjure woman. Because she was climbing
into the mmble seat she is above him. Mister stops; his uneasy eyes on her hand. Celie
utters the words, "Everything you done to me already done to you." His hand drops to
his side, his eyes remaining on her hand as h falls, then retuming to her face, uncertainty
in them.
As the car puUs away, Celie triumphantly re-affirms her identity, her being: "I'm
poor—black. I may even be ugly. But dear God, I'm here, I'm here." Mister crosses the
yard, yelling, "Hey! You'II be back" He laughs and calls again, "Hey! Hey! What you
gonna do? Hey! Hey! You'II be back." He steps out on the road and stands in the
middle of h, looking after the car. The car drives away in a cloud of dust. Celie, in the
mmble seat, raises her right hand over her head and leaves h there. Mister—alone,
abandoned—watches the car go. Celie's hand remains raised as the vehicle goes over the
hill, leaving only a cloud of dust in hs wake.
Her hand is like a benediction, a call for blessings on the new life she begins.
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Shug and Her Father
Estrangement
The filmmakers' decision to add the preacher father for Shug lends poignancy to
the bath scene. A bossy and obnoxious Shug lies in a sheet lined tub whh a bottle of gin
in one hand and a cigarette in the other while Celie waits on her. After asking if Celie
has kids and where they are, the singer says her own kids are "with my ma and pa. I've
never know a child to come out right unless they's a man around. Children-gots to have
a pa." The most striking addition to this scene occurs when Shug suddenly leans
forward to ask, "Your Pa love you?" Of course Celie has never been tmly loved by her
"Pa." Not knowing what lies behind Celie's watchful silence, Shug goes on to add, "My
pa love me. My pa stUI love me. 'Cept he don't know h." She dissolves into tears: "He
don't know h." CeUe shakes her head in concem, opens her mouth as if to say
something, then rises, picks up a bmsh and kneels, heshantly and gently beginning to
bmsh the upset woman's hair, humming quietly. Shug begins to hum whh her. Even
though their histories vary greatly, their pain which is rooted in their relationships with
their fathers brings them together. The viewer's knowledge of Pa's treatment of Celie
makes the fallacy of Shug's "words of wisdom" clear and saves this scene from
completely endorsing tradhional patriarchal family stmcture.
After the kissing scene, Celie (in voice-over) wonders why Shug is sometimes so
sad. J. Hoberman points to the decision to make "Shug a preacher's daughter" and have
"her dad's church next door to Harpo's jook joint" as a "burst of latent patriarchalism"
(76). Certainly, h changes the character of Shug tremendously, makes her much less free
than in the novel. As Sara Halprin points out, "The film shows Shug Avery's entire
character as motivated by her problematic relationship whh her father" (28). It is the
source of her sorrow in the film.
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When Shug vishs the church to talk to her father, the preacher is sweeping and
singing, "God-is trying-to tell ya something'." He reaches the center aisle and stops
singing as he notices Shug, silhouetted in the doorway. In a soft uncertain voice, she
says "Hello" while he tries to see who she is. She steps out of the shadowed doorway
into the light and asks, "How ya been?" He tums between two pews and resumes
sweeping. Shug slowly walks closer, pausing occasionally. She says, "I been sick,
maybe you heard, but I feels better now. Been stayin' with Albert and Celie. They been
takin' care of me." Not answering, the preacher shs in a pew, his back to her. Shug
stops for a moment. Finally, she says, "Place bring [sic] back memories. I used to stand
right over there, watchin' you." She takes a step forward and continues, "Best preacher
in the world! The way you make your voice rise and fall when you tum a phrase." A
medium shot shows Shug as she says, "The way you looked in your blue suh, and the
girls cuttin' they eyes at you. Oh, it was something' to see." A point of view shot
shows the preacher's stiff back as Shug's voice continues, "And you'd smile at us and
say, [mimicking his voice and manner] 'Ladies, God is tryin' to tell you somethin' if you
please' [medium shot of Shug again] And we sang—sang our hearts out. 'I couldn't
sleep at night.'" Here there is a quick retum to the point of view shot before retuming
to the medium shot of Shug. She continues, "And I was wondering why." In a medium
shot Shug can be seen on the extreme left of frame as the preacher suddenly rises and
walks away. The camera tracks whh him as Shug's voice is heard: "It's all right." He
puts down the broom and walks toward the back of the church. In a medium shot Shug
backs away, saying, "Well, I-I know you can't say nothn' to me anymore cause things
so different." She walks backward to the door, saying "Just thought I'd stop and say
hello." He walks through the back door and closes h; Shug closes the double doors at
the front of the church. Between the two Ues the now empty church. At no time in the
scene has he looked in her eyes or spoken to her.
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When Shug makes the trip to the mailbox that will result in her discovery of
Nettie's letter, Spielberg includes shots reminding the viewer of the estrangement
between Shug and her father so that the viewer will equate Celie's pain at the loss of her
sister and Shug's pain at the loss of her father. As Shug walks to the gate, she hears the
sound of an approaching horse and buggy and tums her head to the left. A point of view
shot shows the preacher in his buggy coming around the curve of the dirt road. Shug
smiles and mns toward the gate. The preacher slaps the reins to speed the horses as
Shug tells him, "I'se married now." She holds up her hand to show her wedding band.
The smile slowly fades from her face as the preacher passes her whh no acknowledgment
at all. Shug calls after him, "I say, I'se married now." The buggy continues to msh
down the road. A saddened Shug lowers her hand and looks down at it. Once again his
silence wounds and rejects her.

A Musical Reconciliation
Celie and Shug walk in the field of flowers in which the film opens. Shug talks
about God and the color purple and everything wanting to beloved. Then she mns a
little, saying "Aw, Miss Celie, I feel Uke singin'" As if infialfillmentof that wish, Shug
is singing "Sister" at Harpo's. Everyone seems to have moved outside to enjoy the
aftemoon. As she sings she bring flowers and lays them on the table before Celie who is
sitting whh Sofia. At the church the congregation can hear the jook music. As the choir
tries to compete, Shug begins to sing the hymn and leads the people from the jook down
the road and into the church. After a painful moment, the preacher moves from behind
the pulpit, simply looking at Shug-a step in the right direction. Shug stops singing and
watches him. Finally, she moves to embrace him, saying, "See, Daddy, sinners have
souls too." After a pause he wraps his arms around her. Shug cries with joy while Celie
watches whh tears in her eyes and a face full of hurt as she thinks of Nettie.
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This scene has received considerable criticism. Patrick Taggert and L. Kent
Wogamott both see h as jarring and out of place. A number of critics complain that h
has the feeling of a musical-which does not fit the rest of the film: Sheila Benson
compares h to Cabin in the Sky (D14); Cheryl Diane Nelson simply compares h to "a
Walt Disney musical" (D2); Stephen Hunter offers a more specific comparison to Song
of the South, saying the scene is shot "in the best zip-a-dee-doo-dah fashion" (F4);
Richard A. Blake, Donald LaBadie, and Ted Mahar all see h as reminiscent of the old
MGM musicals (75; "Magic" A8; G14, respectively). On the other hand, critics Hal
Lipper and Tom Neven, evidently enjoying the joyful emotion it generates, see the scene
as an exceptional addition to the story (El 1; 59, respectively).
Not only does Martin Moynihan see the reconciliation of Shug and her father as
less relevant than the joining of blues and gospel, but he also claims that "Together, the
combination of these sounds is what the movie is about" (Gl). Judy Stone and James
Michael Welsh would at least agree that the scene reflects the reconciliation theme of the
novel and film but still see the scene as problematic: they both point to the way this
flamboyant scene overshadows the reconciliation of the sisters ("Many Shakes" E5;
"Color Purple" 201, respectively). But most disturbing is the fact that this retum to the
church, this retum to the father is tmly a retum to the society of the father-the
patriarchal religion and culture which the novel subverts. In fact Walker sent a memo to
Quincy Jones, Menno Meyjes and Steven Spielberg specifically stating that "It is really
important to me that we get God out of the church and back into nature" and suggesting
that Shug lead the people out of the church (Same River Twice 142-43). In the end she
would simple call the final scene in the church "hokey" and state her resentment of "the
imposhion of Shug's father between her and 'God'" (Same River Twice 161). As one
anonymous reviewer sarcastically puts h "even Shug, you see, needs the approval of
some man ("Spielberg Tums F8; emphasis in original). Michael H Seitz see the scene as
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a retum to conventional religion which betrays the "more-or-Iess pantheistic religion that
figure in the novel" (40). Both Ed Guerrero and Sara Halprin, as well as scholar Molly
Hite, point to the fact that the scene embraces the "white man" God which Shug and the
novel specifically rejects (56; 28; 115, respectively). As Halprin goes on to explain, this
means that the film embraces the racist and sexist institution which the novel rejects (28).

Reunion
In the final scene the field of flowers is seen whh the dust of a passing car toward
the back of frame. Mister stands by a saddled whhe horse, watching. Then he looks
back in the direction from which the car came. Chimes are heard on the porch of Celie's
house—that reminder of love and hope. For some reason everyone seems to be scattered
about Celie's porch and yard—Shug, Sofia, Harpo, Squeak, and others one can not
identify. As they gaze toward the road, the car stops; five people in colorfiil Aírican
robes stand beside h. Celie moves down the steps across the yard. Nettie moves
forward. Celie cries out, "Nettie-e-e-e-e." Then again, she calls that much loved name:
"Nettie." Nettie answers, "Celie." They mn toward each other through the field of
flowers whh which the film opens. Tears are shed and introductions made as friends and
family look on. Shug looks toward Mister who is standing, looking satisfied, pleased,
moved. She watches him, seeming to somehow know that h was through his
intervention that the Aírican missionaries were allowed to retum home. Mister begins to
move, leading his horse. The Celie and Nettie group are silhouetted against the sun.
The others begin to move away. The sisters begin to do theh clapping game as Mister
walks by behind them.
Tom Milne calls the final shot of Mister "superb" and sees h as indication that he is
"too late in reaching his own moment of awareness, flitting past in the background like a
foriom ghost hoping for some cmmb of comfort as the family is reunited in love" (205).
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But the reunion would not occur in the film without Mister's intervention. Interestingly
Walker herself finds "the ending . . . moving. But I wanted Mister up on the porch too!"
She not only wants him forgiven, but she wants him rebom into this new community.
The final scene retums Celie and Nettie to the joy, the freedom and the love of that
first scene which was so quickly dismpted. This time other characters leave the frame,
rather than entering it, to allow the sisters to stand together again, playing their clapping
game. They are older, much has happened, but the love remains. Before the picture
fades out behind the credhs, Celie and Nettie move together, touching foreheads, joined
at last.

Male Bashing?
Accusations that the film denigrates men, especially black men, were inevhable
given that these accusation had already been leveled against Walker's novel. In fact
much of the controversy over this matter was simply more widespread with the film than
whh the novel, probably due to the wider audience. Director Spike Lee calls the black
male characters in the film "just one-dimensional animals" (48). He takes the
opportunity provided by the film's release to level accusations at the novelist, as well as
other black women authors, saying: ". . . the quickest way for a black playwright,
novelist, or poet to get published has been to say that black men are shit. If you say that,
then you are definitely going to get media, your book published, your play
done-Ntozake Shange, Alice Walker" (48). And, yes, those are the only two names Lee
chooses to mention. He goes on to say, "To me, it's justifying everything they say about
black people and black men in general: that we ain't shit that we're animals. That's why
this film was made" (48). Political writer James E. Jackson devotes an entire article to
"The Destmctive Design of The Color PurpIe"-both novel and film. If he made any
effort to appear reasonable, h does not show. He writes: "Alice Walker . . . has applied
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her well-crafted talent to fashioning an exquisite slop-pail, and having filled it with her
own retchings, poured it on the noble head of a battered but proudly unbowed people"
(29). Tuming to the film, he decides that "What D.W Griffith did to Black people with
TheBirthofaNation . . . Steven Spielberg has repeated . . . He has produced a film
in which the humanity, the essential human dignity of a whole people is slandered and
smeared" (29). Jackson concludes, "Alice Walker's book The Color Purple, and the
Spielberg film are weapons added to the arsenal of the perpetrators of apartheid abroad
and racist oppression of Black people everywhere in America" (30). But even these
rantings are exceeded by WiIIiam H. WiIUmon who writes, "Having survived centuries of
slavery, continuing racism and economic deprivation, the black male—and the black
family—may not make h through The Color Purple" (319). Worse, were those like
Courtland Milloy who contributes to the rhetoric against the film after introducing his
remarks whh the words, "as far as I'm concemed, I don't have to see this movie to write
about h" (B13). Ironically, the NAACP first protested the film's depiction of black
males and then protested when the film, after being nominated in eleven categories,
failed to win an Oscar (Muwakkil 24).
Danny Glover, who plays Mister in the film, comments that the film "in no way
identifies hself as the story of aU Black men [sic]" (qtd. in "'The Color Purple' Brings"
61). He adds that "I can't deny that there are Misters . . . not only among black people,
but white people" (61). Oprah Winfrey , the film's Sofia, also argues that "It's one
woman's story" (qtd. in Stark 104). She repeats that statement to Jack Mathews, adding
that people should be focusing on issues of abuse (F3). This would become the refrain
again and again. Defenders of the novel and film would focus on the facts that abuse
does happen-amongst people of all races-and that The Color Purple does not claim to
be the story of all African-American women and men; attackers would point to it as
racially derogatory.-^^
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A Faithfiil Adaptation?
In many ways Spielberg's adaptation is a spectacular technical accomplishment,
but he cannot resist a retum to conventions which ultimately betrays the subversive
intent of the novel. In 1977 Spielberg said, "I don't think I'll ever make a movie that
takes myself and how I see life completely seriously, because I feel that humor is one of
the most important ingredients in movies and in life" (98). IronicaUy, Walker's novel
contains hs humorous moments, but when Spielberg adds humorous touches to the film,
they often prove destmctive. The most glaring example of this is in Spielberg's portrayal
of Sofia and Harpo. Mary Jane Lupton accuses Spielberg of treating these two
characters "like buffoons" (415) and, to a large extent, he does. By choosing to play up
the humorous elements between the two characters, Spielberg tums them into
caricatures. Whh Harpo always falling through roofs or from the rafters, he hardly
seems capable of driving Sofia away with his efforts to beat her. When Sofia and Harpo
approach the house, the determined marching, the music, the contrast between the two
aU combine to rob her character of the dignity which is an essential part of Walker's
Sofia. Something similar happens whh Mister. When he cooks for Shug, his ignorance
in the kitchen defies all common sense in order to add to the humor—and the viewer is
left wondering just how anyone could fear him. As Mary Jane Lupton points out, this
also mles out the portrayal of Mister's domesticity as he leams and grows and leaves
behind some of the conventions which previously constrained him (415).
But worse than the effect of the humor on the characters and the resolution is the
strong retum to patriarchy. Walker herself admits that the film "is far more conventional
than the novel" (Same River Twice 163). She, too, comments on the scene in which
Celie finds herself unable to tell Shug that she had planned to leave with her, saying "h
was . . . disturbing to see Shug pretend not to know why CeUe can't 'speak up'" (41).
AIso disturbing is Shug's seemingly blithe acceptance of the information that Mister
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beats Celie. Nothing in the film indicates that she is at all disturbed by this news. As
Sara Halprin points out, the film's subplot involving Shug's relationship with her father
proves to be "a powerfiil, if unconscious, affirmation of patriarchal values" (28). MoIIy
Hhe makes a similar statement, adding that whereas the novel is about Celie escaping the
constraints of patriarchal authority in order to find her self and her voice, the film
reverses this, "making patemal words uniquely effîcacious" as is the case when Mister's
intervention allows Nettie to retum home (115). In addhion much of the "joy" of the
ending is expressed in Shug's reconciliation with her father—giving even more
importance to patemal forgiveness and acceptance. Ironically, this scene, more than
perhaps any other, portrays a loving community.
In the end one cannot definhively state that the film adaptation was or was not a
success—especially in terms of the portrayal of the women. The sense of a new
community is less because so many characters and their stories are diminished: Squeak's
story is virtually eliminated; Sofia's is crippled by the failure to show the way family and
friends come together to help her; the strength of the bond between Shug and Celie is
diminished. The film does show the way Shug and Celie's friendship heals them both,
giving each of them a new life. The love of the sisters is beautifully represented and the
symmetry of the closure underscores h. The development of the friendship between
Shug and Celie has been translated to screen with care and subtlety—until that scene
which betrays their friendship: the one in which Shug and Albert walk down the road
ahead of a heavily burdened Celie. This scene virtually erases the feeling of love
established in the kissing scene. And, sadly, the retum to convention betrays the women
by retuming them to the patriarchal system which circumscribes their lives by separating
them from those they love and by demanding conformity of them. Finally, the film seems
to faU into two parts, the first one a remarkably faithful and skilled adaptation of the
novel; the second part betraying the unconventional and subversive spirit of the novel.
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Notes
Given Walker's opinion of Gone with the Wípd and hs condescending attitude
toward African- Americans, one can well imagine her doubts and fears when Spielberg,
the man she had approved as director of the adaptation, told her duringfilmingthat it '
was "the greatest movie ever made" fSame River TWÍPP 282). The novelist writes that
"I felt the only appropriate response was to faint. I slept little for several nights after his
comment" (Same River Twire 282). She goes on to say that now she finds the film
"merely imtating" and describes its characters as follows: "Scariett, a pouting,
self-absorbed gold digger who never grows up; a woman who verbally and physically
abuses a young black girl, Prissy, who, as a slave, dares not defend herself; Rhett, more
mteresting and better looking than either Scarlett or Ashley Wilkes but with that huge
cigar cluttering up his mouth" (Same River Twice 282).
Not one who cares much for films, Alice Walker had no idea who Peter Guber
and John Peters were. In fact she assumed Guber was "Goober" (Dworkin 66). By
1983 Guber and Peters had produced An American Werewolf in Tnndnn Six Weeks,
and Missing ("Jon Peters"; "Peter Guber").
This "personal advisory committee" consisted of Berkeley professor and Uterary
critic Barbara Christian, social activist and author Daphne Muse, medical anthropologist
Faith Mitchell, filmmaker Belvie Rooks, Rebecca Walker Leventhal (the novelist's
teenage daughter) and Walker's companion, Robert Allen (Dworkin 68).
In 1993 while working on a documentary about female "circumcision," or as
Walker bluntly calls it, 'Temale genital mutilation," the novelist writes that the film
adaptation did indeed have a "large, enthusiastic reception in Africa" (Walker and
Parmar 41). In fact, she says that people there "now greet me warmly (often wearing
something purple) and begin chattering away as if I already understand," no matter what
their language (Walker and Parmar 41).
See Appendix A for Steven Spielberg's chronology.
John Badham would direct the film; in 1976 h would be released as The Bingo
Long Traveling All Stars and Motor Kings (Taylor 89).
7

Since meeting and working with Spielberg, Walker has viewed some of his other
fílms: Duel. The Sugariand Express, Close Encounters of the Third Kind and Schindler's
Lisí. She found these films "thoughtflil, challenging, moving, beautifuUy directed and
new" (Same River Twice 283). When she watched a videotape of The Sugarland
Express, she "remembered that many years ago, when I had been flipping the channels on
television late one night, I had set [sic] there watching the segment I had found at
random. It was powerfijl" (qtd. in Goldstein 48). In a footnote Walker adds that she
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found a reference to seeing Indiana .Tones and the T.aQt rq,^f,^^ in a letter to the director
but that she remembers "nothing about it" (Same River Twir^ 283).
The character Marion, in Raiders of the Lost Ark may appear to be an exception
at first, but uhimately she serves as the damsel in distress, even if a somewhat feisty one.
She proves incapable of rescuing herself she must rely on Indiana Jones for her survival.
According to Mott and Saunders, Barbara L. Baker discussed this aspect of the
character at length in a paper presented to the University Film and Video Association in
1983 (94).
A notable exception is Diane Freeling, the strong mother in the film Poltergeist,
for which Spielberg wrote the story. (While he did not receive directing credits, his
heavy involvement in the storyboarding and filming is notorious.) The strength of the
mother in this story becomes increasingly apparent as the film continues. Finally, it is
she, not the father, who saves the children.
Spielberg's mention of inteUect raises a couple of questions. Is he one of those
who think Celie is mentally slow? Or is he thinking of the oft-mentioned criticism that
his own work lacks intellectual depth?
A chronology for Menno Meyjes appears in Appendix A.
12
^The Children Cmsade appeared in 1987 as Lionheart with Eric Stoltz as the
young knight who becomes the leader of a number of homeless children (Dworkin 70).
13In The Same River Twice Walker explains that she was suffering from Lyme
Disease, about which no one really knew anything at the time. As a result, doctors failed
to find the cause of her iUness until much later (26-27; 35). She was also stmggling with
grief over her mother's debiUtating stroke (24; 35). Walker writes that "at the time the
movie was being made, I thought that I, and my mother, were dying" (23). In addition
to these concems, the novelist was also coping with feeUngs of grief and betrayal as her
relationship with Robert Allen began to fall apart. When she leamed he had had an affair
whh a previous girlfriend, she saw h as a symptom of deeper problems which already
existed within the relationship (27; 35).
^ Meyjes says these sessions lasted forty-five minutes (Dworkin 70); Spielberg says
they were three to four hours long ("Spielberg Speaks" 56).
^ ^The natural heshations, false starts, stutters, and "you knows" which occur in
conversation have been eliminated as indicated by the ellipses.
^^The frequency of the ellipses resuh from the elimination of the natural heshations,
false starts, and stutters which occur in conversation.
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17
Whoopi Goldberg insists that she be called actor rather than actress because "the
word 'actress' is too cutesy. It's like someone tweaking your cheek. What I am . . . is
an actor" (qtd. in Adams Gl 1). She has also explained that "the fact that you use the
word 'actress' negates a lot of things. 'Actor' means versatility, no limits. When people
call you an actress, you're already Umited in the kinds of roles you're offered. And I'm
adamant about not being called a black actor because that's also limiting" (qtd. in
Janusonis, "Whoopi" A1-A2). She is not modest about her acting abUhies, claiming, "I
can play a man-or a dog or a chair" (qtd. in McGuignan 60).
18
While the novel called Celie's husband Mr.
Mister.

, the film makes him simply

Walker frequently mentions Sofia first when discussing the film characters. The
reason probably lies in a statement she makes in The Same River Twice As mentioned
in note 19 above, Walker feared that both she and her mother were dying. She
remembers: "Because Oprah reminded me of my mother as she was when I was small, I
could barely resist sitting beside her as I worried about what was wrong with me and
about my mother, and putting my head in her lap" (31).
20
As discussed in Chapter Two, Walker has drawn from the names and histories of
her own ancestors and used them in creating the characters of the novel. When she was
on the set, this lent an extra dimension to her appreciation of the actors. She says, "In a
strange way, h was as if I had conjured up these ancestors. I would look cars the set and
there they would be" (qtd. in Stone, "Keeping" B5).
21

^^The Same River Twice includes a snapshot of Walker on the film set with a sign
placed beside her. A close-up of the sign reveals hs message: "Madame Walker's /
Speech Clinic / and / Tarot Readings / By appointment" (173).
Walker reports a series of "oddities, synchronichies" which seemed to indicate
that the production was fated: when Amy Irving Spielberg went into labor whh her and
the director's son, the call came through to the set during thefilmingof Celie's birth
scene; when reversed, the name of the actress playing Harpo's wife, Oprah, spells Harpo;
Margaret Avery shares the last name of her character, Shug Avery; Walker saw Whoopi
Goldberg's show at the right moment; an "unexpected and near-miraculous telepathic
rapport between Quincy" Jones and the author was established; the novelist "sense[d]
that Steven was the 'right' one to direct the movie as soon as I saw him" (Same River
Twice 153-54)
^^Spielberg admits that he first considered filming in black and white but allowed
Kathleen Kennedy, Michael Riva and Allen Daviau to talk him out of that idea.
Nonetheless, he "insisted that we take a philosophical approach to color and have
nothing primary in most of the movie" ("Spielberg Speaks" 62, 64).
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24 c
See page 44 of the previous chapter for a discussion of Walker's comments.
25
Rod Temperton, Quincy Jones and screenwriter Menno Meyjes worked together
on the words for CeUe and Nettie's clapping game; they did a marvelous job of suhing
the words to this story of sisters whose bond survives hardship and separation.
'yfz

In fact Spielberg referred to the novel as "a story about a woman in prison who
escapes" (qtd. in Rhetts C5).
27
When Mister comes to the house to seek Pa's permission to marry Nettie, the two
sisters watch, each through a separate windows whose center has been cleared of frost:
Pa is visible through Nettie's window on the left and Mister through Celie's on the right.
The two giris listen and react in the foreground. In this way Spielberg emphasizes the
giris' reactions to the men's conversation. Only when Spielberg uses direct shots of the
men outside does the viewer's attentionfiallyfocus on them and their words.
28
In one of several scenes which seem to defy logic, Celie looks over the kitchen,
which looks like it must be part of a house abandoned for years; she acts as if she had
never seen h before, but surely she would have seen h the night before and surely
someone occasionally cooked there and did a little cleaning. The scene is reminiscent of
a similar one in which Jane Powell views the kitchen of her new home, the one to which
her new husband has brought her for the first time, in Seven Brides for Seven Brothers;
but in that film the bride quickly becomes involved in the lives of her new family and
proves quhe strong enough to stand up to them. Joy Leydon comments on the
impossible swiftness of the kitchen's transformation: "In no time a all. . . Celie is able to
transform the grimy, cobwebby kitchen into something from a photo spread in Country
Living. The scene plays like something out of Snow Whhe and the Seven Dwarfs"
(D3-D4).
29

This represents another lapse in logic. Celie says Pa took the hand-sthched
diapers when he took Olivia away, but in the scene itself he takes only the child. Also,
how would Celie have known she was carrying a girl? He takes the baby girl
immediately after her birth so there would have been no time to sthch her name on any
diapers—and Celie's voice-over specifically says she is looking for the name she had
stitched on the diapers.
30

•^ In later scenes the girls will read from Oliver Twist and that wiU be the book from
which Celie reads during the transhion from the young Celie to the older Celie.
Spielberg claims that "I saw Alice Walker's book as a Dickens piece, too . . . I think she
could write just like him" (qtd. in Siskel, "With 'PurpIe'" B8). Ironically, when
discussing what she likes and does not like about the film, Walker says "not the Oliver
Twist or the carved heart in the tree, which are so cutesy and tired as to be alienating"
(Same River Twice 161).
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Robert Phillip Kolker points to this scene as an allusion to Francois Tmffaut's
Wild Child, in which Itard (the character played by Tmffaut) uses the same technique to
teach the wolf boy.
32
In the film Mister is given the last name "Johnson." No last name is mentioned in
the novel.
33
Referring in part to his use of the mailbox in The Color Purple^ Spielberg admits
that "I love to anthropomorphise objects" (qtd. in Andrews VIII). Kenneth R. Hey finds
the recurring shots of the mailbox a mistake, claiming that while "things do not fly
through the sky" in this film [one wonders if he forgot the flyer with Shug's picture on h]
that Spielberg "could not resist turning a mailbox into a symbol of magical proportions"
(93). Mal Vincent, on the other hand, refers to h as "Spielberg's Rosebud, an obvious
nod to Orson WeUes' sled in 'Chizen Kane'" (Al 1). He caUs the mailbox "the most
visual symbol in the film . . . where Celie wahs, year after year, to hear from the sister
who was tom from her" (Al 1). Jim DeBrosse, too, finds the mailbox an eífective visual
tool: "Speilberg dramatizes that hope [of a letter from Nettie] by making the mailbox
into a character. It sits msty and forlorn above a twisted tree stump, with the camera
coming back to h again and again as Celie's hopes wane" (GIO). Sara Halprin calls this
mailbox "a silent, motionless character . . . a wonderfully effective film device recalling
the literary device of the book, a series of letters written by . . . CeUe" (1).
Ironically, the postman entmsts Nettie with the delivery of Mister's mail, a duty
she performs faithíully.
'IC

•^-^Among the books that fall to the ground is Oliver Twist.
^ Oddly, there are eight or nine children scattered about the house in the scene.
Only Janet Maslin comments on the incomprehensible matter of the children who so
frequently appear in scenes in the film. She points out that "The yard isfilledwith
children, never quhe identified, who don't seem to age as Celie and her husband do"
("Film: 'The Color PurpIe"'C18). Indeed, in several scenes the children are obviously
not Mister's, so whose are they? Why are they there?
^^lf the shaving strop is attached to the Mister's chair in this scene, h should be in
the later shaving scene as well. Instead Celie crosses the porch to the strop which seems
to be attached to a post.
•^^For more on story-time (plot-time) and discourse-time (reading-time), see
Seymour Chatman's Story and Discourse (62-84).
^^One more time Celie will ask Mister about the mail. When Sofia and the children
leave Harpo, Celie waves and says goodbye. When she hears the postman's bells, she
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tums and mns across the yard to the gate. But Mister mns out of the house with a plate
of cookies which he gives to the mailman as he takes the mail. Celie tums as Mister
walks by on the way to the house and asks hopefiilly, "Anything come for me?" Mister
keeps walking, never bothering to answer.
The little giri, who has been to the left of Sofia, mysteriously appears on the other
side after the mayor approaches; the children suddenly have sodas.
Why would the children put mud on Celie's face? For that matter, who are these
children and why is she caring for them? Mister's children, by this time, would be much
older. And how could Celie forget the mud on her face? It would dry and harden and be
uncomfortable.
42
The passage in the novel reads: "I don't move at once, cause I can't. I need to
see her eyes. I feel like once I see her eyes my feets can let go the spot where they
stuck" (48).
Where Shug threw the tray of food against the wall, the color look too much like
mustard and ketchup—which were not a part of the bumed breakfast. Sure, Celie would
have cleaned the wall to get rid of the smell, if nothing else—and if she had not done so,
flies would be swarming by this time.
How can Shug, who is supposed to be weak and ill, throw loaded trays with such
force or shove a tray across the hall with such force?
Robert PhiIUp Kolker discusses the way Spielberg uses light as "a major element
of his mise-en-scene" (270). Kolker finds light "perhaps the most immediately
recognizable formal element in a Spielberg film" (270). When Gene Siskel asks
Spielberg to name a "master image" which would summarize his work (Spielberg, "Gene
Siskel" 71), the director points to a notable use of light in Close Encounters: "I think h's
the Ihtle boy . . . opening the door and standing in that beautiful yet awílil light, just like
fire coming through the doorway. And he's very small, and it's a very large door, and
there's a lot of promise or danger outside that door" (72). He sees this shot as symboUc,
meaning "that we don't know what's out there, and yet we should discover what's out
there. We should be afraid of not knowing. And we should take a step toward what we
don't understand and what we don't know about and what scares us. . . . We shouldn't
be self-destmctive about h, but we should go toward that kind of proverbial light and see
what's out there for us" (72). And indeed, in this scene Celie's worid opens up; she
begins the joumey outward; soon she will leave the prison that has been her life with
Mister and Pa and venture into the unknown.
^^The last words of this letter, "watch for me in the sunset," form the altemate title
which Alice Walker chose for her script (Same River Twice 60).
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Sofia's statement that "I knowed they is a God" coincides whh Shug's retum to
church and father later in the film. Walker's novel specifically reject the patriarchal
religion which the film reinstates.
48

Mister's stunned surprise at Celie's anger seems odd in view of the fact that in the
scene just prior to the dinner scene he seemed to realize how close she came to cutting
his throat.
Interestingly, the film moves from the scene in which Shug, while bathing, cries
over her father's rejection of her to a scene between Mister and his father.
For more on this controversy, see the following: Lisa Belkin's 'Tame and
Controversy for Danny Glover"; JacqueUne Bobo's "The Color Purple: Black Women's
Responses" and Articulation and Hegemony: Black Women's Respon.se to the film The
Color Purple; Herb Boyd's review of the film for The Crisis; Ellen A. Bmbaker, et al,
"Readers' Response: Seeing Art and Life in The Color Purple": Cheryl B. Butler's "Ihe
Color Purple Controversy: Black Woman Spectatorship"; "'Color Purple' [sic] a
Disturbing film"; Manthia Diawara's "Black Spectatorship: Problems of Identification
and Resistance"; Rita B. Dandridge's "The Little Book (and FUm) That Started the Big
War: In Adapting the Novel, Spielberg Left Out Too Much", "The Film Forces us to
Look in the Mirror. We May Not Like What We See"; 'Tinding a Target for 'PurpIe'
Rage"; Cari Goldfarb's "'Color Purple' Doesn't Make Doverites See Red"; James E.
Jackson's "The Destmctive Design of The Color Purple": Carole Kass's "Film's
Portrayal of Black Life Stirs Controversy"; Courtland Milloy's "A 'Purple' Rage over a
Rip-OfF'; Marilyn MiUoy's "The 'CoIor Purple' Debate: A Matter of Image"; Salim
Muwakkil's "Bad Image Blues"; JUl Nelson's "Spielberg's 'Purple' Is StiU Black";
Marina Sarris' "'PurpIe,' Point and Counterpoint"; E. R. Shipp's "Blacks in Heated
Debate over 'The Color Purple'"; Gene Siskel, Clarence Page and Ruby Scott's "Does
'PurpIe' Hate Men?"; Martha Smith's "Black Views on Purple"; John Stark's "Seeing
Red over Purple"; Jacqueline Trescott's "Passions over 'PurpIe'", Eari Waher, Jr.'s "The
Little Book (and Film) That Started the Big War: One Man's View"; Richard Wesley's
"'The Color Purple' Debate: Reading between the Lines"; Jack Wilkinson's "'Purple'
Gets Varied Reactions at Spelman Fomm"; WilUam H. WilUmon's "Seeing Red over I h e
Color Purple"

CHAPTER IV
FANNIE FLAGG'S FRIED GREEN TOMATORS n987V
THE NOVEL

Background of Author and Novel
Known as an actress, screenwriter, producer and comedienne in television and
film, Fannie Flagg says she "always longed to be a writer" (qtd. in J. Perry D2). She
began her career writing for Upstairs at the Downstairs, a New York club and theater.
There, she says, she "only took up acting in self defense [sic]" because actors failed to
show (qtd. in J. Perry D2). When Actor's Equity already had an actress with her birth
name, Patricia Neal, she chose the stage name Fannie in honor of Fannie Brice, one of
her father's favorite performers ("Flagg Facts" F3). Adding the name Flagg yielded a
comic name suhable to one best known for her humorous work.
Subsequent work in theater, television and film postponed the writing of Flagg's
first novel until 1981. The autobiographical Coming Attractions.^ describes a young
giri's coming of age in the South (specifically in Alabama) in the 1940's and 1950's.
Flagg says she found writing this first novel "both painílil and liberating" because h
explores the ups and downs of loving a charming yet alcoholic father-a situation all too
close to her own past (qtd. in ReiIIy 124). Although this novel, like her later one, has hs
comic moments, h has been recommended to children of alcoholic parents for hs insight
into that difficuh relationship (C. Washington F2).
The people, the setting, various elements of the plot-all reflect the tmth of Flagg's
assertion that "I am a keeper of dreams . . . a coUector of illusions locked for a lifetime
inside the observer's eye, a slave of memory-pulled by an invisible string to a time and
place that forever haunts me" (qtd. in "Flagg, Fannie 1941 - " 174). Not only will she
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retum to the South and its past for her second novel's setting and for much of the actual
writing of Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe (C. Washington F2), but she
will write about African-American characters for the first time. Growing up in
Birmingham, Flagg explains, she had "lived Iherally so close [to African-Americans] and
never knew anything about those people. Thought I did but really didn't" (qtd. in Kidder
G12). Remembering the uproar over The Color Purple's portrayal of black men, she
adds, she feh some trepidation about the possible reaction to some of the characters in
her own book: "I am amazed that they [African-American critics] haven't come after
me. But I have had interviews with black reporters who have said, 'Oh, yes, I knew
people like this'" (qtd. in Kidder G12). Flagg expresses regret over having to show
Idgie serving the black railroad workers out back rather than serving them inside the cafe
because she must worry about being bumed down—but to do otherwise would be false to
the time and place of which Flagg writes (qtd. in Kidder G12).

"Real Life" Inspiration
Of Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe Flagg insists that "Fm Uterally
writing about a place that did exist. I'm writing about people that did exist" (qtd. in
Kidder G12). Like Alice Walker, Fannie Flagg's inspiration comes from her knowledge
of another woman's life. She describes the moment which led her to her story:

"I had

a very dear friend who was in her 80's . . . And one time, I went out of town, and, when
I came back, she had passed [sic]. I went to her house, and a neighbor lady called me
over to show me what my fiiend had left me. It was a shoe box, and all that was left of
this lady was in there . . " (qtd. in Trocheck F14). The friend's shoe box contained
"remembrances of things that had happened in her past" (Flagg qtd. in LaBadie,
"Friend's Life" C10), including "a birth certificate, some old Christmas cards[,]

a

lock of hair" (Flagg qtd. in Trocheck F14), and "a high school diploma" (Flagg qtd. in
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LaBadie, "Friend's Life" CIO). Seeing these few mementos of a Ufe, she confesses, had
a sobering effect on her: "It pained me to realize that what was left of a complete life
could be wrapped up in a shoebox [sic]." (qtd. in J. Perry D2). Just as Alice Walker
admires the poor black woman as a strong and heroic person, Flagg admires this poor
older woman as a "rather heroic person. And I thought: . . . Why not write about
ordinary, everyday lives?" (qtd. in Trocheck F14). Thus was bom the story of Mrs.
Virginia "Ninny" Threadgoode.
Events in the novel clearly reflect this generative moment. Before Mrs.
Threadgoode dies, she asks her neighbor to make sure Evelyn, who is away at the time,
receives some of her things: "a picture of a naked girl swinging on a swing . . .; a shoe
box; and a Mason jar" containing Ninny's gallstones (378-79). The shoe box contains
the treasures of a life spanning almost nine decades, hems achingly insignificant in any
other context: Ninny's son's birth certificate, her husband's graduation diploma from
chiropractic school, several funeral programs, an envelope of photographs, a Whistle
Stop Cafe menu, an Easter card from her husband, postcards from Evelyn, a Pullman car
menu, one used lipstick, a copy of Psalm 90, a hosphal arm band, and a letter to Evelyn
which includes some recipes. After looking through the shoe box, Evelyn sadly reflects,
"My God, a living, breathing person was on this earth for eighty-six years and this is all
that's left, just a shoe box fliU of old papers" (381). The event and hs effect on Evelyn
clearly reflect Fannie Flagg's own "inheritance" and her musings on hs import.
After traveling through four southem states vishing nursing homes and discovering
that "h was a joy talking to the older people" (Flagg, "Recipe" 42), Flagg found
inspiration for the thle and epigraph in one old woman's remark. The epigraph, which is
attributed to Mrs. Cleo Threadgoode (Ninny) in June 1986, reads: "I may be sitting here
at the Rose Terrace Nursing Home, but in my mind I'm over at the Whistle Stop Cafe
having a plate of fiied green tomatoes" (n.p.). The author particularly remembers that
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"the title of the novel came from a special lady of ninety who informed me, 'Honey, I
may be sitting here in this nursing home eating boiled potatoes, but in my mind I'm over
at the cafe having myself a plate of fried green tomatoes'" (Flagg, "Recipe" 42). The
combination of "down home" sensibility, wistfulness, and courage in this deceptively
simple statement provides a fitting source for the thle of a novel which grows out of the
storytelling of just such a woman.
Flagg's memories of yet another older woman, a relative this time, also find their
way into the novel:
There's a character in Whistle Stop named Mrs. Threadgoode . . . who
is loosely based on my grandmother. In my book , she says she could
take a fishing pole and reach out from her house and touch the trains
as they went by. Well, that's what h was like at my grandmother's.
When I would come home from New York, I would ride the SUver
Comet, and my grandmother would always be out on the porch
waving as the train went by.
My grandmother would tell me stories about the good ol' days
when all the great trains were stiU mnning. (Flagg, "Recipe" 42)
Not only does the grandmother inspire a character and her home, but her storytelling
inspires Flagg's own tale of "the good ol' days when all the great trains were still
mnning."
Nostalgia for trains, old cafes and the South contributes to Flagg's novel as does a
fondness for her parents' stories of the Depression as "a time when people puUed
together" (qtd. in Trocheck F14). The Whistle Stop Cafe hself harks back to the
writer's own memories of small railroad towns: "You'd pass by and see in the windows,
[sic] the people in the cafes" (qtd. in Trocheck F14). But the specific inspiration comes
from the Irondale Cafe in Irondale, Alabama, which Flagg's aunt once owned: "Every
town had that same cafe—but not as good as Irondale, of course" (qtd. in Reeves G2).
The author even used "The Irondale Cafe" and Other Stories as the working thle of the
novel ('Tlagg, Fannie 1941 - " 173).
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Yet all these memories and interests reílised to come together until two more
elements fell into place. When Flagg retumed to Alabama after her parents' death, an
old friend of her grandmother talked to her a great deal. The old woman's voice haunted
the novelist (Kass, "Movie Spins" E6) and eventually became the voice of the storyteller
in what the writer expected to be a first-person narrative. Then Flagg realized that she
lacked one more element: a listener. Soon that listener demanded her own life and
began to talk as well (Kass, "Movie Spins" E6). As Flagg describes h, "Evelyn Couch
came in and sat down. Then she decided to go crazy on me" (qtd. in Trocheck Gl).
The framework at last in place, the South, hs women, and their memories weave
together in a tapestry of fiction depicting the joys, the tears, the strengths, and the
friendships of women.

Women Enriching Women's Lives
Evelyn Couch and Virginia "Ninny" Threadgoode
Evelyn's first meeting with the elderly Mrs. Threadgoode on December 15, 1985,
reveals very Uttle about the younger woman beyond her love for sweets and the fact that
she serves as an unwilling audience for the old woman's reminiscences: "One hour later,
Mrs. Threadgoode was still talking. Evelyn Couch had fmished three Milky Ways and
was in the process of unwrapping her second Butterfinger, wondering if the old woman
beside her was ever going to shut up" (11). Only when the old woman says she can not
understand how people could think Idgie killed "'that man'" (12) does her reluctant
auditor react: 'Tor the first time, Evelyn stopped eating and glanced over at the rather
sweet-looking old lady . . ." (12). Up until that point Evelyn certainly shows more
interest in her candy bars than in listening. A few weeks later, Evelyn actually brings a
pimento cheese sandwich for her new friend. As Angeline Godwån Dvorak observes,
"Food surfaces again and again as a bonding element in their [Evelyn and Ninny's]
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relationship" (94). Dvorak's comments on the role of cooking in the South certainly
apply to this particular relationship: "The preparation alone is not enough; completing
the task of cooking is, in fact, the least significant aspect of hs role in southem culture.
Rather, what is cmcial is the social and emotional intercourse between the preparer and
the partaker of the food" (95). Evelyn and Mrs. Threadgoode share food while they
share time and establish a bond that grows stronger until their last meeting when Evelyn,
recalling various comments her friend has made from time to time, brings Ninny
Threadgoode her favorite foods: "a plate of perfectly fried green tomatoes and fresh
cream-white com, six sUces of bacon, with a bowl of baby Uma beans on the side and
four huge light and flufîy buttermilk biscuhs" (355). Even to have remembered the
foods for which Mrs. Threadgoode had, at various times, expressed preferences indicates
a love, a caring that the earlier Eveljm had no longer felt for anyone.
Indeed, food plays a prominent role throughout the novel.^ The preparation and
serving of food not only ílinctions as Evelyn's expression of love for the older woman,
but h also becomes the means by which Ruth, Idgie, Sipsey, Onzell, and Big George
make a living at the Whistle Stop Cafe.^ In addition Idgie's retrieval of fresh honey from
an all too active bee hive becomes a major milestone in her and Ruth's relationship."
Food preparation even proves useflil in hiding a corpse and protecting Sipsey and Big
George.
As Evelyn and Mrs. Threadgoode share food and talk, they develop a loving,
supportive friendship which replaces the mother-daughter relationship missing from each
woman's life. Ninny Threadgoode, "hungry for home life . . . and for human
companionship" (Dvorak 94), tells a nursing home friend that "'Evelyn couldn't be any
sweeter to me if she was my owoi daughter . . . and I appreciate it so much—I never had a
daughter of my own'" (190; ellipsis in original). Ocie, an old black man who has been
friends with the Threadgoodes since his childhood and should certainly know that Ninny
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only had one child, a son, mistakes Evelyn for his old friend's daughter and never seems
to understand explanations to the contrary. His refiisal to allow Evelyn to pay for a cold
strawberry soda indicates his continuing conviction that she is Ninny's daughter
(382-83). After Mrs. Threadgoode's death, Evelyn talks to her while tending her grave:
"'Remember that picture of you in the blue polka-dotted dress . . . ? I have h framed and
sitting on my occasional table in the living room, and when one of my customers saw h,
she said 'Evelyn, you look exactly like your mother!'" (389). Evelyn becomes the
surrogate daughter who brightens her fiiend's last years whh her loving attentions while
Mrs Threadgoode's nurturing, her stories, and her advice help Evelyn leam to live fially
for the first time.
The Evelyn Couch the reader first meets lives very little, suffering from a
frightened, puzzled despair.

Even her constant eating provides little real comfort and

ultimately only decreases her already low self-esteem because the real problem is that
"Evelyn is starving for understanding of herself and meaning in life" (Dvorak 94). At
forty-eight Evelyn finds she has "gotten lost somewhere along the way" (40). Feeling
isolated as well as lost, she wonders "where her group [is], the place where she fit[s] in"
(42). After whnessing her mother's slow, painílil death from cancer, Evelyn suffers from
an unreasoning fear of cancer and of doctors. Every morning she reads the obhuary
pages, obsessing over the nameless horror of deaths from unspecified ilinesses. Every
pain raises the specter of cancer, bringing her to the conclusion "that she really didn't
want to know if anything was wrong, and preferred to drop dead in her tracks, never
knowing" (62). She stands in dire need of someone whh whom she can talk, someone
who will really listen to her and not dismiss her fear and pain as trivial.
Paradoxically, Evelyn has begun to think of death as a welcome release. Just a
week after sharing that first sandwich with Mrs. Threadgoode, Evelyn feels so low that
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she realized that her life was becoming unbearable. Every moming she
would play games with herself, just to get through the day. [. . .]
The quiet hysteria and awful despair had started when she finally
began to realize that nothing was ever going to change [. . .] She
began to feel as if she were at the bottom of a well, screaming, no one
to hear.
Lately, h had been an endless procession of long, black nights
and gray momings, when her sense of failure swept over her like a
five- hundred-pound wave; and she was scared. But h wasn't death
that she feared. [. . .] As a matter of fact, the thought began to appeal
to her more and more.
She even knew how she would kill herself It would be with a
silver buUet. As round and as smooth as an ice-cold blue martini.^
She would place the gun in the freezer for a few hours before she did
h, so h would feel frosty and cold against her head. She could almost
feel the ice-cold bullet shooting through her hot, troubled brain,
freezing the pain for good. The sound of the gun blast would be the
last sound she would ever hear. And then . . . nothing. Maybe just the
silent sound that a bird might hear, flying in the clean, cool air, high
above the earth. The sweet, pure air of freedom.
No, h wasn't death she was afraid of It was this life of hers that
was beginning to remind her of that gray intensive care wahing room.
(63; bracketed ellipses added)
Her preference for the clean, seductive beauty of this death over the íright and confusion
of dying slowly in the gray steriUty of an intensive care unit, her image of the cool silver
bullet which heals as h kills, clearly reflect the inner turmoil which makes her feel like a
tortured, unnatural being whose agony resembles that of fabled humans subjected to
horrible transformations over which they have no control.
Evelyn soon confides some of these troubling preoccupations to Mrs.
Threadgoode: "'I feel Uke life has just passed me by. . . . I'm too young to be old and
too old to be young. I just don't fit anywhere. I wish I could kiU myself, but I don't
have the courage'" (67). Ninny suggests prayer, questions her, and diagnoses
menopause as part of the other woman's problem, explaining hs impact on a woman's
emotions: "'Oh, h's worse than a merry-go-round . . . up and down, down and up'" (68;
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ellipsis in original). As a waming against ignoring these symptoms, the old woman
describes what happened to another woman who was going through early menopause:
"Why, there was this woman over in Georgia who was only thirty-six
years old, and one day she got in her car and drove right up the stairs
of the county courthouse, rolled down her window, and tossed her
mother's head, that she had just chopped ofiFin her kitchen, at a state
policeman, and hoUered, 'Here, this is what you wanted,' and drove
right back down the courthouse stairs. Now, that's what an early
menapause [sic] will do for you if you're not careful." (68)
To avoid such dire consequences, Mrs. Threadgoode advises Evelyn "'to read your daily
Word, along with Psalm Ninety, every moming'" (68), to take walks, to take hormones
and Stresstabs Number Ten, and to not "'dwell on sadness, oh, it'II make you sick faster
than anything in this worid'" (69). Furthermore, the old lady says she will gladly be
there whenever her troubled fiiend needs someone.
Just three months after Evelyn and Ninny Threadgoode's first meeting, the old
woman and her stories of past days in Whistle Stop have begun to provide a safe haven
for Evelyn's feverish thoughts: "Lately, to get her mind oíf that cold gun and pulling the
trigger, she would close her eyes and force herself to hear Mrs. Threadgoode's voice and
if she breathed deep and concentrated she would see herself in Whistle Stop. [. . .]
Everyone would ask her how she was and the sun was always shining and there would
always be a tomorrow . . . Lately she slept more and more and thought of the gun less
and less . . ." (133-34; bracketed ellipsis added). A surprised Evelyn realizes that "she
[is] actually looking forward to going to the nursing home. Shting there all these weeks
listening to stories about the cafe and Whistle Stop had become more of a reality than
her own life whh Ed in Birmingham" (134). At last she finds herself interested, even
exched, about something. Now she needs to find a way to infîise some of that interest
and excitement into her own reaUty.
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Inspired by Ninny's stories of Idgie Threadgoode and Ruth Jamison and by the
courage of Ninny herself, Evelyn begins actively rebuilding her own life. Standing at her
friend's grave, Evelyn reflects on Ninny's influence on her life: "Because of knowing
Mrs. Threadgoode, she was not as scared of getting old or dying as she had once been . .
. Even today, h was as if Mrs. Threadgoode was just standing behind a door" (388). But
most importantly, the older woman has helped Evelyn leam that her life is not over, that
much remains for her to enjoy and to leam. So near does Ninny seem that Evelyn talks
to her while tending her grave: "'I never did get a chance to thank you. If h hadn't been
for you talking to me like you did every week, I don't know what I would have done'"
(389). But of course Evelyn did thank Mrs. Threadgoode-by retuming her friendship,
offering her food, and becoming an interested and appreciative companion during her
joumeys into the past to visit the people and places she loved. The two have helped each
other over lonely stretches of their life joumeys.

Idgie Threadgoode and Ruth Jamison
An Unlikely Pair
Even Mrs. Threadgoode's memories of Whistle Stop, which begin during the first
decade of the century, revolve around two women who establish an extraordinary
relationship whh each other. Whh the six years between their ages as the very least of
their differences, the wild and tomboyish Idgie Threadgoode and the reserved and
ladylike Ruth Jamison seem an unlikely pair.
At the age of ten or eleven, Idgie suddenly announces that "'l'm never gonna wear
another dress as long as I live!'" (13); she proceeds to make her everyday costume
overalls and bare feet so that with her bobbed hair "'you'd swear she was a Ihtle boy'"
(34). Idgie even wears a boy's suh to her sister's wedding. As she grows older her
behavior more closely resembles that of Huckleberry Finn-hunting, fishing, smoking.
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drinking, cussing, gambling-than that of a "proper" young lady of the first decades of
the twentieth century; probably, she, like Huck, would clap her knees together to catch
something thrown in her lap.^ Yet, because she has a good heart and a large portion of
"'that Threadgoode charm'" (36), the people of Whistle Stop love her, laugh at her
escapades, and accept her as she is. They know Idgie is charmingly idiosyncratic yet
good-hearted under all her bluster.
In contrast, Ruth is a lady, a tme lady whh an instinctive compassion for others. A
preacher's daughter and only child, she comes from the strict upbringing of elderiy
parents. Her first time away from home, at twenty-one or -two, brings her to Whistle
Stop where her "'sweet and soft-spoken'" manner, her "'sweet to-the-bone'" nature
cause everyone to "'just [fall] in love with her on first sight"'(80). Her charms affect no
one more than they do Idgie who, "'like a wild animal'" (80), has a way of disappearing
whenever someone grows too close to her.
This unlikely pair, Ninny Threadgoode tells Evelyn, "'just took to each other, and
you could hear them, sittin' on the swing on the porch, gigglin' all night'" (82). The
reserved Ruth leams "'to cut up and play games'" (82) while Idgie, for the first time
since her brother's death, finds herself pulled inexorably toward the emotional intimacy
she previously avoided. The two women complement each other; they find that they are
better together than alone.
Of the Idgie and Ruth pairing Fannie Flagg has said "maybe I really didn't know
what I'd written untU . . . the reviewers told me" (qtd. in LaBadie, 'Triend's Life" CIO).
When asked outright if she intends a lesbian link between Ruth and Idgie, she hedges:
"Well, I'm not really sure. Those were innocent times in that part of the world and . . .
I'm not sure people knew the word 'lesbian.' Maybe they didn't have a name for the
girls, and maybe h doesn't matter" (qtd. in LaBadie, 'Triend's Life" CIO; eUipsis in
original). This reply recalls the novelist's remark about Southemers: ". . . although
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there is such ignorance and prejudice . . . there is another part of the Southemer that
totally accepts everything if h's done in good taste. . . . that is real sophistication to
accept differences [sic]" (qtd. in Kidder G12). Obviously, Flagg does not wish to fan the
flames of controversy. Yet, in spite of her reluctance to accept the label of lesbian for
her characters—and, after all, labels can be both demeaning and limiting-the novel hself
certainly supports the idea that Ruth, Idgie, and Stump form an amazingly traditional, yet
unconventional, family unit. Idgie's dress, her habhs, her attitudes—all clearly suggest
that she is the "man of the house"^^ while Ruth plays the customary wife and mother
role. The entire community speaks of Stump as Idgie and Ruth's little boy and Idgie
herself frequently calls him "Son."
Beyond these surface similarities to the man-woman- child paradigm, textual
evidence indicates that Ruth and Idgie share a life partnership based on the kind of love
and affection a predominantly heterosexual society has idealized in its own marriage and
family model. This evidence begins whh a courtship period, then continues through a
separation and an unofficial marriage of the two women.

Courtship
During Ruth's first vish in 1924, Idgie (fifteen or sixteen at the time) acts like a
lovestmck schoolboy. First, she hangs "'around in the chinaberry tree, staring at her
[Ruth]'" (81). Then she begins "'showing ofî[:] hanging upside down, throwing the
football. . ., and coming home whh a huge string of fish over her shoulder'" just in time
to mn into Ruth (81). When Ruth, at Momma Threadgoode's request, asks Idgie to
have supper with the rest of the family, Idgie comes in "'with her face all scmbbed and
. . . her hair all slicked down with some old grease that she'd found . . . in the medicine
cabinet'" (81). Momma has wamed everyone not to laugh because "'sister has a cmsh'"
(81), but they lose control anyway over Idgie's uncharacteristic behavior: '"AII Ruth
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asked her was if she cared for some more string beans, and she blushed so bad that her
ears tumed as red as a tomato'" (81). Lost in thoughts of Ruth, Idgie herself remains
blissfully unaware of the source of her family's hilarity, merely admonishing them for
their poor manners: "'That's a fine way to act when we have company'" (82). Everyone
finds Idgie's transformation from careless hoyden to blushing young suitor amusing:
"'Even Sipsey razzed her. She'd see Idgie by herself and say, 'That ol' love bug done bh
Idgie'" (82). A pleased Momma Threadgoode believes that "'ldgie would have jumped
off a mountain backwards if Ruth had asked her to'" (82) that first summer.
After demonstrating her bee charming gift while picnicking whh Ruth, Idgie
eagerly confides "'Just think, Ruth, I never did h for anybody else before. Now nobody
in the whole world knows I can do that but you. I just wanted us to have a secret
together, that's aU'" (85-86). After Ruth explains that she cried because "'I don't know
what I'd do if anything ever happened to you'" (86), Idgie, lying whh her head in Ruth's
lap, asserts her willingness to kill for Ruth and replies to Ruth's protestations that killing
is wrong by asserting that "'l'd rather kill for love than kill for hate'" (86). Idgie's
avowal that "'l'd die for you'" (86) quickly follows, along with the assurance that "'I
could die right now, and I wouldn't mind'" (86). At the end of this exchange Idgie
smiles up into Ruth's eyes "as happy as anybody who is in love in the summertime can
be" (87). From the moment Idgie offers her the jar of honey, Ruth knows "she love[s]
Idgie whh all her heart" (88). The tme reason for Ruth's crying rests with this
recognition: "She had never feh that way before and she knew she probably would never
feel that way again" (88). Taken all together, the bee charming episode becomes an
important milestone in a courtship rather than simply another progression in a deepening
fiiendship.
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Separation
So why does Ruth, knowing she loves Idgie, retum to Valdosta, Georgia, and
marry Frank Bennett? First of all, Ruth has more trouble accepting this unorthodox
relationship than Idgie does. Raised by a preacher father with all the conventional
atthudes toward marriage that such an upbringing implies, Ruth has trouble coming to
terms with her own feelings: "She had no idea why she wanted to be with Idgie more
than anybody else on this earth, but she did. She had prayed about h, she had cried
about h; but there was no answer except to go back home and marry Frank Bennett, . . .
and to try to be a good wife and mother" (88-89). Even in the midst of the social whirl
that accompanies weddings in 1924, thoughts of Idgie intmde. Ruth's reaction is to
"pray to God and beg Him to take such thoughts out of her head. She knew that she
must be where she should be and doing the right thing" (194; emphasis added).
Marrying Frank, Ruth vows to herself that she wiU "be a good, loving wife, no matter
what, holding nothing back" (194). When Frank violently assauhs her on their wedding
night, then leaves her lying "in her own blood" (195) to go to another room and sleep,
"Ruth couldn't help but think that something inside of her had caused him to hate her;
that somehow, no matter how hard she tried to suppress h, Frank feh the love inside she
had for Idgie. It had slipped out somehow, in her voice, her touch; she didn't know
how, but she beUeved he must have known and that's why he despised her" (195). As
the abuse continues and worsens, the young wife's self-blame persists: "So she . . . lived
with the guih and [took] the beatings and the insuhs because she thought she deserved
them" (195). Her dying mother, who lives whh the couple, releases Ruth from her guih
and feelings of obligation by recognizing the evil in her son-in-Iaw when she tells her
daughter: "'You get away from him. . . . Ruth, promise me. He's the devil. I've seen
God, and he's the devil. I hear things, Ruth . . . you get away . . . promise me . . .'"
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(195; eUipses in original). After her mother's death, Ruth no longer feels guilty about or
fights her feelings for Idgie.
Ruth's second reason for leaving Idgie, like the first, stems from her desire to do
the right thing-this time by Idgie herself "it was because [Ruth] loved [Idgie] so much
that she had to leave. Idgie was a sixteen-year-old kid with a cmsh and couldn't possibly
understand" (88) what Ruth's staying would mean. "But Ruth knew" (88), and she
decides to protect the younger woman. Convinced "that no matter what Idgie said, she
would get over her cmsh and get on whh her life" (89), a loving Ruth decides to protect
the younger girl from her own impulsive nature by leaving.
Ruth's third reason for leaving grows out of her desire to do the right thing by
someone else she loves—her mother. Since the death of Ruth's father, she and her
mother have stmggled to survive. Frank Bennett charms his future mother-in-law and
promises to care for her as well as Ruth; Mrs. Jamison will even live with them. By the
time Ruth discovers what kind of man she has married, her mother is ill. So this gentle
woman stays by her mother's side even though doing so means enduring the abuse of a
man who despises women and whose only sexual pleasure involves the humiliation and
violation of the unfortunate woman he chooses to use.
An hour after her mother's death, Ruth addresses an envelope to Idgie. It contains
"'a page tom out of the Bible, King James Version'" (191). Taken, appropriately
enough, from the book of Ruth, this page contains a passage often read in tradhional
Christian marriage ceremonies: "'And Ruth said, Intreat [sic] me not to leave thee, or to
return from following after thee: for whither thou goest, I wUl go; and where thou
lodgest, I wiU lodge: thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God'" (191).
Flagg only quotes Ruth 1:16, leaving off verse 17 which usually accompanies h: "Where
thou diest, will I die, and there will I be buried: the Lord do so to me, and more also, if
ought but death part thee and me." This verse, like the first, resonates through the novel
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as these two women form the kind of relationship which endures for a lifetime. A year
and a half earlier (two and half years after Ruth's marriage), Idgie had appeared at
Ruth's door to reaffirm her feelings: "'I still want you to come back and I'm not a kid
anymore, so I'm not gonna change. I still love you and I always will and I still don't care
what anybody thinks'" (178). Three days after mailing the Bible passage, Ruth,
depending on the validity of Idgie's affirmation, rises early, dresses, packs, and is waiting
when Idgie, two of her brothers, two friends, and Big George arrive.

Marriage
When Ruth retums to Whistle Stop, she speaks to Momma and Poppa
Threadgoode as if to prospective parents-in-Iaw: "'I don't have any money, I really
don't have anything but my clothes. But I can work. I want you both to know that I'II
never leave again. I should never have left her four years ago, I know that now. But I'm
going to try and make h up to her and never hurt her again. You have my word on
that'" (199). Like a mother welcoming a daughter- or son-in-Iaw, Momma reassures
Ruth: "'Poppa and I just wânt you to know that we think of you as one of the family
now, and we couldn't be happier for our little girl to have such a sweet companion as
you'" (199). The birth of Buddy, Jr. (Stump) a few months later spurs Idgie's dad into
action: "'Poppa Threadgoode sat Idgie down and told her that now that she was going
to be responsible for Ruth and a baby, she'd better figure out what she wanted to do, and
gave her five hundred dollars to start a business whh. That's what she bought the cafe
with'" (192-93). The words and actions of the characters indicate that Ruth and Idgie
have established their own kind of marriage and family.
Even Ruth's baby is referred to as Idgie and Ruth's son. Friends, family, and the
local paper often refer to him that way. When Stump is bom, Momma Threadgoode
even exclaims "'Oh look, Idgie, he's got your hair!'" (192) as if Idgie were the father.
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Idgie herself teUs Stump that "'you're my son and I love you no matter what'" (115).
Although Stump calls her Aunt Idgie, she functions very much like a stereotypical
traditional father: providing discipline and lessons in "manly" areas like hunting and
fishing; helping him overcome his uneasiness about sex (he fears his partner's reaction to
his missing arm) by taking him to vish the generous and experienced Eva Bates; and
calling him "Stump" to help him face the loss of his arm and leam not to be sensitive
about it.
When Ruth dies, the similarities not the differences in the love Smokey and Idgie
each have for Ruth are stressed: "They each understood what the other was feeling. It
was as if, from then on, the two of them moumed together. Not that they ever talked
about h. The ones that hurt the most always says the least" (351). Years later Ninny
Threadgoode sees no incongmity in mentioning Idgie and Ruth when she discusses the
problems all married couples face: "'You take Idgie and Ruth. Now, you never saw
two people mOre devoted to each other than they were, but even the two of them went
through a period when they had their little problems'" (255). The problems themselves
spring out of Idgie's impatience at feeling tied down—a complaint society often considers
normal for married men but not for their wives.
While Flagg never directly discusses the pair's sexuaUty, the evidence from the
novel indicates that Idgie and Ruth form, in thought and deed, a loving couple.

The

only aspect of their relationship which would be substantially affected if the two
principals involved were man and woman rather than woman and woman is Ruth's guih.
In fact, Ruth, Idgie, and Stump form an almost too perfect mirror image of tradhional
heterosexual marriage because Idgie is too much "the man of the house": a little more
woman-ness 17 would be nice.
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Eva Bates, Onzell, and Sipsey
In addition to their relationship whh each other, Idgie and Ruth each have a
friendship whh another woman which proves supportive, healing, and loving. The love
of Buddy Threadgoode's life, Eva Bates, remains friends whh Idgie after Buddy's death.
Although Ruth worries about Eva's influence on Idgie, Eva supports and cares for Idgie
a number of times and even helps her reconcile whh Ruth. Ruth has her own supporter
and caretaker in Onzell, Big George's wife. Sipsey proves an invaluable friend to both
Idgie and Ruth. Each of these friendships, while subordinate to the primary relationship
between Idgie and Ruth, holds an important place in the lives of the two central
characters.
When Ruth retums to Valdosta, to marry Frank Bennett, a devastated Idgie makes
her way to the Wagon Wheel River and Fishing Club where her seemingly high spirits
fail to fool Eva Bates. Unable to discourage Idgie's drinking or convince her to talk,
Eva just watches as Idgie "[gets] all liquored up and [winds] up dancing all over the
place and acting like a fool" (97). Wisely, she wahs for the five hours or so that h takes
Idgie to hit bottom. Eva cries with her young íriend for a while then takes Idgie home
with her, and puts the grieving girl to bed. Unable to "stand to see anything hurt that
bad" (98), Eva shs beside the crying Idgie to comfort her: "'Now, sugar, I don't know
who you're crying over, and h doesn't really matter, 'cause you're gonna be all right.
Hush up now . . . you just need somebody to love you, that's aU . . . h's gonna be all
right. . . Eva's here . . ." (98; eUipses in original). In the years of Ruth's absence, "Idgie
would live down at the river, on and off" (98). Eva, an uneducated, often despised
woman, understands about love and broken hearts and the need to be comforted.
Idgie finds that Eva will "always [be] there when needed, just like she had been for
Buddy" (98). In fact, Eva manages to be there for those Idgie loves as well. Later,
when Stump admits that he has avoided dating because he fears that the girl will laugh at
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his missing arm, Idgie gives much thought to who can help her son. The next Saturday
moming she takes him to visit her old friend Eva Bates.
A disapproving Ruth would be surprised to know that Eva even does what she can
to help Idgie understand her responsibiUties to her "family." When Ruth leams that Idgie
has Ued to her and moves out, Eva listens to Idgie's complaints about feeling trapped and
needing her freedom and then reminds her: "'That giri [Ruth] give up everything she had
to come over here. She left her hometown and all her friends she grew up whh—gave up
all that just to be here and make a life for you. You and Stump are all she has. You've
got all your friends and your family . . .'" (258; ellipsis in original). When a disgmntled
Idgie complains that'" Yeah, weU, sometimes I think they like her better than they do
me'" (258), Eva forces her to face some unpleasant facts: "'You listen, Idgie, I'm gonna
tell you something. Don't you think [Ruth] couldn't have anybody that she wanted
around here? AU she'd have to do is snap her fingers. So I'd think long and hard before
I'd go flying ofF" (258). A couple of days later Ruth receives a note: "'lf you cage a
wild thing, you can be sure h wiU die, but if you let h mn free, nine times out of ten h
wUl mn back home'" (239). She phones, and a thrilled Idgie mshes over to see her.
Idgie is almost there when Ruth's mention of a note hits her: "What note? She hadn't
sent any note" (259). Whhout being told, the reader knows that Eva Bates has proven
herself a good friend once again by helping Idgie rectify a mistake she would have
regretted for the rest of her life.
Ruth finds a friend and protector in Onzell, Big George's wife. Onzell makes it
her business to look after and defend Ruth. When Idgie mns wild, Onzell wams her
"'Miz Ruth's done left one no-account, and h'd be jest as easy to leave two, an' I's jest
the one to help her pack'" (284). For once Idgie "'didn't say a word. She knew not to
cross Onzell where Ruth was concemed'" (284). When Ruth is dying of cancer, Onzell
leaves Big George to fend for himself and moves into Ruth's room to nurse her. While
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"'poor Idgie and Stump . . . just sorta [faU] apart'" (285), Onzell gives twenty-four hour
a day care to her beloved fiiend. She also keeps everyone but Idgie and Stump out of
Ruth's room because "'Ruth had begged her not to let anyone see her looking so
terrible'" (285). On Ruth's last day, Onzell sends Stump and Idgie on an errand and
encourages her suffering friend: "'Hold on, Miz Ruth, h's gonna be over soon. It's
gonna be over soon, baby'" (287). Onzell, seeing the terrible pain in Ruth's eyes,
realizes that for her friend "there was no rest from it [pain] now; no sleep, no relief'
(287). Whh aching heart she knows there can be no healing here:
Onzell,. . . who believed whh all her heart and soul in a mercifijl God,
had made a decision.
No God, anywhere, certainly not her sweet, precious Jesus, Who
died for our sins and loved us above all things, had ever meant anyone
to suffer Uke this.
So h was with perfect joy and a pure heart that she gave Ruth
the morphine that she'd been saving, bit by bit, day by day. Onzell
watched Ruth's body relax for the first time in weeks, and then she sat
down by the bed and held her little skeleton of a hand and began to
rockandsing. (287-88)
Even after Ruth stops breathing, Onzell reflises to leave her: she accompanies the body
to the flineral home with a gown and makeup, and stays until "'Ruth looked like she
wanted her to look'" (286). Onzell has done all she can for her friend Ruth.
A third woman plays a major role in both Ruth's and Idgie's lives. Sipsey works
for the Threadgoode family from the time she is ten or eleven (and even at that early age
she establishes a reputation as a cook). Her relationship with the Threadgoodes seems
greater than that of a servant with her employers, especially with Idgie. After Buddy's
death, Idgie turns to Sipsey. Ninny remembers that a brokenhearted Idgie would "'sit in
Buddy's room for hours on end, just sh up there in the dark. And when she couldn't
bear to be home any longer, she'd just take ofFand go stay whh Sipsey over in
Troutville'" (37). Later Sipsey works beside Idgie and Ruth at the cafe. Beyond that.
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she proves herself an extraordinary friend to Ruth as well. When Frank Bennett tries to
steal Ruth's baby, he slams his gun butt against Sipsey's head whh such force that her
ear bleeds and she loses consciousness. The man seriously underestimates this small
woman whose gender and race both contribute to his contempt: 'Trank Bennett had not
figured that she would get back up off the floor. He also hadn't figured that the skinny
little black woman had been handling five-pound skillets, two at a time, since she was
eleven. He had figured dead wrong" (364). A wild-eyed Sipsey knows she has done the
one thing the South will never forgive: she has killed a whhe man. Nonetheless, she
asserts, "'Ain't nobody gonna get dis baby, no suh, not while I's alive'" (364). If Frank
had succeeded, Ruth would have found the law on his side—and what must she and Idgie
have suffered knowing their son was in the "care" of such an angry, violent, sadistic
man? Their small family remains intact because Sipsey has the courage to fight the one
person Southem society says she can not resist. Idgie, Ruth, and Buddy, Jr. could ask
for no better friend.
While these relationships take very different shapes, every one involves a woman
enriching the life of another woman. Evelyn Couch and Ninny Threadgoode develop a
mother-daughter relationship which helps the younger woman recover from her
depression and leam to Uve, and helps the older woman enjoy what would otherwise
have been a lonely last few months. Ruth Jamison and Idgie Threadgoode find life
companions in each other, each complementing the other. Finally, Eva Bates and Onzell
offer friendship and support to Idgie and Ruth, respectively, while Sipsey befriends and
protects them both. In every instance each of the two principles would be the poorer
wåthout the other.
Within the larger community of Whistle Stop, these and other women form
smaller, frequently overiapping communities. The reader leams much about the women
of the community through Dot Weems humorous reports of Whistle Stop life in the
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Weems Weekly The ups and downs of families, the shifting alUances of friendships, the
triumphs and trials of community life form the subject of her idiosyncratic and
communi-syncratic accounts of life in a small Southem town. While the women and men
share this community more easily than they do in much of The Color Purple. the women
remain the focus of the author's and the reader's attention.
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Notes
Appendix B offers a chronological listing Fannie Flagg's major works and roles.
Coming Attractions was published again in 1991 by Wamer Books and rethled
Daisv Fav and the Miracle Man

The version of events used here comes from a 1987 article. In 1992 Flagg tells
essentially the same story, with the added detail that she vished her friend in the nursing
home, to Donald LaBadie of the Memphis Commercial Appe^íl ('Triend's Life" CIO). In
1990, however, to James Perry of the New Orieans Times-Picayune^ she tells a
somewhat different version in which receiving the shoe box through the mail reminds her
of a woman she "knew only slightly" when she was growing up, a woman with whom
she had lost all contact (qtd. in D2). The story she told Trocheck is used here because it
is supported by a second report and because h is the first account she gave.
JefiFKunerth makes similar observations about the role of food in the film (see the
film discussion in Chapter V).
Angeline Godwin Dvorak also notes the function of food as a source of income in
the lives of the four women (but not Big George) in her article (93).
^A later section on Idgie Threadgoode and Ruth Jamison contains a more detailed
discussion of the beecharming episode.
Fannie Flagg makes h clear that Evelyn's husband Ed is not the villain. He
suffers from his own apathy and entrapment in an unthinking routine. When Evelyn
begins to put her life together, Ed soon follows her example.
The comparison of the death bullet to an "ice-cold blue martini" (63) certainly
inspires interesting speculation since the novelist grew up with an alcoholic father and
even used that experience in her autobiographical first novel, Coming Attractions. When
the subject of celebration was broached after the publication of that novel, she explained,
"I love champagne and the idea of drinking, but I just can't. . . Alcohol has caused a lot
of comings and goings in my life. It's hard to forget" (qtd. in Reilly 125).
^When Huck disguises himself as a girl, one of the things that gives him away is
that he claps his legs together to catch the lead bar his hostess drops in his lap. She
explains that a girl would have done the opposhe in order to catch the lead in her skirts
(Clemens 53).
^ e t e r Keough makes a similar statement regarding Idgie's attire in the film.
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Mn reviewing the film Rosellen Brown of the New York Times finds the novel's Idgie's feelings and intentions obvious in sphe of the lack of direct references to anything
beyond the platonic (22). Yardena Arar finds that the novel's "Idgie and Ruth are clearly
in a classic, romantic love relationship" (E5). Film reviewers Stephen Schaefer and Janet
Maslin find the lesbian nature of the relationship so obvious in the novel that they fail to
notice that the evidence is cumulative and nonspecific as to the sexual nature of the two
characters' bond (E5; "You've Seen" C14).
"Woman-ness" does not necessarily refer to the same qualhies to which the more
conventional word "femininity" refers. Ninny tells Evelyn, "'I think she [Idgie] wanted
to be Uke Buddy . . .'" (14), but the unsettling tmth is that Idgie seems to want to be
Buddy, not just be Ukfi him. She even names "her" son Buddy, Jr. One would prefer to
see her portrayed as a woman comfortable with her gender even though she does not
conform to society's proscribed limitations, rather than as a woman who merely
exchanges one stereotypical gender role for another.

CHAPTER V
JON AVNET'S FRIED GREEN TOMATOF.<; nQQI)
THEFILM

A Poor Candidate for Adaptation
Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe would appear to be a poor
candidate for adaptation. The very format Flagg chooses for her discourse presents
difficulties. The 345 page narrative consists of 126 chapters which, Uke the letter
chapters in Alice Walker's The Color Purple, are often very short, some only one or two
pages. These chapters foUow five pattems:
1. Newspaper articles, most often from Whistle Stop's Weems Weekly, but also
from the Valdosta Courier, Birmingham's Slagtown News Flotsam & Jetsam,
the Birmingham News, and the Southem Railroad News;
2. Accounts of Evelyn and Ninny Threadgoode's conversations at the Rose
Terrace Nursing Home which focus on the latter's stories of Whistle Stop,
3. Accounts of Evelyn and Mrs. Threadgoode's conversations revolving around
their current situations;
4. Accounts of Evelyn's life away from the nursing home;
5. Accounts of the lives of the people who populate Mrs. Threadgoode's stories,
given whhout Ninny as an intermediary
Instead of a number or a tradhional thle, each chapter heading gives a location or source
and a date, both of which may be misleading; for example, the chapter may give the
location and date for Ninny's detailing of events which actually occurred in other places
at eariier times. The point of view usually shifts from one chapter to another- even the
Weems Weekly articles clearly shift to Dot Weems' point of view. The adaptation
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eliminates the newspaper articles and focuses primarily on events as experienced or
remembered by Ninny, Evelyn, Idgie, and Ruth.
In addition to the problems inherent to Flagg's format, an unusually large number
of characters inhabit the novel over a wide expanse of time. Fannie Flagg herself says,
"It never occurred to me that anyone would want to make a movie out [ofj my book,
since h spans almost 100 years and has about 150 characters" (Flagg, "Recipe" 41). Not
only do many of Whistle Stop's chizens populate the novel but also characters from
Birmingham, TroutviIIe, Valdosta (Georgia), Chicago, the Smokey Mountains, and
points unknown; not all of them even appear in Whistle Stop at any point in the novel.
This wide range of characters makes the very thought of counting them a daunting one.
The film, in order to remain coherent and watchable in a single sitting, must focus on the
principal characters and eliminate or combine others. Unfortunately, as the New York
Times' Janet Maslin also notices ("You've Seen" C14), the film drops many of the
stories of the black characters. While this condensation can hardly be termed unusual,
sifting through so many characters necessarily entails the loss of some of the rich detail in
Flagg's portrayal of a community.
Fixing the exact time span adds yet another difficulty to working from the novel.
The chapter whh the earliest date in hs heading-June 2, 1917-describes the birth of Big
George and Onzell's twins, but several events narrated by Mrs. Ninny Threadgoode
chronologically precede the twins' birth; however, for those events no date can be firmly
established. The novel and the narrative line conclude with an episode dated May 22,
1988, which yields a closing date ahhough the beginning date remains unknown.
The lack of a chronological arrangement of chapters fiirther complicates effbrts to
establish temporal order. For example, dates of five consecutive chapters are January
26, 1986; June 2, 1917; July 1, 1935; July 2, 1986; July 18, 1924. Often, as mentioned
above, even these dates are misleading, merely indicating when a character describes
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events rather than when they actually occur. Inaccuracy adds to the conflision. In one
instance, Grady and Idgie go to Kilbey Prison on July 11, 1948 to pick up Artis who has
already spent six months there for a crime which forms the subject of a chapter headed
October 17, 1949. In another temporal anomaly, Evelyn leams of Mrs. Threadgoode's
death on December 5, 1986, and receives the shoe box her friend left her on April 8,
1986. Whether one attributes such errors to misprints or overiooked mistakes in drafting
the novel, they certainly make any efforts at dating events more difficult.
When Janet Maslin refers to the problem of time in the adaptation of Fried Green
Tomatoes as an example of the "drastically compressed" time span many adaptations
incorporate, she points to the example of the trial which seems to take place "only a few
years after the murder," rather than the novel's twenty-five years ("You've Seen" C14).
The concentration of events into a shorter temporal span must be expected in an industry
which has only recently begun to accept more works which occupy more than two hours.
Fannie Flagg herself contends that "The hardest thing in writing the screenplay was to
compress so many years into two hours" (qtd. in Kass, "Movie Spins" E7).^
Compression becomes necessary in order to accommodate an experience which takes
place in a single sitting. Interestingly, however, the film pays as little attention to the
chronology of events in the novel as the novel pays to a straight temporal ordering.
Maslin's statement that twenty-five years separate the murder and the trial in the
novel is accurate: the murder occurs in 1930 and the trial in 1955. In the film Idgie says
Smoote has been looking for the same man for almost five years. Later that month the
rains begin and Grady's deputies find Frank Bennett's tmck. In the novel Ruth dies
almost eight years before the trial; in the film she leams she has cancer in the fall after the
trial and dies shortly thereafter.-^ Events occur at an accelerated pace, allowing the film
to cover fewer years.
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With three exceptions in the eariier saga, the film alternates between its two stories
while following a straight chronological arrangement for each tale. Frank Bennett's
tmck rises out of the water behind the opening credits; the same scene appears briefly
when Ninny Threadgoode starts her story, but she stops and decides to tell her story in
chronological order beginning with the day Buddy dies. The third out of sequence
segment reveals the identity of Frank Bennett's murder. A desire to create a bit of
suspense accounts for these dismptions in temporal order; Avnet admits he enjoys
"telling the audience something is going to happen" (qtd. in Kass, "Movie Spins" E6).
Ironically, the film's adherence to chronological ordering in telling most of the two
stories necessitates the majority of the changes from the novel's arrangement of events.

Avnet's Decision to FUm
So why would this difficult project so enamor Jon Avnet that he would buy the
rights the day after he read the novel (Murray, "Two Real Pros" Al 1) and spend the next
four years trying to find a studio for the film (Kass, "Movie Spins" E6; Keough E3;
Murphy D13). In Fried Green Tomatoes he discovered many of the qualhies which
attracted him to previous projects. In a 1991 MiUimeter profile he confesses that "I like
small, intimate stories" (qtd. in Vincenzi 99). Often drawn to what many would call
"women's movies," Avnet expresses special pride in his work on two television films:
producing The Buming Bed, about a woman driven to kill her abusive husband, and
producing, directing, and writing Between Two Women. about the complex
relationship between a mother- and daughter-in-Iaw. An Avnet produced theatrical film,
1990's Men Don't Leave7 teUs the story of a widow and her two sons as they stmggle
to start a new life after the death of her husband, the boys' father. Avnet explains that he
chose the script because "the story was a very real piece of people's lives. . . . I was
moved . . . And I thought the audience would be moved" (qtd. in Vincenzi 99). While
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Avnet has worked on other projects, these examples reveal a recurring interest in the
ways people relate to each other and why, offering some insight into the appeal of
Flagg's novel.
Of Fried Green Tomatoes Avnet says he read the novel and "loved the self-reliant
women in h; I loved their story" (qtd. in Kass, "Movie Spins" E6). He likes the idea of
doing a film which "tell[s] two stories simuhaneously. And also [I wanted to] do a story
that was about story-telling, how it can affect someone. It reminded me of when as a kid
my mother would read to me and things got blurred between what was real and what
wasn't and h didn't matter because the story was the thing" (qtd. in Keough E3).
Furthermore, Avnet enjoys "the form, going back and forth

. . . I like the oral tradition

of storytelUng in the South, making the audience surrender to this time, to this world
where the laws and mles are difficuh to define" (qtd. in Kass, "Movie Spins" E6).
Unfortunately, he found that the problems the novel presented when trying to sell the
story to HoIIywood studios were threefold: "They don't like Southem pictures, they
don't like pictures whh female leads, and they don't like pictures with directors who
aren't a major commodity" (qtd. in Murray, "Two Real Pros" Al 1). The novelist, too,
considered the subject matter an obstacle to gaining HoIIywood's interest: "I mean, look
what it is about: old stories and women" (qtd. in Murphy D13). After four years during
which not one studio agreed to do the film, Avnet tumed to a new company, Electric
Shadow Productions which subsequently arranged a distribution deal whh Universal
o

(Hanson and Hanson 26).

Involvement of the Novelist
After buying the rights to Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe and
shortening the thle to the first three words (so h will fit on a marquee?), Jon Avnet asked
Fannie Flagg to write the screenplay. She refiised, convinced that she was "too close to
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h, too emotionally involved" (qtd. in J. Perry D2). Avnet tumed to screenwriter Carol
Sobieski,^ whose most recognized works are television movies. Her scripts for Sunshine,

Amelia Earheart, Harry Tmman: Plain Speaking, The Women's Room^ and Sarah Plain
and Tall establish her as a writer who can produce realistic family drama, handle complex
themes, and show the development of character. ^^ When Sobieski fell victim to a fatal
disease before a final screenplay could be completed, Flaggfinallyagreed to work on the
adaptation ('TIagg Facts" F3).
After writing several drafts (Keough E3), the novelist found that adapting her own
novel did indeed prove distressing: "You can imagine how painful h was for me to have
to lose stuff. I was very emotional about h.

. . . The most difficuh thing I had to

remember was that this was not the book, it was the movie. And what worked in one
would not work in the other. It's meant for a different audience. You have to make
compromises (Flagg, "Recipe" 43). Avnet, though uncredited, worked on the screenplay
wdth Flagg.

Present for much of the filming, Flagg served not only as screenwriter and

actress (in a small role) but as Avnet's "chief consultant" as well (Avnet qtd. in Murray,
'Tilmmaker Ripe" F2). The director even referred to her as his "Southem litmus" (qtd.
in Murray, "Two Real Pros" Al 1), the person who kept the characters and atmosphere
fahhful to the South.
This fidelity to the South comprises one of Flagg's major concems in both novel
and screenplay. She herself has experienced some of the prejudice engendered by
cinematic and literary stereotypes of Southemers. The actress/screenwriter/novelist
chooses to cherish even the accent which marks her heritage in sphe of the reaction h
inspires in other parts of the country: "As soon as they heard me, [people] thought I was
stupid . . . And that's what I'm so tired of I like where I come from. I like my home
state. I'm not ashamed of it" (qtd. in C. Washington Fl). Experience taught her that in
those other places "graciousness and cuhure are interpreted as stupidity" (qtd. in C.
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Washington Fl). Flagg reacted by strengthening her resolve "to show a different side of
the South because most literature and films about the South are ehher about poor white
trash or faded Southem aristocracy . . . Few are written about the middle class. I think
those people were heroic. And I didn't want a film in which every Southemer is a racist.
Because I don't believe that's the tmth" (qtd. in Keough E3). At the same time, Flagg
does not deny that racism and other problems exist in the South. She seeks, and offers, a
more balanced view of the good and evil in Southern life.
One unpleasant aspect of Southem life whh which both novel and film deal
involves the lives of women there. Flagg finds "a great sadness at times in Southem
women

. . . They aren't given their power, they don't assert themselves. They're seen

as subservient" (qtd. in C. Washington F2). Even in the more liberated 1980's and
1990's she feels that "women in the South stiU think h's bad manners for them to speak
up and assert themselves" (qtd. in C. Washington F2). Surviving the transformation
from novel to film, these concems appear in both storylines: In the earlier story Ruth
must assert herself to escape the abusive Frank Bennett, and in the modem story Evelyn
not only leams self-assertion but also becomes her own person rather than an empty
reflection of society's expectations.
Naturally the casting of the roles impacts on the film's interpretation of the
characters. Pleased to leam that the major actresses had already read the novel before
they arrived on the set, Flagg also found that these "actresses were the ones I had
wanted from the very beginning" (Flagg, "Recipe" 42). The casting of Kathy Bates as
Evelyn Couch especially gratified her: "I had written the part of Evelyn Couch whh my
old friend Kathy Bates in mind. . . . I wanted her to play Evelyn from the very beginning.
There's a special sweetness in Southem ladies' faces, and Kathy has that face. Besides,
the character is loosely based on my mother and Kathy looks like my mother did when
she was Kathy's age" (Flagg, "Recipe" 42). The novelist also knew Jessica Tandy, who
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plays Ninny Threadgoode, from her early days as a writer and actress in New York.
Friends with Peter Masterson^^ since she appeared in The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas for which he co-wrote the screenplay, Flagg also approved of the choice of his
daughter, Mary Stuart Masterson, for the role of Idgie. Considering the role of Ruth the
most difficult in the film, Flagg had no one in mind for the role (Flagg, "Recipe" 42-43):
"Ruth is the heart of the book. If that character is not correct, the whole film wouldn't
work" (Flagg, "Recipe" 43). The novelist adds, "Mary-Louise Parker pulled h ofifin
spades" (Flagg, "Recipe" 43). Supporting actress Cicely Tyson (in the role of Sipsey)
especially amazed Flagg because she took a role whh very little dialogue and "walked
away whh the film" (Flagg, "Recipe" 43). Upon her arrival on the set, a pleased Flagg
"walked down the streets of Whistle Stop and into the Whistle Stop Cafe" (Flagg,
"Recipe" 41). She adds, "Here were the characters that had until this moment lived only
in my head—living and breathing right before my very eyes. Everyone looked just like I
had imagined they would" (Flagg, "Recipe" 42). Whh these five actresses Avnet would
bring his and Flagg's story of Southem women to cinematic life. Would the result be
faithful to hs source?

The Women's Storíes
Evelyn Couch and Virginia "Ninny" Threadgoode
In the modem storyline's cinematic incamation Ninny and Evelyn's friendship
retains hs strong, mutually supportive mother-daughter nature. Evelyn Couch first
appears as the same passive, eager-to-please woman whose compulsive eating of sweets
is her most outstanding trait. Ninny Threadgoode is a lonely yet gregarious old woman,
eager to find a friend. As in the novel the two women bond, developing a close
relationship which improves each of their Uves.
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The cinematic adaptation adds an early scene in which Evelyn and Ed Couch find
themselves lost and in a deserted (except for a goat) Whistle Stop. The scene does an
amazing job of establishing the character of Evelyn. While Ed makes a call from a pay
phone, Evelyn shs in the car looking at the faded signs on the Whistle Stop Cafe. Her
very appearance reveals her conscious efforts to live up to the Southem lady image
whhin the limits of her middle class budget and tastes: hair carefiilly teased, styled and
sprayed; face carefijlly made up; dress carefiilly accessorized. The sequence unfolds like
this:^^
Shot 1: Through part of shot six (below) Ed's voice can be heard as he talks on
the pay phone ofif frame. A medium shot shows Evelyn holding a road map
while her longing gaze lingers on something off frame.
Shot 2: A point of view shot duplicates Evelyn's gaze, traveUng down a list of
pies.
Shot 3: In a medium shot Evelyn sighs deeply, releases the map whh her right
hand, lowers h to her lap, then reaches down for something while still looking
at the cafe.
Shot 4: Another Evelyn point of view shot continues down the last couple of pie
listings and down through a couple of cobbler listings.
Shot 5: A medium shot reveals Evelyn unwrapping a candy bar and taking a bhe,
absently letting the paper pop back up around her mouth while keeping her eyes
on the faded signs of the cafe.
Shot 6: A medium shot shows the faded lettering on the window: FRIED
GREEN / TOMATOES / SERVED HOT / AT THE / WHISTLE STOP
CAFE. Beside the window two faded old tin advertisements can be seen, one
for Old Frosty Root beer and one, difficult to read, seems to say Camel Lights
(a possible anachronism). Ed's off frame voice fades, stops. The background
music fades out as a train whistle sounds.
Shot 7: In a medium shot a startled Evelyn, candy bar paper now neatly held
down, tums to her window and looks back along the track.
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Shot 8: A long shot from the point of view of a train moves down the railroad
tracks. Only the sound of the train is heard; the camera pans slightly as if
someone-or something-were looking at the Couches and the old cafe.
Shot 9: In a close-up a puzzled and wondering Evelyn watches the signs of the
invisible train's passage.
Shot 10: In a long shot the sight and sound of leaves whiriing in the wake of a
swift passage and a startled goat bleating and moving away from the track, its
bell tinkling, provide evidence of the unseen train's movement down the track.
Shot 11: In another medium shot Evelyn still looks toward the track, her eyes
moving from the goat back to where she thinks the train should be.
Shot 12: A long shot shows the old abandoned railway station.
Shot 13: In a close-up the station's bay window reflects the passing of a train.
Shot 14 In an extreme long shot of the track, the cafe, and the street in front of it,
Ed opens the driver's door of the car and gets in the driver's seat. The still
swirling leaves slow down. The sound of the train fades out. The blowing
leaves slow and settle to the ground.
Shot 15: A two-shot shows Evelyn and Ed from the passenger's window and a
little in front so that Evelyn still receives most of the viewer's attention.
An oblivious Ed scratches his arm and looks out the windshield while Evelyn
still looks at the track in wonder.
Evelyn (urgent, still bemused, wondering): Did you hear that?
Ed (still scratching his arm), looks over, totally uninterested, then retums his
unfocused gaze to the front: What?
Evelyn (still wide-eyed): The train?
Ed, not even looking at her, still scratching: No, I didn't hear no train.
Evelyn reluctantly shifts her gaze away from the track, looks at Ed then down
at the map, sighs in discouragement: Ah-h-h, nothing I guess.
Ed leans over, looking at the map: Well, where is, uh, Whistle Stop on the
map?
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Evelyn's lips tighten a bit. She shakes herhead in despair tinged with
exasperation: I can't fi—
Shot 16: A two-shot from Ed's side of the car aUows Ed to dominate the frame.
Evelyn finishes her sentence while handing the map to Ed: -nd it.
Ed grabs the map, rolls his head and eyes up in total exasperation, throws his
spread left hand up as if to say "Lord, help me!": Why did you tell me to turn
right (he points) ten miles back there.
Evelyn looks at him and forces a sad, anxious to conciliate half-smile.
Shot 17: A two-shot from the other side of the car aUows the viewer to fiilly see
Ed's exasperation as he shakes his head and folds the map while Evelyn looks
forward, her closed lips still held in a fixed, half-hearted smile as she hears Ed's
words: God, you've got a negative sense of direction.
Shot 18: An extreme long shot shows the car, the road, the cafe. Evelyn's soft
voice speaks as Ed starts the car and drives off I'm sorry. Oh, Ed, your aunt's
gonna be so disappointed we're late. I know she's been looking forward to this
visit all week long. Bless her sweet little ol' heart.
From this sequence the viewer leams of Evelyn's love of sweets and sees evidence of her
frequent and thoughtless feeding of that sweet tooth. Her languid examination of the
cafe and its ancient ads along with the brief moment of magic she experiences there lays
a foundation for Evelyn's immediate interest when Mrs. Threadgoode mentions Whistle
Stop in a later scene.
Evelyn's failure to defend herself, her resigned acceptance of blame, her apology in
a soft, sweet voice—together they offer evidence of her poor self-image and of her lack
of self-confidence. Ed's total unawareness of Evelyn, beyond his disgust with her for not
being able to read a map and give good directions, reflects the sad state of their
marriage. A Washington Times critic sees Evelyn Couch as "a wonderfully descriptive
name . . . for a physically cumbersome wife whose husband takes her for granted the way
you would a large piece of fijmiture" ("Picked before Ripe" E14); while wonderíully
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phrased and accurate to a certain extent, this comment overlooks Evelyn's shared
responsibility for the condition of the Couch marriage. Ed no longer sees her because
she quietly yields to his needs, his wishes; Evelyn has whhdrawn, failing to assert a
personality with which he might meaningfuUy interact. Coupled with a later scene in
which Aunt Vesta throws Evelyn's gift basket of goodies at her and chases her from the
room and into the lounge, Evelyn's final remark about Ed's aunt becomes further proof
of her passivity in the face of abuse and her anxiety about winning the approval of others.
Her behavior whh Ed and her attitude toward his aunt manifest an impossible-to-satisfy
desire to please everyone by acting the role she thinks they expect of her.
The most poshive sign the scene offers revolves around that magic train—the one
Evelyn hears and Ed does not. The very fact that she sees and hears the evidence of the
train's passage combines with her reaction of wonder and interest to prove her openness
to the magic that Whistle Stop will bring to her life-for the spiritual and emotional
healing that take place do indeed seem magical. That invisible but powerfiil train signals
the inspirational coming of Idgie and Ruth's story from Whisfle Stop's past to Evelyn's
needy present.
Mrs. Threadgoode's situation as a lonely nursing home resident requires a much
less elaborate setup, partly because the tmisms of her shuation have become cliches. Her
introduction comes through a careless layout of playing cards and the sight of her hands
as she plays soUtaire: she tums over a card, looks at the layout, then impatiently gathers
up the cards. The camera initially focuses on the coffee table top and the cards whh only
Ninny's hands and part of her dress visible; then it tilts up to include her face. Her quick
response to Evelyn's entrance into the lounge, her immediate launch into talk of her gall
bladder operation, her moving across the room to sh next to Evelyn-all these actions
demonstrate her loneliness and her need for a fiiend and confidante. The pause in her
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stream of conversation to introduce herself illustrates Ninny's Southem upbringing with
hs emphasis on proper manners.
Ninny's carefully done hair contrasts sharply with the remainder of her appearance.
She wears a shapeless housedress with tiny blue flowers on a white background and two
large front pockets which do not match that background: Each pocket pictures a large
trout jumping out of the water. Her Argyle socks whh their faded green, purple, and red
clash with both her dress and her faded-to-gray hightops. Her minimal makeup is
probably intended to look like none at all. The viewer receives the impression that here
is an older woman whose failing eyesight combines with a desire for comfort to account
for an eccentric and mismatched wardrobe (such an outfit never appears in the novel).
Yet she either manages her hair from long habit and by touch or someone does it for her.
After Mrs. Threadgoode's first Whistle Stop story, Evelyn offers the old woman a
candy bar. As in the novel, food plays a notable role. Jeff Kunnerth, noticing this
prominence, calls Fried Green Tomatoes "a film about friendship and food . . . [which]
taps the Southem relationship between community and cuisine" (El). He also notes that
"throughout the movie, friendship is extended-in the tradition of Southem
hosphality-through the offering of food" (El). Food plays a constant role in Evelyn's
story both when she shares scenes whh Mrs. Threadgoode and when she does not. Even
her encounters with the mde young man and the two mde young women occur at the
supermarket and/or in its parking lot. Thanks to the inherently visual properties of
cinema, the filmmakers make interesting use of this food motif
Every scene between Evelyn and Mrs. Threadgoode features food in some way.
Just as she did in the novel, Evelyn expresses her growing fondness for Mrs.
Threadgoode by offering food to, and frequently sharing it with, the older woman. The
nature of the food varies to reflect changes in the relationship and the characters. As
Evelyn begins to diet and exercise, she brings carrots and celery. As the fiiendship
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grows it moves beyond sharing commercially prepared food. Evelyn gives candy
(presumably homemade) as a Christmas gift and substitutes fried green tomatoes for the
traditional birthday cake as a present for her friend. Two exceptions to this exchange of
food occur. In one scene Ninny takes a box of Cracker Jacks from a crying Evelyn who
has said she wishes she had the nerve to just go ahead and get fat and get it over whh;
and in the final scene Ninny directs Evelyn's attention to the jar of honey at Ruth's
grave. The first instance reflects the older woman's concem for her friend; in the second
the very sight of the honey indicates that Idgie not only lives but also remembers her own
special friendship with Ruth and the events Ninny has so lovingly recounted.
In addition food plays a part in every scene in which Evelyn tries to restore
emotional intimacy to her marriage. Twice Ed comes home to a carefiilly prepared and
beautifully presented dinner only to pick up his plate, go to the living room, and plant
himself in front of the television. Even in the sequence where Evelyn imagines Ed's
reaction if she met him at the door dressed in Saran Wrap, the table bears a neatly
arranged meal. Here, too, Evelyn's growing health consciousness finds expression in a
low cholesterol Valentine's meal which causes Ed to demand, "Are you tryin' to kill
me!?!" The constant presence of food in these scenes underscores the significance of
Evelyn's having no dinner prepared for Ed when she tells him that her working on their
marriage does no good if he refuses to do his share. Evidently she no longer feels that
she must slavishly cater to Ed in order to "win" his affection and attention: She now
knows she deserves h.
Evelyn's vishs with Mrs. Threadgoode progress much more quickly in the film.
Besides making her first offer of food during their first meeting, she quickly becomes
involved in the Whistle Stop story, searching for a Kleenex to dab at her eyes and
sniffing a bh after hearing of Buddy's death. As mentioned above, the eariy scene at
Whistle Stop helps justiíy Evelyn's almost immediate interest in hearing tales of the
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town's heyday. The next time Evelyn visits the nursing home she offers Mrs.
Threadgoode a donut almost immediately upon the old woman's entrance and seems not
at all reluctant to put down her book and listen to more of her companion's story.
In the third cinematic visit, which occurs at Christmas, signs of the growing
strength of the women's friendship abound. Evelyn's Christmas gift of homemade candy
actually constitutes the least of these. Her explanation of Ed's absence-his aunt no
longer wants them to vish-tells both Mrs. Threadgoode and the viewer that the younger
woman has come solely to vish her friend. The comment about Ed not sharing his
feelings marks a first small venturing upon a new level of tmst. When Evelyn pulls a
hassock over to sit almost at Ninny's feet and requests more stories of Idgie, the scene
suggests a child leaming at her mother's feet. The poshioning of the actors and their
attitudes toward one another demonstrate that they have already begun to forge a strong
and nurturing bond.
The next film encounter between the two women occurs after Evelyn abandons her
women's classes as a means of helping her and her marriage and after her encounter with
the verbally abusive young man (Tres Holton) at the supermarket. His anger and his
hateflil words ("Screw You!"; "You fat cow"; "You old bhch") devastate Evelyn who,
as she herself says, does not understand why he directs his anger toward her. The film
cuts from poor Evel^m crying and picking up her groceries from the wet pavement to the
exterior of the nursing home. First a crying Evelyn, then her concemed friend enter the
frame from the right: the distraught woman has gone straight to the one person she
knows will listen to, and try to understand, her pain. Having taken away Evelyn's
Cracker Jacks, Ninny laughs-but not unkindly-at the younger woman's reaction to the
suggestion that her problem is menopause, then recommends hormones, Stresstabs No.
4, and getting out of the house and finding a job. A minute later, the older woman
confides that she had a son, explaining about his brain damage and describing his
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peaceful death. When Evelyn allows herself to grow angry for the first time and
"accidentally" hits two young women's car six times, she again goes straight to her
friend—this time to share her exuberance rather than her tears. Mrs. Threadgoode, a bit
overwhelmed by her friend's revenge fantasies, worries that Evelyn may be taking too
many hormones! The exchange of confidences, the sharing of joy and pain, and the
willingness to give and accept advice mark the deepening of their friendship.
In her encounter whh the verbally abusive young man and the following scene at
the nursing home, Evelyn wears a pant suit, but her hair remains teased and carefully
arranged and sprayed. The scene whh Ninny after the "accident" shows Evelyn's hair
with much less teasing and spray, reflecting her growing ease with herself In addition
she holds forth on those revenge fantasies while in constant movement—a sharp contrast
to her earlier behavior when she sat or moved sedately. The exhilaration of those
vengeful visions and the act of revenge against the two young women's car, however,
iUustrate that she is in danger of losing control.
Evelyn's next visit shows her moving still fiirther from the facade she first
presented. Her pants, her sweat jacket, her comfortable shoes, her sweat band—all leave
the unmistakable impression of a woman growing more comfortable whh the self she is
creating. A newfound ease with, and confidence in, her body appears as she pulls a chair
next to Mrs. Threadgoode, then perches on the arm, one foot up on the edge of her
friend's chair. Remembering the energetic revenge spiel, seeing this new easiness and
lightness, and hearing Evelyn ask if Idgie murdered Frank Bennett, Ninny feels
compelled to ask, "You didn't kiU Ed, now, did you?" Evelyn's improvement of body
and spirit parallels a new decline in her friend's physical condition. The older woman
remains seated with a blanket over her lap: until this scene she has always been seen on
her feet and moving about at some point during their visits.
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In Evelyn's next scene she swings a short sledge hammer. Dressed in work clothes
and doing what Southem society considers man's work, Evelyn channels her anger at
Ed's insenshivity into tearing down the waU of her son's old room. This scene of
strength precedes the scene where Evelyn visits the nursing home in her Mary Kay work
clothes, a nice suh, with her hair smooth and neat; with her hair less "poof-y" and her
clothes less polyester feminine than in her first scenes, she appears as a competent,
professional saleswoman.
As Evelyn walks down the nursing home hall, the camera focuses for the first time
on the sad, lonely old people in wheelchairs. The emotional resonance of these sights
lingers as Evelyn enters her friend's room and the camera reveals Ninny asleep in her
bed: Evelyn and the viewer are stmck by the older woman's frailty. A few, phiflil
remnants of Ninny's life hang on the walls and sit on the night table—some of the same
items found in the novel's shoe box. As the scene progresses, the viewer realizes that
Mrs. Threadgoode wears her housecoat wrong side out. Thrilled and touched by the
fried green tomatoes and the little birthday celebration, the older woman tells the
younger, "You couldn't be sweeter to me if you was my own daughter."

A few

moments later, Mrs. Threadgoode grows pensive. Immediately noticing the change in
her friend, Evelyn, aU focused solichude, quietly asks, "Are you all right?"
Unconsciously, she has assumed the role and concem of a daughter for an aging mother.
After describing Ruth's death, Mrs. Threadgoode, in her tum, shows her concem for
Evelyn by wondering if she should not have told her younger friend this part of the story.
When Evelyn admits her fear and hatred of death, the older woman, like a good mother
reassuring her daughter, explains that death should not frighten the younger woman, that
she herself does not fear it. Evelyn's "Oh, Ninny, you're so brave" echoes a daughter's
acceptance, perhaps even expectation, of her mother's courage as the norm.
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Evelyn's decision to rebuild the wall of her son's room for Ninny follows naturally
after this scene of mutual concem and caring. As Evelyn works, Ed comes home with
flowers, kisses her cheek, and apologizes for not being more aware of her efforts to
create a better life for herself and to improve their marriage. Evelyn flirtatiously tells him
that she wants to bring Mrs. Threadgoode home to live with them. Backsliding into old
and selfish habits, Ed rejects the idea, saying Ninny is not family; but Evelyn emphatically
states that "She's family to me." Ed flatly commands, "It's never gonna happen so just
forget about it." Evelyn then tells him that Mrs. Threadgoode helped her take a good
look at herself which led to the improvements she has made in her life. She firmly
asserts, "She [Ninny] needs my love and care now—and I'm gonna give h to her."
Evelyn has progressed considerably: she nehher passively accepts Ed's edict nor flies
into impulsively, destmctive behavior; she quietly and firmly insists on doing what she
knows to be right for her and for Ninny.
Evelyn's anguish when she thinks her friend has died is that of a daughter bmtally
confronted whh her mother's death. Seeing the nurse (Suzi Bass) tearing down Ninny's
things, Evelyn curses for the first and only time in the movie: "Stop that! What is the
matter whh you people? Can't you wah a goddamn day, for Christ's sake. What, do
you have no respect? These are her things" Unimpressed with the woman's excuses,
Evelyn continues, "Well, she may just be another patient to you, but she was my friend.
I loved her." She then moums, "I didn't even get to tell her goodbye." Anyone who has
guiltily wondered why his/her loved one and not someone else has died will recognize
the overjoyed relief Evelyn expresses when she leams that Mrs. Otis, not Mrs.
Threadgoode, is the deceased. Realizing that Ninny wiU retum to find her house gone (it
was condemned and demolished), Evelyn mshes to find her friend. After Evelyn tells the
older woman that her new home will be with the Couches, Ninny gratefliUy offers the
younger woman "a story I've never told a living soul"—the tmth about who murdered
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Frank Bennett and how. Then Ninny offers a final gift to her friend: the knowledge that
Idgie stiU lives.
Ninny's own survival constitutes one of the more obvious cinematic aherations.
Not counting Frank's murder, the novel has three major deaths: Buddy's, Ruth's, and
Ninny's. HoIIywood's notorious penchant for happy endings offers the most facile
excuse for this particular change. Evidence that the death remained a part of the script at
one time exists in the physical decline of Mrs. Threadgoode during Evelyn's last two
vishs with her at the nursing home. A striking contrast exists between the surprisingly
healthy woman Evelyn finds in Whistle Stop and the bedridden frailty of Ninny in the
birthday scene. Does the change do anything more than offer a happy ending?
Ninny's survival allows the adaptation to show rather than ÍÊU three particulars of
the Evelyn-Ninny story. (1) Evidence of Evelyn's affection for Mrs. Threadgoode
appears in her preparation of a room for the older woman, in her insistence that Ninny
will live there in spite of Ed's objections, in her reaction when she thinks her friend has
died, in her equally strong reaction on leaming her friend stiU lives, and in her tendemess
and tact when she finds Ninny (invhing the older woman to "take care" of the Couches
rather than saying they wiU take care of her). (2) The novel's Evelyn discovers Idgie's
gifts at Ruth's grave while vishing Ninny's grave. A perceptive reader infers that this
evidence of Idgie's survival constitutes a final gift from Mrs. Threadgoode. In the film
the giving of this final gift becomes visible as Ninny points out the jar of honey and the
card at Ruth's grave, then visibly enjoys the impact this discovery has on the younger
woman. (3) Evelyn's warmth and generosity, her honesty and openness to wonder and
life—all find expression in the closing scene as she explains what happened to Ninny's
home; offers her a new home whhout claiming Ed likes the idea, promising only that
he'U get used to h; and reacts whh joy and acceptance to evidence of Idgie's survival.
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As the two women walk ofif together in the closing scene, they have, as in the
novel, forged a loving mother-daughter relationship. Evelyn's suggestion that maybe
they will see Idgie that very day reminds the viewer that Evelyn, thanks to Ninny and her
stories of Idgie and Ruth, has opened her life to new experiences and to an acceptance of
the magic, the friendship and the vitalhy which Whistle Stop represents. As a strong and
confident woman, she will retum Ninny's love and care by taking the older woman into
her home and family. Together the two walk down the road, ready to share whatever
joys, sorrows, or challenges life may offer.

Idgie Threadgoode and Ruth Jamison
The Lesbian Ouestion
Whereas Evelyn and Ninny's story remains tme to the spirit and many of the
particulars of the novel, some significant changes occur in the details of the Idgie and
Ruth story. Many aherations seem to stem from a decision to avoid the lesbian nature of
the relationship, a fact which does not go unnoticed. Stephen Schaefer begins an article
about complaints over the film's vacillation regarding Idgie and Ruth's relationship by
coyly asking, "Is HoUywood still afraid of 'the love that dare not speak its name'?" (E5);
an angry David Ehrenstein devotes an entire article to the "delesbianization" of the film
(67); James Vemier finds that "ahhough [the film] tries to be groundbreaking in its
depiction of female intimacy, it is utterly conventional, if not cowardly" in backing off
the homosexuality (E12); Stanley Kauffman agrees, berating the script for its "implicit
cowardice" ("Alabama and Elsewhere" 28). Yet the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation awarded the picture hs "GLAAD Media Award for outstanding depiction of
lesbians in a film" (Arar E5). Nonetheless, Sheila James Kuehl, the presenter at the
ceremony, feh obligated to justify the film's recognition by adding "If you don't believe
us, read the book" (qtd. in Arar E5). Even while recognizing the film's achievement.
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many viewers and reviewers take it to task for what they perceive as a major change in
the Idgie-Ruth story.
The reaction of the filmmakers to these charges add fiiel to the criticism. After the
announcement of the GLAAD award, Jon Avnet refuses to admit to so much as a lesbian
subtext. He explains, "My interest was in portraying a relationship between two women
that was a very strong, intimate relationship, but the sexuality had no interest to me . . .
Everybody is free to take h however they want. It was never intended to be a gay
relationship or not" (qtd. in Arar E5). Fannie Flagg responds to complaints about the
avoidance of homosexuality much more strongly than her mild comments after the
novel's publication would lead one to expect: "People can put what they want in h . . .
[A homosexual subtext] wasn't my intention. Southem women are very demonstrative
in general" (qtd. in Schaeffer E5). In another statement she echoes Avnet: "It's a story
about love and friendship. The sexuality is unimportant. . . . [This was] a totally different
time period. There were very warm friendships between women" (qtd. in Keough E4).
Mary Stuart Masterson, who plays Idgie in the film, agrees that "The movie is not about
their sexuality" (qtd. in Schaeffer E5). Only Mary-Louise Parker, who plays Ruth,
admits, "I do think things are stated between the lines" (qtd. in Schaeffer E5). What
motivates these effbrts to not only distance the film from the lesbian issue but also deny
that sexuality is relevant?
If the women involved in the film show the same reluctance to admit a lesbian
subtext as the male director, the blame-if "blame" should be assigned-for the film's
changes must not rest solely on his shoulders. Feminists often point to a a male
dominated society's reluctance to deal whh female sexuality, particulariy female
homosexualhy; one might argue the indoctrination of both male and female film
participants with those attitudes. Certainly, society bears some culpability because two
conflicting forces-art and business-coexist in cinema. The artistic side can easily clash
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with the business side. As long as moviemakers must make a profit—and how else to
finance the increasing costs involved—compromises will be made to avoid alienating
potential audiences. A movie labeled "lesbian" will not do as well in the vast heartland
of America where many still regard homosexuality as a perversion, an "abomination
before the Lord." Film critic Marcia Pally speculates: "Whh a complex movie about
four different characters in two eras, they [the filmmakers] didn't want h to evolve into
one moment. Remember the one kiss in 'The Color Purple'[sic]? That became the
whole movie" (qtd. in Schaefer E5). She seems to have forgotten or never to have
known that the Spielberg film receives considerable criticism from those who think the
kiss did not adequately reflect the Celie-Shug relationship of the novel.
In all faimess, one must admit that Jon Avnet does seem more interested in
examining relationships than in depicting overt sexuality. As discussed earlier, he has
repeatedly expressed his preferences through his choice of materials and presentation.
Even Avnet's later theatrical directing effbrts, 1994's The War^^ and 1996's Up Close
and PersonaL ^' reflect his preoccupation whh the bonds people form, whh how and why
they interact. As director, producer, and uncredhed co-screenwriter, he certainly bears
much of the responsibility for the choices made infilmingFried Green Tomatoes. To
insist prejudice alone motivates his choices certainly would demand more evidence, for
other pressures push filmmakers to avoid topics like lesbianism.
The de-emphasis of the lesbian element in Ruth and Idgie's relationship probably
resuhs from a combination of factors. The filmmakers make a valid point when they
refer to the novel's and the film's focus on fiiendship and love; however, changing the
nature of that love resuhs in the loss of some of the emotional resonance of the novel
which, while h has very little to say about sex, certainly presents a less ambiguous
picture of Ruth and Idgie's relationship. Admittedly, the adaptation lessens the intensity
of the liaison between the two women by changing its nature-or at least by trying to be
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all things to all people, but determining whether the spirit, if not the letter, of the novel
remains intact requires a closer examination of the cinematic portrayal of the two women
and their relationship.

The Cinematic Portrayal
Changes in Idgie's appearance may reflect the modification of her bond with Ruth.
The young Idgie (Nancy Atchison) comes down the stairs in a dress, scabby knees
showing, and later takes h ofiFand reflises to wear h because her brother Julian (Reid
Binion) teases her. In the novel the character's unprovoked decision to never wear a
dress again indicates that she simply expresses a natural inclination. Although Mary
Stuart Masterson's older Idgie first appears in overalls with the legs rolled up, she wears
her hair too long and in too feminine a style to pass for a boy as the novel's Idgie does.
The novel describes the character as unusually tall, but Masterson is not only short, she
is shorter than Mary-Louise Parker who plays Ruth. While she wears pants or shorts
through most of her scenes, they are not the "clean white shirt and men's trousers" (20)
of the novel. Idgie's clothes are tomboy clothes, not men's clothes. Even with a tie and
suspenders, there is that faint but distinct feminine air about her. In the cafe she wears a
splh skirt which, from several angles looks like an anachronistically short skirt. Walking
around in an apron, she sometimes sashays like a woman in a pretty dress. At the trial,
Idgie not only wears a light salmon colored blouse, a gray skirt, and a hat, she fiddles
with a gold chain—the same gold chain which can be seen around her neck in most of her
scenes—which she has unclasped from her neck and holds in her hands, nervously rolling
part of it between her fingers. She looks like a fine upstanding, Christian, "Southem
lady." While the novel does not mention her attire during the scene, the reader certainly
does not imagine such total compliance to ladies' fashion. Her attire in the court scene.
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at the very least, is a far cry from the novel's Idgie whom the people of Valdosta actually
mistake for a boy in one scene.
The adaptation's Ruth makes a much earlier appearance in Idgie's life. When
Buddy (Chris O'Donnell), Ruth (Mary-Louise Parker), and young Idgie walk across the
dam, Idgie, who is in front, reaches her hand back to Ruth who takes it as they continue
to walk. In that simple action, the film implies the type of bond often seen between a
young girl and an older girl, a hero worship for someone who seems better than other
girls and who has not only treated the younger girl kindly but has also treated her like an
equal, a nurturing older sister-younger sister bond which parallels the mother-daughter
bond in Evelyn and Ninny's story. No one notices this artlessly revealing gesture,
indicating that these two have walked hand in hand before this. This early bond replaces
the falling in love of the novel.
Ruth's cinematic transformation into Buddy's love also contributes to her
connection whh his favorite sister. Both adore him; both whness his death. Sharing the
horror of seeing Buddy die creates an ineluctable link even though Idgie tries to deny h
by both word and deed. The fiineral scene includes a sequence which cuts from Ruth to
Idgie, back to Ruth in a slightly closer shot, and back to Idgie again in an even closer
shot. This series of shots produces the affect of two people whose attention narrows in
and centers on each other, excluding the other moumers. This bonding over and through
their feelings for Buddy detracts from the female bonding of the novel which requires no
male intermediary.
This bond via Buddy begins with Idgie and Ruth's first scene and extends
throughout the film, even changing the significance of the name of Ruth's son's. If
Buddy was Ruth's "one tme love," then her naming her son after him clearly has little to
do with Idgie whereas in the novel Ruth never knew Buddy so the name indicates just
how strongly she feels that her son is Idgie's as well. The story Buddy tells Idgie and
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Ruth about the lake and the ducks^ recurs twice. Idgie repeats the story to Smokey
Lonesome while Ruth watches, listens, and smiles faintly; later Ruth asks for the story
from her deathbed and quietly expires while Idgie tells it. Thus the duck story appears at
the beginning, middle, and end of Idgie and Ruth's film narrative, reminding viewers that
the two women are not only bound together through their memories of Buddy but also
that their bond originates in their shared love of him.
A male even takes over the traditionally female role of caretaker and comforter. A
concemed Big George (Stan Shaw) prevents Idgie from mnning to her brother's
mangled body, follows Idgie when she leaves Buddy's flineral, and looks after her in the
years after Buddy's death. In the novel the grieving Idgie tums to Sipsey, Big George's
mother. This deviation from the novel might be seen as an improvement if, in some
instances, the women's roles were similarly expanded from the novel in non-stereotypical
ways.
When Idgie and Ruth meet again, the younger woman tries to deny the link they
share by avoiding her old friend. All the awkward teenage-boy-in-pursuh-of-a-cmsh
behaviors do not appear. Conversely, Ruth pursues Idgie which adds some interesting
dimensions to the adaptation's presentation of the two women. Ruth's kindness
demonstrates hself in her effbrts to ease Mama

Threadgoode's mind by befriending

Idgie once again. Her determination in the face of rejection carries the demure Ruth into
the river club whose denizens, as Big George wams her, "ain't no church goin' folks."
The obviously ill at ease yet resolute woman walks into the river club, takes Idgie's
winnings (after failing to receive much of a response from the younger woman), and
walks out, followed by the surprised and disgmntled Miss Threadgoode. This effbrt,
too, fails to bridge the distance Idgie insists on maintaining, but Ruth does not give up,
she tries another approach, reminding Idgie that "you're not the only one who lost
Buddy"-an attempt which also elicits only anger. Finally, Ruth simply asks the young
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woman to spend some time whh her. These addhions to the story spotlight Ruth's
kindness and perseverance, and even something of her courage.
Further evidence of Ruth's determination and valor appears in the Railroad Bill
scene. In the novel the railroad detectives and local law never catch or identify the
person dubbed "Railroad BiII" by the locals, a person who, Buddy, Jr. discovers, is
actually Idgie Threadgoode. Bili regularly hops the train and throws govemment food
out for the hoboes and the poor. The Railroad Bill episodes inspire a film scene in which
Idgie takes Ruth along on such an adventure.
The stiU hostile Idgie allows Ruth to accompany her but continues to test the more
conventional woman. A flippant Idgie replies to her companion's statement that looking
down from the train makes her dizzy by derisively advising, "Don't look down." Ruth
manages to restrain whatever answer first springs to mind. The idiosyncratic Idgie
obviously mistakes the other woman's conventionality for weakness. When Ruth
protests that the food does not belong to Idgie, the younger woman expresses her
contempt for such "church talk," saying she sees all kinds of behavior at the river club
from some of the same people who piously attend church every Sunday. Her arms fiUed
whh the cans of food which Idgie placed there, the reluctant woman focuses on some of
the faces of the HooverviIIe residents mnning alongside the slow moving car. While
these people look amazingly clean and healthy for the homeless in the point of view shots
which foUow Ruth's gaze, most of the shots single out the faces of children of various
ages. Both Ruth and the audience see that Idgie's rough manner hides a caring soul.
When Idgie says they must jump from the moving train, Ruth loses patience with
the younger woman's testing of her and says she gives up on Idgie. This leads Idgie to
express her contempt once too often: "You'II never jump, wiU you?" A suddenly and
quietly indignant Ruth softly orders, "Don't say never to me"; she moves to the open
door, looks out for a second, looks at Idgie who rolls her eyes and tums her head, gives
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an angry little nod and fake smile toward Idgie, and calmly jumps off Ironically, the
mocking tomboy, not the "sissy," twists her ankle. Idgie not Ruth finds the two miles
back to town and the injury daunting, expressing her disgust and anger by hitting the
ground. An unfazed Ruth firmly says, "All right, let's go" and helps the injured woman
to rise, one hand under Idgie's right arm and the other pulling Idgie's left arm over her
(Ruth's) shoulder. A still peevish Idgie protests, "You'II never be able to carry me that
far," then remembers and quickly adds, "I know, never say never." Her intrepid
companion quietly states, "I'm not carrying you; we're walking." Ruth's tranquil
strength consistently manifests itself through these early scenes added to the adaptation.
Won over at last, Idgie takes Ruth on a picnic the very next moming and
demonstrates her bee charming talent. While cleariy based on the scene from the novel,
several significant changes occur. Idgie does not lie down with her head in Ruth's lap;
she does not talk of killing and dying for love; Ruth does not say that she does not know
what she would do if anything happened to Idgie. In the context of the film, the
relationship has not really had time to develop that far. The two have only just come to
an understanding through the previous night's shared adventure. Even taking these facts
into consideration, however, the scene indicates nothing more—and nothing less—than a
growing friendship.
The next two Idgie and Ruth scenes, both unique to the film, take place at the
River Club and at the river hself Surprising Ruth whh a birthday party, Idgie throws her
arm around her taller friend; later at the river, Ruth kisses Idgie's cheek before wading
back into the water. Both times these gestures indicate a friendly affection and nothing
more. Whh that admission out of the way, one can then look at what the scenes dû
rather than what they do not do.
The two scenes do demonstrate how much closer these two young women have
grown. They also show Ruth leaming a new playfiilness as she breaks some of the mles
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which have rigidly bound her life: She drinks, she plays poker, she plays baseball, she
laughs. She impulsively hugs and kisses Grady (Gary Basaraba) and the basemen (and
they are all men) as she mns the bases after hitting the ball. In the second scene, in
which Idgie is the only other participant, Ruth openly enjoys the water while still holding
her poker hand. After she walks ashore, she enjoys coyly asking, "Straight beats three of
a kind?"
In the novel Flagg repeatedly ascribes Ruth's motives to her desire to do the right
thing. The film works this into the scene by the river. When Ruth wonders what Idgie's
mother will say about both of them being dmnk, Idgie tells her, "You gotta stop
worrying about what people think. I mean, you've always done the right thing. You
took care of your daddy the preacher when he took sick. You take care of all the kids
over at the church school. You're gonna take care of your ma." Ruth replies, "I know
and I'm gonna marry the man I'm supposed to." Once again Ruth plans to do what
society has taught her is the right thing to do: leave Whistle Stop and Idgie to marry
Frank Bennett.
The scene continues whh Ruth talking about how much she wiU miss the younger
giri, kissing her fiiend's cheek, and wading out into the water again while a foriom Idgie
sits on the bank watching. This sadness might indicate a yeaming that goes beyond
fiiendship. As if to deny any such allegation, the next scene has a very feminine Idgie
watching Frank Bennett (Nick Searcy), Ruth, and her mother (Ginny Parker) arrive at
the newlyweds' home after the wedding. Idgie's long hah softly frames her face and
blows in the wind. Again the audience might view her sadness as that of a very close
friend or as something more.
The novel tells something of Frank Bennett's past, especially the origins of his
hatred and abuse of women. The son of an abusive father, the young Frank adores his
mother until the day he arrives home early from school and sees his mother and his
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father's brother copulating on the kitchen floor. The older Frank especially enjoys
raping young black giris while his friends hold them down. His relations with white
women are only sUghtly better: he seduces and impregnates one young woman then
beats her and threatens the baby so that she makes no further claims on him. His abuse
of Ruth has little to do whh her personally; h stems from the deep-seated hatred with
which he regards all women. Frank courts and marries Ruth because she is well liked
and has never shown a preference for any of the town's young men: winning her proves
his superiority. None of this background appears in the film, probably due to time
limitations. Unfortunately, this lack of information misleads some viewers. Stanley
Kauffinann, an astute viewer and critic, believes that the obliquely implied love between
Idgie and Ruth "helps to explain (not justify) the battering by [Ruth's] husband, who
presumably senses it" ("Alabama and Elsewhere" 28). Such a statement from such a
source indicates that the filmmakers did not give sufficient information about Frank
Bennett to their audience.
The movie does include an addhional scene in which Idgie meets Frank on her way
to see her mother who has summoned the young woman to meet Ruth for the first time
since Buddy's death. As Frank greets Idgie, asks her name, introduces himself and
compUments her, he has something of the unctuous air of a snake oil salesman but does
not seem particularly cold or sinister. His second appearance occurs as Idgie watches
from a distance when the newlyweds arrive home. A seemingly good-natured Frank not
only carries Ruth into the house but also retums to carry her mother into her new home.
These two scenes do nothing to prepare the audience for the sight of Ruth's black eye
and the subsequent realization that Frank beats her. As Idgie drives ofif after seeing
Ruth's bmised face, Frank appears by his wife's side. When Ruth proves less than
forthcoming about what Idgie wanted, Frank does cast a suddenly speculative look at
Ruth and then at the retreating car. This look might justify Kauffinan's inference about
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Frank sensing the depth of his wife's affection for Idgie—although clearly he hits her
before he ever sees the two women anywhere near each other.
At the beginning of that brief visit, Ruth's refusal to face her or to let her enter the
house clearly puzzle Idgie. In keeping with the filmmakers' desire to focus on
friendship, Idgie does not declare her undying love as she does in the novel. Instead a
nervous Ruth says, "You look so—so grown up. The guys must be wild about you. Tell
me, do you have a fella yet." The younger woman replies, "A couple. Grady's the most
persistent." Later in the river club Grady repeatedly asks Idgie to dance. She says she
will not dance whh or marry him. This scene alter her relationship with Grady
considerably. In the novel Grady becomes Idgie's friend just as he was Buddy's friend.
No suggestion of a courtship occurs. The reference to beaus and the change in Grady's
relationship with Idgie add a smoke screen for the implied lesbian relationship between
Idgie and Ruth.
Another interesting variation involves Ruth's pregnancy. In the novel Ruth does
not know about her pregnancy until two months after she leaves Frank Bennett. In the
film when Idgie, Big George, and Julian (Haynes Brook) come to take Ruth back to
Whisfle Stop, Idgie mns up the stairs to find Ruth sitting in a chair looking out the
window. Whhout tuming around Ruth quietly says "Mama died"; barely wahing for
Idgie's "I know," she adds, "And I'm pregnant." This deviation can support several
interpretations. The pregnancy might motivate Frank's anger at the news that Ruth plans
to leave. Conversely, even though the film does not cleariy indicate Frank's knowledge
of the pregnancy, the audience's knowledge of Ruth's condhion makes his hitting her
and kicking her down the stairs more shocking and more despicable. Because the film
does not cleariy indicate that Ruth stays with Frank because of her mother's iUness, the
pregnancy gives Ruth an excellent reason to leave an abusive man in sphe of the
"wisdom" of the time which dictates that pregnancy binds her to him even more
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strongly—and permanently; this reason, of course, overshadows any hint of an unusually
intimate tie with Idgie. In fact Avnet says of Ruth, "Here we have a woman who had a
relationship whh a man who was physically abusive and she left that relationship. What
was subversive in her relationship with Idgie was that these women weren't victims"
(qtd. in Keough E3). In other words Fried Green Tomatoes advances the portrayal of
women in film by showing that they are not victims, not by showing that they love each
other sexually. Leaving out Papa Threadgoode's words to Idgie about her new
responsibilities also makes it easier to think of the two women simply as friends. The
pregnancy thus becomes one more red herring to help John Q. Public avoid the idea that
Idgie and Ruth share a lesbian relationship.
The scene also offers an opportunity for each woman to demonstrate the strength
of theh fiiendship. When Frank hits Ruth, Idgie jumps on his back. Because of the small
stature of actress Mary Stuart Masterson, this act seems singularly foolhardy, especially
since the audience has already seen Grady Kilgore pick her up, throw her over his
shoulder, and spin her around in an eariier scene at the river club. Frank Bennett simply
backs up, slamming Idgie against the door frame. As he tums and looms over the
stunned young woman, a previously passive Ruth flies at Frank saying "Don't you hurt
her!" Each woman mshes to the other's defense without a second's heshation.
Once the two women open the Whistle Stop Cafe, a cooking session in the kitchen
tums into a food fight which JefiFKunnerth calls "the only real action scene in the movie"
(El), a bh of an exaggeration considering the Klan scene and the murder scenes. The
sequence begins whh a lingering, loving gaze at green tomatoes fiying in a pan, cuts to a
bowl of luscious ripe tomatoes, cuts to chocolate icing being creamed, cuts to a bowl of
eggs, then cuts to a pint basket of blackberries. A long shot of the cafe's front room
shows only three man in a booth and one man tuming from what might be a gum
machine and walking across the room. The next cut shows the fiying tomatoes
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beginning to blacken. These tomatoes, the product of Idgie's efiforts, occasion a food
fight when Ruth admits that they taste "terrible."
Interestingly, Rosellen Brown sees this scene as evidence that "the movie
shows more physically charged afifection between the women than the book" (22). The
scene progresses as follows:
Shot 1: In a medium shot including both young women from the front and slightly
to the right, Idgie scoops up a fried tomato slice, walks around Ruth who is
creaming the chocolate icing, and holds up the slice for the other woman to try.
Ruth blows on the hot tomato, takes a bite, pauses, and controls her expression
as she continues chewing and creaming the icing.
Idgie: So whaddaya think?
Ruth, nodding and continuing to cream the icing: They're o.k.
Idgie: The tmth.
Ruth: They're- (looks ofif, finally smiles) they're terrible (laughing).
Shot 2: The film cuts to another two-shot with the camera closer to center front.
Idgie, somewhat indignant: Oh, well, (tums her back and walks to back
counter) don't be shy. Tell me how you feel.
Ruth: IwiU.
Idgie tosses the tomato down and picks up a glass of water.
Shot 3: In a medium shot Idgie tums whh her mouth set.
Shot 4: The camera tracks with Idgie as she walks back to Ruth, puts her arm
around Ruth's shoulders, and throws the water in Ruth's face.
Shot 5: In a medium two-shot, from near center, Idgie sets the glass down, leans
forward with a fake smile, snickers, tums, and walks to the back counter.
Shot 6: In another medium shot Ruth tums, takes a few steps toward Idgie whose
back is tumed, stops: What did you go and do that for?
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Shot 7: In a medium shot a smugly pleased Idgie tums partially back toward Ruth:
I just thought you needed a Ihtle cooling ofif.
Shot 8: A two-shot from the front kitchen counter shows Idgie turning back to the
rear counter.
Ruth, her back to the camera: You're right.
Ruth retums to the front counter, leans on it for a second, picks up a glass,
turns, throws the water at Idgie's back, and tums back to the counter.
Idgie slowly glances back over her shoulder, tums back to the rear counter at
which she's working.
Shot 9: In a close-up Idgie's left hand reaches into the pint basket of blackberries
and closes on a fistful of them.
Shot 10: A two-shot from the front counter shows both women.
Idgie tums, walks over to Ruth, places her hand on Ruth's shoulder: Try these
(mbbing the berries in Ruth's face).
Ruth raises a chocolate icingfiUedhand and mbs it in Idgie's face as they lean
against each other in laughter and tum. Ruth mshes to the back counter
reaching into a bowl.
Shot 11: In a close-up Ruth's hands close on handfiils of flour.
Shot 12: A medium shot shows Ruth tuming back and moving toward Idgie: We
need to make a little paste (still laughing).
Shot 13: In a medium two-shot Ruth throws flour on Idgie, then ducks and moves
away as Idgie slaps her on the back, both laughing helplessly.
Shot 14; A close-up shows a partially eaten cherry pie. The camera pans up to
Grady's disapproving face; his eyes cut toward the kitchen and the still audible
sound of Idgie and Ruth's scufifUng.
Shot 15: A medium shot shows the scufifling pair. As they slip to the floor, Idgie
gropes whh one hand for something to use against Ruth, rejects the apples in a
basket near her, and reaches up to grab some flour, and throws h on Ruth.
Shot 16: A medium shot shows a frowning Grady rising from his seat.
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Shot 17: In a two-shot Idgie smashes a ripe tomato against the top of Ruth's
head.
Shot 18: A medium shot shows the exasperated Grady looking down on the two:
What in the name of Christmas are you two doing?
Shot 19: In a two-shot the still laughing Idgie and Ruth rise to their knees.
Idgie: She's trying to teach me how to cook (collapses in laughter).
Ruth, grinning, trying not to laugh, points: Look at those fried green—
Shot 20: In a medium shot Grady looks at the two friends still frowning, still
puzzled.
Ruth's voice continues: —tomatoes.
Shot 21: In a two-shot Ruth and Idgie, faces covered with flour, icing, etc, rise to
their feet while stmggling to maintain straight faces.
Shot 22: Grady, in a medium shot, takes a step forward: You better stop this or
I'm gonna have to arrest you for—
Shot 23: A close-up shows a spatula moving slowing in the chocolate icing.
Grady's voice continues: —disorderly conduct.
Idgie's voice: Well—
Shot 24: A medium shot shows Ruth to the far left of the frame, Idgie to the far
right, then pans to include Grady when Ruth moves (see b below).
Idgie continues: —arrest us then.
Ruth, straight faced and moving toward Grady whh the icing covered spatula:
Let me handle this.
Idgie achieves some semblance of sobriety: All right (slaps Ruth on the back).
Standing near Grady, Ruth: GradyShot 25: A close-up shows Grady as Ruth slaps the spatula of icing on his
forehead and starts to move it down his nose.
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Shot 26: In a medium three-shot Ruth moves the spatula down Grady's face and
chest, leaving a trail of icing while Idgie cackles delightedly.
Shot 27: In a tighter shot of the three, Idgie and Ruth on the left still face Grady
on the right.
Idgie: Arrest us. Go ahead, arrest us.
Shot 28: A close-up shows a still serious Grady's chocolate striped face: Ruth, I
have to say-I believe Idgie's been a bad influence on you.
Shot 29: In a two-shot of the women laughing uncontroUably, Idgie tosses two
pieces ofthetomato intheair. Ruth barely manages to say: I agree.
Rosellen Brown describes this scene in these terms: "Idgie and Ruth plaster each other
with blackberries and flour and roll around on the floor like children washing each
other's faces in the snow, wholly alive, shamelessly sensual and unconcemed whh
propriety" (22). The key words, the significance of which she seems to miss, are "like
children." The two do act like aflfectionate overgrown children happily abandoning
themselves to the moment, and the sensual quality has more to do with a child's
enjoyment of sensation than with aduh sexuality. The scene also shows Ruth and Idgie
working through an angry moment to share laughter and present a united front before
Grady, the uneasy adult of the episode. The changes in each woman present themselves
in Idgie's uncharacteristic efiforts to cook and Ruth's equally uncharacteristic disregard
for "proper" behavior.
When Frank makes his appearance in Ruth's home under cover of his Ku Klux
Klan buddies' activities, Ruth places herself between her baby and danger. While one
might argue that any good mother would do the same, the fact remains that this act
requires courage since Ruth knows just what Frank can do to her. The audience feels
that only the entrance of Smokey Lonesome (Tim Scott) and the KKK man (Wallace
Merck) calling to Frank prevent his violent reaction. When Idgie walks in the room a
short time later and finds a troubled Ruth holding the baby and looking out the window.
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however, the film wastes an opportunity to show the depth of their bond without having
to deal with the sexuality the filmmakers fear. Idgie demonstrates far less concem over
the threat Frank poses to Ruth and Buddy, Jr., than she has shown for Big George in the
previous scene where she finds the KKK whipping him. She makes no gesture of
comfort. Such an action does not have to be emphasized; h would be a natural
expression of caring between fiiends. Instead she takes the baby and seems almost
cavalier in her light comment that she will think of something to do if Frank comes back.
Her lack of concem contrasts sharply whh Ruth's very real, and well-founded
apprehension for herself, her child, and her friend. The anxiety to avoid any blatant
exhibhion of lesbian sexuality seems to have led Avnet and Mary Stuart Masterson
(Idgie) to an overcautious restraint which detracts from the closeness of friendship which
should manifest hself in the scene.
Valdosta Sherifif Curtis Smoote's inquiries about Frank Bennett's disappearance
afifect the two women in similar ways; each reacts whh concem for someone else as well
as herself After being wamed by Smoote (Raynor Scheine) that he knows she
threatened to kill Frank and after watching unobserved while he interrogates Big George,
Idgie finds a pensive Ruth sitting alone in the closed cafe. Idgie makes a half-hearted
and subdued show of good spirits which fails to cheer her somber friend. Ruth suggests
that she and Buddy, Jr., should leave because Frank will retum. Again she expresses
concern about doing the right thing. "I just don't want to be selfish, that's all. Maybe if
I wasn't here you'd settle down and—." A serious Idgie assures her friend, "I'm as
settled as I ever hope to be." In a rare afifectionate display, Idgie rises, walks over to
Ruth, pushes the troubled woman's hair behind her ear and cups her cheek for a moment.
StiII troubled, Ruth wants to know why Idgie refuses to say where she has been.
Receiving no answer, Ruth confides.
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I had a dream-the other night? .1 dreamt that- Buddy was gone. I
ran to his crib and there he was, sleeping like an angel. And you
know-I thank God every day for letting me still have Buddy. And-I
remembered having the same reaction after Frank would beat me.
Thanking the Lord for giving me the strength to take h. And I
remembered thanking the Lord for each day that my mother
lived-even when she was spitting up blood and praying for me to kill
her. I looked in my mother's eyes pleading for me to help her-and all
I could do was pray.^^ Wh-While-while you were gone? I was
holding Buddy. I thought if that bastard Frank Bennett ever tries to
take my child I won't pray. I'll break his neck.
When Idgie assures her friend that Frank will not bother them anymore, Ruth fears that
her impulsive friend has killed him. Recognizing the doubts in her friend's reaction, a
shocked Idgie simply, quietly reassures Ruth, "Believe me when I tell you I don't want
you to move out." This scene, created for the film, illuminates the development of both
characters and their relationship.
In the scene Ruth, while still wanting to do the right thing and still holding fast to
her faith, expresses a willingness and a determination to do what she must to protect and
keep her child, even if the required action might fall into conflict with her usual beliefs
and behavior. Idgie, loyal to Big George and Sipsey and, therefore, unable to explain her
whereabouts and actions, does what she can to reassure her companion and accepts the
fact that she can not totally erase the resuhing suspicion because doing so would mean
betraying her other friends. In her own way each woman expresses solichude for the
other. The quiet solemnity of the exchange emphasizes the depth of their concem for
each other as well as their loyalty to each other and to others.
Although somewhat stifif and awkward in execution, Idgie's brief gesture whh
Ruth in this scene provides one of the few physical expressions of afifection in the film.
Other signs of afifection occur between the two in later scenes. After the flineral for
Buddy, Jr.'s arm, Ruth puts her arm around Idgie as they watch the children mn toward
the cafe. The relationship seems to have reached a peacefiil plateau in a scene where the
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two are playing poker when Grady enters and says he must talk to Idgie privately. The
gentleness whh which Ruth covers Idgie's hand to prevent her from scooping up the
winnings and the comfort whh which they leave their hands in that poshion indicate a
new level of ease with the relationship and with each other. Ruth then refiises to decide
how to play until she looks at Idgie's face. Knowing that face all too well, Ruth calls her
friend's blufif
On the sidewalk across the street from the cafe, Grady tells Idgie that he must take
Big George and her to Valdosta to stand trial for Frank Bennett's murder and suggests
that Idgie slip ofif As she glances at Big George repairing a rocker on the cafe porch, a
concemed Ruth can be seen watching Idgie and Grady through the screen door. When
Idgie walks ofif from an exasperated and yelling Grady, Ruth walks joins her; as they
walk down the street, Ruth places her hand on Idgie's back in a pose that unites them
against whatever misfortune has occurred.
In the trial scene itself much of the dialogue in Idgie's questioning and testimony
comes from the novel. In contrast Ruth's role in the trial does not occur in Flagg's novel
at all. Her testimony appears to exist primarily so that the viewer can hear her response
when the prosecuting attomey asks why she left her husband and went with Idgie. A
moist-eyed Ruth heshates then makes a false start, "Because she-"; her voice cracks;
she pauses then begins again in a stronger, more assertive voice, "She's the best friend I
ever had. And I love her." The film cuts from a medium close-up of Ruth to a reaction
shot of Idgie who seems sobered by her friend's words, then drops her eyes as if to hide
any emotional reaction. David Ehrenstein of The Advocate finds Ruth's declaration
amazingly inadequate: "Parker [Ruth] says, 'I love her,' with all the passion of someone
discussing an overdue library book" (67). Perhaps his biases color his perception: To
another the calm control with which the actress speaks afiUrms the tmth of a statement
which a quiet, properly restrained woman would not ordinarily make in public. Ruth's
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unfocused eyes and fixed smile when the film cuts back to her after the reaction shot on
Idgie suggest that the very act of making the statement has made her aware of the weight
of tmth behind h and of the enormity of her loss if Idgie is convicted.
After Reverend Scroggins' testimony, Ruth reveals her complicity in his
appearance as a whness. While she says that the promise of Idgie's fliture church
attendance drew him there, the viewer, remembering Ruth in church and several
references to her fahhfiil attendance, suspects that her faithflilness, her gentleness, her
strength, and her generosity whh her own time and labor contribute to the Reverend's
decision. Although Ruth reveals that Scroggins swore on Moby Dick not the Bible, she
would not have lightly participated in or instigated such a deception; the very fact that
she did arrange h testifies to her determination to protect Idgie and to the strength of
their bond.
A fatally iU Ruth later entmsts Idgie with two charges: to make sure Buddy, Jr.
(Grayson Fricke) graduates and to keep him away from the his mother's flineral. When
he walks into her room and disgustedly collapses into a chair, a single look from Ruth
sends Idgie to talk to him. Characteristically, Masterson seems more comfortable with
affectionate gestures in the scene whh Buddy, Jr. than in the earlier scene where she
hesitantly and awkwardly starts to take the bedridden Ruth's hand.
Early in the death scene Ruth makes a final request of Idgie: "Be good to yourself
Even settle down if you can find someone who can beat you in poker." After this
amazing suggestion that Idgie could settle into a conventional life, Ruth asks for the
story of the ducks and the lake. As previously mentioned, the story ties the scene to the
eariy days of their friendship when they shared their love for Buddy; h also ties the scene
to the days when they shared the mnning of the cafe and Idgie told the story to Smokey
while Ruth listened. As Idgie stands at a far window and stmggles to tell the story
during a lengthy deep focus shot, the foregrounded Ruth stops her small movements.
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Idgie tums, looks toward the bed, moves forward, stiU stmggling whh her emotions, shs
on the bed, takes her dead friend's hand, and leans over as she cries. The story connects
Buddy's and Ruth's deaths; perhaps Avnet also intends the connection to indicate that
Idgie has lost people of similar standing in her afifections—a favorite brother and a
favorite sister not a favorite brother and a lover. In the next scene Idgie plays catch with
Buddy, Jr. while a graveside service takes place near by; Buddy, Jr. is a living link to
both Ruth and Buddy.

Eva Bates, OnzeU, and Sipsey
Idgie's friend Eva Bates virtually disappears from the film. When Ruth goes to the
river club looking for Idgie and when Idgie throws the surprise party there, Eva (Grace
Zabriskie) has a single line in the first scene and simply functions as a background figure
for the remainder of the two scenes. After Idgie visits Ruth and sees her black eye, a
scene at the River Club opens with Eva advising a concemed Idgie that "Ruth's a grown
woman and she knows what's best for her." This single moment as Eva speaks and lays
a calming hand on Idgie's arm ofifers the only vestige of the warm and generous
friendship the two women share in the novel.
The film combines Onzell and Sipsey into Sipsey's role. Although often relegated
to the background, Sipsey (Cicely Tyson) appears in most of the family and cafe scenes.
She tries to protect both Ruth and the baby from Frank, nurses Ruth through her last
iUness, and comforts Idgie after Ruth's death. Over the course of the film Sipsey proves
herself as loyal a friend as any woman in the picture.
The most memorable scenes demonstrating Sipsey's loyalty, strength, courage, and
determination involve Frank Bennett. When Frank walks into Ruth's home infiiUKu
Klux Klan regalia, he presents himself in a guise to chill any Southem black's heart. Yet
Sipsey stmggles to overcome her fear; as she moves to stand beside Ruth, Sipsey's
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carriage, her jumpiness, and her handling of the totally inadequate broom for protection
reveal her terror as she repeatedly tells him to get out. She even tells Frank she is not
afraid of him even as her own breathlessness and the higher notes in her voice belie that
assertion. Nonetheless she finds the courage to stay whh Ruth. Even when Frank takes
the broom away, Sipsey refuses to mn though the temptation's strength evidences hself
in every move she makes. When Frank later retums to kidnap the child, he hits Sipsey
whh his rifle and leaves her stunned and bleeding on the floor, but (as in the novel) she
manages to follow him with a fiying pan and fell him whh a lethal blow to the head. The
film's Sipsey proves a formidable ally and friend.

Tying the Two Storíes Together
In conjunction with the stories of these friendships, both novel and film show the
efifect that the story of friendship in the past has on the present-day women. The film
uses several devices to tie these stories together:
1. Evelyn sees the Whistle Stop Cafe in her first scene; Ninny later begins her
reminiscences by asking if Evelyn has ever been to Whistle Stop.
2. Idgie places a jar of fresh honey on Buddy's grave just as she later leaves one
on Ruth's grave which Ninny wiU show Evelyn. In between these two events
Idgie retrieves fresh honey for a bemused Ruth in the picnic scene. Only the
bee-charming scene and the honey at Ruth's grave appear in the novel.
3. When Idgie mns into Frank the first time, he asks, "Who might you be?" She
repUes, "Towanda to you." Later she yells "Towanda!" when she jumps from
the railroad car. As Ruth, Idgie, Julian, and Big George leave Frank Bennett's
house, Idgie, having threatened to kiU Frank if he ever touches Ruth again, calls
herself'Towanda! The Amazing Amazon Woman!" In the modem day story
Evelyn lets herself express anger for the first time when she repeatedly hits the
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Volkswagen in which two young women (Catherine Larson, Missy Wolfif) stole
her parking space. Before she hits the accelerator, Evelyn smiles and says
"Towanda" in a voice of quietly exuhant resolution. This incident sets ofif a
series of "Towanda the Avenger" fantasies in which she punishes wrongdoers
and corrects the ills of society. Later the audience hears her yeU "Towanda!"
over a long shot of the Couch home before a cut shows Evelyn knocking down
the wall of her son's old room. When Ed objects to Ninny living whh them,
Evelyn's parting shot is "And if you won't listen to reason, there's always
Towanda." Only Evelyn's Towanda the Avenger fantasies appear in the novel.
4. Before jumping from the railroad car, Ruth tells Idgie "Don't say never to me."
When Ed argues against Ninny moving into the house, he says "It's never
gonna happen." Evelyn repUes, "Don't you ever say never to me."
5. In Ninny's room at the nursing home Evelyn notices three pictures: one of
Idgie and Ruth, one of Mama and Papa Threadgoode (Lois Smith, Danny
Nelson), and one of Ruth alone.
These additions to the story help director Jon Avnet establish a strong connection
between the stories, something he especially wants to do: "When I first read this book, I
felt Idgie was a mythical character. I wanted to create the sense that the character
transcends her time and place" (qtd. in Keough E3). After Ninny Threadgoode has
finished telling the story of Idgie and Ruth, she tells Evelyn, "I feel better 'cause all these
people will live as long as you remember them." But more than that they will live
through their influence on Evelyn's life and the influence she has on others. Already the
changes Evelyn has made in herself and her life have inspired her husband to show an
interest in more than sports telecasts. Ninny tells Evelyn, "You reminded me about what
the most important thing in life is. You know what I think h is? . . Friends. Best
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fiiends." Through the older woman's stories, Idgie and Ruth's friendship has spanned
the years to enrich the storyteller's last years as well as the second half of Evelyn's life.
In the final scene of the film, Ninny points out the jar of honey and the card at
Ruth's grave. As she watches Evelyn read the card, Ninny watches the other woman
and moves through the graveyard whh the sly glee of a woman who now shares a secret
which she knows will be delightfully received. Many viewers and critics have concluded
that this scene indicates that Idgie and Ninny are one and the same. Others ask, "Are
they or aren't they?" Part of the impetus for such a conclusion springs from the
condensation required for the film, the narrowing of focus which eliminates so many of
the novel's characters and scenes. Several critics make this inference while also
criticizing the filmmakers for an overly simplistic and obvious device.

Moviegoers

accustomed to obvious connections which neatly tie all the threads together expect a
more concrete link than Ninny's explanation that she married Idgie's brother Cleo and
that Idgie was a friend. The fact that these critics and viewers might see a connection
because they expect one never occurs to them.
Deciding that Ninny is Idgie means disregarding all the evidence to the contrary.
Why would Idgie become such a conventional old woman when she was such an
unconvention young one? Why would she fabricate a story about marrying Cleo (though
one must admit he does not appear in the film)? Why would her name still be
Threadgoode if she had married? In her day women did not keep their maiden names. If
she did not marry, why invent the marriage or a son named Albert? Marriage would
mean that Idgie does not know herself very well when she tells Ruth she is as settled as
she ever hopes to be. Why not just tdl Evelyn who she is instead of using the honey and
the card as some kind of coy hint? When would Ninny, an old lady who just left a
nursing home to find her house gone, have acquired the honey and the card? Did she
hold back her shock until she bought or borrowed a jar, found some fresh honey, bought
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a card, wrote on h, and placed the jar and note on the grave? Does she have the physical
stamina and control to traipse around the woods looking for fresh honey? Forcing Idgie
and Ninny into older and younger versions of the same person simply can not be justified
when the entire film narrative is considered. As mentioned above, Avnet emphasizes the
importance of storytelUng as an act which reaches across the years. The earlier story's
impact on the lives of the two modem day characters provides all the connection needed.

A Male-Bashing Film?
Some critics suggest that in telling the story of Ninny, Evelyn, Idgie, Ruth and
Sipsey, the film denigrates men. James Verniere of the Boston Herald describes the
Couches as follows: "Chewing on candy bars and inhaling donuts, Evelyn is housewife
[sic] as whiny, insecure simpleton. For some reason, we are expected to blame her
condition, at least in part, on her dim but afifable husband . . . a lard-butted, good ol' boy
who prefers watching baseball on TV to eating dinner with his wife, even if she's decked
out in a Saran Wrap sarong" ("'Fried"'E12). Kathy Bates objects to simUar charges
from Peter Keough: "Whh Evelyn, you've got someone who's trying to make her
marriage work and reach her husband. I don't think she'd be going through all this if she
didn't want to make things work whh him" (qtd. in Keough E3). To place blame on Ed
for Evelyn's condition one must ignore the scene in which he retums home with flowers
to share a brief flirtatious exchange with his wife. The two must share the blame for
what has happened to their marriage and their lives just as they must share the task of
improving their relationship. When Mary Stuart Masterson answers similar charges
about her character's supposed hostilhy toward men, she vehemently denies them: "This
isn't a guy-bashing movie. . . . Just because men aren't the driving force in the movie,
that doesn't mean that h's anti-male" (qtd. in Keough E4). Evidently some viewers
would be more comfortable if Ed were a fine, upstanding, loving husband dealing with an
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incomprehensibly difificuh hysterical woman rather than a man who has fallen into the
same lethargic mt as his wife and if a big, strong man rescued Ruth from her husband
rather than an intrepid and caring woman.
If, however, one takes a closer look at aU the male characters, one finds that all the
men are not viUains; in fact, Frank Bennett is the only real villain in the picture. Buddy
loves both his little sister and Ruth, comforts Idgie when she is upset, and makes both
girls smile and laugh. Grady teases Idgie, fights with her, plays poker whh her, laughs
with her, wams her of her upcoming trial, and worries about her. Big George cares for
young Idgie after Buddy's death and acts as a liaison between her and her family. As
previously mentioned, the film actually adds to Big George's role by making him, rather
than Sipsey, the person on whom the grieving Idgie depends. Reverend Scroggins
rescues Idgie and Big George by perjuring himself even though Idgie has never missed a
chance to harass him. Smokey Lonesome tries to save Ruth's baby even though he
obviously lacks the physical strength to take on Frank Bennett, and never does he betray
Sipsey's secret. Even the Ed Couch of the early scenes has his redeeming qualhies: He
visits his elderly, and difficuh, aunt every Sunday until she says she does not want him to
visit anymore. Even in his anxiety to catch every second of play in the games he watches
on television, he pauses to compliment Evelyn's cooking. Would so many male
characters behave so well if the filmmaking company were intent on male bashing?

The Male Director and the Women's Stories
As a male director of an adaptation from a novel about women's relationships, Jon
Avnet expresses no concem about accusations of male bashing in the film but does
recognize the possibility of another gender-related problem. Aware that some people
might complain that a man cannot direct such a story, Avnet defends his choice of Fried
Green Tomatoes for his first feature film directorial efifort: "I know these characters. I
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know these conflicts. I can't agree that only a woman should tell a woman's story, or
that a black is the only person who can teU a black story" (qtd. in Walston E13). Is he
right? Is the film fahhful to the spirit of the novel?
Certainly, the viewer and reader both walk away from their respective experiences
having shared a generous mixture of laughter and tears. The film loses some of the sense
of the community of Whistle Stop which the novel conveys so well because h has to cut
down on the number of characters and events. More important than such impossibleto-meet standards of comparison, however, is the question of how accurately the
adaptation portrays the two major friendships and the influence of one on the other.
The responses of viewers to the film help answer that question. Producer Norman
Lear received mail and caUs carrying the same message about Fríed Green Tomatoes: "In
this very alienated time, [the film is] invoking the longing for friendships and
connections" (qtd. in Fox E3). After seeing the film, Kathy Bates decided that "It's
about fiiendships, passing down life experiences" (qtd. in Murphy D14) and not just
about women. RoseUen Brown believes that the film's popularity reflects the fact that it
"has spoken to a real hunger, especially but not solely among women, for connectedness,
for a love beyond expediency, for a life in which an individual can stiU see her shadow"
(22). Brown reports hearing moviegoers explain that they like the film because h's
about "people who'd go to the mat for each other" (qtd. in 22). These remarks indicate
that the film has successfully portrayed not only women's friendships but also, simply,
human friendships.
StiU, as discussion of the novel's and the film's portrayal of the Idgie and Ruth
relationship has shown, some alterations do occur. David Ehrenstein decides that
"Avnet apparently thinks of lesbianism as an optional extra, Uke bucket seats in a sports
coupe" (67). He insists that "friendship and love aren't freely interchangeable enthies.
They are entirely dififerent from one another" (67). But are they "entirely dififerent"?
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One would hope that love finds some basis in friendship. Both involve the caring of two
people for one another. Eleanor Ringel finds them equal in this particular case: "Their
[Ruth and Idgie's] friendship is a love story, really, and h's as a love story that it gains its
surprising emotional puU" (A14). The primary extra ingredient in "love"-at least to
some viewers- appears to be sex. Since Flagg does not deal directly whh sexuality in
the novel, does the filmmakers' ambivalence about the nature of the relationship as h
should be portrayed in the film really impact that greatly on the spirit of the story?
The filmmakers' reluctance to concede that Ruth and Idgie's relationship might be
a lesbian one must be troubling in an era when society stmggles with its prejudices about
such lifestyles. Certainly a depth of commitment, a familial commitment, comes across
more strongly because the novel is less timorous about the issue. In the end, however,
how much is really lost when a nonprofessional reviewer not oniy recognizes the film as
"a story told in a woman's voice, or rather in women's voices" but also explains the film
in terms like these:
. . . this is not a movie about women experiencing themselves through
or in opposition to their relationships to men. Nor are these women
defining themselves according to male fantasies in the way that Thelma
and Louise did, for example. Rather, this is a movie about women
finding meaning in their lives whhin and through their relationships
with each other, across the generations and across lines of class and
color. (Rzetelny 719)
So, yes, in spite of the changes in particulars and the filmmakers' allergy to suggestions
of lesbianism in the story, the film does manage to convey the spirit of the novel: Even
viewers whh no knowledge of the novel walk away from the adaptation knowing that the
women in h have formed close relationships which enrich their lives, helping them heal
their pain and reach self-realization. Both film and novel focus on women who like,
love, respect, and support other women.
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The recipes which follow the story are not considered part of the novel for the
purposes of this discussion even though the inclusion of instmctions to some task often
performed by women is not unusual in novels by women. Two recent examples would
be Mexican author Laura Esquivel's Like Water for Chocolate (Como Agua Para
Chocolate) which gives recipes, including one for matches, at the beginning of each
chapter and within the text, as well as various home remedies, and Whitney Otto's How
to Make an American Quilt^ a novel which not only includes hints about the design and
making of quihs as part of hs text but also using quihing as a metaphor for women's
lives.
Including credits, Fried Green Tomatoes mns approximately 130 minutes.
3A later section on Idgie and Ruth discusses other reasons besides condensation
for, and the possible resuhs of, the change in sequence which allows Ruth to Uve untU
shortly after the trial.
Appendix B includes a Jon Avnet chronology.
^The Buming Bed was based on the nonfiction book by Faith McNuIty. Leonard
Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 1995 says this was "one of the highest rated television
movies of all time" (178). Mick Martin and Marsha Porter's Video Movie Guide 1996
caUs h a "superior television film" (483). Directed by Robert Greenwald, The Buming
Bed stars Farrah Fawcett as the abused wife and Paul LeMat as her husband.
^etween Two Women, based on Gillian Martin's novel Living Arrows, stars
CoUeen Dewhurst as a woman who maligns and undermines her daughter-in-law, played
by Farrah Fawcett. After the separation of the son and daughter-in-Iaw, the older
woman finds herself an invalid after a stroke and is forced to depend on the very woman
she drove from her home and family. The two women work from the gmdging respect
they already have for each other to build a more understandmg relationship. John
Carman called the film an "an unadomed relationship movie" (Gl 1). John Corry of the
New York Times called h a story "about an adult relationship" and that television rarity
an "intelligent drama" (C18). Ron MiUer said h "really breaks form and evolves into a
compeUing drama of relationships" (GIO). Variety reviewer Tone feels the film "gives
no quarter to tv commerciaUsm in the study of two women of strength and
determination" and "examines the interiors of the two women to . . . a fine point" (72).
^Men Don't Leave, suggested by Moshe Migrahi's 1982 French fUm La Vie
Continue injects odd moments of humor into hs serious subject matter. Lisa Vincenzi of
MiIIimeter called the film "deUcate and subtle . . . with intricate, textured relationships"
(99). The film's director, Paul Brickman, describes the film's appeal in words equally
applicable to Avnet's Fried Green Tomatoes: ". . . I'm attracted to the kind of movie
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that allows people not only to find themselves on the screen, but discover something
about themselves that they may take with them. . . . And the script also allowed for a mix
of humor and more serious moments that would give the movie a certain balance and
dimension" (qtd. in Forsberg 15). Jessica Lange, ArUss Howard, Joan Cusack, Chris
O'DonneU, and Charlie Kosmo starred. Obviously Jon Avnet has a talent for picking
projects which attract top notch actresses.
°Fried Green Tomatoes became the first project for Electric Shadow Productions,
a company formed by four women: Shaimon Silverman, Anne Marie GiUen, Yuriko
Matsubara, and Sara Duvall (Hanson and Hanson 26).
A Carol Sobieski chronology appears in Appendix B.
For summations of Carol Sobieski's career achievements see the foUowing
obituaries: Contemporary Authors Vol. 132 praises her "reputation for skillfully
rendering complex themes and characterizations. Her works have eamed consistent
praise for their realistic portrayal of family crises and penetrating treatment of human
growth and maturation" ("Sobieski, Carol (O'Brien) 1939 - 90" 391); Burt A Folkart
of the Los Angeles Times notes her "sensitive treatment of real and imagined characters"
(A28); Eleanor Blau also points out that Sobieski was "widely praised for her senshive
characterization in original or adapted works" (B6); Variety remembers her as an
"awardwinning scriptwriter who wrote about independent and adventurous women"
("Carol Sobieski" 79). Her work outside television movies sometimes finds less ardent
recognition. Andrew Sarris, oddly, says Sobieski, along whh director John Huston, was
hired "to beef up the action aspects" of AnnÍÊ (51). Stanley Kaufiftnann found that her
script for The Toy "isn't meant to whiz along, h's buih to provide scenes"
("Comparisons, Comparisons" 22). On the other hand, Frank Rich finds that Casey's

Shadow
proves that men do not have a monopoly on first- rate sports
reportage. Writer Carol Sobieski. . . takes a cynical attitude toward
her characters' obsession with winning and she leavens her familiar
narrative wdth gritty bhs of lore from the backwaters of quarter-horse
racing. She accurately re-creates the arduous rituals of training, the
sweaty romance of jocke^âng and the cracker-barrel humor of the
eccentrics who buUd their entire lives around long shots. (78, 80)
Gene Siskel found Sylvester "an uncommonly smart and mature picture" (D) and
especially praised her female protagonist: "Her character of 18-year-oId Charlene
"Charlie" Railsberg is as authentic and as well-rounded as any role written for a woman
in recent years" ("'SyIvester"'A,D).
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Several articles refer to Avnet as a co-writer of the screenplay. Whether he chose
not to receive on screen credit or whether Writers Guild regulations required that Carol
Sobieski be given screenwriting credits along with Fannie Flagg is unclear from the
information available. A few articles which include a movie credhs box actually Ust
Avnet as co-screenwriter: Bmce Feld's Film Joumal review; Janet Maslin's "Women
Finding Strength in Women"; Marilyn Moss's BoxofiRce review; James Vemiere's
"'Fried Green Tomatoes' Not Savory Enough"; Karen Young's FUm Monthly review.
Articles with text referring to Avnet as co-writer of the screenplay are: Bmce Bibby's
"'Tomatoes' with Oscars"; Karen Bmno's "Insight: A Feast for the Eyes, but
Food-Wise, Movies Often Are an Empty Plate"; David Fox's "'Green Tomatoes': Why
a Little FUm Bloomed"; Carole Kass' "Movie Spins Southem Tales"; Stanley
Kaufiftnann's "Alabama and Elsewhere"; Steve Murray's "Filmmaker Ripe for
'Tomatoes'" and his "Two Real Pros and One Yankee Director Produce 'Tomatoes'
with a Proper Tang"; Charies Walston's "Drawing to a Pah of Winners"; James M.
Welsh's Films in Review article.
12

'^Peter Masterson directed The Trip to Bountifiil, an adaptation of a 1953
television play by Horton Foote (Mahin 1362). The film teUs the story of an elderly
widow who resolutely overcomes a number of obstacles to retum to her former home in
Bountiflil, Texas, for one last vish—yet another story of a woman who finally rejects
society's expections in favor of following her own path.
13

^•^Unfortunately, no letterbox or widescreen edition of the film is available on
videocassette or laserdisc. For this reason movements possibly attributable to
pan-and-scan are not included in discussions of film scenes.
Other films have also prominently featured food. In Gabriel Axel's 1987 Danish
film Babette's Feast^ based on an Isak Dineson short story, a French woman (Gabriel
Ahel) uses her cooking talents and her lottery winnings to prepare a magical meal for the
two minister's daughters who provided her sanctuary when she fled the French
Revolution. General Lowenheilm (Jarl KuUe) describes his former superior officer's
reaction to Babette's cooking during her Paris days: "Now the general had this rather
interesting notion that this woman, this head chef, had the ability to transform a dinner
into a kind of love afifair. Yes, a love afifair that made no distinction between spiritual
and—other appetites." (Dialogue from the dubbed version.) Scenes of the preparation,
presentation and enjoyment of the meal take on the ritualistic quality of a religious
ceremony. The meal brings out the best qualities in those who share h. Alfonso Arau's
1991 Mexican film Like Water for Chocolate also includes numerous scenes of the
preparation and consumption of food. What Tita (Lumi Cavazos) feels becomes a part
of the food she prepares; h becomes the only outlet for her the love forbidden her by her
mother. In Ang Lee's 1994 Chinese film Eat Drink Man Woman much of Mr. Chu's life
centers around his cooking. At his elaborately prepared dinners, he and his three
daughters announce the important changes in their Uves. Mr. Chu (Sihung Lung) shares
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this love of cooking with his middle daughter Jia-Chien(Chien-Lien Wu) even though he
has forbidden her pursuh of cooking as a career. Although they never share the
preparation of a meal, h is his eating of Jia-Chien's soup which retums Mr. Chu's sense
of taste to him. In aU three films characters discuss cooking as artistic expression; h
provides an outlet for an individual's creativity and personality; and the eating of food
has a magical efifect on the partakers.
Note the way this plays ofif the scene in the novel where Ninny reports teUing a
friend that "Evelyn couldn't be any sweeter to me if she was my own daughter" (190).
Whh a few smaU changes, the film has kept this Une from the novel. Similar uses of the
novel's text appear throughout the adaptation.
The War records the coming of age of a young boy (Elijah Wood) and his sister
(Lexi RandaU) in the South of the 1970s. They and theh friends become involved in a
war with bullying, poorer kids over a treehouse which is destroyed by their battling.
17Up Close and Personal^ which started out as the story of reporter Jessica Savhch,
became a romance staring Michell Pfeififer as reporter Tally Atwater and Robert Redford
as her mentor and love interest.
18

^°Buddy and Idgie teU the story of a lake that "used to be" near their home or the
cafe depending on where the storyteller happens to be at the time. One November some
ducks landed on the lake. That night the temperature dropped so fast that the lake froze
with those ducks stUI in h. They flew ofif to Georgia taking the lake with them. That
lake is over there in Georgia to this very day.
For unexplained reasons the novel's Momma and Poppa Threadgoode become
Mama and Papa Threadgoode in the film's credhs.
20

This information about Ruth thanking God for every day her mother Uves even as
her mother begs to be killed does not appear in the novel. This addition to the film
contrasts sharply whh the novel's Onzell helping an agonized Ruth by administering an
overdose of morphine. Ruth's death scene dififers, too, as she reflises even the
prescribed dosage of medication. Avnet not only eliminates any hint of euthanasia, he
appears to actively reject it as a solution by making these choices infilmingthe story.
21

Reviewers and critic who conclude that Idgie and Ninny are the same person then
indicate that they find this development overly simpUstic and/or obvious are: Roger
Ebert, Malcolm Johnson, Stanley Kauffinann ("Alabama and Elsewhere"), Janet Maslin
("You've Seen the Movie"; "Women Finding Strength in Women"), Mark A. Reid, and
Karen Young. Richard G. Cormack draws the conclusion without indicating a judgment
about h.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

The interrelationship between Iherature and film is a complex one. The strengths
of one represent the weaknesses of the other. The written word can allow gUmpses into
the thoughts and emotions of characters, but film must Umit hself to what is seen and
heard. This does not mean visual and/or aural metaphors are not possible, only that they
are difficult. On the other hand, film can ofifer in a single image what might require
paragraphs or even pages to describe. A novelist shs down and creates a work which
can tmly be called her/his own, but a director must depend on a small army of
technicians, professionals, stafif, and actors to help bring her/his vision to hs final form.
In addition, the rising costs offilmmakingincreases the compulsion of film companies to
insist that filmmakers create works which appeal to the broadest possible spectmm of the
movie-going pubUc. StUI, the director's control is often greater than that of any other
person involved in the film and so s/he often receives credit or discredit for the results.
While Alice Walker's The Color Purple and Fannie Flagg's Fried Green Tomatoes
at the Whistle Stop Cafe both tell the stories of women who help other women, who
bond with them, who become the hub of a community, the former is far more
consciously political in intent than the latter. In the final analysis this polhical content
proves to be the shoal against which the film breaks. While Spielberg's adaptation is
technically briUiant and often inspired, his failure to follow through with those elements
of the novel which are subversive prevents the student of adaptation from giving
unqualified admiration to the resuh. Walker's novel deliberately undercuts many of the
conventions of a patriarchal society: the tradhional church, tradhional "masculine" and
"feminine" roles, tradhional relationships and tradhional sexual alliances.
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In Walker's novel, Shug specifically rejects the "old whhe man" of the church and
rejects the church hself for its patriarchal indoctrination. Instead she tums to a
pantheistic doctrine of her own making, one which worships even through the sexual
enjoyment which the church would condemn. Yet Spielberg, after tmly dazzling the
viewer with the faithfulness of spirit and detail in the first half of the film,^ has an
emotionally powerful scene in which Shug reconciles with her father—but she does so by
not only retuming to the church (quhe literally) of the father(s) but also by leading others
back there as well. The Shug of the novel teaches Celie to leave the restrictions and
prejudices of the institution behind-not to retum to h.
The novel also subverts traditional gender roles: Sofia should be free to work on
the roof or plow in the fields, and Harpo and Mister should be free to cook and/or sew.
Within the near-utopia of the ending the new community no longer restricts activities by
labeling them "feminine" or "masculine." Each individual is free to express her- /himself in whatever manner suits her/him. In the film, however, this element disappears:
Mister and Celie do not discuss whether Sofia and Shug act like men or like women; far
from cooking or sewing Mister's early scene in which he does not even know where the
butter is kept would seem to deny the possibility of his having a secret enjoyment of that
activity.
The relationships between the characters also defy conventional expectations.
None of the children in the novel are raised by their mothers; instead other womenfriends or family—care for the children until the mother can do so. Whether separated
through no fault of the mother's, as in the case of Celie and Sofia, or through the
mother's desire to lead a lifestyle which does not lend hself to raising children, as in the
case of Shug and Squeak, others always step in.^ In the film, although there are a
number of anonymous children in various scenes, this unusual variation on mothering
does not appear.
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Moreover, conventional wisdom would hold that several of these women should
not befiríendlyat all: Celie and Shug, and Sofia and Squeak share a man—which should
make them rivals and keep them from forming close bond. Subverting this attitude,
Walker's characters support and love one another. Celie nurses Shug back to physical
and emotional health; in retum Shug gives Celie the love she needs to bloom for the first
time in her life. When Sofia goes to jail, Squeak endures rape by her uncle, who is also
the warden, in order to help the other woman. She also helps care for Sofia's children.
After Sofia's retum, Squeak decides to pursue a singing career and this time Sofia takes
over the parenting of the "other woman's" children. In the film the power of the bond
between Celie and Shug is undercut by that seemingly out of place scene where Shug
again treats CeUe as a servant, ignoring her as she carries the bags and walks behind
Shug and Albert and ignoring her obvious pain and fear. And no bond between Squeak
and Sofia seems to exist at all.
Oddly, the kissing scene, about whom so many fans of the novel complained, is not
responsible for the failure of the film to capture the open sexuality of the novel. Once
again that terrible scene where Celie retums to the role of outsider and lackey as Shug
and Albert ignore her hurts the film. How could Shug be so loving with CeUe in one
scene and two scenes later treat her so badly? And what happened to Shug's
unrepentant bisexuality? There is no hint that Shug and Celie ever share physical passion
again. To give Spielberg his due, these changes do not seem to be consciously aimed at
retuming the film to the patriarchal institutions and conventions which the novel reject,
but on some level he instinctively retums it to the conventional life with which he is
comfortable.
The film does succeed in portraying the alienation and sufifering of Celie and her
gradual growth to strength through the presence of love in her life. Spielberg may take a
bh longer to show his viewer just how painflil Celie's life is, but he does get there. He
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brings the bond between sisters to beautiful life cinematically and uses the mailbox and
the paper with the word "sky" on h as reminders of that bond even when Nettie and
Celie are not together. The clapping game also underscores the sisters' closeness.
Flagg's novel, while much less subversive than the Walker novel, also has hs
unconventional elements. The Idgie of Flagg's Fried Green Tomatoes rejects the proper
Southem lady role and carves out one more suited to her temperament. Though
kindhearted and generous, she not only chooses to play the scapegrace but she chooses
to do so in way which society labels as "masculine." She dresses in boys' or men's
clothing throughout most of the novel; she hunts; she fishes; she gambles; she drinks; she
smokes; she cusses. She does the things that only men were generally allowed to do.
When she meets Ruth, she acts like an infatuated schoolboy, and later she assumes the
role traditionaUy associated with husband and father. But within those limits the
portrayal is extremely conventional. There is nothing intentionally subversive here.
Instead Flagg portrays Idgie as a charming and lovable eccentric. Her relationship with
Ruth is treated as if h were indeed a marriage but no one confronts the sexual
implications.
Yet even this conservative approach to a lesbian relationship proves too much for
the screen. In Jon Avnet's film Idgie looks Uke a tomboy, but there is always a hint of
conventional femininity in her appearance. Idgie's cmsh simply looks like a close
friendship here. Worse, the film has the women bonding through their love of a man,
their love of Buddy. But one cannot place too much blame on the male director for
these changes when Flagg herself tried so hard to downplay the implications of the
Idgie/Ruth pairing. And yet the friendship of the two characters is such a loving one, is
so clearly a defining factor in their lives that this change afifects the spirit of the story
much less than one would expect.
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On the other hand the story of Evelyn and Ninny's friendship proves remarkably
faithflil to the novel. The film catalogues the changes in both characters, as one
discovers herself and the other's health declines. The film wonderfully portrays Evelyn's
increasing afifection for the old woman and the mother-daughter quality of that
relationship remains. The interweaving of the Idgie and Ruth story with the Evelyn and
Ninny story also works very well. Because the novel emphasizes the love which inspires
a lifelong commitment, whether of friendship or marriage, the adaptation proves more
faithful to the spirit of hs source than The Color Purple did.
In both The Color Purple and Fried Green Tomatoes the more traditional women's
relationships survive the transhion to film: the bond between the sisters Celie and Nettie
in the former and the mother-daughter relationship of Evelyn and Ninny in the latter.
But the more unconventional aspects of women's lives do not survive the change as well.
Whether the novel simply seeks to erase the boundaries between conventionally defined
male and female roles or portrays a loving and passionate relationship between women,
these elements prove elusive when adapting them to the cinema. The men who directed
these films did so with the best of intentions, yet were unable to accept the more radical
elements of the novels. While part of this change no doubt reflects the change in
audience and the requirements of the business side of the medium, no doubt another part
rests in the dififerent sensibilities which the male directors brought to the stories of
women.
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Notes
^This is not to say that the first half of the film is whhout fauh. A few miss-steps
occur as the result of Spielberg's use of humor: for example, tuming Sofia and Harpo
into comic relief characters and even using Mister as comic relief in the cooking scene.
There are also those strange lapses m logic, in film continuity, which are mentioned in
Chapter III.
Only a near-utopia because the racism still exists even though the problems of
sexism seem to have been conquered within the small community the characters form.
^The way the women share the raising of the children is somewhat reminiscent of
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's Heriand, in which the children are not raised by their
biological mothers but by the community.
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Alice Walker Chronology
This chronology was compiled with the aid of the chronologies in Alice Walker (Harold
Bloom, ed.) and Alice Walker (Donna Haisty MitcheU); LiUie P. Howard's "Alice
Walker" in Amerícan Women Wríters (Lina Mainiero, ed.); Alice Hall Petry's Walker
entry in Beacham's Popular Fiction in Ameríca Volume IV ; Contemporary Authors Vol.
27; Broad.side Authors and Artists; Living Black Amerícan Authors; Who's Who among
Black Amerícans 1994 - 1995; "Califomia Urges Award on Twice-Barred Author" (New
York Times 11 March 1994: A24); and "Authors Alice Walker, J.S. HoIUday Honored"
(Oakland Tríbune 28 Apríl 1985: n. pag. Newsbank: Literature 1981 - 82: fiche 100,
grid C2).
1944

February 9-Bom in Eatonton, Georgia to WiIUe Lee (a sharecropper)
and Minnie Tallulah "Lou" (maiden name Grant; a fieldworker, gardener,
homemaker) Walker; their eight child

1948

Enters first grade at age four because she can no longer be taken to the
fields with her mother

1952

Loses sight in right eye after a brother shoots her with a BB gun

1958

Scar tissue surgically removedfi-omher eye

1961

Attends Spelman CoUege in Atlanta, Georgia

1962

Travels to Soviet Union with the Experiment in Intemational Living

1963

August 28-Attends the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom
where Martin Luther King, Jr. makes his "I Have a Dream" speech
Transfers to Sarah Lawrence CoUege in New York

1964

Travels to Uganda and Kenya with Experíment in Intemational Living
Stmggles with the urge to commit suicide; aborts a pregnancy
Writes the poems later published in Once; Poems

1964 - 1965

Writes the short story "To Hell with Dying"

1965

Graduates from Sarah Lawrence College
Summer-canvasses voters in Liberty County, Georgia
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1966

Febmary - June: Case worker for the New York City Welfare
Department
Summer-Works for civil rights movement in Mississippi, helping with
voter registration
Breadloaf Writer's Conference Scholar

1966 - 1967

Winter-Lives with Melvyn "Mel" Levanthal (a civil rights lawyer) on
New York's lower east side
Writes the essay "The Civil Rights Movement: What Good Was It?"

1967

March 17-Marries Melvyn Roseman Levanthal
First prize in American Scholar essay contest for "The Civil Rights
Movement: What Good Was It?"
Moves to Jackson, Mississippi where Mel Levanthal works on Jackson
school desegregation cases; they are the first legally married interracial
couple to live there
Consultant on black history to Friends of the Children of Mississippi;
collects oral histories of black women
Charles Merrill Writing Fellowship
McDowelI Colony FeUowship
"To Hell with Dying" pubUshed

1967 - 1973

Works with Head Start programs

1968

Attends fimeral of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Miscarries one week after the King fiineral
Once: Poems published

1968 - 1969

Writer in residence at Jackson State University and teacher of black
studies

1969

Birth of her daughter, Rebecca Grant Levanthal
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National Endowment for the Humanities grant
1969-1970

Writer in residence at Tougaloo CoIIege
National Foundation for the Arts Award in fiction

1970

Discovers Zora Neale Hurston's works while writing "The Revenge of
Hannah KemhufF'
The Third Life of Grnnge Copeland

1971-1973

Radcliff Institute Fellowship
On Board of Tmstees, Sarah Lawrence CoIIege

1972

Honorary doctorate in literature from Russell Sage CoIIege

1972 - 1973
1973

Teaches literature and writing on a temporary basis at Wellesley CoUege
Teaches literature by black women at the University of Massachusetts,
Boston
Her father, WiIIie Lee Walker, dies
Visits Hurston's grave in Florida and buys a headstone to be placed there
Revolutionary Petunia and Other Poems
In Love and Trouble: Stories of Black Women

1974

Lillian Smith Award from the Southem Regional Council for
Revolutionary Petunia and Other Poems
Rosenthal Foundation Award from the American Academy of Arts and
Letters for In Love and Trouble: Stories of Black Women
Langston Hughes: Amerícan Poet (a children's biography)
Moves back to New York with Mel Levanthal and Rebecca
Becomes a contributing editor for Ms

1976

Divorces Mel Levanthal
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Meridian
Front Page Award for Best Magazine Criticism from the Newswomen's
Club of New York for "Beyond the Peacock: The Reconstmction of
Flannery O'Connor"
1977

Appointed Associate Professor at Yale University

1977 - 1978

Guggenheim Fellowship
McDowelI Colony Fellowship

1978

Moves to San Francisco

1979

Edits I Love Mvself When I am Laughing
A.nd Then Again V^^r^ ]
Am Looking Mean and Impressive A Zor^ Npale Hurstnn Rparj^r
Good Night. WiIIie Lee. T'll See Yon in the Moming (poems)

1980

Teaches Afiican American Studies at the University of Califomia
Berkeley

1981

You Can't Keep a Good Woman Down (short stories)
Her mother, Minnie Lou Walker, suffers a debilitating stroke

1982

1981 Bay Area Book Critics' Association Award for Fiction for You
Can't Keep a Good Woman Down
The Color Purple
Spring—Distinguished Writer in Afro-American Studies at University of
Califomia Berkeley
Fall—Teaches literature at Brandeis University as Fannie Hurst Professor
ofLiterature

1983

Pulitzer Prize for The Color Purple; first black woman to receive this
prize
In Search of Our Mother's Gardens: Womanist Prose (essays)
American Book Award for The Color Purple
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Honorary D.H.L., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Contracts Lyme Disease which goes undiagnosed because no one knew
anything about the disease at the time
Travels to China
1984

Townsend Prize for The Color Purple
Writes a screenplay (not the onefinallyused) for The Color Puîple
Horses Make a Landscape More Beautifíil (poems)

1984 - 1988

Co-founder and pubUsher with Robert AUen of Wild Trees Press

1985

Project Consultant for the film adaptation of The Color Purple

1986

Jan.-Attends a benefit premiere of TheCoIor Purple in Eatonton,
Georgia
Receives O. Henry Award for "Kindred Spirits" (short story)

1988

Living hy the Word: Selected Writings, 1973 - 1987 (essays)
To Hell yyjth Dying (children's book)

1989

The Temple of My Familiar
Reader, The Temple of My Familiar (audio; abridged)

1991

Her Blue Body Rverything We Know Earthling Poems 1965 - 1990

Complete
Finding the Green Stone (children's book)
1992

Possessing the Secret of Joy
Reader, Possessing the Secret of Joy. (audio; unabridged)

1993

With Pratibha Parmar, Warrior Marks: Female Genital Mutilation and the
Sexual Blinding of Women (nonfiction)
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Co-executive producer on film, Warrior Marks, director Pratibha
Parmar; writes segment "Like the PupU of an Eye: Genital MutUation
and the Sexual BUnding of Women"; conducts some of the on-camera
interviews
With Isabel Allende and Jean Shinoda Bolen, Giving Birth, Finding Form.
audiocassette
Her mother, Minnie Lou Walker, dies
1994

Tums down Califomia Govemor's Award because state education
agencies dropped two of her works (the short story "Roselily" and the
essay "Am I Blue") from a state English test

1995

Audiocassette, My Life as Myself

1996

The Same Rive Twice: Hnnnríng the Diflficuk (nonfiction)
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Steven Spielberg Chronology
This chronology was compUed with the aid of the chronologies in Donald R. Mott and
Cheryl McAIIister Sanders Steven Spielherg (see Works Cited for publishing
information) and Jim Hargrove's Steven Spielberg: Amazing Filmmaker (Chicago:
Childrens Press, 1988); with the aid of the filmographies in Philip M. Taylor's Sísysn.
Spielberg: The Man, His Movies and Their Meaning (see Works Cited for pubUshing
information) and Douglas Brode's The Films of Steven Spielberg (New York: Citadel,
1995); and with "Biographical Information for Steven Spielberg" and "Combined
FUmography for Steven Spielberg" (Intemet Movie Datahase 1990 - 1997. Intemet.
World Wide Web: http//:us.imdb.com/m/multi-search)
1947

December 18—first bom child of Arnold (electrical engineer and computer
expert) and Leah Posner (musician) Spielberg, Cincinnati, Ohio

1959

First 8-mm film with actors

1960

War film, Escape to Nowhere (forty minutes), wins a contest

1962 - 1963

Producer and director (at age fifteen), Eirdighí (140 minutes)

1964

Firelight premieres at a Phoenix, Arizona theater which his father rented;
makes SlOOprofit
Family moves to San Francisco
Parents divorce

1966

Begins work on the never completed SHpstream

1967

Enters Califomia State CoUege at Long Beach
Meets George Lucas

1968

Producer and director, 35-mm film short /WbUn'-

1969

Amblin' wins award at Atlanta FUm Festival
Offered a seven-year contract by Sidney Sheinberg at Universal; signs it
Leaves Califomia State CoUege at Long Beach before eaming a B. A.
Director, "Eyes," one segment of the Night Gallery pilot
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1970

AmhUnl distributed nationally as a short shown with Love Story
Director, "Daredevil Gesture," an episode of Marcus Welhy, M n

1971

Director, "Make Me Laugh," an episode of Night Galípry
Director, 'T.A. 2017," an episode ofTheName nfth^ 0^,01^
Director, "The Private Worid of Martin Dalton," an episode of HIÊ
Psychiatrists
Director, "Par for the Course," an episode of TheP.sychiatríst«
Director, "Murder by the Book," the first episode of Cûlumhû
Director, DUÊI (television movie)

1972

Director, Something Evil (television movie)
Director, SâYage (television movie), also known as Watch Dog and I h e
Savage Report
Story, Ace EIi and Roger of the Skies

1974

Director, story (along with Hal Barwood), The Sugariand Express
Duel released in Europe as feature film

1975

Director, laws

1977

Director screenplay, Close Encounters of the Third Kind

1978

Executive producer, T Wanna Hold Your Hand

1979

Close Encounters of the Third Kind: Special Edition (re-edited with
additional footage, some of it shot after the release of the oríginal film)
Director, 1941

1980

Executive producer, Used Cars
Cameo, The Blues Brothers
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1981

Director, Raiders of the Lo.st Ark
Executive producer, Continental nividp

1982

Producer, director, story, E T • The Fvtra-Terre.stríal
Producer, screenplay, story, Poltergeist
Cameo, Chambre 666 (television movie)

1983

Producer, The Twilight Zone-The Mnve; director of segment two, "Kick
the Can"

1984

Director, Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
Executive producer, cameo, Gremlins

1985

November 27—Marríes Amy Irving
Son Max Samuel bom, receives the call that Amy Irving is in labor while
fílming the birth scene in The Color Purple
Producer, director, The Color Purple
Executive producer, story, The Goonies
Executive producer, Back to the Future
Executive producer, Young Sheriock Holmes
Director, "The Mission," an episode of Amazing Stories
Director, story, "Ghost Train," an episode of Amazing Stories
Story, "Mummy Daddy," an episode of Amazing Stories
Story, "The Amazing Falworth," an episode of Amazing Storíes
Story, "Fine Tuning," an episode of Amazing Storíes
Story, "Dorothy and Ben," an episode of Amazing Storíes
Story, "The Main Attraction," an episode of Amazing Stories
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Story, "Mirror, Mirror," an episode of Amazing Storíes

Story, "One Amazing Night," an episode of Amazing Storífis
1985 - 1987

Executive producer of Amazing Storíes (television seríes) which he
developed with Joshua Brand and John Falsey

1986

Directors Guild of Ameríca Votes him Best Director of 1985 for Jho.
Color Purple
Executive producer, The Money Pit
Executive Producer, An Amerícan Tail
Story, "The Wedding Ring," an episode of Amazing Storíes
Story, "The Greibble," an episode of Amazing Storíes
Story, "Blue Man Down," an episode of Amazing Storíes
Story, "You Gotta Believe Me," an episode of Amazing Storíes

1987

Producer, director, Empire of the Sun
Executive producer, Innerspace
Executive producer, *Batteríes Not Included

1988

Executive producer, Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

1989

Divorced from Amy Irving
Director, Tndiana Jones and the La.st Cmsade
Producer, director, Always
Executive producer, fíack to the Future II
Executive producer, Daá
Executive producer, The Land before Time
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1990

Executive producer, Back to the Fntnrp yn
Executive producer, Gremlins TT The New fíatrh
Executive producer, Joe Versus the Volcann
Executive producer, Arachnophohia
Executive producer, RoIIer Coaster Rahhit
Executive producer, Tummy Trouhle
Executive producer, Tiny Toon Adventures^ (television seríes)

1991

October 12—marríes Kate Capshaw
Director, Hûûk
Executive producer, producer, An Amerícan Tail II: Fievel Goes West
Executive producer, A Wish for Wings That Work (television movie)
Appears in ListenUp: The Lives of Ouincy Jones

1992

Fxecutive producer, Tiny Toon Adventures: How Spent My Vacation
(videotape)
Producer, The Habitation of Dragons (television movie)
Producer, The Water Engine. (television movie)
Appears in The Magical Worid of Chuck Jones

1993

Direntnr^ .hirassic Park
Producer, director, Schindler's List
Executive producer, Trail Mix-Up
Executive producer, WeVe fíack! A Dinosaur's Storv
Executive producer, Animaniacs (television seríes)
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Executive producer, Family Dng (television seríes)
Executive producer, SeaOuest DSV also known as SeaOuest 2032
(television seríes)
Executive producer, CIassof'6l (television movie)
Executive producer, SeaOuest DSV (television movie)
1994

Receives Academy Award as both producer and director of Schindler's
List
With David Gefifen and Jeffrey Katzenberg, forms Dreamworks SKG
Producer, The Flintstones
Executive producer, I'm Mad

1995

Amerícan Film Institute Life Achievement Award
Receives John Huston Award for Artists Rights from the Artists Rights
Foundation
Executive producer, BaUo
Executive producer, Casper
Executive producer, Freakazoid! (television seríes)
Executive producer, Pinky and the Brain (television seríes)

1996

Executive producer, Twister
Executive producer, co-creator, High Incident (television seríes)

1997

Director, The Lost WoHd Jurassic Park
Executive producer, Men in Black
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Menno Meyjes Chronology
Information on this Dutch-bom screenwríter is extremely difificult to find. As a resuU
this chronology contains only the names of films on which he has worked as a
screenwríter since coming to the United States. The information came from "Menno
Meyjes" (Intemet Movie Database 1990 - 1997. Intemet. Worid Wide Web:
http//:us.imdb.com/m/muki-search).
1985

Screenwríter, The Color Purple

1987

Screenwríter, story, Lionheart

1987

Uncredited, F.mpire of the Sun

1989

Screenwríter Fl Sueno del mono loco. also known as Tbe Mad Monkey
and Twisted Ohsession
Story, Tndiana .Tones and the Last Cmsade

1994

Fnreign Student
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Film Credits
Production: Wamer Brothers presents a Steven Spielberg film
Producers: Steven Spielberg, Kathleen Kennedy, Frank Marshall, Quincy Jones
Executive Producers: Jon Peters, Peter Guber
Screenplay: Menno Meyjes
Based on the novel The Color Purple by Alice Walker
Project Consultant: Alice Walker
Music: QuincyJones
Film Editor: Michael Kahn, A.C.E.
Director of Photography: Allen Daviau, A.S.C.
Production Design: J. Michael Riva
Costume Design: Aggie Guerrard Rodgers
Art Director: Robert W. Welch
Set Decorator: Linda DeScenna
Casting: ReubenCannon
Director: Steven Spielberg
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Cast
Mister/Albert: Danny Glover
Celie: Whoopi Goldberg
Shug Avery: Margaret Avery
Sofia: OprahWinfrey
Harpo: WiUard Pugh
Nettie: AkosuaBusia
Young CeUe: Desreta Jackson
OldMr.: Adolph Caesar
Squeak: Rae Dawn Chong
Miss MiUie: Dana Ivey
Pa: Leonard Jackson
Grady: Bennett GuiIIory
Preacher: John Patton, Junior
Reverend Samuel: Carl Anderson
Corríne: Susan Beaubian
Buster: James TiUis
Mayor: PhiIIip Strong
Swain: Larry Fishbume
Adam: Peto Kinbaka
Olivia: LeloMasamba
Odessa: Margaret Freeman
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Young Harpo: Howard Starr
Young Olivia: Daphaine Oliver
Young Adam: Jadili Johnson
Young Tashi: Lilian Njoki Distefano
Daisy: DonnaBuie
Store Clerk: Leon Rippy
Mailman: John R. Hart
Road Gang Leader: David Thomas
Loretta: Carríe Murray
Church Sisters: Juliet Poe
Katie Simon,
Ethel Taylor
Boy: Marcus Covington
Boo: Marcus LUes
Emma: Apríl Meyers
ChiIdNo. 1: MauríceMoore
Child No. 2: Lechanda Latharp
Jook Joint Patrons: Drew Bundini Brown
Amold Tumer
Jerís lee Poindexter
James Hawthome
Jook Joint Musicians: Saunders Sunny Terry
Greg PhiIIinganes
Roy Gaines
Afiican Musicians: Paulinho Da Costa
Nana Yaw Asiedu
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Clarence Avant
Bayo Martin
Ndugu Chancler
Jefifrey Kwashi
Pete Munzhi
Aniijia Rae Shockley

APPENDIX B
FRTED GREEN TOMATOES:
CHRONOLOGIES AND FDLM CREDITS
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Fannie Flagg Chronology
This chronology was compiled using information from the Fannie Flagg articles in
Contemporary Authors New Revision Seríes Volume 40 and Contemporary Theatre,
Film, and Television Volume 11 and from the copyríght pages of her novels.
1941

September 21 ~Bom Patrícia Neal in Birmingham, Alabama; daughter of
WiUiam H. and Maríon Leona (LeGore) Neal

1962

Scholarships from Pittsburgh and Pasadena playhouses

1964-65
1966

Producer, Moming Shnw WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Alabama
Wríter and player, Upstairs at the Downstairs (club and theater), New
York City

1966-67

Wríter and participant, Candid Camera (television seríes)

1967

Wríter and performer, Rally 'Round the Flagg (comedy album)
Member of panel, Liar's Club (television seríes)

1970

Role of Stoney, Five Easy Pieces (film)

1971

Wríter and performer, My Husband Doesn't Know I'm Making This
Phone CaU (comedy album)
Performer, The Bobbie Gentry Special (television)
Role of Helen Mildred Pierce, Snme of My Best Fríends Are . . . (film)

1971 -73

Role of Michele "Mike" Preston, The New Dick Van Dvke Show
(television seríes)

1972

Performer, Cnmedy News (television pilot)

1973

Performer, Cnmedy News II (television pilot)

1974-80

Wríter and participant, Candid Camera (television seríes)

1975

Role of Adelle, Hnme Cookin' (television pilot)

1975

Role of Amazon Doctor, Wonder Woman (television pilot)
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1975-82

Member of panel, Match G^me^ P M (television seríes)

1976

Role of Amy Walterson, Stav Hungry (fílm)

1977

Role of Virginia Ladysmith, Sex and th^ Marríed Wnm;^n (television
pilot)

1978

Role of Nurse Wilkins, GceasÊ (fílm)
Role of First Lady, Rahhit Test (fílm)
Roles of Pearl/Dot, Patio Porch, Century Theater, New York City.

1980

R o l e Of Sissy, C o m e Back to the Five and DJme Timmy Dean Timmy

Dean, Hudson Guild Theater, New York City
Role of Mona Stangley, The Best Little Whnrehnn<;e in Tf^v^Q 46th
Street Theater, New York City
1981

Coming Attractions A Wonderfiil Nnvftl

1981 -82

Role of Cassie Bowman, Harper Valley (television seríes)

1984

Judge, Ameríca's Junior Miss (telecast)
"Southem Joumal: Confessions of a Beauty Pageant Loser," Southem
Living, vl9.6, June 1984
Performer, The Supporting Cast^ Burt Reynolds Theater, Jupiter, Florída

1985

Performer, George Bums Comedy Week (television seríes)

1987

Performer, Candid Camera: The First Forty Years (television special)
Performer, DoIIy (television special)
Fríed Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe (novel)

1988

Role of Mrs. CapeUo, My Best Fríend is a Vampire (film)

1991

Screenplay (v^th Carol Sobieski), Fríed Green Tomatoes (film)
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Reader, Fríed Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe (audio;
abrídged)
1992

Coming Attractions pubUshed under title Daisy Fay and the Miracle Man
Reader, Daisy Fay and the Miracle Man (audio; abrídged)
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Jon Avnet Chronology
This chronolop was compiled using information from Contempnr.rv Theatre Film .nd
^^^^^^^^^^ ^ol 11; Lauren Cohn's '"Deal' Apart, 'Risky' Biz Cues Fox Incubation
Telepic at Tisch-Avnet" (VariÊÍ^ 21 Sept 1983, page 14+); and from the Lisa Vin'cenzi
profile (See Works Ched for fiill bibliographical information).
1949

December 17~Bom in Brooklyn, New York; son of Lester Francis
(founder of Avnet Electronics) and Joan Bertha (Grassman) Avnet

1975

September 19~Marríed Barbara Brody (fabríc designer)

1977

Associate producer, Checkered Flag or Crash (film)
Associate producer, Outlaw Blues (film)

1978

Founds Tisch/Avnet Productions with Steve Tisch

1979

Producer, No Other Love (television movie)

1980

Producer, Coast to Coast (fílm)

1982

Producer, Príme Suspect (television movie)
Executive producer, Something So Right (television movie)

1983

Producer, Risky Business (fílm)
Executive producer, Deal of the Century (film)

1984

Executive producer, Silence of the Heart (television movie)
Executive producer, The Buming Bed (television movie)
Executive producer, Call to Glory (television pilot)

1986

Executive producer, director, screenwríter, Between Two Women
(television movie)
Executive producer, Tríplecross (cable)
Founds Avnet/Kemer Company with Jordan Kemer

1987

Producer, Less than Zero (film)
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Executive producer, In Love and War (television movie)
1988

Executive producer, Side by Side, also known as Nothing's Impossible
(television movie)
Executive producer, My First Love, also known as Second Chance and
One More Time (television movie)

1989

Executive producer, Do You Know the Mnffin Man? (television movie)
Executive producer, Breaking Point (television movie)
Executive producer, Deceptions. cable

1990

Co-producer, 2nd unit director, Men Don't Leave (film)
Co-producer with Jordan Kemer, Funny about Love (film)
Executive producer, Heat Wave. also known as Bum, Baby, Bum
(television movie)

1991

Producer with Jordan Kemer, director, uncredited contríbutor to
screenplay, Fríed CTreen Tomatoes (film)
Executive producer, T^firyfiplH in Motion (television movie)

1992

Producer with Jordan Kemer, The Migbty Pucks (film)
Executive producer, The Nightmare (television movie)

1994

Producer with Jordan Kemer, director, The War (film)

1996

Director, ^Tp rinse and Personal (film)
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Carol (O'Bríen) Sobieski Chronology
This chronology was compiled using information from Contemporary Theatre, Film and
TelevisÍQn Vol. 9; Contemporary Authors Vol. 129; Tone's review of Sarah Plain and
lâU (Varíety 4 Feb. 1991: 93); and Brían Lowry's review ofMoney forNothing
(YadÊíy 20 Sept. 1993: 27).
Carol Sobieski was a screenwríter for film and television. That is her contríbution to all
works listed.
1939

March 16—Born in Chicago, Illinois; daughter of Frank Thomas (attomey
and rancher) and Emeline Bush (painter and politician) O'Bríen

1960

Smith College, B.A

1961

Trínity CoUege, DubUn, Master of Literature

1963 - ?

Begins wríting for television seríes; will wríte for Mr. Novak, The Mod
Squad, Peyton Place, Fame Ts the Name of the Game

1964

November 22-Marríed James Louis Sobieski (attomey)

1969

Dial Hot Line (television movie)

1970

The Neon Ceiling (television movie)

1971

ALittleGame (television movie)
San Francisco Film Festival award for The Neon Ceiling

1973

Wríters Guild award for The Neon CeUing
SimshinÊ (television movie)

1974

ReflectionsofMurder (television movie)

1976

Wríters Guild award for Sunshine
Amelia Earhart (television movie)
Flarry Tniman

1977

Pl^in Speaking (PBS film)

SuP^iI^int^ Chrístmas (television movie)
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Women in TV and Film award for Amelia Farhart
^ ^^^

Casey's Shadow, based on the short story "Ruidoso" by John McPhee
(film)
Wríters Guild award for Sunshine Chrístmas

1980

With William D. Wittliff and John Binder, Honeysuckle Rnse based on
the story of IníÊnnezzû by Gosta Steven and Gustav Molander, Wamer
Bros.
Where the Ladies Gn (television movie)
The Women's Room, adapted from the novel by Marílyn French
(television movie)

1981

Women in TV and Film award for The Women's Room

1982

AnnÍÊ, based on Little Orphan Annie comic stríp by Harold Gray and on
the stage musical Annie by Thomas Meehan (film)
The Toy, based on Le Jouet screenplay by Francis Verber (film)

1985

SylYÊSlÊE (film)

1987

A Place to Call Home (television movie)

1988

The Boume Identity (television movie)

1988 - '90

Board of Directors, Wríters Guild of Ameríca West

1989

Winter People (û\m)

1990

November 4~Died of amyloidosis in Santa Monica, Califomia

1991

With Fannie Flagg, Fríed Green Tomatoes, based on Flagg's novel Fríed
Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe (film)
With Patrícia MacLachlin, Sarah Plain and Tall, based on MacLachlin's
children's book (television movie)

1993

With Roman Menendez and Tom Musca, Money for Nothing (film)
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Film Credits
Producers: Jon Avnet and Jordan Kerner
Co-Producers: Martin Huberty, Lisa Lindstrom, Ric Rondell
Executive Producers: Norman Lear and Andrew Meyer
Screenplay: Fannie Flagg and Carol Sobieski
Based upon the novel Fríed Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe by Fannie Flagg
Music: ThomasNewman
FilmEditor: DebraNeU
Director of Photography: Geofifrey Simpson, A.C.S.
Production Design: Barbara Ling
Costume Design: Elizabeth McBríde
Art Director: Larry Fukon
Set decorator: Deborah Schutt
Casting: David Rubin, C.S.A.
Director: Jon Avnet
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Cast
Evelyn Couch: Kathy Bates
Ninny Threadgoode: Jessica Tandy
Idgie Threadgoode: Mary Stuart Masterson
Ruth Jamison: Mary-Louise Parker
Ed Couch: Gailard Sartain
Big George: Stan Shaw
Sipsey: Cicely Tyson
Grady: GaryBasaraba
Frank Bennett: Nick Searcy
Smokey Lonesome: Tim Scott
Buddy Threadgoode: Chris O'Donnell
Mama Threadgoode: Lois Smith
Reverend Scroggins: Richard Riehle
Women's Awareness Trainer: Jo Harvey Allen
Prosecutor: Macon McCalman
Curtis Smoote: Rajmor Scheine
EvaBates: Grace Zabrískie
Young Julian: Reid Binion
Leona Threadgoode: Afton Smith
Papa Threadgoode: Danny Nelson
Little Idgie: Nancy Atchison

Missy: Constance Shulman
Older JuUan: Haynes Brook
Ruth's Mother: Ginny Parker
Boy at Supermarket: Tres HoUon
Ocie: RonaldMcCaU
KKKMan: WalIaceMerck
Hooded Man: David Dwyer
Young Naughty Bird: Lashondra PhiIUps
Girl # 1: Catheríne Larson
Giri#2: MissyWoIfiF
Janeen: Latanya Richardson
Buddy, Jr. Grayson Frícke
Older Naughty Bird: Enjolik Oree
Peggy Hadley: Genevieve Fisher
Judge: TomEven
Defense Attomey: Bob Hannah
BaiIifF: Ted Manson
Sue Otis: Carole Mitchell-Leon
Tim: EvanLockwood
Nurse: Suzi Bass
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